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Archaeological perspectives on fragmentation

From source-critical problem to interpretative potential

In early antiquarian practice, fragmented remains were often viewed as a 
problem – the result of unfortunate damage, hindering archaeological 
reconstruction of the original whole. Fragmented remains recovered from 
excavations were commonly understood as rubbish; burials featuring post-
depositional extraction of artefacts and skeletal parts were disappointedly 
described as ‘disturbed’, and broken objects were generally reconstructed 
before being put up for exhibition in museums. The complete was considered 
better than the broken. However, it has successively become clear to archae-
ologists that broken objects and bodies carry important information. The act 
of fragmentation, as ‘a breaking or separation into fragments’, was some-
times accidental, sometimes deliberate and sometimes strategic. Whatever 
the causes of the breakup of the whole, the broken pieces often live on with 
new meanings. Various forms of breakage and reuse of fragments have been 
attested from all periods of the past, from Neolithic figurines and relics in 
the Catholic church to modern souvenirs featuring pieces of the Berlin Wall.

Within archaeology, fragmentation became an eye-opener at the turn of 
the millennium through John Chapman’s pioneering work on the deliberate 
use of broken objects in prehistoric societies of Eastern Europe (Chapman 
2000). Chapman showed that fragments were not just discarded scrap but 
were sometimes distributed among people and deposited in the landscape 
in order to manifest social relationships – to create enchainments. Chap-
man’s ‘fragmentation theory’ was stimulated by curious patterns in deposited 
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material, notably ceramic fragments from pots, seals and anthropomorphic 
figurines in different Neolithic and Chalcolithic communities in the Balkans 
(Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007). The theory was also formu-
lated as a critique (Chapman 2000:4) against some of the most functionalistic 
thinking in processual site formation studies, often assuming straightforward 
relationships between an ancient activity and its ‘waste’, deposited in archae-
ological formations (e.g. Binford 1962; Schiffer 1972; 1987; also see critique 
in Richards & Thomas 1984). This should also be seen in the context of 
anthropological insights into categorisation of ‘dirt’ and ‘waste’ as culturally 
relative (e.g. Douglas 1966; Moore 1981). Chapman highlighted how frag-
ments played a part in creating people, places and objects. He also demon-
strated how fragmented material culture could create references across time 
and place as one way of transmitting relationships and memories into new 
contexts (Chapman 2000).

It has now been over 20 years since the publication of Chapman’s work 
on fragmentation. Over the last decades, numerous case studies, debates and 
conceptual developments have taken archaeological insights on fragmenta-
tion practices and the use of fragmented materials in new directions (e.g. 
Knüsel & Outram 2004; Jones 2005; Brück 2006, 2016, 2017; Chapman & 
Gaydarska 2009; Brittain & Harris 2010; Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2010; Frie-
man 2012; Burström 2013; Lund 2013; Hansen 2016; van der Vaart-Ver-
schoof 2017; Morton et al. 2019; Valera 2019; Chittock 2020; Guernsey 
2020; Knight 2020; Nieuwhof 2020; Louwen 2021; Ahola et al. 2022; Chap-
man 2022). Archaeological thinking has moved a long way from automati-
cally understanding fragments as ‘scrap’ or ‘waste’, and from the historical 
preference for highlighting only complete or heavily reconstructed specimens 
in exhibitions and publications. There are now numerous perspectives, stud-
ies and examples that acknowledge how fragments can tell stories and testify 
to historical processes. Fragmentation, whether deliberate or not, is the basic 
condition for most remains that we handle in archaeology. Not only do these 
perspectives contain fascinating examples of human strategic and deliberate 
use and reuse of fragments, but they always have stories to tell where break-
age or decomposition is one part of the process of ever-changing materials 
and assemblages.

The aim of the following collection of texts is twofold: to show the breadth 
of fragmentation and fragment use in prehistory and history, and to provide 
an up-to-date insight into the current archaeological thinking around the 
topic. The volume is divided into three thematic parts: fragmentation and 
funerary practices; fragmentation and archaeological methods; and fragmen-
tation and the manipulation of objects. These sections are preceded by this 
introduction, followed by a concluding essay by John Chapman. The exam-
ples and case studies in this book concern the chronological period between 
the Neolithic and the modern period and are almost exclusively European in 
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scope. They embrace the theme through a variety of approaches and methods 
that highlight the relevance of the fragmentation discussion in any context.

Fragmentation – definitions of an expanding concept

Actions and reactions in relation to broken materials encompass many inter-
esting avenues for thought. In order to understand the width of this topic, we 
will start by defining two of the main concepts: fragmentation and fragment. 
Following the definition of each concept, we provide an overview, broad but 
not exhaustive, of different archaeological perspectives on fragments and 
fragmentation in archaeology.

Fragmentation encompasses all sorts of breakage, not only fragmenta-
tion that is intentional. This volume takes a broad interest in the broken 
and the incomplete – deliberate or unintentional. A lexical definition of frag-
mentation is “the action or process of breaking something into small parts” 
(Cambridge Dictionary online). This basic and instrumental definition can be 
complemented with definitions of the consequences or implications of such 
a process. In his concluding essay to this volume, John Chapman brings in 
Julia Guernsey’s (2020:112) observations from studies of Preclassic Mesoa-
merican human figurines and statues, where “(…) breakage was both a trans-
formative, generative and a communicative act (…)”. In particular, the first 
two adjectives describe the incontestable consequences of fragmentation: it is 
transformative (it changes, often irreversibly, the material it breaks) and gen-
erative (it creates new entities in the form of pieces). As Chapman observes 
(p. 291 in this volume), this view could be extended to many, if not most, of 
the case studies presented in this book. In addition, archaeological research 
provides a multitude of approaches to fragmentation (Table 1.1).

Turning now to the results of the fragmentation – the fragments. The sim-
ple, lexical definition is “a small piece or a part, especially when broken from 
something whole” (Cambridge Dictionary online). However, this phenom-
enon also benefits from more in-depth reflection. First, it is, for example, 
interesting to reflect upon the difference between a fragment and any part (or 
‘multiple actant’) of an assemblage, considering that assemblage theory and 
new forms of symmetrical and relational ontologies (e.g. Deleuze & Guattari 
2004; DeLanda 2006; Harris 2018) have pointed out that the idea of stable 
wholes and categories is a misconception. If everything consists of shifting, 
interrelated constellations on various scales, then how can we argue there 
is a distinctive difference between what is fragmented and what is just in a 
constant but ever-changing state of becoming? Bisserka Gaydarska consid-
ers this question in the present volume and advances the argument that “if 
an overall commonly accepted design or form is affected, then we can rec-
ognise fragmentation. Thus, there will be no cross-culturally valid concepts 
of wholeness, while fragments can still be identified as such” (p. 104 in this 
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TABLE 1.1  List of some interpretative approaches to fragmentation within 
archaeology and references to their appearance within this volume

Studying 
fragmentation as:

Meaning/examples:

Intentional vs. 
unintentional

Random and accidental breaking, natural decay, deliberate act… 
(All chapters concern fragmentation, either in intentional or 
unintentional form).

Practice Breaking (Louwen; Moilanen; Plutniak et al.; Knight; Sörman; 
Arnshav), disarticulating (Brück; Noterman; Fjellström; Röst), 
splitting (Louwen; Fjellström), parting/dividing (Norstein), 
crushing, chopping, cutting (Moilanen), reconfiguring (Röst; 
Chittock; Ojala & Sörman; Arnshav), upcycling (Ojala & 
Sörman; Arnshav), dismantling (Röst; Chittock; Ojala & 
Sörman), separating (Hull), accumulating (Jones).

Technology Skilled – unskilled (Röst; Chittock; Knight), reductive – additive 
(Gaydarska; Chittock; Chapman), complex – multi-stage (Brück; 
Hull; Fjellström; Knight; Arnshav), demanding of special 
techniques or tools (Brück; Noterman; Chittock; Ojala & 
Sörman; Knight; Arnshav).

Sensory 
experience

Discrete, memorable (Knight), violent, noisy, smelly (Noterman), 
visual (Chittock).

Communicative  
act

Participatory, performative, in front of an audience, as a specific 
event, in ritual or ceremony, involving specific actors/parties 
(Moilanen; Gaydarska).

Meaningful/
Strategic act

Reuse/creating pieces for secondary use (Brück; Röst; Chittock; 
Ojala & Sörman; Knight; Sörman; Arnshav), enforcing social 
relations/creating enchainments (Brück; Louwen; Moilanen; 
Noterman; Norstein; Chittock; Sörman; Arnshav; Chapman), 
reinforcing group identity and sense of belonging (Moilanen), 
propaganda/underlining (prestigious) historical links (Brück; 
Röst; Sörman; Arnshav), economic gain/commodification 
(Sörman; Arnshav).

Disruptive act Iconoclastic, defunctionalisation, disrespectful, fragmenting in 
order to symbolically ‘kill’, or fragmenting in order to break 
alliances or kinship ties (Brück; Moilanen; Noterman).

Constructive act Constructing/configuring personhood (Brück; Louwen; 
Hull), life stories/materialising narratives (Norstein; Hull; 
Röst; Chittock; Sörman; Arnshav), maintaining kinship ties 
(Moilanen), creating notions of identity and place (Noterman; 
Röst; Chapman).

Accumulative 
process

Assemblages (Gaydarska; Chittock), creating multiple objects 
(Jones), creating enchainments in the form of ancestral links/
histories/connections (Brück; Louwen; Moilanen; Noterman; 
Norstein; Jones; Chittock; Sörman; Chapman).

Taphonomic 
indicator

Re-fitting studies (Gaydarska; Plutniak et al.), post-burial 
interventions (Noterman), secondary deposition (Brück; 
Louwen; Noterman).
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volume). Second, the concept of fragments versus a whole can also be used in 
a transferred sense for conceptualising the relation between body part versus 
body, and part versus ‘set’ (Chapman 2000:7, 46–47, fig. 1.4). Furthermore, 
archaeological research provides a multitude of overlapping perspectives 
when approaching fragments (Table 1.2).

These perspectives on fragmentation and fragments demonstrate the var-
iation in how these phenomena can be studied archaeologically. As high-
lighted by Gaydarska (this volume), fragments can continue to live on and be 
strategically used, no matter whether they are created through intentional or 
random breakage. This stands as an important and nuanced insight in rela-
tion to the ‘fragmentation premise’ developed by Chapman and Gaydarska 
(2007, 2009), where much emphasis was placed on the intentional break-
age in the process of strategic fragment use. As indicated by the approaches 
listed above, meaning can be created at various points during the handling of 
fragmented matter: in the event of breakage, in the process of fragmentation, 
in the practice surrounding the fragmented parts directly after the break, or 
through non-associated practices following the rediscovery of these pieces at 
a later point in time. This highlights an important point about temporality: 
fragmentation can have importance as an act or event for the fragments that 
were created, but fragments can also be used in practices totally unrelated to 
the original breakage. In this sense, our terminology around fragmentation 
could be further developed to capture differences in the processes of fragmen-
tation and the itineraries of the resulting fragments.

The ontological and existential qualities of fragments

Among the perspectives listed above, we can see that some themes touch 
upon the more existential values of fragments, with particular relevance in 
relation to the archaeological pursuit. First, in an ontological and philosophi-
cal sense, the world contains residues and incomplete pieces of past realities. 
This affects us and stimulates reactions and thoughts. Pastness through frag-
ments and ruins arouses curiosity about what was once there and evokes ideas 
of there being something more to reality than what we can perceive in the 
present (Olivier 2011; Burström 2013; Schnapp 2020; Demoule et al. 2021). 
In our time and culture, these reactions are tightly tied to and answered by 
the disciplines of archaeology and history. At the same time, there is also a 
growing awareness of how ideas of our own modern culture have presented 
the complete and spotless, while often discarding broken and used materials 
as weak or waste (e.g. Chapman & Gaydarska 2007; Brück 2017:144; Chit-
tock 2020).

Living in this bricolage of fragments from different pasts has inspired vari-
ous kinds of approaches and underlined experiences, as illustrated by the 
fruitful archaeological studies of ‘the past in the past’ and the role of material 
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TABLE 1.2  A list of some of the most common interpretative approaches (of which 
many overlap) to fragments that can be found within the archaeological 
literature

Fragments as: Meaning/examples:

Referencing their original 
whole

Memory is related to origin (transmitted, invented and 
mythical), with the original whole being identifiable 
from the fragment. Examples of ‘wholes’: a body, an 
object, a set of objects, a construction, a monument, 
a place/raw material outcrop/landscape feature.

Unrelated to/going beyond 
their original whole

Used for new purposes and no importance placed 
on origin or perceived origin/the original whole is 
unidentifiable from the fragment.

Reinforcer of social 
relations

Creating or embodying enchainments, tokens of 
hospitality, tokens of friendship, kinship, alliances or 
deals.

Constructive Constructing personhood, life stories, notions of 
identity and place.

Material memories Real, fake, manipulated, enhanced; relating to personal, 
institutional, communal, living or mythical memory.

Present vs. absent Archaeologically present (orphan) versus absent 
(missing) fragments, meaning that fragments from the 
same whole had different itineraries after the break.

Dispersed/distributed/
circulated

Fragments found in multiple locations were identified 
as belonging together, meaning that fragments from the 
same whole had different itineraries and uses after the 
break. Fragments circulating as currency.

Recycled/reused material Raw materials or modules to be integrated into new 
forms.

Variously fragmentable Composite objects that can be easily parted or 
disassembled versus materials breaking into more 
random pieces; fragile materials versus massive 
materials breaking with more difficulty; the partibility 
of bodies subjected to different post-mortal treatments 
(e.g. cremation) or in different stages of decomposition.

As pieces of different types 
of wholes

As fragments of a material mass or natural (such as 
flakes of a rock), as pieces of a broken object (such 
as half a sword, a foot of glass or a shard of a pot), 
as parts of a composite object, as elements of a large 
construction, as pieces of a body, as pieces from a 
scattered ‘set’ of associated objects or features or as 
pieces of material extracted from the same landscape 
feature.

‘Multiple objects’ In constant forms of becoming, stages in a process (see 
Jones this volume).
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culture in memory processes (e.g. Bradley & Williams 1998; Bradley 2002; 
Jones 2007, this volume; Chittock this volume) (see also Lowenthal 1989). 
Similarly, fragments as material memories are related to questions about the 
archaeological project itself. Archaeology is just yet another way to handle 
fragmented materials from the past in the present. In modern culture and sci-
entific discourse, historical disciplines are approaching fragments of the past 
by ordering, classifying and trying to explain past societies, and by protect-
ing and exhibiting such remains through politically sanctioned heritage dis-
courses. This focus and the tendency to think of time as linear and separated 
episodes (e.g. Lucas 2005; Olivier 2014) are probably one of the reasons 
why other stories possible to tell through fragments, those of secondary uses, 
natural decay, dispersal or later interventions, etc., are less exploited than the 
narratives relating to the original wholes.

This brings us to the second point of how archaeology and the heritage 
sector handle fragments of past objects and bodies, which in themselves have 
stories to tell. This meta-perspective – turning questions of fragmentation 
towards our practice as archaeologists – can reveal interesting phenomena 
and processes. Fragments that were broken or divided among contestants in 
colonial heritage ventures are now distributed among museum institutions in 
several modern nations (e.g. Shefton 1985). In a similar way, entire monu-
ments, assemblages or pieces of objects were divided and shared between 
geopolitical stakeholders (e.g. Hicks 2020). Displayed in the main collec-
tions during the 19th and 20th centuries, they were both trophies of glory 
and tokens of scientific advances. Moreover, they were hints of geopolitical 
dominance and a way to inscribe one’s own nation’s history into the frame-
work of the Great Civilisations (Bourguet et al. 1998; Díaz-Andreu 2007; 
Gran- Aymerich 2007), and hence a tool for the ideology of imperialism 
(Hicks 2020). This dispersed heritage is in itself an example of a more recent 
practice of fragmentation (see also Arnshav this volume). Most objects have 
remained separated, but sometimes they have been joined in new exhibitions 
or after repatriation to states in the original find-regions (e.g. Shefton 1985; 
Rondot 2022:144). The potential of fragmented materials to tell the meta-
story of archaeology and colonialism is an important issue to develop.

Another example of fragmentation within the heritage sector is the separa-
tion between skeletal remains and bone artefacts in museum storage. Gener-
ally, pieces of human and animal bodies are stored separately and separated 
from other items in the same context depending on whether they have been 
reworked into objects or not (Karlsson 2016:9). Animal and human remains 
from the same set of finds are usually studied independently of each other, in 
every sense of the word. Expected to require different professional skills, they 
are analysed in different rooms, even sometimes in different buildings; they 
are examined at different times of the post-excavation process, presented in a  
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different way in the final report, and discussed separately in conferences. This 
fragmentation in the study of bone assemblages is barely questioned today, 
nor are issues concerning large fragmented animal bone material (however, 
see Hull this volume). Even though separated categories of finds might be 
reassembled again before exhibition, the fact that we keep supporting these 
fragmentation practices when handling archaeological source material reveals 
our own systems of thought.

Broken bodies – funerary practices, personhood and secondary use 
of human body parts

Human bodies have a certain degree of individual variety and uniqueness 
when it comes to details. However, the overall form of the human body can 
be universally recognised.1 Also, human body parts – primarily in the form 
of disarticulated dead bodies – have been fragmented, manipulated and cir-
culated in a variety of forms throughout prehistory, history and the present. 
Even if the industrialised nations within monotheistic religious traditions 
mostly live in the paradigm of the sacred and unpartable body, there are 
different traditions in cultures with other outlooks as well as new trends in 
cremation practices in the Western world where bodies are more subjected to 
manipulation after death than is often believed or acknowledged (e.g. Wil-
liams 2011; Anthony 2016).

Jennifer Kerner’s research on post-mortem body manipulations has shown 
that the partibility of the deceased is in fact a longstanding story (Kerner 
2018). Fragmentation is an integral part of the funeral ritual in some mod-
ern communities, with dead individuals positioned in a certain way in the 
tombs to facilitate the recovery of body parts, while the graves themselves are 
adapted for post-mortem handling (e.g. Dumas-Champion 1995). Archaeo-
logical contexts often provide dry skeletal remains, free of organic material 
such as soft tissues and organs, limiting the discussion on the fragmentation 
of the organic part of human bodies. Yet, the separation of the body from 
its entrails is attested in written and ethnographic sources, not necessarily in 
connection with the simple desire to annihilate the putrefaction of the body 
(Kerner 2018:178–188). For the 12th–14th centuries, the mortuary tradi-
tions have even been referred to as a ‘culture of fragmentation’ (Westerhof 
2004).

A further example is the forceful repressive function of the ‘incomplete’ 
body in life (e.g. colonial forces cutting off hands in the Belgian Congo; hand-
cutting as a punishment for theft) and to live on with this visible incomplete-
ness in a culture where the missing of that particular piece stands so clearly 
for repression, guilt and oppression. On the other end of the spectrum, these 
hands, like other body parts in collections (anatomical, ethnographic, medi-
cal, curiosity cabinets, etc.) were displayed in Western contexts to underline 
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domination, racial world order and sometimes to boost personal or scientific 
pride. In antiquity, cutting off hands was not only used as a punitive measure 
but also used as a visual marker for grave robbers (Noterman 2016:192–193). 
In his thought-provoking publication on the notion of corpse, Louis-Vincent 
Thomas points out all the ambiguity of body mutilations, involve contempt 
and disrespect but may also be ritual in many societies. In biblical narratives, 
there are several examples of this; after being butchered and pulled apart by 
dogs, Jezebel is denied her individuality in death (Jégou 2015). There are also 
iconic examples in European history, such as the corpse of the pope Formo-
sus, which was exhumed, brought to trial and condemned and had several 
fingers amputated in a symbolic gesture to deny him his ritual rights (Thomas 
1980:109–110).

Examples of divided, manipulated bodies and the circulation of body parts 
are numerous in European modern and pre-modern history. Reasons varied 
and included, for example, the protection that a piece of a body could offer 
by wearing a dead man’s bone as an amulet to fight fever or bring luck (Jacob 
1859:96–97). Other examples involved cures through the ingestion of spe-
cific parts, as in 17th and 18th century pharmacopoeia manuals that recom-
mended using fragments of the skull of a man who died from a violent death 
(execution) to cure epilepsy (Lémery 1697). Going further back in time, the 
examples multiply, spanning from the deliberate fracturing of body parts into 
relics as remnants of specific cults within the Catholic church (e.g. Kjellström 
2017:171) to arrangements of dismembered, incomplete remains in collec-
tive assemblages of megalithic tombs (e.g. Tornberg 2022) and the intricate 
handling of cremated and curated human remains in Bronze Age mortuary 
traditions (e.g. Brück 2006, 2017, this volume; Ojala & Röst 2021; Louwen 
this volume), to mention only some.

Breaking bodies and using the parts might be ways to link ancestors 
with specific places, persons or phenomena in the present. They can serve 
to activate, manipulate, or eradicate memory; to relate and make claims on 
ancestry, history or terrain; to be extracted for reuse – magically, religiously, 
medically, scientifically or for propagandistic purposes, for example (see 
Brück this volume; Moilanen this volume; Noterman this volume; Hull this 
volume). Parts of bodies can also serve to link the dead with the living, keep-
ing a connection between two worlds or recreating a connection that death 
had momentarily broken.

Fragments – their properties and how to study them

The properties of various materials and bodies have a major impact on how 
they lend themselves to fragmentation and how they behave as fragments 
(Chapman 2000:23, 71; Gaydarska this volume). Significant visual quali-
ties that are sometimes harnessed in fragmentation and fragment use are, 
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for example, peculiar/exotic forms and decorations (Chapman 2000:65) and 
age/patina (Chittock 2020). Properties such as durability, density, shape, 
proneness to decay, hardness, etc. will impact the likeliness of breakage of 
things and bodies, the means needed to fragment them, and the characteris-
tics of the fragments produced. The importance of these qualities is a grow-
ing insight in archaeological studies of fragmentation and is also visible in the 
studies presented in this volume. This is presumably partly influenced by new 
strands of thought, such as new materialism and posthumanism, which urge 
us to reflect on material properties, and co-dependences between material 
and form, and the effects and affects of things.

The range of material properties and conditions given by the material 
form is one of the points that emerge from various examples and materi-
als discussed in this volume. The breakability of objects varies between, for 
example, ceramic pots (Gaydarska this volume; Plutniak et al. this volume), 
animal bodies (Fjellström this volume; Hull this volume), massive bronzes 
(Knight this volume; Sörman this volume) or composite metalwork objects 
(Chittock this volume; Ojala & Sörman this volume). A cremated human 
body (Brück this volume; Louwen this volume) does not present the same 
qualities for fragmentation as a decomposing human or skeletal human body 
in an inhumation grave (Brück this volume; Moilanen this volume; Noterman 
this volume) and differs yet again from large architectonic elements salvaged 
from old houses or shipwrecks (Röst this volume; Arnshav this volume). All 
these materials indicate different strategies and technologies for fragmenta-
tion in the past.

Fragments of different materials also require different types of method-
ological considerations from archaeologists studying them in the present. 
Typically, easily breakable and frequent (mass)materials such as faunal skel-
etal remains, ceramics and lithic debris are more often subjected to re-fitting 
studies, stratigraphic analyses and quantitative reconstruction efforts (e.g. 
Gaydarska this volume; Plutniak et al. this volume; Hull this volume; Fjell-
ström this volume). Here, the possibility to scientifically trace common ori-
gins (through similarities in microstructure, chemical composition, isotopic 
signatures, aDNA, etc.) also creates varying conditions for various materials. 
However, it should be noted that provenance from the same original whole 
might have been perceived differently in the past, as suggested by examples 
where ‘fake’ fragments are, knowingly or unknowingly, given the same value 
as ‘authentic’ pieces (e.g. Hunter & Biekert 2014; Thunø 2018:163; see also 
Röst this volume).

Material properties also have implications for the technology of breaking, 
and the scale and skill involved (Gaydarska this volume). Ceramics can be 
broken without special skill, while massive metalwork is harder to break and 
breaks differently depending on the technique applied (Knight 2019, 2020, 
this volume), whereas composite metalwork designs might instead enhance 
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the breakability and inspire fragmentation (Chittock 2021, this volume; 
Ojala & Sörman this volume). Bodies that have been burned (cremated), 
 skeletonised, processed in some way or have reached an advanced stage of 
decay are more easily fragmented (reconfigured) than the newly deceased 
(Brück this volume; Noterman this volume). This has consequences for think-
ing about skill, the fragmentation as an event, and the sensual experiences 
surrounding the break, but also for the end result (Knight 2022; Gaydarska 
this volume). How many fragments are created, what are the properties of 
these parts, and are the qualities and characteristics of the parts the same or 
different?

In previous works, objects such as figurines have been emphasised as 
possible to break into pieces of very different shapes and visual properties, 
opening for complex forms of association (e.g. Chapman 2000; Chapman & 
Gaydarska 2007:69–70). The character of fragments influences their poten-
tial use and sets certain limits for interaction with them. For example, differ-
ent treatments of Neolithic figurine parts in material from the Balkans have 
been linked to configurations of gender identities (Chapman 2000:68–79; 
Chapman & Gaydarska 2007: Chapter 3). Other examples are the special 
handling of hands and heads in the Late Bronze Age cremation graves in cen-
tral Sweden (Röst 2016), which is a pattern not yet fully understood, and the 
special attention to heads in some reopening practices in early medieval row-
grave fields (Noterman this volume). Furthermore, in several cultural con-
texts, fragmentation of objects with a particular symbolism, such as stamps, 
seals or friendship tokens, has been identified as meaningful in confirming 
alliances or joint agreements (e.g. Chapman 2000; rituals involving early 
medieval belts, see Noterman this volume).

Here, we also note the importance of the shape of the original whole, 
as certain wholes, such as more uniform and massive objects, might be less 
partible and therefore more remarkable when actually fragmented. Rings 
are often involved in enchainment practices, with and without the involve-
ment of fragmentation, and examples are found cross-culturally (e.g. Swift 
2012; Ahola et al. 2022; Chapman this volume; Sörman this volume). One 
might ask if certain shapes, such as rings, would be more readily subjected to 
these kinds of practices. Would the properties of round, solid or symmetrical 
shapes evoke other notions when forming wholes vis-a-vis parts, and is this 
quality and potential symbolism harnessed? Here we might also think of 
human bodies and non-human animal bodies, which might be seen as pre-
senting quite distinct and historically continuous ‘wholes’. Another strong 
potential for symbolism can be found in breaking the coupling of a pair, con-
sisting of two symmetrical pieces; this seems to have occurred in some cases 
of Scandinavian Viking oval brooch sets (Norstein this volume) and discs 
on some Nordic Late Bronze Age ‘spectacle fibulas’ (Ojala & Sörman this 
volume). The properties of wholes and parts and the incentives for choosing 
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to use certain wholes for fragmentation practices certainly differ in cultural 
contexts and situations and are thereby key to archaeological analysis.

Affordances of patina and visual signs of age also play a major role in 
many of the examples where fragments come into secondary use. This under-
lines the often intimate and intricate link between fragmented matter and 
memories of the past. Examples from this volume include decayed objects 
from sets of grave goods in a reopened grave, which might have special sig-
nificance for their obvious origins (Noterman this volume); the fragments 
of old architectural parts strategically reused at the Årsta mansion, partly 
appreciated for their ‘old’ style (Röst this volume); and Late Bronze Age 
metal objects accumulated in some of the so-called ‘scrap hoards’, which 
were recognisable and probably tied to ancestral memories (Brück this vol-
ume; Sörman this volume). Further, oak salvaged from sunken battleships 
became souvenirs, often in masculine spheres evoking naval life and military 
pride, and were exploited for the very reason of the colour and patina of the 
‘black oak’, timber that had once sunk to the seafloor and was later recov-
ered (Arnshav this volume). Age and patina are significant sometimes, but 
might not always be sought after or exploited in fragmentation.

Another factor is ‘otherness’ or ‘specificness’ involved in the itinerary of 
the object or the form, as for example in fragments of obvious non-local 
objects and imports, or special patterns or shapes that are perhaps some-
times more potent for use in strategic links through fragmentation (Chapman 
2000: 64–65). One example here is the sets of Viking oval brooches used in 
Scandinavian female costume, where single parts or fragments could some-
times be used in West Atlantic colonies to evoke memories of the journey 
and origins of women from previous generations (Norstein this volume). The 
special character of valued fragments can also be enhanced by adding to or 
configuring their appearance, such as by assembling them into composite 
objects that tell visual stories (Chittock 2020, this volume). Other examples 
involve placing them on a special base or pedestal, such as souvenirs of the 
Berlin Wall mounted on small plaques and provided with a label, or setting 
them in special fittings, capsules or feretories, such as relics in the Catholic 
cult. Such additions underline the exclusiveness and the special trajectories of 
the fragments, and their ‘specialness’ is enhanced by reconfiguring the object 
itself.

A last point considered here is a reflection on what is lost and what is 
gained after fragmentation. What aspects and qualities of the original whole 
are still perceivable in the piece (its colours, its identity, its shape, its function 
or its origin)? A broken pot can no longer serve as a container but can be 
carried and stored in small places (Brück 2016, 2017; Louwen this volume; 
Gaydarska this volume). A fragment with a handle, a hole or a loop could be 
suspended from a hook or on a string. A shipwreck can no longer sail but can 
fit in a home as a piece of furniture (Arnshav this volume). A bronze vessel 
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fragment can no longer be used for banquets, but can be shaped into a new, 
smaller object (Thrane 2013; Ojala & Sörman this volume). A fragmented 
body can no longer act as a living individual in relation to others but can 
be intermingled and physically mixed with the body of another individual 
(Brück this volume; Louwen this volume). Many important observations  
can be made by posing the question, what can fragments do? (c.f. Chittock 
2021). Their capacity to be multiplied, portable, combinable, etc. demon-
strates the qualities and possibilities that fragmentation brings about and 
that we must try to evaluate. Changing from whole to fragment means los-
ing some characteristics but gaining others. As emphasised throughout this 
volume, the result of fragmentation and breaking is transformation rather 
than loss.

Fragments and their relations – assemblages, new materials and 
post-human perspectives

Climate change and the environmental changes that we are facing today have 
opened up archaeology to a new field studying the effects of the Anthro-
pocene and its materiality. With finds made through glacial archaeological 
surveys (Callanan 2012, 2016), new categories of fragmented objects and 
animal remains are emerging from the melting ice and snow, formed in spe-
cial conditions. The findings of whole organic artefacts, ecofacts and fauna 
historic finds provide new understanding of fragmented objects, whether 
they were unintentionally or deliberately broken, intentionally deposited 
or accidentally misplaced. Modern fragments also give us an unfortunate 
insight into the consequences of worldwide consumerism, with fragmented 
plastic objects and (macro- and micro-) plastic fragments floating ashore, 
also far away from areas where these plastics were used, such as the Arctic 
(Pétursdóttir 2019). The archaeology of plastics is a currently developing 
field that studies how plastics can be used as a stratigraphic indicator of the 
Anthropocene (Zalasiewicz et al. 2016). According to Jan Zalasiewicz et al. 
(2016:8), plastics seem to be gaining terrain in the archaeological field, and 
plastic fragments are increasingly used as stratigraphic markers in recently 
disturbed or modern deposits. Recently, analyses of fragmented plastic debris 
in terrestrial deposits have illuminated the contemporary use and pollution of 
heritage sites (Mytum & Meek 2021:208–209).

There is currently a growing body of theory that calls attention to the inter-
mingled character of all agents (human and non-human animals, ‘nature’, 
things) in the creation of reality. These developments in science and phi-
losophy can partly be understood as responses to and insights following the 
accelerating climate crisis on Earth. More than before, the changing climate 
highlights the embedded human position in ecological systems, inter-species 
dependencies and the impact of natural processes and material resistance on 
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human lives. Among these perspectives, we find actor-network theory, rela-
tional, flat and object-oriented ontologies, symmetrical perspectives, posthu-
manism, new materialism or the ‘material turn’. In one way or another, these 
are approaches that appeal to a higher sensitivity to the symmetry between 
humans and other kinds of physical entities in our efforts to describe and 
understand the world (e.g. Latour 1987, 2005; Deleuze & Guattari 2003; 
DeLanda 2006, 2016; Ingold 2008; Haraway 2015, 2016; Harman 2018). 
These perspectives have also taken inspiration from indigenous worldviews 
and ontologies, an intellectual inspiration that has rarely been acknowledged 
in the Western academic community (Marín-Aguilera 2021). These strands 
of thought have been fundamental in deconstructing traditional dichoto-
mies, which have been argued to be misleading, such as human versus thing, 
human versus machine, human versus animal and culture versus nature. Fur-
thermore, posthumanism and animal studies have begun to demonstrate the 
fallacies and inconsistencies in anthropocentric explanations for current and 
past processes (e.g. Weil 2012; Braidotti 2013; Fredengren 2015; Haraway 
2016). How do fragmentation studies relate to these recent theoretical cur-
rents of relational archaeology?

Post-human perspectives criticise the tendency to place human agency and 
experience at the centre of attention, explanation and description (e.g. Freden-
gren 2015:125–126). In a straightforward sense, this might call into question 
some of the terminology and metaphors used when speaking of fragmentation 
in archaeology. Expressions such as ‘orphan’ shards to denote single frag-
ments where the rest of the object is missing are one of them. Others are 
‘parent’ and ‘child’ relationships for the whole and the part ‘descending’ from 
that whole. Although these might refer to kinship relations among animals 
or ‘beings’ in general, we have to raise the question about what associations 
these terms bring with them (intimacy, strong emotional bond, similarity). 
Could the fact that we are drawing from the human experience, instead of 
trying to describe what we see with more adapted terms, limit our view? On 
the other hand, in advocating more inclusive views on ‘kinship’, there are 
also scholars who argue for the necessity of regarding relations to landscapes, 
matter, objects and non-human animals as extended kinship (Johnston 2020; 
Brück 2021). Another relevant reflection pointed out by Emily H. Hull in her 
contribution to this book is the anonymising terminology and methods used 
to process fragmented skeletal remains from non-human animals.

A fundamental question when considering fragmentation in reference to 
symmetrical or relational perspectives was already touched upon in an ear-
lier section (see Fragmentation – definitions of an expanding concept). How 
can we consider parts and wholes while also relating to reality in terms of 
assemblages? Seeing the world through assemblage theory stipulates that eve-
rything, all entities and even their components, are clusters forming different 
assemblages, more or less stable or elusive through time (e.g. DeLanda 2006, 
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2016; Harris 2017). Assemblages are thus, as Helen Chittock has aptly for-
mulated by drawing on Manuel DeLanda (2006, 2016), Yannis Hamilakis 
and Andrew Jones (2017), “heterogeneous collections of co-functioning ele-
ments that are related but independent” (Chittock 2021:68). Moreover, as 
expressed by Oliver J.T. Harris (2018:89), this is “a way of thinking about 
the world that turns our gaze from the appearance of final, fixed forms to 
the multiplicity of elements that come together and sustain all the different 
things in the world”. As Bisserka Gaydarska (p. 104 in this volume) notes, 
assemblage theory thereby tells us that everything is always part of a bigger 
whole. Nevertheless, following Gaydarska, considering that there are designs 
or forms that are accepted and recognised (by humans, by animals and some-
times by other biological or physical forces in the world), these can be identi-
fied as incomplete.

In a recent analysis of the development of assemblage theory in archaeol-
ogy, Yannis Hamilakis and Andrew M. Jones identify Chapman’s fragmen-
tation theory as one of the first initiatives to have realised the significance 
of assemblages (Hamilakis & Jones 2017:81; see also Jones this volume; 
Chapman this volume). They highlight the fact that Chapman’s work not 
only demonstrated practices of fragmentation but also was concerned with 
how materials are used for creating relations, for example by discussing frag-
mentation and accumulation as two ways to link people through enchained 
relations. Hamilakis and Jones point out the relational character of assem-
blages or accumulations and how these links between people, places and 
objects co-create relations and, essentially, reality. Relational perspectives on 
symmetrical relations and interdependence among all scales of assemblages 
are therefore in agreement with ideas concerning the ways fragments (simi-
larly to other materials) facilitate enchainments between people, places and 
objects, as proposed by Chapman (2000) and developed by Chapman and 
Gaydarska (2007).

In his concluding essay to this volume, John Chapman points out the early 
contribution of fragmentation theory in shifting our thinking towards more 
relational perspectives on humans and their interactions/co-dependency 
with places and non-human animals. While still arguing for the validity of 
human-centred questions at the heart of the archaeological pursuit, Chap-
man clarifies and develops his reasoning concerning links between insights 
formulated in fragmentation theory and the relational perspectives that were 
later adopted in archaeology. Notably, he emphasises the various strategies 
by which people link with places and communities and how they relate to 
senses of belonging (where fragmentation is only one of the possible ways to 
do so). He shows how these insights and perspectives can be seen as an early 
expression of this wider orientation towards understanding not only human 
actors on their ‘scene’ with animal and material ‘prop’, but engaging with the 
network of actors and agents linking us all together.
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Like fragmentation theory, assemblage theory also challenges the con-
cept of ‘waste’ when nothing ever comes to a final form; objects, parts and 
atoms are part of eternal, shifting itineraries rather than linear and ending 
lives (Chapman & Gaydarska 2007; Harris 2018; for discussion on the 
problems with the concept of ‘object biography’, see, for instance, Joyce & 
Gillespie 2015; Jones this volume). Even if something was (subjectively/cul-
turally) considered waste at some point, its potential for reuse and continued 
presence in the world as fragments makes it continue to participate in new 
assemblages – and perhaps eventually, in thousands of years, as microscopic 
fragmented grains that have joined new geological formations. This, more 
than before, opens up the perspective of the transformation of fragments 
into endless related and unrelated chains of assemblages (see Jones this vol-
ume). We believe that perceiving reality along these ontological lines does 
not and should not exclude an analysis of power inequalities,2 injustices or 
potentially harmful consequences for nature or living beings resulting from 
the assemblages and configurations we identify. It might be true that nothing 
can really, ontologically or conceptually, be considered a finite ‘waste’ or an 
unchanging remnant of the ‘original’. Nevertheless, as scholars and citizens, 
we must still strive to contextualise, explain and (re)act on our observations 
of phenomena such as pollution or the abuse of fragments of ancient times in 
historical revisionism or propaganda.

Final reflections

A central idea within studies of fragmentation is that fragments, rather than 
being waste or useless scrap, have special potential precisely because of their 
broken and transformed format. Through observing fragmented parts in the 
past and present, we reach the complex, interrelated, ever-changing assem-
blages that constitute our reality. In view of the stimulating observations of 
fragmented materials in archaeology, we see that human responses to the 
incomplete have often been responses of creativity, opening up new associa-
tions and allowing us to perceive other realities beyond our own. This pro-
vides insight into how fragments can be used for new purposes and processes. 
By asking what fragments do, the potential of broken material becomes more 
apparent and acknowledges that breaking is fundamental transformation 
rather than destruction or loss.

Following the itineraries of fragments included as parts of various assem-
blages shifting over time and scale – as part of objects, as part of bodies, 
as part of enchainments, as part of stratigraphic layers, as part of histori-
cal narratives, as part of museum collections, as part of clay deposits. This 
highlights the constant cycle of changes – the constant forming and reform-
ing of assemblages of which our physical bodies and surroundings are part. 
Seeing fragmentation in this perspective also raises the question of what 
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fragments and assemblages we are co-creating on this planet, in the form of 
non- degradable chemical compounds and pieces of durable materials such 
as steel and plastic (e.g. Zalasiewicz et al. 2016; Pétursdóttir 2019; Kuijpers 
2020). At a more fundamental level, fragmentation challenges assumptions 
about human independence in our era and even the fetishisation of this, and 
it forms part of theories that acknowledge our interdependence with ecosys-
tems and other beings (Chapman this volume). Archaeological approaches to 
fragmented materials place our own practices of fragmentation and reuse in 
a deeper historical perspective.
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Notes

 1 However, this does not mean that social personhood has always been perceived 
as unified; see Chapman (2000:27): “There is a common sense assumption, wide-
spread in archaeology and anthropology, that the physically discrete nature of the 
body is evidence for the unity of the person. But a central paradox of the human 
life cycle is the contrast between the physical identity and social changes which 
occur and the ‘fact’ that they occur to/in the “same” person”. Here, we will not go 
further into the complex question of the culturally variable relationship between 
perception of body and the perception of personhood; but it is a topic that has 
been linked to the issue of fragmentation and enchainment since the first work of 
J. Chapman (2000; see also further discussion in Fowler 2004; Jones 2005; Brück 
2006, 2017; Chapman & Gaydarska 2006; Brittain & Harris 2010).

 2 For critique on the lack of power analysis in works of relational or symmetrical 
ontologies see, for instance, Harris & Cippolla 2017:148 with references.
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Introduction

The archaeological record is, by its very nature, a phenomenon of fragments. 
Taphonomic factors mean that much is lost (organics, for example), while 
other material culture often survives in partial or fragmentary form. It has 
been easy to assume that post-depositional processes are the primary driv-
ers of fragmentation in the archaeological record. Although Schiffer’s classic 
work on formation processes considered both natural and cultural factors 
in the transformation of sites and artefacts (Schiffer 1987), only since John 
Chapman’s seminal research (Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007) 
has the role of the fragmentation of artefacts as a deliberate cultural practice 
come to be more widely considered.

Of course, artefacts are not the only things that survive in fragmentary 
form in the archaeological record. Human bodies are also fragmented through 
a variety of cultural and natural processes, and stray pieces of human bone 
are not unusual finds on archaeological sites, even those of a non-funerary 
nature. Such finds are often assumed to result from the accidental disturbance 
of primary inhumation burials and subsequent unintentional reincorporation 
into later depositional contexts. In recent years, however, archaeologists have 
explored how the complex and protracted nature of funerary rites means 
that mortuary practices can themselves lead to the fragmentation of the body 
(e.g. Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2010; Weiss-Krejci 2010; Noterman this volume). 
Processes such as excarnation, for example, can result in the swift skeletoni-
sation and disarticulation of the body after death. Secondary burial has also 
been commonly documented (e.g. Schmitt et al. 2018): temporary places of 
burial can be reopened and bones removed for final deposition elsewhere. 
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The various factors that can result in the fragmentation and loss of bone dur-
ing and after cremation have also been discussed (McKinley 1989; Louwen 
this volume). Moreover, individual human bones can also be retained and 
circulated outside of the funerary context for different reasons. The potential 
of the dead to be drawn into the social and political strategies of the living 
has been the subject of many studies (e.g. Verdery 1999; Weiss-Krejci 2011).

In BA Britain (c. 2500–800 BCE), disarticulated fragments of human bone 
are commonly recovered from a variety of mortuary and non-mortuary con-
texts, and these often appear to have been deliberately selected for deposi-
tion. This paper will bring together a variety of evidence to consider the 
social practices that resulted in the fragmentation of the body during this 
period. We will examine differences in the treatment and deposition of such 
finds over the BA, which suggest that the meaning ascribed to the process of 
fragmentation changed. The significance of such practices for changing per-
ceptions of the body and personhood and for the social role of the dead in the 
world of the living will also be considered. Moreover, the deliberate fragmen-
tation of human bodies has interesting implications for our understanding 
of other broken objects. At present, two competing conceptual frameworks 
are applied to broken artefacts in the BA. Broken ceramics, for example, are 
frequently viewed as refuse, while the presence of broken bronze objects in 
hoards has often been interpreted as a means of commodification – a way of 
stripping the social value from artefacts so that they could be weighed and 
measured for the purposes of trade (e.g. Bradley 1985; Huth 1997). Oth-
ers view the deliberate breakage of artefacts as an act of enchainment that 
underlines their ongoing social salience. For example, it has been argued that 
the deliberate fragmentation of grave goods from Early Bronze Age (EBA) 
burials helped to map and maintain connections between the living and the 
dead, creating heirlooms that could be retained and transmitted across the 
generations (e.g. Sheridan & Davis 2002; Woodward & Hunter 2015). These 
competing interpretations are based on quite different understandings of 
the relationship between people and objects. Here, I will explore the  practices 
of fragmentation applied to human remains in BA Britain to consider these 
questions afresh.

Fragmented bodies in Bronze Age graves

Historically, fragments of human bone found in both mortuary and non-
mortuary contexts have often been explained away as accidental inclusions. 
For example, at Redlands Farm, Irthlingborough, Northamptonshire, the 
inhumation burial of an adult female dating to the EBA was accompanied 
by a shale armlet, a copper-alloy earring, two flint flakes and a Beaker pot 
(Bradley 2007:167–169). The grave also yielded two incisors, a skull frag-
ment, a possible pelvis fragment from a second adult and a humerus fragment  
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from a subadult. The published plan of the grave shows only the inhumation 
burial and the artefacts, suggesting that the excavators considered the other 
fragments of human bone to be accidental inclusions, although there is no 
explicit discussion of this question in the excavation report. This reluctance 
to consider fragments of bone as possible grave goods may be a product of 
our own tendency to classify people and objects as distinct cultural catego-
ries. However, as we will discuss below, this view may not have been shared 
by those who buried the dead in the BA.

Sometimes the evidence of complex mortuary practices that resulted in the 
fragmentation of the body and deliberate (re)deposition of those fragments 
is incontrovertible, however. At Dryburn Bridge in East Lothian, two neigh-
bouring stone cists of EBA date each contained the well-preserved crouched 
inhumation of an adult male (Dunwell 2007). Lying over the pelvis and 
abdomen of the burial in cist 1 were the disarticulated remains of another 
adult male, whereas in cist 2, the disarticulated bones of a child were depos-
ited over the feet and lower legs of the articulated inhumation (Figure 2.1). 
Both disarticulated bodies were incomplete: most of the larger bones were 
present, but despite the good condition of the bones, the smaller bones of the 
hands and feet were underrepresented. This suggests that the cists had never 
contained the complete bodies of the disarticulated adult and child and that 
their bones had been brought from elsewhere for redeposition; the location 
of the missing elements remains unknown.

The presence of disarticulated and fragmentary bones in British BA mortu-
ary contexts is, in fact, not unusual (e.g. Gibson 2004; Fowler 2013:108–169). 
Although the dominant image of BA burials is of single burials of complete 
bodies shortly after death, the evidence suggests a more complex and vari-
able picture (as is the case in other regions too, e.g. Chapman 2010). Bodies 
are often incomplete. In many cases, this is because graves were reopened, 
sometimes to deposit additional bodies but also to encounter, handle and 
remove the bones of the dead. At Babraham Road in Cambridge, for exam-
ple, a grave containing the partially articulated and incomplete remains of a 
young adult male was found (Hinman & Malim 1999). Articulated elements 
included the right arm, which was still attached to the ribcage, although 
the hand was missing. The mandible had been placed on a pile of partially 
articulated foot bones just below the pelvis. A cutmark ‘visible where the jaw 
joined with the skull’ may have been made when the mandible was detached; 
this suggests that the grave was reopened and the bones rearranged (and 
probably removed) when the body was in a partially decomposed state. At 
South Dumpton Down in Kent, three deep intercutting pits at the centre of a 
ring ditch contained seven crouched inhumations deposited in sequence (Per-
kins 1995). Most of the skulls were missing, suggesting that each time a new 
body was interred, the skull of the preceding burial was removed. Another 
nearby grave may provide a clue as to what happened to those missing bones. 
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This contained two complete articulated inhumation burials, one of which 
was accompanied by the disarticulated mandible of a third individual.

The reopening of existing primary graves was not the only way in which 
the bodies of the dead were fragmented and dispersed. Recent analysis sug-
gests that excarnation may also have been practiced during this period. At 
Melton Quarry in East Yorkshire, the disarticulated and incomplete remains 

FIGURE 2.1  Cist 2 at Dryburn Bridge, East Lothian (reproduced with permission 
of Dave Pollock, Andrew Dunwell, and the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland).
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of an infant were found nestled between the torso and legs of a complete 
crouched inhumation burial (Fraser Brown and Lauren McIntyre, Oxford 
Archaeology South, pers. comm.). Radiocarbon dating indicated that these 
bones were between 185 and 346 years older (at 68% confidence) than the 
inhumation burial (Brück & Booth 2022a). Histological analysis of the 
infant’s bone shows low levels of bacterial attack on the internal bone micro-
structure, contrasting with a bone sample from the accompanying articu-
lated skeleton, which showed extensive bacterial bioerosion (Brück & Booth 
2022a). Previous studies indicate that bodies buried intact and soon after 
death in generally dry, aerobic environments will suffer high levels of bacte-
rial bioerosion to the internal bone microstructure visible through micro-CT 
analysis (Jans et al. 2004; Booth 2016). By contrast, low levels of bacte-
rial bioerosion are the result of post-mortem treatments that inhibit bodily 
decomposition, such as mummification or deposition in waterlogged envi-
ronments, or that rapidly remove soft tissue, such as excarnation and dis-
memberment (Booth et al. 2015; Booth 2016). The disarticulated state of the 
infant’s bones from Melton suggests that the body may originally have been 
excarnated. Collections of objects probably deposited in organic bags are a 
common feature of EBA burials (Cooper et al. 2019), and it is possible that 
these bones were kept in such a container, perhaps even worn on the body of 
the articulated individual during life.

Some of the bones from Windmill Fields in Ingleby Barwick, North York-
shire, were probably also retrieved from bodies that had been excarnated. 
At this site, the inhumation burial of an adult female was accompanied 
by a bundle of disarticulated skulls and long bones representing at least 
three other individuals (Annis et al. 1997). Radiocarbon dating of two of 
the skulls (one adult male and one adult female) indicates that they were 
between 59 and 179 years older (at 68% confidence) than the articulated 
burial (Brück & Booth 2022a). A nearby pit yielded an assemblage of par-
tial and disarticulated remains. Histological analysis of a disarticulated long 
bone from this second deposit revealed little bioerosion, consistent with the 
body having been excarnated (Booth et al. 2015:1167). Radiocarbon dating 
indicates that the two skulls that accompanied the female inhumation are 
contemporary with the deposit of disarticulated remains in the neighbour-
ing pit (Booth et al. 2015:1197), and they may have been retrieved from 
that deposit.

The manipulation and curation of disarticulated bones and their (re)depo-
sition as ‘grave goods’ in subsequent burials call into question the relation-
ship between bodies and objects. It is perhaps therefore unsurprising that a 
small number of artefacts made from human bone have been found in burials 
of EBA date. The primary cremation in Wilsford Barrow G15 in Wiltshire, 
for example, was accompanied by a belt hook made from a human femur 
(Figure 2.2) (Woodward & Hunter 2015: Table 3.3.1, 200). Nearby, the 
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inhumation burial of an adult male in barrow G58 yielded a bone tube fash-
ioned from a human femur (Woodward & Needham 2012; Woodward & 
Hunter 2015:114). The interior of this item has been scraped out and its 
outer surface polished. There originally appears to have been a hole towards 
one end of the tube, although this no longer survives; the item has therefore 
sometimes been described in the literature as a whistle, although that inter-
pretation remains uncertain. Although its significance is hard to interpret, 
the selection of a human femur for both the whistle and the belt hook is 
interesting. Such powerful acts of enchainment linked dead members of the 
community with objects that might themselves have been viewed as imbued 
with life force.

The intimacy of the physical connections between bodies and body parts in 
BA graves suggests close social relations. Previous work on EBA grave goods 
suggests that some objects were already old on deposition, and these have 
been interpreted as heirlooms (e.g. Sheridan & Davis 2002; Woodward & 
Hunter 2015). In a similar way, we can suggest that both unmodified human 
bones and artefacts fashioned from them were viewed as ancestral relics. The 
suggestion that curated bones belonged to important ancestors is perhaps 
supported by the aDNA evidence from the grave of the so-called Boscombe 
Bowmen in Wiltshire. This grave contained the articulated and disarticulated 

FIGURE 2.2  The belt hook of human bone from Wilsford Barrow G15, Wiltshire 
(© Wiltshire Museum).
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remains of several adults and children (McKinley 2011). At the base of the 
grave lay the inhumation burial of an adult male. A bundle of disarticulated 
bones was found under his body, and two crania and part of a mandible lay 
at his feet. Genetic analysis of the inhumation burial and one of the crania 
indicated that the disarticulated skull came from a second- to third-degree 
relative of the articulated male (Olalde et al. 2018; Booth et al. 2021), pos-
sibly a genetic paternal cousin, half-sibling, (great) uncle, or (great) grandfa-
ther of the articulated male. This suggests that disarticulated remains at least 
sometimes belonged to genetic relatives of the primary burials in which they 
were deposited. Strontium isotope analysis of enamel in teeth from the artic-
ulated male and the cranium suggests that these two individuals undertook 
similar journeys in childhood (Evans et al. 2006). The decision to redeposit 
the skull alongside an articulated body that had a similar life history suggests 
that the identity of the individual to whom the skull belonged was known 
and remembered.

The suggestion that fragmentary and disarticulated remains belonged to 
specific known kin rather than generalised ancestors is supported by radio-
carbon dating. A recent study of curated remains from British EBA mortuary 
contexts employed statistical analysis to demonstrate that the median period 
of curation for disarticulated fragments of bone is 95 years, around three to 
four generations (Brück & Booth 2022a). Jan Assmann’s useful distinction 
between communicative and cultural memory can help us make sense of this 
pattern (Assmann 2008). Communicative memory can be characterised as 
living memory, transmitted through everyday interpersonal interaction. In 
contrast, cultural memory is a form of collective memory, enshrined in myth, 
ritual and tradition. Communicative memory, Assmann suggests, can be 
maintained for around 80–100 years, or three to four generations, matching 
well the average period of curation for disarticulated bone from EBA graves.

Fragmented bodies in non-mortuary contexts

The examples discussed thus far are all from EBA graves. In contrast, dur-
ing the Late Bronze Age (LBA, c. 1150–800 BCE), mortuary rites were 
largely archaeologically invisible, and we know little about how the dead 
were treated. Instead, fragments of unburned, disarticulated bone and small 
deposits of cremated remains are frequently recovered from LBA settlements 
and other non-mortuary contexts (Brück 1995). At Shorncote Quarry in 
Gloucestershire, for example, part of an unburned human skull was found in 
the basal fills of a waterhole that formed part of an extensive open settlement 
(Boyle 2002:69). The extraordinarily well-preserved settlement at Must Farm 
in Cambridgeshire has produced several fragments of human bone (Dod-
well, in press), including a near-complete skull found in a midden adjoin-
ing one of the roundhouses. Osteological analysis identified peri-mortem or 
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post-mortem trauma to its base, indicative either of decapitation or possibly 
modification so that it could be placed on a flat surface for display. The pol-
ished appearance of the skull suggests it was touched or handled repeatedly, 
although radiocarbon dating indicates that it was deposited in the midden 
only a few years after death.

In LBA Britain, fragments of human bone were often deposited at bounda-
ries and entrances (Brück 1995). At South Hornchurch, London Borough of 
Havering (Guttmann et al. 2000), a small deposit of cremated human bone 
was recovered from one of the postholes in the porched entranceway to a 
roundhouse. Elsewhere on the same site, the entrances to a large ringwork 
(a characteristic type of monumental settlement enclosure) were marked in a 
similar way: a deposit of cremated bone was found in a pit just outside the 
southern entrance to the enclosure, while fragments of burned bone were also 
placed in the northern terminal of the ditch at the north-eastern entrance. 
Human bone is also commonly encountered in other features across the set-
tled landscape, such as field boundaries, burnt mounds and waterholes. Like 
the entrances to roundhouses and settlements, many of these locations can 
be viewed as liminal places – meeting points between different worlds at 
which productive and dangerous transformations might take place. At Brad-
ley Fen in Cambridgeshire, for example, the junction between the fen and the 
higher ground to the east became a focus for deposition (Knight & Brudenell 
2020:180–188). A hoard of broken fragments of swords, spearheads, ferrules 
and chapes was deposited in the watery fen edge where two field boundaries 
met (Figure 2.3). In the peat, c. 5m north of the hoard, were three fragments 
of human skulls. Histological analysis suggests that the body to which these 
originally belonged may have been excarnated (Brück & Booth 2022b).

Lengthy and complex post-mortem trajectories are suggested by evidence 
for the working or modification of human bone from several LBA sites. 
Cutmarks were identified on three skull fragments from Stanton St Bernard 
(Wiltshire), for example; in this instance, modification of the bone appears 
to have been carried out on already disarticulated remains (D. McOmish, 
pers. comm.). All three fragments were weathered, suggesting that they were 
exposed to the elements, perhaps during excarnation or display. At Potterne 
in Wiltshire, a mandible fragment and a skull fragment had been cut into 
roughly rectangular shapes that would fit in the palm of a hand (Waddington 
2009:328, 333). Radiocarbon dating indicated that the mandible fragment 
had been curated for between 210 and 96 years prior to deposition (at 68% 
confidence; Brück & Booth 2022b); in contrast, for the skull fragment, the 
date of death and date of deposition were not significantly different.

Complex forms of post-mortem interaction with the bodies of the dead in 
LBA Britain are perhaps most vividly demonstrated by the large pit at Cliffs 
End Farm in Kent, which yielded an extraordinary variety of articulated, semi-
articulated and disarticulated human remains (McKinley et al. 2015). These 
included the articulated but incomplete body of an adult male, comprising 
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FIGURE 2.3  The hoard, human bone and other finds from the fen edge at Brad-
ley Fen, Cambridgeshire (reproduced with permission of Cambridge 
Archaeological Unit).
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the skull, spine, left half of the ribcage and upper left arm arranged as a 
bundle; the awkward relative positioning of the different elements suggested 
that the body must have been partially decomposed when it was deposited 
in the pit. Other finds from the pit included the crouched and prone body 
of a 10–11-year-old child, which was missing its right hand and most of its 
skull. The body of a second child of around the same age was laid in a tightly 
crouched position on its right-hand side; its skull had been twisted round to 
face half of a ceramic vessel deposited behind the head, probably once the 
body had partially decomposed. There is no evidence for re-excavation of 
the feature between episodes of deposition, and the excavators suggest that 
the pit was left open for a number of years to facilitate the addition of bodies 
and manipulation of existing deposits. The presence of articulated remains 
suggests that there may have been a temporary cover to protect the bodies 
from the elements and from scavengers. However, evidence for canid gnaw-
ing and weathering on some of the disarticulated bones from the pit hints 
that these may have been retrieved from elsewhere for redeposition.

Although the shaped mandible fragment from Potterne described above 
may have been kept for up to two centuries, most disarticulated bones from 
LBA contexts were not curated for such long periods of time. An analysis 
of radiocarbon dates was able to demonstrate a statistically significant dif-
ference between the date of death and the date of deposition for just 20% 
of such fragments (Brück & Booth 2022b). This contrasts with the evidence 
from EBA graves, where more than 50% of dated disarticulated remains 
were older than their final depositional context. The median period of cura-
tion is also different. As we have already noted above, disarticulated bones 
from EBA graves have been curated for an average of 95 years. In contrast, 
the median period of curation for fragments of bone from non-mortuary 
contexts of LBA date was 43 years.

How might this difference be explained? One clue is perhaps provided 
by the identification of evidence of violence. This is present, although rela-
tively rare, in the EBA (Thorpe 2006). In contrast, evidence for sharp-force 
trauma is more common in the LBA. For example, a skull fragment from East 
Chisenbury in Wiltshire displayed injuries inflicted by a pointed implement 
or weapon around the time of death or shortly thereafter (Egging Dinwiddy 
2021). A probable blade injury was identified on a fragment of frontal bone 
belonging to an adult male deposited at the base of a pit dating to the LBA-
Early Iron Age transition at Eye Quarry, Cambridgeshire (Dodwell 2009). 
It is therefore possible that some disarticulated bones from LBA contexts 
belonged to enemies rather than ancestors, and this may explain why they 
were not curated for such long periods. The fragmentation of bodies and 
the deposition of those fragments soon after death may have been a way of 
negating the personhood of the deceased. The frequent deposition of human 
bone in liminal contexts – places of danger where social categories could 
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be challenged and dissolved – may support this suggestion. Such a practice 
would, of course, affect the median period of curation, although other bones 
may have been curated and displayed as trophies over longer periods of time.

This interpretation should not be taken too far, however. No detailed study 
of the cutmarks on LBA human bone has yet been carried out, and it is often 
unclear if these were the result of post-mortem manipulation or peri-mortem 
violence. In the modern Western world, the dissolution of the human body 
is frequently viewed with disgust and disquiet due to the ideological primacy 
of concepts of the self as a bounded individual (Morris 1991). It is easy to 
inadvertently impose such assumptions onto the past by viewing fragments 
of human bone as a manifestation of the abject (Kristeva 1982), a deliberate 
negation of culturally prescribed concepts of the self. In fact, the recovery of 
human bone from in and around houses and the evidence for the manipula-
tion of skeletonised and semi-decomposed bodies suggest that LBA people 
may have been accustomed to handling the remains of the dead and might not 
have viewed these in a negative way. Yet, anthropological studies suggest that 
in many societies, processes of transformation involving transition from one 
state to another or the crossing of social boundaries can be viewed as both 
dangerous and productive (Douglas 1966; Bloch & Parry 1982). The deposi-
tion of human bone in liminal contexts (such as the entrances to settlements 
or wetlands) may therefore suggest an element of ambivalence in how the 
remains of the dead were understood in the LBA. Fragments of human bone 
were deposited not because they were rubbish, accidentally incorporated into 
such contexts, but because bone was a powerful and meaningful material.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have suggested that throughout the British BA, human bodies 
were deliberately fragmented, either in the context of protracted funerary rites 
or because bones were required for social and political purposes beyond the 
mortuary domain. However, it is possible to suggest that the meaning of frag-
mentation as a process changed. In the EBA, fragmentation of bone facilitated 
the curation, circulation and redeposition of ancestral remains, mapping the 
location of people within webs of kinship and giving material form to signifi-
cant interpersonal relationships. These were the familiar dead, and often their 
specific identities may have been known. In the future, the potential of aDNA 
to facilitate the tracking of fragmented individuals might help to illuminate 
further the links between the living and the dead. In the LBA, on the other 
hand, disarticulated human bones are found not in graves but in quite different 
archaeological contexts. Sometimes, fragmentation of the bodies of enemies 
may have been a means of negating (or at least reconfiguring) their identities, 
but disarticulated human remains were not necessarily stripped of value or 
meaning. The deposition of fragments of bone in liminal places suggests that it 
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was viewed as ambivalent and dangerous, but it was also a powerful material 
that conjured productive and necessary processes of transformation. Whether 
it was a relic belonging to an ancestor or the skull of an enemy, human bone 
had an important social and political role. As yet, there has been no sustained 
study of evidence for the cutting, shaping or polishing of human bone in the 
British LBA, even though there is currently little understanding of how those 
modifications came about. In the future, such work has considerable potential 
to help us understand the complexities of these practices.

The examples discussed in this paper suggest that no single interpretation 
can be applied to the act of bodily fragmentation or to the deliberate circula-
tion, re-use and deposition of fragments of bone in BA Britain. Of course, 
the practice and meaning of fragmentation are also likely to have varied in 
other chronological and geographical contexts; fragmenting the body facili-
tated a variety of ways of making and breaking relationships. What, then, 
are the implications of these observations for other fragmented objects in the 
BA, both in Britain and beyond? Bronze hoards frequently include broken 
artefacts, but this was not always a means of commodifying the metal from 
which they were made or, necessarily, of cutting them off from their histories. 
For example, the Middle BA hoard of 79 artefacts deposited in a ceramic ves-
sel near Lewes in East Sussex (Portable Antiquities Scheme SUSS–C5D042) 
includes both complete and broken bronze ornaments. Some, like the ‘Sussex 
loop’ bracelets and finger rings, were complete or largely complete, whereas 
the quoit-headed pins, torcs and coiled spiral necklaces were deposited 
mostly as fragments. Objects of other materials were also found, including 
a number of amber beads and four gold discs. It is hard to see the assembly 
and deposition of this collection of objects as the result of ‘economic’ impera-
tives such as recycling or trade. Instead, we can suggest that the histories of 
these objects were known and that their links with the biographies of par-
ticular people were significant. Like human bones, hoards too were deposited 
in liminal places. For example, the hoard from Isleham in Cambridgeshire, 
including fragments of weapons, bronze vessels and horse gear, was depos-
ited near the terminal of a ditch, probably part of a field boundary that ran 
down to the fen edge (Malim et al. 2010). In light of our discussion of the 
deposition of human bone above, we can suggest that broken objects (each 
with its own biography) in so-called scrap hoards were not commodities but 
powerful social agents whose fragmentation facilitated the reformulation of 
relational identities. The deposition of pars pro toto offerings marked and 
mediated the crossing of boundaries, making possible the recycling of objects 
with histories, and acknowledging the challenges and potential of social and 
material change (see Fontijn 2019).

In BA Britain, then, deliberate fragmentation of both bodies and objects 
was a socially significant act. On the one hand, it was an act of enchainment, 
designed to mark and maintain particular relationships through the curation, 
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exchange and deposition of fragments of meaningful things, at least some of 
which had known histories. On the other hand, it also facilitated the trans-
gression of cultural categories and processes of transformation integral to 
the renewal of life (Brück 2006). Its meaning appears to have changed over 
the course of the period, so that fragments of human bone and broken arte-
facts may have been viewed with a certain level of ambivalence by the LBA. 
This may be a reflection of wider processes of change, notably the increasing 
intensity and frequency of inter-community engagement as suggested by the 
extensive evidence for the movement of people, materials and objects during 
this period (e.g. Needham et al. 2013; Patterson et al. 2021).
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A means to an end?

In Bronze Age (BA) Europe, it was not just the copper ores that found them-
selves being submitted to the transforming qualities of fire. In this very same 
period, the practice of ‘cremation’ really started to become an important way 
of dealing with a dead body, both in the British Isles and on the continent 
(Harding 2001:318–325; Cunliffe 2008). At the dawn of the last millennium 
BCE, cremation had even become the dominant funerary rite in most com-
munities inhabiting the vast area between the Atlantic coast, South Scan-
dinavia, Sicily and the Carpathians (Harding 2000:77, Table 3.1; Cunliffe 
2008:fig. 8.2). On the continent, the dominance of the cremation rite is per-
haps best displayed by the often vast cemeteries that would later become 
known as ‘urnfields’, named after the pottery vessels used to contain the 
cremated remains (Probst 1996:258). The graves themselves are generally 
described as plain and simple, as they mostly contain no more than an urn 
with cremated remains. If grave goods are present in the first place, they 
mostly consist of pieces of accessory pottery or the occasional (few scraps of 
burned) metal object, mostly related to personal adornment (bracelets, pins) 
or appearance (razors and tweezers). Still, as urnfields can contain up to sev-
eral hundred graves, they form one of the most abundant funerary legacies of 
later prehistory in Europe.

Excavations of urnfields are known to have been carried out by clergy-
men and physicians from the early 18th century onwards (Nunningh 1713), 
and by the time archaeology had established itself as a scientific discipline, 
urnfields were already accepted as a widespread funerary tradition marking 
the capstone of the European BA (Jockenhövel 1994:11; Cunliffe 2008:234). 
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As a result, urnfields seem to have gradually grown into an archaeological 
construct of their own (Sørensen & Rebay 2008), while the urns and objects 
collected from urnfield graves often still function as static representations of 
time and culture (e.g. Verlinde & Hulst 2010). Related to this latter critique 
is the general tendency to read the contents of graves as direct representations 
of the deceased’s former social role (Sørensen 2010:56). This is basically how 
the seemingly plain and simple urnfield graves, which often lack grave goods, 
became known as representing egalitarian peasant village societies (Childe 
1950:200; Kristiansen 1998:113).

There are, however, different ways of distilling meaning from tacit bones 
and silent grave goods, not just for urnfield graves but for grave contexts in 
general. Death, to start with, is a major social event. Like at weddings, it is 
one of those rare occasions where people from all chapters of a person’s life 
are gathered in the same place. These strange reunions not only emphasise 
the social significance of death but also introduce the most important actors 
of the mortuary process to the stage: the mourning community. As the dead 
do not bury themselves, what we see in a grave should not just be seen as a 
portrait of the deceased but as a reflection of a community’s ideas about social 
and cosmic order in the face of the loss of one of its members (see Metcalf & 
Huntington 1991). Altogether, the way a dead body is treated, positioned 
and provided with certain categories of objects provides tiny hints about the 
way communities try to make sense of the world around them (idem). Fur-
thermore, since funerals tend to draw an audience, they even constitute a way 
to communicate social statements (see Oestigaard & Goldhahn 2006; Fowler 
2013). In this view, the practices that finally result in the material manifesta-
tions archaeologists encounter in grave contexts are as important as the con-
tents themselves, if not more important. What follows is that even the most 
simple graves should be regarded as meaningful composite artefacts.

When applying this view to urnfield graves, a few things immediately 
stand out. First of all, the dead not only needed to be cremated, but the cre-
mated remains also needed to be buried. Why go through all the trouble of 
cremating someone if you are still going to bury that person anyway? This 
observation alone already suggests that cremation itself was seen as more 
than just a metaphorical transformation of the dead person. Additionally, 
many of the objects represented in urnfield graves either underwent the same 
destructive process of burning or were deliberately broken and taken apart 
before being (partially) added to the grave. Noting this parallel between the 
state of the corpse after cremation and the treatment of grave goods through-
out the mortuary process, it will be argued in this chapter that the practice of 
cremation, next to its symbolic meaning(s), might as well have been a means 
to an end: the fragmentation of a person. Moreover, in this way, both frag-
mented bodies and objects could serve as vehicles in creating new entities and 
emphasising links between persons, objects and places.
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Setting the stage: the urnfield mortuary process as a narrative

To understand how and why the practice of fragmentation was important 
in the creation of urnfield graves, it is necessary to put the urnfield mortu-
ary process in a theoretical social and archaeological context first. For this 
research, inspiration was drawn from the work of Chris Fowler, who recently 
argued that funerals in general can in fact be read as narratives in which the 
(social) transformation of the dead is played out (Fowler 2013). Throughout 
this mortuary narrative, the multiple social personae of the deceased (re)
surface and are reflected upon by the mourning community, while social 
statements important to the said community are made (Fowler 2013:513; 
see Saxe 1970:235). For the urnfields, cremating corpses and breaking grave 
goods were in some way essential elements to this mortuary narrative. But 
what archaeological indicators do we have at our disposal to reconstruct 
such a mortuary narrative in more detail?

As we are dealing with cremation graves, at least three stages in the mor-
tuary narrative can already quite simply be deduced: (1) someone died; (2) 
was cremated; and (3) eventually buried. These three points are evident from 
the archaeological record, and the chronology could be filled in with quite 
some detail (see Figure 3.1) based on either archaeological evidence (e.g. the 
complexity of the grave and monument) and/or ethnographic evidence (e.g. 
the time concerned with open-air cremations).1 The intermezzos in between 
these three stages, however, are much more elusive, as all actions performed 
would have happened above ground, at locations not directly associated with 
funerary sites (e.g. in and around the house), or have left no clear direct 
archaeological evidence at all. When the practice of fragmentation is con-
cerned, it is exactly one of these elusive intermezzos that is important: the 
time between cremation and interment. Since cremation turns a corpse into a 

FIGURE 3.1  The urnfield mortuary process from an archaeological perspective 
(adapted version of Louwen 2021:fig. 3.7).
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tangible heap of calcined bones, the deceased becomes both durable and stor-
able, eliminating the need for a quick burial (e.g. Oestigaard & Goldhahn 
2006; Rebay-Salisbury 2010). Therefore, the possibility must be considered 
that the actual burial could have taken place even years after cremation, pro-
viding the mourners with ample time to interact with and manipulate both 
bones and objects associated with the dead person.

A (final) stage that should be mentioned here as well concerns the unspeci-
fied time after interment when relatives return to the grave from time to 
time to interact with the dead, perhaps as acts of commemoration. Concrete 
evidence for this stage in regard to the studied urnfields consists of the place-
ment of (broken) objects in the circular ditches surrounding the graves (Lou-
wen 2021:178–182.)

Urnfields on the edge of the continent: the Lower Rhine Basin

The basis for the present study is formed by recent research into the funerary 
practices associated with urnfields in the Lower Rhine Basin (Louwen 2021). 
The region sits on the western edge of the Northwest European Plain and 
comprises the present-day Netherlands, north Belgium and west Germany. 
As the name already suggests, the landscape is only slightly undulated and, at 
the time of the urnfields, would have consisted of a patchwork of sand pla-
teaus, stream- and river valleys, levees and vast peat bogs. Important to men-
tion is that in the Lower Rhine Basin, both the LBA (1100–800 BCE) and the 
EIA (800–500 BCE) are counted among what is traditionally regarded as the 
Urnfield period (Gerritsen 2003:15). Recent excavations, however, reveal an 
ever-growing number of funerary sites that start way before 1100 BCE (e.g. 
Dyselinck 2013) or continue to be used for burials well into the Middle Iron 
Age (MIA) and later (e.g. Hiddink & de Boer 2011; Blom & van der Velde 
2015).

Most urnfields in the Lower Rhine Basin are characterised by large col-
lections of small funerary monuments in the form of round mounds encir-
cled with ditches, but other structures like long mounds and keyhole-shaped 
monuments also occur. The graves themselves are often small shaft-like pits 
containing an urn or a tight bundle of cremated remains. In the Netherlands 
alone, some 700 sites are known to have produced graves dating to either the 
LBA or EIA (Louwen 2021:23–25). Eventually, 75 well-excavated and well-
published cemeteries were selected for further research. Taken together, these 
sites produced 3,182 graves (idem), of which 3,137 were cremation graves 
(Louwen 2021:85). Every single one of these graves has been studied for 45+ 
variables that may illuminate specific funerary practices. Among other things, 
these included the type of monument, the type of grave, the use of urns, the 
presence and treatment of grave goods and the positioning of both cremated 
remains and objects inside the grave. Where possible, these variables have 
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also been studied in relation to the age and sex of the deceased. Overall, the 
study provides a unique insight into how the mortuary narrative associated 
with the urnfields was played out in the Lower Rhine Basin and how the frag-
menting of both bodies and objects was an essential element of this narrative.

Piece by piece

First of all, a cremation had to be arranged for each of the 3,137 cremation 
graves in the dataset. Wood had to be collected, a pyre had to be assembled 
and the corpse had to be prepared as well. Judging from the burned state of 
many body ornaments in the dataset (Louwen 2021:Table 5.8), corpses were 
probably dressed up nicely before cremation. Unfortunately, we do not know 
where the actual cremation took place. In the Netherlands, only one cem-
etery, which was not part of the dataset for this study, yielded clear evidence 
for the presence of a pyre within the confines of the cemetery itself (Hissel 
et  al. 2012:fig. 7.43). It is not unlikely that cremations would have taken 
place inside or close to the cemetery. However, the problem is that pyres are 
built on the surface, and even though high temperatures could be reached, 
the heat would only have marginally affected the subsoil underneath the pyre 
(McKinley 1997:134). It is only from the MIA onwards that we can clearly 
see that the location of the pyre is also used for burial with the introduction 
of the so-called cinerary mounds (Hessing & Kooi 2005:637).

When the cremation rite began, it is safe to assume that at least part of 
the mourning community was present as well since someone had to light the 
fire and keep the burning pyre in check while the cremation ensued for two 
to eight hours (McKinley 1989:67). The burned state of many grave goods 
retrieved from urnfield graves (Figure 3.2) suggests that the deceased could 
already have been provided with these at the stage of cremation. Most of the 
burned grave goods bear reference to the consumption of food and drink, 
such as small pottery cups with ears and the legbones and ribs of cattle, sheep 
and pigs (Louwen 2021:148–149, Table 5.9). These grave goods could either 
have functioned as food offerings that accompanied the corpse on the pyre or 
represent a reference to a funerary meal held by the mourners in honour of 
the deceased. Although presence at the pyre site is the most straightforward 
explanation for the burned state of these grave goods, it cannot entirely be 
excluded that their burned state was caused by other fiery occasions out-
side the funerary context. Burned pottery, for example, is also found in con-
temporary contexts around the house in the form of depositions (Gerritsen 
2003:97; De Vries 2016:96). However, it remains remarkable that all catego-
ries of grave goods that show signs of burning also occur in an unscathed 
or (just) fragmented state. Apparently, both the stage of cremation and the 
stage of interment were deemed suitable occasions to provide the deceased 
with objects and/or food offerings. The most striking example of this is the 
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only two daggers that were recorded for the present dataset. These respec-
tive (antenna) daggers were retrieved from two contemporary EIA cemeteries 
in the southern Netherlands, situated some 40 kilometres apart as the crow 
flies. While the example from Haps was found laid out in the grave unscathed 
(Verwers 1972:55–58), even still sheathed, the dagger from Someren had 
been burned along with the corpse on the pyre (Kortlang 1999:158).

Combustion grades studied for 1,117 graves in the dataset show that cre-
mations were carried out thoroughly; in almost 95% of these cases com-
bustion grades of IV (550–750 °C) and V (>750 °C) have been recorded 
(Louwen 2021:tab. 4.2). This is an important observation, it underpins that 
what the mourners witnessed was a complete transformation, dissolution or 
destruction of the corpse rather than some sort of ritual cleansing by fire. At 
this stage of the cremation, the body of the deceased no longer resembles its 
former human shape but is in a shattered and fragmented state (see Rebay-
Salisbury 2010). With the cooling down of the pyre debris (or through the 
active dousing of it), we now enter one of the most crucial stages of the mor-
tuary process. At this point, an important decision needed to be made: how 
to deal with these fragments of a former human being?

Since urnfield graves are in fact cremation graves, the simple answer to 
this question would be that the cremated remains were either wrapped or 
contained and transported to the location of the grave to be interred. As men-
tioned earlier, however, this is exactly the stage in the mortuary process when 
the mourning community disappears from the archaeological record (Fig-
ure 3.1), only to resurface at the stage of interment. We can get a last glimpse 

FIGURE 3.2  Burned pottery cup from an Early Iron Age urn at Deventer – ‘t 
Bramelt (left). Amber beads from a Late Bronze Age urn at Maas-
tricht – Ambyerveld (right). One of the beads has been broken into 
two pieces. One half was missing from the grave (Dyselinck 2013, 
fig. 3.22).
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of them at the pyre site by deducing how cremated remains were collected 
from the pyre debris, assessing if they were cleaned, the degree of fragmenta-
tion, and finally, the representativeness of the cremated remains themselves.

Starting with the first, the dataset yielded examples of both ‘clean’ cre-
mated remains (no traces of charcoal in the grave) as well as examples 
where fragments of the pyre debris have been detected in the grave (Louwen 
2021:tab. 6.3). In these latter cases, the pyre debris itself was clearly also 
regarded as an important constituent of the grave, perhaps as a reference 
to the event of the cremation earlier in the mortuary process or based on 
the idea that body and pyre were now melted into the same substance. The 
graves that contained no charcoal particles could indicate that the cremated 
remains had been carefully selected or even washed before interment. Inter-
estingly, both practices were often observed within the same cemetery and on 
contemporary graves (Louwen 2021:168).

Both the degree of fragmentation and the representativeness of the cre-
mated remains prove to be problematic proxies from a taphonomical point 
of view. For the present dataset, no clear observations exist for deliberate 
pounding or grinding of cremated remains. The poor preservation of the 
vast majority of the graves also makes it difficult to establish whether the 
occasional splintering of cremated remains occurred because of intentional 
action or because of the simple fact that these remains have been buried in 
shallow graves for 2.500–3.500 years within reach of ploughs, tree roots and 
burrowing animals.

With regard to representativeness, the present dataset only seldom yields 
examples of graves where the total weight of cremated remains would fall 
within the expected ranges established for the cremation of adult individu-
als (see McKinley 1993). Taphonomical causes for the modest weight of the 
cremated remains apply in most cases. Nevertheless, even in a small reference 
group consisting of graves of adult individuals (MNI = 1), which could with a 
fair amount of certainty be regarded as intact graves, the total weights would 
fall a few hundred grams under the lower threshold for complete adult indi-
viduals (see McKinley 1993). Harvig and Lynnerup have, however, recently 
argued that for cremated remains from archaeological contexts, both mass 
and volume are not only heavily reduced by taphonomy but also by our own 
(post-)excavation handling (Harvig & Lynnerup 2013:2719–2720). Caution 
is therefore urged when using total weights for assessing the completeness of 
cremated remains (see Louwen 2021:92–103 for an elaborate discussion). 
The dataset did, however, yield a few clear examples of token deposits where 
less than 100 grams2 of cremated remains have been collected from intact 
graves (Louwen 2021:tab. 4.6). For instance, at the cemetery of Nijmegen-
Kops Plateau, an intact urn was unearthed that only contained a single piece 
of burned human bone (Fontijn & Cuijpers 1999:52). These examples show 
that fragmented bodies could indeed be further fragmented during the period 
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between cremation and interment. It is not unlikely that this also happened 
for a large share of the graves that show total weights above 100 grams. 
Conversely, the dataset also yielded at least 51 graves containing the remains 
of multiple individuals (Louwen 2021:tab. 4.7); in some graves, there were 
as many as seven individuals (Roymans & Hoogland 1999). Especially in 
this latter example, it seems unlikely that these seven individuals were all 
cremated on the same pyre or that their cremated remains were put together 
to save space in the cemetery. More likely, we are dealing with a scenario in 
which (portions of) the cremated remains had been stored after cremation 
and were finally buried together.

When, after an unspecified period of time (see Figure 3.1), we again meet 
the mourning community gathered around a fresh burial pit, we see how 
cremated remains, pyre debris and grave goods are forged into a new whole: 
the grave. Cremated remains have either been collected in an urn (43–44% 
of the graves) or entered the ground in a different capacity. As mentioned, 
some objects and food offerings had already accompanied the deceased on 
the pyre, and these fragmented remains needed to be buried as well. At this 
stage, ‘fresh’ grave goods could also be added. Eventually, some 9% of the 
dead were provided with either a burned or an unburned piece of accessory 
pottery, and 5–6% of the graves had objects (mostly metal) related to per-
sonal adornment or appearance. In addition, a remarkably high number of 
graves (437) contained loose pottery sherds that could not convincingly be 
related to either an urn or a piece of accessory pottery. In quite a few cases, 
this would have been the result of taphonomical processes, which have heav-
ily damaged originally unscathed pieces of pottery, but in as many cases, it 
seems that pottery sherds entered the grave exactly in that capacity: as pot-
tery sherds (e.g. Dyselinck 2013).

Both loose pottery sherds and complete pieces of accessory pottery also 
occur in the ditches encircling the small mounds that were erected over the 
graves after interment (Verwers 1975:fig. 5). As these pieces of pottery are 
retrieved from the fills of the ditches, it means that they must have been 
deposited sometime after these ditches had originally been dug, suggesting the 
mourning community returned to the grave from time to time. Frequently, 
the type of pottery (small cups and pots) collected from circular ditches does 
not differ from the pottery added to the graves themselves. Moreover, on rare 
occasions, pottery sherds from graves could even be fitted together with pot-
tery sherds collected from ditches (Louwen 2021:171). In one example from 
the cemetery of Geldrop – Genoenhuis, it could even be established that the 
fitting sherds from the grave and circular ditch had received different treat-
ments. Where the pottery sherd from the grave itself was ‘just’ broken, the 
fitting sherd retrieved from the ditch had been submerged into an undefined 
oleaginous substance and had also been burned (Hissel et al. 2007:184).
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The related dead

In the previous section, it was highlighted where, in the mortuary process 
associated with urnfield graves in the Lower Rhine Basin, we see practices of 
fragmentation occur. It is now time to explore the possible reasons behind 
these practices. Taken together, many of the practices observed seem to have 
been geared towards creating but also emphasising relations. Not just rela-
tions between people, but also between people, objects and places. Fragment-
ing both bodies and objects would have provided people in the LBA and EIA 
with the means to do so.

Relations between people and people

As argued above, the practice of cremation eliminates the need for quick 
burial and turns a dead person into tangible, durable and storable matter 
(see Brück 2004, 2006; Rebay-Salisbury 2010). The examples in the dataset 
of token deposits and the mixing of cremated remains of multiple individuals 
show that the above-mentioned qualities of cremated remains were employed 
to divide up a person and/or to forge them together. Unfortunately, aDNA 
cannot be used for cremated remains to see what social ties might have 
existed between multiple people in one grave. However, of the 51 attested 
cases of mixed individuals, 41 graves (some 80%) contained combinations of 
adults and children (<15 years of age). Though children were clearly granted 
a fair share of autonomy in these cemeteries (Louwen 2021:156–161), their 
social role (in death) might still have been attached to, or even dependent 
on, adult relatives. The one grave from Beegden containing the remains of 
seven individuals (one adult male, three adult females and three children) 
might even represent an entire family or bloodline (Roymans & Hoogland 
1999:77). As the urn from Beegden clearly did not contain all the cremated 
remains of these seven individuals (Idem), this example not only emphasises 
how the dead could be divided up and merged together, but it also shows 
how the cremation rite allowed people to have their dead represented at mul-
tiple locations at once.

Relations between people and places

The grave from Beegden was found underneath a long mound that most 
probably represents the oldest monument in this small cemetery (Roymans & 
Hoogland 1999:82). Interestingly, this was not the only burial along the cen-
tral axis of the monument, as another contemporary urn was found, contain-
ing the remains of four individuals (two adults and two children). Around 
the long mound, a small cemetery eventually developed that was probably 
only in use for a short period of time during the EIA (Roymans & Hoogland 
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1999:81). In these surrounding monuments, several so-called Schräghalsurns 
were found; these had such distinctive decoration that one could not have 
been moulded without the potter at least having seen the others (Roymans & 
Hoogland 1999:fig. 5). All these observations amount to the hypothesis that 
the people buried in this cemetery were all members of the same (tight) com-
munity and that both the mixing of cremated remains and the resemblance of 
urns might even indicate family ties. The fact that the oldest monument in the 
cemetery also contained two urns with the (partial) remains of multiple indi-
viduals, which composition-wise might represent families, could mean that 
a group of people founded this cemetery by bringing the cremated remains 
of these (two?) bloodlines to the new burial ground at Beegden, while parts 
of these persons remained buried at the place these people once came from.

With the act of burying someone, a physical connection between a per-
son and a place is automatically generated as the two come together at the 
location of the grave. Although cremation is not necessary for creating such 
a connection, the burial of cremated remains at least emphasises that this 
link is still deemed important. Additionally, the practice of cremation would 
have most definitely facilitated the possibility of having (future) ancestors 
represented at multiple locations at once. The question that remains is why 
this link between people and places was deemed important. The answer most 
probably lies in the connection people would have experienced with the land 
they lived on (see de Coppet 1985). As these were fully agrarian communi-
ties, they had to invest intensively in the land, and with every generation, this 
link must have grown tighter and more evident by the traces left in the land-
scape by preceding generations (see Fontijn 1996). Interestingly, cremated 
remains were not the only substance that entered the ground in vast numbers 
in this period, since various arrangements of objects occurred in relation to 
the land in the form of depositions (Fontijn 2019). Not only did this result in 
specific metal objects like swords ending up in rivers (Fontijn 2002), but also 
in the deposition of more mundane kinds of objects such as pottery (sherds) 
(Gerritsen 2003:97; de Vries 2016, 2021). This brings us to the final relation-
ship to be emphasised by the (funerary) practice of fragmentation: between 
people and objects.

Relations between people and objects

One of the most remarkable observations with regard to the objects in urn-
field graves is that cremated remains, clearly no longer resembling human 
shape, were still provided with dress items such as bracelets and pins. These 
personal dress items have predominantly been found in the graves of adult 
individuals.3 This could mean that these types of objects were earned at a 
certain age, were deemed inalienable from the people wearing them (Brück 
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2004, 2006) and could not be separated from their owners even at death. 
This inalienability might also have been the reason for these objects to have 
sometimes been deliberately fragmented so that they could serve as refer-
ences to (dead) persons beyond the context of the grave. For example, at the 
cemetery of Maastricht – Ambyerveld, three amber beads had been placed on 
the bottom of an urn (see Fig. 3.2). One of these beads had been deliberately 
cut in half. While one half was placed in the urn, the other half was clearly 
missing from the grave (Dyselinck 2013:86–88). The same observation was 
made in the case of a bronze bracelet from another grave in the same urnfield 
(idem). By acting in this way, links with contexts outside the grave were auto-
matically generated; these same personal items were now spread out over dif-
ferent locations, perhaps still bearing a connection to their previous owners. 
The same probably also applied to the above-mentioned examples of pottery 
sherds that were added to the grave. Breaking a pot might have been deemed 
metaphorical for the state of the dead person, and like the cremated remains 
themselves, it could be used to negotiate the presence of, or reference to, the 
same person in different locations.

A socialised landscape: people, places and objects

This chapter sets out to explore the practice of fragmentation in relation to 
urnfield graves in the Lower Rhine Basin. It was argued that many of the 
observed practices seem to have been geared towards creating and empha-
sising relations between people, places and objects. The practice of crema-
tion itself, as well as the practice of dividing up and merging fragments of 
both persons and objects, was clearly an important way of negotiating these 
relations. Overall, the observations are very much in line with the ideas put 
forward by Brück and Fontijn, who argue that in the course of the BA peo-
ple, objects and places grow ever more inextricably linked in the creation of 
social identities (Brück & Fontijn 2013:213). By distributing fragments of 
persons and objects (that bear references to persons) over the land(scape), it 
is as if these social identities are written down in the land(scape) itself in the 
form of burial mounds, selective depositions (Fontijn 2002, 2019), as well 
as fragments kept in the domestic spheres (Brück 2004, 2006). In this way, 
the land(scape) grew ever more socialised throughout the BA, imposing a 
certain way of acting on the generations that came after (see Fontijn 1996). 
In a sense, the emergence of urnfields can be seen as an almost inevitable 
result of this intricate interplay between people (ancestors?), places (land) 
and objects (as extensions or counterparts of persons) that started way ear-
lier in the BA. If we want to gain a better understanding of why the urnfield 
mortuary narrative was played out the way it was, it is in this direction that 
we must search.
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Notes

 1 For a detailed discussion of the timeframes involved in this ‘mortuary flow-chart’ 
see Louwen 2021:41–52.

 2 Joachim Wahl (1982) specifically mentions intact graves containing only between 
0.1 and 100 grams as representing intentionally incomplete or symbolic inter-
ments (Wahl 1982:24).

 3 14 adults vs 1 child.
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Introduction: a brief background on kinship and archaeology

Kinship refers to the relationships and connections between individuals based 
on shared bloodlines, marriage, adoption, and social ties. It encompasses the 
relationships and networks between members considered ‘kin’ and the cul-
tural and social customs and behaviours associated with these relationships. 
Usually, three types of kinship are distinguished: consanguineal, affinal, and 
social. Consanguineal kinship refers to biological (blood) relations, and affi-
nal kinship refers to relationships created through marriage (e.g. Sahlins 
2013; Read 2015:61). Although friendships and casual acquaintances are 
not considered kinship relationships, kinship does not require blood ties to 
exist. Social kinship can be formed between individuals through strong social 
bonds, shared experiences, or cultural practices. This category includes, for 
example, adoption and co-residence (Read 2015:61).

The theoretical background to kinship in archaeology is rooted in anthro-
pology, specifically the study of social organisation and relationships. In the 
19th century, Lewis Henry Morgan (1871) argued that as human societies 
evolved, they developed increasingly complex systems for classifying and 
regulating relationships between individuals. According to him, kinship sys-
tems became more complex over time, but his focus remained on blood rela-
tionships. In the mid-20th century, Claude Lévi-Strauss (1949) expanded the 
concept of kinship and emphasised the importance of affinal relationships 
and their symbolic and cultural aspects. He proposed that kinship systems 
are based on the exchange of women. These ‘marriage alliances’ create bonds 
and alliances between groups and serve to regulate social relations and main-
tain social order. Lévi-Strauss (1982) also argued that domestic units are a 
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microcosm of the larger social and political order. In this view, households 
represent a symbolic association between the house and the occupants, and 
the head of the household holds both domestic and political power.

In the past decades, the notion of kinship has been re-evaluated and 
broadened with the incorporation of post-structural and feminist perspec-
tives on gender, power, and social identity, as well as the recognition of the 
importance of agency and practice. Kinship systems are not simply biologi-
cal relationships but are also shaped by cultural beliefs and values (Sahlins 
2013). The systems and categories are varied can change and reform, and 
kin can also include inanimate objects or fictitious and nonhuman beings 
(Haraway 2016; Johnston 2020; Eriksen & Kay 2022). In archaeology, kin-
ship has been approached in various ways, such as through studying settle-
ment patterns, mortuary practices, and objects. Although kinship has been 
considered somewhat irrelevant in archaeology, ancient DNA analyses have 
brought the concept to the spotlight (e.g. Monroy Kuhn et al. 2018; Vai et al. 
2020). However, the emphasis on biological relatedness can distort the idea 
of how kinship was understood and enacted in the past (Brück & Frieman 
2021), making it worthwhile to bring the concept back into the archaeologi-
cal debate. (For various anthropological, historical, and archaeological per-
spectives on kinship, see, e.g. Lawrence 1999; Gillespie 2000; Jussen 2000; 
González-Ruibal 2006; Ensor 2011; Johnson & Paul 2016; Souvatzi 2017; 
Johnston 2020; Brück 2021; Eriksen & Kay 2022; Fowler 2022).

In a few Finnish publications, crushed bones and broken objects, which 
are often encountered in Iron Age (IA) cemeteries, have been associated with 
ancestors and the creation of bonds with the past (Wessman 2010:87–108; 
Puolakka 2020:30; Moilanen 2021:81, 88), although these publications 
do not explicitly discuss the concept of kinship in IA societies in Finland. 
Kinship has been referred to mostly implicitly, as it has been suggested that 
households were inhabited by families (e.g. Asplund 2008:355). Similarly, 
ceramic and dress traditions have been associated with families (e.g. Vuori-
nen 2009:194), and it has been suggested that the political power and econ-
omy in the IA were controlled by chiefly families and their networks (e.g. 
Raninen & Wessman 2015:275). However, the concept of family is seldom 
defined, and it has only been discussed in detail in a few Finnish publications. 
Drawing on Scandinavian research, Sirkku Pihlman (2004:53) has suggested 
that Finnish communities formed kinship-like social bonds through concu-
binage and a foster system during the Viking Age (c. 800–1025 CE). In the 
latter, a child could be raised in another household as a sign of mutual favour 
and as a creator of family ties. According to Pihlman, slaves were excluded 
from these social systems; therefore, their burial practices differed from the 
others – perhaps they were not even buried in a visible way.

Family and kinship systems are known to change and vary over time (e.g. 
Parkin 2021), and it is difficult to say how many changes occurred during the 
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IA. It is usually assumed that the concept of the nuclear family (a pair and their 
children) is a recent concept (Kertzer 1991), which immediately complicates 
references to families in the past. For example, in the classical world, the fam-
ily also included extended family members and even slaves (Rawson 1986). 
A complete understanding of the concept of ‘family’ in IA Finland would 
require a detailed discussion of not only who was included or excluded in 
kinship networks but also how kinship was formed and negotiated. This dis-
cussion is essential, as kinship is directly connected to local power structures, 
social norms, and values reflected in archaeological material. Describing how 
kinship was understood, formed, and maintained may help to understand 
inheritance and property rights and provide insights into how social struc-
tures and power relations vary and change over time. Although critical issues 
exist, this is beyond the purview of this article. Instead, this chapter will out-
line how kinship may have been presented in funerary rituals, especially in 
connection to fragmentation, and what the ritual act of breaking bones and 
bodies and handling fragmented material may have aimed to achieve.

Fragmentation and Iron Age burials in Finland

Fragmentation characterises the burial practices of the IA in Finland. The 
so-called ‘cremation cemeteries’ under flat ground were used for hundreds 
of years (c. 500–1100 CE), and they commonly contain chopped and bent 
objects (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) as well as crushed cremated bones. The crushed 
bones and broken objects were usually scattered around the cemetery in a 
seemingly chaotic manner, and individual burials are rarely discernible (e.g. 
Wessman 2010).

Alongside the collective cremation cemeteries, burials were also made in 
cairns (Figure 4.3). The cairns may contain only a small amount of human 
bones, sometimes only a few pieces, as well as fragmented objects and pot-
sherds that do not comprise entire vessels. The deposits in cairns are not 
always clearly identifiable as burials, and a question often arises as to whether 
cairns were built for burials or whether they could have been ritual struc-
tures built especially for ancestor worship (e.g. Raike & Seppälä 2005:73; 
Muhonen 2008). While cairns and cremation cemeteries dominate the IA 
landscape in southern Finland, individual cremations on flat ground or in 
natural rock formations are known in northern and inland Finland. It is also 
common for these burials to contain only a few bone fragments, never the 
full cremation material from a complete body (e.g. Hakamäki 2018:94).

At the beginning of the second millennium, inhumation burials began to 
appear in Finnish cremation cemeteries. These graves may have been dug 
through the cremation layers, and broken artefacts from the cremation cem-
etery may have been deliberately placed in the inhumation graves. On the 
other hand, early medieval cemeteries may include a mixture of cremation 
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FIGURE 4.1  A twisted penannular brooch with rolled terminals. The pin has been 
removed. A find from a cremation cemetery at Toijala, Kirkkomäki, 
Southern Finland (photo: Ulla Moilanen).

FIGURE 4.2  A tightly bent scramasax found from a cairn at Ylistaro Leikkimäki 
in Kokemäki, Western Finland. The handle parts have been removed 
(photo: Ulla Moilanen).

and inhumation burials. In these cases, cremated bone fragments may have 
been placed in a container or bag before being placed either in a separate pit 
or in an inhumation grave, where both cremated and uncremated remains 
share the space (e.g. Moilanen 2021:69–71).
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In summary, all Late Iron Age (LIA) burial types may contain broken 
and burned objects and crushed cremated bones. While cremated bones were 
handled after the cremation, the breaking of objects could have been done 
at different times, before or after cremation (Karvonen 1998:9; Moilanen 
2008:29, 30), and differences in ways of breaking artefacts can be observed 
between cemeteries. The crushing and breaking of bones and objects was 
clearly a part of the mortuary ritual, and various motives for it have been pro-
posed. The usual suggestions in Finnish contexts have been summarised by 
Johannes Karvonen (1998). His summary derives from various international 
sources, and they include, for example, a practical explanation in which long 
objects, such as swords and spearheads, could have been bent to fit better 
into the burial pit or between the stones of the cairn. However, this does not 
explain why small objects have also been broken. The act of breaking has 
also been seen as a way of transferring the souls of the objects to the afterlife 
with the deceased. A third explanation is that chopping or twisting marked 
the objects as the property of the deceased and thus prevented the dead from 
returning and harming the living. A fourth explanation is that the breaking of 
objects renders them unusable, and the act would have prevented grave rob-
bing. It has also been suggested that broken objects could reflect cosmology 

FIGURE 4.3  Cairns at the archaeological site of Harola, Eura, Western Finland. 
The IA site consists of over 700 stone cairns, of which only a few 
have been excavated. The structures contained ceramic shards, iron 
slag, unburnt animal bones, and a few fragments of cremated human 
bones (photo: Ulla Moilanen).
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and the belief about the nature of the afterlife: it was a mirror image of the 
world of the living, and in there, objects were broken and incomplete as 
opposed to the world of the living, where they were intact. The breaking of 
objects and the fragmentation of human remains may have included similar 
beliefs (Hymylä 2004:42), and the fragments of bodies and objects may have 
been seen as interlinked, without differences between them (Brück 2006). In 
this perspective, both cremated objects and bones can be considered to be in 
a liminal space between life and death, and the act of breaking is associated 
with a transition between the worlds (c.f. Rebay-Salisbury 2010).

The most often applied theories involve ancestors, as ancestors are consid-
ered a defining element in IA beliefs and so important that the belief shaped 
all rituals and played a significant societal role in the period (e.g. Baudou 
1989; Shepherd 1997:20; Muhonen 2008:295; Lang 2011:111; Laidoner 
2020). In the case of Finnish cremation cemeteries, it has been suggested that 
the purpose of the burial ritual and the breaking of objects was to transfer 
the deceased individual to the collective world of the ancestors (Wessman 
2010:60). However, there have been no actual definitions of what ‘ances-
tors’ actually mean, other than a vague set of previous generations (Wess-
man 2010:87–108; Puolakka 2020:30; Moilanen 2021:81, 88). This chapter 
takes the approach that both ancestors and the ritual practitioners (the users 
of cemeteries) represent kin – not necessarily biological relatives, but a group 
of individuals with whom the people felt a sense of connection. It is not cer-
tain to what extent cemeteries were understood as burial places for individu-
als, especially when the sites may have been used for centuries. Therefore, 
the notion of kinship becomes entwined not only with past individuals or 
ancestors but also with place. According to Hamish Forbes (2007), “the idea 
of a landscape representing a kinship system is ancient”, and as James Leach 
(2019) has written, “places are not only where things happen; they are part 
of what happens”. The location of the cemetery as the place of performing 
rituals would therefore have been a relevant factor, and the notion of kinship 
could have been extended from relationships between people to entanglement 
between people, landscape, and place (see Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gay-
darska 2007; Johnston 2020), in this case, through the ritual of breaking and 
handling the fragmented remains (see also Jones this volume; Chapman this 
volume).

The IA cemeteries in Finland are generally considered household cemeter-
ies used by a single farm or several cooperating farms until larger village 
cemeteries were established in the LIA and at the turn of the Medieval Period 
(Asplund 2008:34; Haggrén 2015:393; Raninen & Wessman 2015:310). A 
household is the basic unit of domestic life, usually consisting of a group of 
people living together and characterised by shared tasks, economic depend-
ency, and emotional ties. Household formation, on the other hand, is a 
complex process that is influenced by social, cultural, and economic factors. 
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We  currently do not know whether all the IA household members were 
related by blood or to what extent the household was formed through cohab-
itation arrangements (c.f. Vuorinen 2009:193 and the reference list). How-
ever, assuming that the persons with the highest hierarchical position in the 
household (a farm) were responsible for burial in their own cemetery and 
they were also the ones entitled to a burial in the same place (e.g. Pihlman 
2004; Kuusela 2012), the burials in a certain cemetery would thus represent 
the dynamics between the people bound to a particular place. It has been 
suggested that the farms using certain cemeteries practised economic coop-
eration and possibly shared family ties (Asplund 2008:34). This means that 
we can assume that these groups had strong social and/or biological ties with 
each other and were bound to the economic and social spheres of the farm 
and the cemetery. These groups can be referred to as kin groups, and taking 
the idea slightly further, it can be stated that the rituals performed at the cem-
eteries can be approached from the perspective of maintaining or breaking 
these kinship ties.

Various ways of connecting with kin through fragments

As described, IA burial customs involved destroying and breaking objects 
and human bodies. Objects were broken in various ways, for example, by 
twisting, bending, chopping, and cutting, while bones could be crushed. A 
selection of these fragments were scattered around burial sites, and it has 
often been wondered why cremation cemeteries and cairns do not contain the 
bones of entire individuals or complete objects. The modern Western percep-
tion of burial is easily influenced by the idea that a burial involves placing 
a complete body in one particular place. However, dividing the fragmented 
human remains and pieces of objects and dispersing them in different loca-
tions has occurred in different parts of the world at different times, and the 
motives behind the practice could have varied. For example, according to Old 
Norse sagas, king Hálfdan’s remains were buried in several burial mounds to 
mark his political territory (Steinsland 2011:41), and pottery pieces from the 
same vessel have been deliberately placed in different, not adjacent, graves in 
early Medieval England (King 2004:227–228). As an explanation for partial 
bodies in IA cemeteries in Finland, it has been suggested that the bones and 
objects of the individual could have been divided between places (Söyrinki-
Harmo 1984:118) or that the cremated material could have been distributed 
among relatives (Hakamäki 2018:92). This kind of sharing of objects, even 
human remains, between kin can strengthen kinship ties and reinforce the 
sense of belonging to a shared group (e.g. Sahlins 2013; Morton et al. 2019). 
The practice can also take other forms, such as the use of commemorative 
objects and heirlooms, which could have passed within kinship groups as 
symbols of shared bonds (Joyce 2000).
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The phenomenon of passing keepsakes or heirlooms can be seen in Finn-
ish IA and early medieval inhumation graves, which sometimes contain 
objects that are too old in relation to the age of the burial (Riikonen 2005; 
Wessman 2010:114–115). It is difficult to see a similar practice in the Merov-
ingian period and Viking Age (c. 550–1050 CE) cremation cemeteries due to 
their dispersed nature, but occasionally the cremation cemetery finds include 
artefacts dating to the Early Roman or Migration Period (c. 200–500 CE). 
Usually, these artefacts are taken as evidence of the cemetery’s earliest period 
of use. However, it is equally possible that the artefacts were, in fact, heir-
looms and were deposited in the cemetery later (Wessman 2009). Even the 
distribution of fragmented objects could help identify possible kinship con-
nections. For example, suppose fragments of objects found in multiple loca-
tions could be identified as belonging together (see Noterman this volume). 
Provided that chronological relationships could be established, the fragments 
could also be interpreted as an indication of their being passed among kin 
members, who used them at different times in different places for different 
purposes.

According to Lund and Arwill-Nordbladh (2016:431), the LIA Scandi-
navians used their understanding of the past to establish identities and dem-
onstrate power. Although this emphasises the meaning of ancestors, kinship 
often plays a significant role in negotiating politics in many societies. This is 
manifested, for example, in kinship-based alliances or social organisations, 
which in turn shape and influence decision-making in communities (e.g. 
Arnold 2000; Sahlins 2013). Kinship is often seen as a fundamental element 
of social organisation (Ensor 2011), and kinship relationships often involve 
cultural, social, and economic obligations and responsibilities (Finch  & 
Mason 1991). Members of the same kin group can be expected to provide 
care and emotional and economic support and sometimes make sacrifices for 
each other. These obligations create a sense of belonging. Therefore, kinship 
can be understood as a fundamental feature of human experience that shapes 
how individuals relate to each other and understand their communities and 
the world around them (e.g. Sahlins 2013; Johnson & Paul 2016:80). How-
ever, kinship is not always automatic; it can be built through various rituals 
and social actions at different times (e.g. Brück 2021:230). Because burial 
is, in many ways, social dialogue, kinship can also be seen as an essential 
element behind mortuary rituals. Burial rituals and cemeteries enable the 
maintenance and creation of kinship ties. The main element here is a sense 
of connection with a place and the people the burial site represents, not a 
biological link to previously buried individuals or ancestors per se.

Various rituals could have aimed to emphasise the complex ideas of con-
nectedness and make kinship ties visible. An exciting example of this is the 
inhumation grave 2/1913 at Pahnainmäki, Hämeenlinna, southern Finland 
(see Moilanen 2021:73). The grave was located in a cremation cemetery, and 
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it contained cremated bones and broken artefacts that were several hundred 
years older and clearly used as part of the burial ritual. The cremated bones 
were found in a circular area on the stomach of the corpse, which could indi-
cate that they were originally collected in a bag or a container. The cremated 
and broken objects included brooches, glass beads, bronze chain fragments, 
a chain distributor, and a neck ring. Many of the objects had been balanced 
on the body as if they had been actual dress accessories: the brooch had 
been placed at the chest and the chain distributor on the right side of the 
chest. The three fragments of a broken neck ring had been placed around the 
individual’s neck. This means that the placement of the fragments must have 
happened after the corpse had been lowered into the ground.

The Pahnainmäki grave is an excellent example of how the fragmented 
objects were integrated into the inhumation burial ritual and how they were 
possibly associated with making connections with the past, perhaps as a sym-
bol of the continuation of kinship connections between the previous users 
of the cemetery but also with the living individuals who took part in the 
mortuary ritual. This need for interaction could have emerged from a sense 
of belonging (see Day 2012), for example, to a certain social group, network, 
or place. Since cemeteries were closely connected to farms, the concept can be 
extended to notions of ownership. Ownership, or a sense of ownership, can 
connect a person to important places. In this case, cemeteries were connected 
to homes and livelihoods, of which the farm and house could be seen as the 
centres (see Seiser 2000:93). Therefore, the ritual of establishing or reinforc-
ing kinship ties with past generations could also express the appropriation 
of a particular place, specifically farms and household cemeteries that were 
connected to each other. The ritual importance of certain places, such as ter-
ritorial boundaries, sacred places, cemeteries, and sometimes also domestic 
spaces, is well known (Bradley 2005). Ritual performances at these locations 
may have included different acts, for example, eating or drinking (c.f. Kuu-
sela 2018), or in the case of IA funerary rituals, the breaking of objects and 
the distribution of fragments to different locations or persons.

The acts of breaking objects and crushing bones can also reflect connec-
tions and bonds in other ways. Breaking can be a symbolic act to denote 
dividing, such as the Greek custom of breaking a coin between two peo-
ple when parting (Rowlinson 2010:1). However, it can also serve as a unit-
ing act, especially when connected to a rite of passage. An example of this 
can be seen in the breaking of a glass to end the Jewish wedding ceremony, 
which serves as a reminder of the fragility of life but also as a symbol of the 
couple’s commitment to each other and the joining of two families (Gold-
berg 2003:131). Also, the act of breaking, in funerary contexts, may serve 
as a shared experience that reinforces the bonds between ritual participants 
(c.f. Lewis 1994:585), and through the act, kinship relationships could have 
been created, recreated, and maintained (c.f. Brück 2021:230). This may also 
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explain why there are noticeable differences in burial rituals between cem-
eteries: chopped objects in some and bent objects in others (Karvonen 1998). 
Rituals were modified by different kin groups and adapted for purposes that 
served individuals best at different times. Since all the fragments did not end 
up in cemeteries, they could have been used by the kin group members in 
different places they considered important and relevant. It has also been 
suggested that a sense of communal connection could have been achieved 
through physical proximity and touching objects and their fragments that 
had been in contact with a specific item, person, or place (c.f. Fiske 2020). If 
this connectedness between people, objects, and places was considered rel-
evant in IA northern Europe, it would give a reason for keeping and storing 
the finds instead of discarding them.

In summary, the ritual breaking of bones and objects in IA funerary rituals 
may have strengthened the sense of belonging and bound the individuals into 
the broader family and community networks. The act of breaking and dis-
tributing objects would have been specifically related to places that included 
the farm and the cemetery, although not exclusively, as fragments also seem 
to have been taken to other places. In general, the fragments and their han-
dling at a particular site can be linked to a kin group that is represented 
by the specific household(s) associated with a specific farm and cemetery. 
This relationship likely changed when Christianity was officially adopted in 
c. 13th century CE and the church began to define the framework of politi-
cal power in communities. This also marked changes in the use of cemeter-
ies. They became communal in a different way and no longer represented 
the burial place of one kinship group but the whole parish, which included 
several households. On the other hand, the placing of burnt bones in inhu-
mation graves continued at some sites, possibly as a way of maintaining ties 
to the social network of specific individuals (for previous interpretations of 
the practice, see Moilanen 2021:69–70). It is noteworthy that this practice 
involved only the handling of fragmented human remains, not objects, which 
indicates changes from previous practices and motives.

Conclusions

Kinship relationships may be expressed and reinforced in various ways 
through symbols and practices. This article suggests that LIA Finnish cem-
eteries were used by specific kin groups that shared biological, social, and 
emotional ties with each other. These ties were established within households, 
cemeteries, landscapes, and economic areas used by certain kin groups. As IA 
cemeteries and graves often contain fragmented material, the acts of break-
ing artefacts, crushing bones, and sharing and distributing the fragments may 
have been a shared experience that created, maintained, and strengthened the 
connections between the ritual performers, previous generations, and places. 
The observable differences in rituals can be explained by different kin groups 
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and individuals modifying and adapting the actions for different purposes. 
Generally, the production and handling of fragmented material reflect the 
continuing presence and influence of kin and kinship in people’s lives.
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Introduction

Historians and archaeologists have long been familiar with the practice of 
reopening graves across early medieval Europe (5th to 8th centuries CE). 
From the late 6th century and over a wide geographical area, extending from 
France to Transylvania, living communities regularly re-engaged with their 
dead through the reopening of their graves and the removal of a selection of 
objects (e.g. Klevnäs et al. 2021). Traditionally labelled ‘grave robbery’, these 
interactions took place in a complex system of exchanges between two worlds 
not yet codified and explicitly separated by Christianity. Post- depositional 
burial intrusions have been subjected to rationalising explanations in the 
past, disconnected from the original funerary rite and usually associated with 
the greed of barbaric individuals moving from site to site to rob the dead 
(Noterman et al. 2021:64–65; Noterman & Klevnäs 2022:149–152). From 
the perspective of archaeology, the practice was approached as a constraint 
to the understanding of ancient burial rites. Human skeletal remains were 
disturbed, scattered on the floor of the grave or discarded in the filling of the 
intrusive pit, thus preventing the reconstruction of the original position of 
the body. Meanwhile, objects were simply missing, removed from the graves 
by “these robbers, tomb raiders, who were threatened in vain by the many 
edicts of [the] first-race kings” (Nicaise 1882:122; translation by the author).

Recent studies show that the integrity of graves is not a prerequisite for their 
analysis. In other words, a reused, reopened or partially destroyed tomb is as 
valid a source of information as its intact counterparts, the difference being 
in the initial questions. The gestures associated with secondary engagement 
have for the most part been identified and analysed through the scope of new 
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analytical methods and research questions (e.g. Aspöck 2011; Klevnäs 2013; 
van Haperen 2017; Zintl 2019; Noterman 2021). The information extracted 
from these non-verbal interactions with the dead shows the complexity of the 
interpretation of early medieval reopenings. From one single motivation – 
 robbery – the research has moved to a multi-level scenario that could be under-
stood as a response from a community at a time in its existence when the need 
to interact and exchange with the dead has proved necessary (Noterman et al. 
2021:81). This variety of motivations is visible in the different forms of reopen-
ing observed in early medieval cemeteries. While the selective extraction of the 
artefacts – a commonly discussed feature of reopened Merovingian tombs – 
has recently been reassessed (e.g. Klevnäs et al. 2021:1017–1018; Noterman 
et al. 2021:78), the deliberate fragmentation of objects and possibly of bodies 
remains largely understudied, despite some attempts at revision in the last few 
years (e.g. Châtelet 2017:179–181; van Haperen 2017:146–147).

This contribution aims to open a new discussion on this specific topic, 
using the archaeological evidence of the fragmentation and removal of mate-
rial and human remains to reconsider the practice in light of recent research. 
Following the presentation of different case studies, this paper will move to 
a general discussion on the meaning of this uncommon and yet informative 
practice observed in disturbed graves. Moving away from previous assump-
tions about deliberate damage to the tombs during the reopening process, the 
study will show that the practice should not be approached with a disrespect-
ful attitude, but as an integral part of mortuary customs, where the dead and 
their belongings play an active role in the lives of the living.

Furnished graves and reopening

Early medieval graves are commonly found in burial grounds ranging in size 
from a few to hundreds of mainly single inhumation graves, oriented broadly 
east to west and often arranged in loose rows. Merovingian cemeteries are 
characterised by burial practices with clothed corpses and furnished graves, 
which have significant geographic and chronological variation in proportions 
and styles (Halsall 2010; Effros & Moreira 2020). Dress accessories, jewel-
lery and weapons are among the artefacts found with the deceased, most 
often carried in the manner of the living. The variability of grave assemblages 
mirrors a multifaceted and complex choice. Personal and family considera-
tions were usually involved in the elaboration of the grave and its contents 
(Effros 2006: 195). This decision-making process had an impact on the reo-
pening practice, as it was the presence of specific objects that instigated the 
intrusion and the actions that followed. In this course of events, the meaning 
of the artefacts for the community and/or the reopeners played an important 
role, although this is difficult to approach through the scope of the archaeo-
logical record and written sources.
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Merovingian burial practices are deeply heterogeneous in their expression, 
and this should be considered in the analysis of post-depositional interven-
tions. Moreover, only a fraction of the grave goods have been preserved over 
time, with burial structures providing only the physical remains that may have 
survived natural decomposition and corrosion of their components. Based on 
the incompleteness of the archaeological assemblages, research has also had 
to face the variety of interpretations attached to the artefacts. An object may 
have had a particular connotation – symbolic, emotional  powerful – for one 
burial community and a completely different one, if any, for another, thus 
adding an increased degree of complexity to the motivations associated with 
the reopening of graves (Härke 2014).

Early medieval reopened graves share a number of similarities that are 
relatively well identified in archaeology. Recent studies have shown the 
recurrent selective process that characterised each reopening, from the tar-
geted graves to the objects taken away (Klevnäs et al. 2021; Noterman et al. 
2021:84–85). Grave assemblages are often incomplete; the artefacts may be 
missing or partially dispersed. Bodies similarly undergo different handling, 
varying from only a few displaced skeletal elements to the whole skeleton. 
Missing bones also characterise a number of reopened graves and have been 
regularly noticed in some areas (Aspöck 2011:307).

The incompleteness of disturbed graves is traditionally associated with a 
form of violence that has long been attached to the phenomenon. In previous 
studies, a broken object or a fragmented skeleton could only be understood 
in the light of a desecrating attitude towards the dead and their memory. 
Such an approach is far from exclusive to early medieval re-entries and often 
seems to be associated with cultures where the fragmentation of things does 
not appear to be abnormal for the period or context (Chapman & Gaydar-
ska 2007:2; Lund 2013:51). The idea is so deeply rooted that the notion of 
fragmented bodies and objects is often seen as nothing but the result of either 
accidental breakage, taphonomic processes, or, especially with reopened bur-
ials, regardless of their chronological horizon, intentional damage.

The recent revision of the archaeological data nuances this approach of 
‘damaged’ Merovingian graves, all the more when considering the usual poor 
condition of the artefacts, which frequently fell into pieces at the time of 
the reopening. This made them particularly vulnerable to manipulation and, 
thus, fragmentation. The disappearance of bones can also be linked to the 
long time-span between the funerals and the re-entries, as attested by tapho-
nomic studies (Aspöck 2011; Noterman 2021). Their removal for practical-
ity during the course of the intrusion has also been suggested, in particular 
in Transylvania, where human bones were found strewn between disturbed 
graves (Dobos 2014:144, 150).

Alongside the expected natural consequences of the intrusions, the pos-
sibility of deliberate fragmentation of artefacts might be discussed in specific 
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cases. Similarly, the incompleteness of bodies cannot systematically be 
related to secondary activity performed during the reopening, and other rea-
sons should be considered. Studies carried out over the last few years show 
that some suggestions made in the past may be questionable (e.g. fear of the 
dead, destruction of an enemy), while other ideas (e.g. dialogue between the 
living and the dead, legacy tensions) may still be relevant even in the light of 
modern archaeological methodologies (Aspöck et al. 2020). Explanations for 
the incompleteness of the grave assemblages are not always satisfactory, and 
researchers tend nowadays to suggest conscious actions performed by the 
living during the re-entries. In order to assess the scale of the fragmentation 
practice in early medieval reopened graves, a new revision of the archaeologi-
cal data from Merovingian cemeteries excavated in northern France has been 
conducted. Beyond the recognition of the deliberate fragmentation of bodies 
and goods, the aim is to (re)open the discussion on activities connected to the 
reopening practice based on new archaeological methodologies that can be 
applied to these structures.

Fragmentation and incompleteness of reopened graves

Intentional breakage of objects

Artefacts made of several components are most likely to leave evidence of 
their initial presence in the graves. The discovery of some fastening elements 
of a belt, for instance, represents valuable information on the type and state 
of preservation of the removed object and, by extension, on the chronology 
and motivation of the re-entry. While corrosion is a satisfactory argument 
for the large majority of fragmented elements found in reopened graves, it 
nonetheless does not apply to all the cases recorded. Composition, size and 
fabrication processes simply make some artefacts difficult to break, even after 
decades of burial. Moreover, studies have indirectly shown that mostly whole 
objects, independent of their state of preservation, were collected from the 
graves. Based on this observation, the identification of deliberate acts of frag-
mentation is puzzling, especially when the small number of archaeological 
occurrences contradicts previous assumptions about the destructive nature 
of the reopening practice.

Located in eastern France, the cemetery of Saint-Vit (6th–7th centu-
ries CE) shows several examples of deliberately fragmented grave goods 
(Urlacher et al. 2008). The proportion of re-entries at Saint-Vit is important, 
with 51% of the graves reopened, including 4% with evidence of deliber-
ate fragmentation. The male individual buried in chamber grave 17 was 
provided with a significant number of grave goods, mainly weapons and 
dress accessories, largely untouched despite the intrusion (Figure 5.1). The 
body manipulations are limited and focused essentially on the left part of 
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the abdomen. One of the most unexpected manifestations associated with 
the re-entry is the fragmentation of the sword into two pieces discovered 
in two different locations inside the grave. The upper part of the weapon – 
handle and blade – was found alongside the left humerus of the individual, 
whereas the pommel lay several centimetres further down. The bottom half 
of the sword is simply missing. Based solely on the publication, the original 
location of the sword is difficult to assess, and it is uncertain whether the 
weapon was taken out of the grave, broken and reburied at its primary 
placement or moved to a new spot. No metal remains, artefact fragments 
or imprints on the ground indicate the removal of any other object during 
the reopening process.

The deliberate fragmentation and partial extraction of artefacts have been 
recognised in three other burial structures at Saint-Vit. In grave 24, the incom-
plete handle of a shield is the only remaining part of the original weapon, and 
no archaeological evidence of the boss has been found. The body is consider-
ably disordered, and most of the bones have been found in the filling of the 
grave. Similar to most early medieval reopening of graves, selection of the 
grave goods was performed during the intrusion: the sword and potentially 
the belt set were removed in addition to the shield, as evidenced by frag-
ments and residual metallic staining from these objects. Whereas the original 
deposit of the sword is attested through the presence of oxidised traces on 
the floor of the grave, the complete absence of the shield is largely unusual in 
a male grave at Saint-Vit.

The disturbance of the individual buried in large chamber grave 70 was 
limited to the upper right part of the body. The sword and the belt fitting 
seem to have been the focus of the reopeners. From the first object, only the 
pommel was found near the right os coxae. Originally composed of three ele-
ments, the counter and back plates of the belt set remained after the re-entry, 
but the buckle was certainly removed at the same time as the sword. Finally, 
the male individual 159 was partially disturbed, and evidence of a sword can 
again be assessed through the discovery of a pommel placed against the right 
humerus of the body. No remains of the belt set have been found inside or in 
the fill of the grave.

The examples from Saint-Vit show that intentional breakage mainly con-
cerns long-bladed weapons and multipartite belt sets. This observation can 
be extended to the other cases identified in early medieval disturbed cemeter-
ies, with notably similar attitudes towards the remaining fragments. At Ost-
house (France), for instance, the handle of a missing sword, originally placed 
along the right side of the male individual, has been deliberately moved and 
(re)deposited in another location inside the grave (grave 54; Châtelet et al. 
2009:49). Further north, Martine van Haperen suggests that some incom-
plete plate-buckles discovered in reopened graves in the Netherlands may 
have been purposely cut (van Haperen 2017:146–147).
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FIGURE 5.1  Illustration of grave 17 from Saint-Vit (France) with the fragmented 
and incomplete sword. The upper part of the weapon is lying against 
the left arm of the individual, while the pommel is located just above 
the head of the left femur. A set of bones was thrown back over the 
skull, as partially illustrated here (Urlacher et al. 2008:277).
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Establishing whether the act of fragmentation was associated with burial 
customs or the re-engagement with the dead has different implications for 
the way to understand societies of that time. Fragmented and incomplete 
weapons have been recorded in all categories of Merovingian graves, but 
with a significant difference between the types of contexts considered. The 
category of weapons involved in the practice varies according to whether or 
not the grave is untouched. The primary deposition of incomplete seaxes has 
been recognised at some non-reopened sites, usually with the lower part of 
the blade kept by the living. The number of cases observed at a single site is 
often limited; for instance, only two partial seaxes were discovered at Prény 
(France) in a total of 160 excavated graves, of which 44 had one or several 
weapons (Figure 5.2) (Frauciel et al. 2018:255–258). On the other hand, the 
deliberate fragmentation of a sword prior to the inhumation of the deceased 
does not seem to have been a common practice in early medieval cemeteries. 
The very few cases mentioned in the literature are not convincing, and no 
clear examples have been recorded in recent excavations, with the notable 
exception of reopened graves.

Incomplete bodies

Bone lacunae are difficult to precisely quantify in reopened graves. The intru-
sion has usually implied actions that may have weakened the structure of 
the bones (e.g. multiple handling, use of tools) or induced ambient changes 
within the grave that resulted in bone loss. More commonly, non-intentional 
destructive human activities, soil pressure and acidity and taphonomic pro-
cesses are some of the natural factors responsible for incomplete skeletons 
in archaeological contexts. Yet, the regular observation of partial bodies 
in reopened graves has led researchers to suggest ritual or social reasons 
behind some osseous defects (Noterman et al. 2021:85), such as the transfer 
of selected bones to a new burial place (Serralongue & Treffort 1995:112), 
ancestor worship (van Haperen 2010) or fear of the dead (Noterman 
2021:132–133). The intentionality behind the fragmented appearance of 
some bones is problematic to assess in many cases, in particular for periods 
with limited complementary sources to support it.

Buried in a chamber grave, the female individual of grave 291 from 
Vendenheim (France) shows a number of missing bones of the upper body, 
including complete anatomical sections such as the left upper limb, the 
shoulder girdle and the thoracic region and this despite good bone conserva-
tion (Figure 5.3) (Barrand Emam et al. 2013:258–259). No evidence of the 
lost bones was found in the backfilling of the structure or in its immediate 
vicinity. A similar situation is recognised at Illfurth (France) in grave 27, 
with several sections of the skeleton removed. The skull, the left upper limb, 
the sacrum and a large portion of the spine are missing, while the rest of 
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FIGURE 5.2  Undisturbed male grave 3205 from Prény with an incomplete seax 
placed at the back of the head of the individual. In addition to the 
weapon, the assemblage was composed of a ceramic, four iron arrow-
heads and a flint (© Inrap, modified by A. A. Noterman).
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the body remains untouched and well preserved (Roth-Zehner et al. 2007, 
vol. 2: 35–36). The incompleteness of bodies in reopened graves is also vis-
ible through the recurrent disappearance of specific bones at some sites. At 
Brunn am Gebirge (Austria), 38% of the disturbed graves contain a body 
without a skull (Aspöck 2011:307). The proportion of headless bodies at this 

FIGURE 5.3  Reopened grave 291 from Vendenheim with several anatomical sec-
tions missing. From the disturbances, only the left femur has been 
found several centimetres above the body, probably deposited by the 
reopeners on the container lid (© Antea archéologie, modified by 
A. A. Noterman).
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site is substantial enough to associate the practice with the re-entry phenom-
enon rather than a ritual that would have been part of the primary inhuma-
tion event. In comparison with other periods, skull manipulations are quite 
uncommon in Merovingian Western Europe, making Brunn am Gebirge a 
particularly interesting case.

As with any organic material, bones are particularly sensitive to human 
manipulation and diagenetic factors. For this reason, the interpretation of 
their absence in reopened graves is relatively complex and mainly based on 
the researcher’s ability to distinguish between a voluntary or accidental dis-
appearance. A regular issue discussed in relation to reopened graves concerns 
the fate of the collected skeletal and material remains. At Bülach (Switzer-
land), one of the shoe buckles worn by the woman in reopened grave 285 
was found adapted to the belt fastening of the female individual buried in 
undisturbed grave 286 (Werner 1953:7). Both graves are from the late 7th 
century. Similar examples of removal and reuse are mentioned in the archae-
ological literature but remain exceptional (e.g. Codreanu-Windauer 1997:32; 
Klevnäs 2013:9–10).

More recently, an excavation conducted at Oegstgeest-Rhijngeest in the 
Netherlands has opened the way to a discussion on the destination of the 
removed bones. In this early medieval trade settlement, a large number of 
disarticulated human bones were found in various contexts across the site, 
mainly in the fills of gullies and ditches. The majority of these finds were long 
bones and skulls. In context 2011–03, a star-shaped configuration of at least 
five and perhaps six femora and tibia belonging to a minimum of two indi-
viduals was discovered at the bottom of a pit (van Haperen 2017:121–125). 
The bones were joined at the centre at one of their ends, while the other 
radiated outwards, giving this particulate shape to the formation. Adjacent 
to this pit, a second pit was excavated, containing selected human bone frag-
ments from at least six individuals, mostly long bones and skull fragments. 
The osteological analysis of the bones determined that the majority of the 
skeletal material belonged to male individuals. Only scattered inhumation 
graves with complete bodies were found at the site, and no archaeological 
evidence has been recognised of any contemporary cemetery. The bones dis-
covered in non-funerary contexts must have come from a different site, pos-
sibly from a reopened burial ground.

Discussion

Interpretations of artefact recovery from early medieval graves are multiple, 
mainly due to the huge variation in disturbance levels between cemeteries. In 
her research into grave reopening in Anglo-Saxon England, Alison Klevnäs 
argues that inter-personal conflicts may have been played out in some dis-
turbed cemeteries and would explain the varied levels of disturbance observed  
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in neighbouring burial sites. Moving away from the widespread interpre-
tation that kin or descendants might be involved in the re-entry process 
(Codreanu-Windauer 1997:33; Müller 2010:59), she suggests that objects 
were recovered by external actors of the community with the aim of causing 
a (symbolic and social) loss to the group linked by the ownership (Klevnäs 
2015:168–169). Although these interpretations are arguable outside the 
English examples, they are indicative of the current tendency in reopening 
studies to focus primarily on the removed artefacts as a whole. Fragmented 
and incomplete objects are essentially approached through the argument of 
their poor state, and few are the publications that open the debate about 
the type of fragment recovered. The breakage of an item by the reopeners 
may be unintentional, but the retrieval of selected fragments is anything but 
accidental. The case of the swords is particularly telling, with a selection in 
favour of a piece of blade instead of the pommel. As a key component of the 
weapon and highly meaningful during the early medieval period (Brunning 
2019:142–143), the pommel is not only purposely left inside the grave, but 
particular attention is paid to its location in relation to the dead body. Object 
and individual are thus closely linked in a form that shows parallels with 
Chapman’s fragmentation theory and the notion of enchainment (Chapman 
2000); in the present case, there is an enchained relationship between the 
deceased, the fragment and a person amongst the living community.

The fate of the artefacts collected from Merovingian graves has always 
been a challenging question. The following possibilities are usually consid-
ered: (1) objects were moved from the cemetery for a secondary use, distrib-
uted to kin or members of the living community or put in a new structure; 
(2)  they came to be part of the funerary assemblage of a newly deceased 
person at the cemetery or in a neighbouring one; (3) the recovery of artefacts 
and bones was part of a secondary ritual practice aiming to create new ances-
tors (e.g. van Haperen 2010:20–28). Considerable effort was made to extract 
artefacts in poor condition, unlikely to be returned to their previous function, 
and certainly recognisable because of their particular design features. How-
ever, their fate would have been determined by strategies – personal, social 
and even possibly political – that remain difficult to assess. When it comes to 
fragments, archaeological data are particularly useful to discuss their post-
retrieval use, at least in theory. Pieces of the same artefact may have been 
distributed between several graves or incorporated into an object buried later 
with a new individual (see the above-mentioned example of the reconstructed 
female belt from Bülach). In this sense, a comparative study of disturbed and 
undisturbed funerary structures may lead to the identification of anomalies 
in the grave goods assemblage. While this strategy has been applied to prehis-
toric contexts, it is still marginal for early medieval cemeteries and could be 
seen as a necessary new step towards a better understanding of the range of 
practices surrounding the reopening of graves (Châtelet 2017:181).
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Michael T. Clanchy’s research on changes in legal practices in Medieval 
England offers an interesting parallel (see the discussion on this point by 
Chapman, 2000:38). In order to legally seal an agreement, it was common 
during the Anglo-Saxon period to exchange two parts of an object between 
the different parties (Clanchy 1993:258–259). Would it be possible to trans-
pose this form of agreement to the specific case of disturbed graves, seeing the 
removal of a fragment of a sword as a kind of contract between the deceased 
who originally owned the weapon and its new owner? The selective process 
that underlies the re-entry practice implies that the collected objects were cer-
tainly transferrable between bearers; the different categories of items targeted 
possess their own personhood and thus the ability to move from one owner to 
another (Klevnäs 2015:175–176, 179). The nature of this transfer still has to 
be specified and could have taken many forms, ranging from recovery with-
out the ‘consent’ of the deceased to the continuation of a dialogue with him/
her – the ‘contract’ being here the expression of one of these long-term discus-
sions between the buried individuals and the living. Similar to the agreement 
tradition in Anglo-Saxon England, alliances in Merovingian France may have 
involved the exchange or the gift of belts, as testified in several written sources 
(Treffort 2002:40; Cartron 2015). The archaeological expression of the prac-
tice is possibly illustrated in southwestern Gaul by the incomplete belt sets in 
the burial assemblage. The social, strategic and memorial significance of the 
deposit is stressed by the funerary practices in this region, where furnished 
graves – and consecutive reopening of graves – were far from being the funer-
ary norm. In these graves, buckle fragments “enchained the living and the 
dead”, creating networks of allegiance (Patrello 2020:930).

Fragmentation does not necessarily require breakage. A body can be frag-
mented by altering its original structure, ‘breaking’ the original arrangement 
of the skeleton or even depriving it of some of its components. The direct 
interaction with dead bodies was an integral part of the activities that took 
place during the post-depositional interventions. The recent reassessment 
of the archaeological evidence for grave reopening shows that disturbed or 
missing portions of skeletons were primarily a consequence of searching for 
furnished graves and digging into them. The disturbance of bones was thus 
mainly a side effect of the intrusions. In fact, the deliberate handling or col-
lection of bones concerns only a limited number of disturbed graves. These 
manipulations do not necessarily express a form of disrespect for the deceased 
but rather a new conception of the corpse in the societies of post-Antiquity. 

Skeletal elements were usually only removed from the graves in conjunc-
tion with the removal of selected (complete or fragmented) artefacts. Unlike 
grave goods, bone material does not appear to have been the primary aim of 
the Merovingian re-entries. In this sense, the collection of portions of skel-
etons following the reopening falls into three categories. (1) The extraction 
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of bones for practicality to reach the grave goods, their subsequent disposal 
in the upper layers of the intrusion pit, and then their accidental disappear-
ance (human activities, erosion, etc.). (2) The opportunistic recovery of 
bones alongside objects. (3) The deliberate collection of selected bones due 
to their specific attachment to the retrieved artefacts. In a discussion about 
secondary burials, Ani Chénier argues that in some societies, the collecting of 
bones may have been practised to transform bodies into artefacts – symbolic 
objects that could be manipulated as symbols according to the circumstances 
 (Chénier 2009:30). In reopened graves, the systematic association of bone 
and artefact leads to a rethinking of the definition of human material in these 
contexts. The timeframe for early medieval re-entry is particularly interest-
ing, with interventions most frequently carried out after soft tissue decay. In 
these disturbed contexts, recovered bones could thus have been understood 
or defined by the community that originated the re-engagement with the 
deceased as good, as ‘objects’ sharing similar power as a sword, a brooch or 
a belt buckle. Various archaeological and ethnographic studies have reported 
the symbolic malleability of dead bodies, which can be transformed into a 
new physical or social identity (Brück 2017:141; Kerner 2018: 278–304; see 
also Brück this volume; Moilanen this volume). Another possible interpreta-
tion is that the bones could have empowered the function of the removed 
artefacts; one could not function without the other.

Ritual interpretations are a common way to approach the practice of 
body fragmentation, as discussed previously, although they are more associ-
ated with prehistoric than early medieval contexts. Another possibility is the 
deliberate fragmentation of a body from a mobility perspective. The action of 
removing bones, possibly based on a selective scheme, could be approached 
as a change in the deceased, giving his or her remains new social and physical 
mobility. The conscious choice of waiting for the skeletisation of the buried 
individual before engaging in post-depositional interactions can be associated 
with a re-definition of his or her identity. From a living being, the deceased 
turns into an ancestor (see the discussion on this point by van Haperen, 
2010), and his or her remains are transformed into portable elements while 
embodying a new social function. The excess number of skulls discovered at 
Szőreg-Téglagyár (Hungary) (Dobos, 2014:150) may be an illustration of this 
physical and social mobility of human remains – the bones being collected in 
graves from other cemeteries, maybe curated for a time, and then deposited 
in a new location as part of a community performance.

Conclusions

The recovery of artefact fragments and body parts has been archaeologically 
recorded and recognised as an integral part of the early medieval re-entries. 
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Yet, the intentional retrieval of fragments stands in contrast to the reopening 
practice, which relies essentially on the recovery of complete objects. Discus-
sions on the meaning of this selective process are still very much ongoing, 
although they mainly focus on the relevance of the fragments to those ini-
tiating their recovery. Incomplete artefacts and bodies in graves have long 
been discussed in fragmentation studies, largely in association with prehis-
toric contexts, but also in relation to more recent periods (Brittain & Har-
ris 2010; see also Röst this volume). Remains from early medieval Europe 
have rarely figured in the fragmentation debate, and there has been limited 
engagement in exploring issues such as the destination of the missing parts or 
the significance of the fragments left in the grave. Yet, these questions have 
been addressed in other contexts, such as the British and Irish Bronze Age, 
with the work of Joanna Brück (2017, 2019). The Bülach and Oegstgeest-
Rhijngeest cases show that a similar approach can be applied to the Merov-
ingian period, although the collection and circulation of fragmented remains 
certainly had multiple motivations. A key element concerning early medieval 
Europe is that the decision to fragment and partially remove an object can-
not be understood without keeping in mind the diversity and complexity of 
mortuary practices and beliefs at this time.

The study of disturbed mortuary contexts cannot be disassociated from 
that of undisturbed contexts, as the reopening of graves is now identified as 
an integral part of cemetery life. Fragmented swords and belts in reopened 
graves raise the question of the emotional power of such imperfect fragments, 
often corroded and sometimes tarnished. At the same time, they reveal other 
fragmentation practices in Merovingian society, where fragments could forge 
alliances or formalise successions (e.g. Patrello 2020). The deliberate break-
age of objects and bodies did not occur randomly or even as a natural con-
sequence of the intrusion of the living into the sphere of the dead; it was a 
choice that highlights the richness of disturbed funerary structures in terms 
of societal and ritual discussions.
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Introduction

The concept of fragmentation in archaeology has demonstrated the signifi-
cance of deliberately broken objects. Studies of fragmentation have shown 
how pieces of a broken whole could be distributed and deposited, creating 
and manifesting social ties and links with the past (Chapman 2000). This 
paper is only tangentially concerned with broken things, but it is concerned 
with parts and wholes and the significance of the relations between these 
(Chapman & Gaydarska 2007). The object under consideration is a type 
of brooch from the Viking Age called an oval brooch. These brooches were 
very common and worn all over the Viking world for a long period of time. 
They were also used in a highly particular way: worn as a matching pair, 
one on either side of the upper chest, with a type of female costume called a 
strap dress, where the brooches were used to secure together straps from the 
front and back pieces at the upper chest (Figure 6.1; Hägg 1974:58; Ewing 
2006:32–39).

The domed shape and recessed pin of the brooch meant that it was very 
well suited for this type of use, as the straps would pull on the brooch from 
either direction, causing it to lie flat. This shape, as well as the large size of the 
brooches, would have meant that they were considerably less suited for other 
types of use, such as pinning folds of material together (Ewing 2006:25). The 
connection between oval brooches and strap dresses has implied that the two 
have become more or less inseparable in archaeological interpretations. In 
Britain, Ireland, and Iceland, which are the areas under consideration in this 
chapter, the discovery of an oval brooch is often taken as an indication of the 
presence of a pair of brooches, a strap dress, and, by extension, the presence 
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of a Scandinavian woman. Understanding an oval brooch as a part of this 
whole entails that the breaking up of pairs and the individual brooches’ use 
before and after separation can be cast in a framework inspired by fragmen-
tation and enchainment. As discussed by John Chapman (2000:46), there is 
clearly an analogous relationship between a set with its parts and a complete 
object with its fragments. I believe fragmentation theory provides a useful 

FIGURE 6.1  Illustration of a strap dress with oval brooches (illustration: Frida 
Espolin Norstein).
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framework for discussing the oval brooches; it acknowledges how they were 
parts of a set while also highlighting their significance as individual objects. 
By focusing on the brooches that have evidently been parted from their origi-
nal set, this chapter will examine how and why pairs of brooches were split 
apart and how they would function in their new context.

Production

Oval brooches are among the most characteristic finds of the Viking Age. 
They are fairly large, generally about ten centimetres in length, with a domed 
oval shape and decorated with zoomorphic motifs (Figure 6.2) (Petersen 
1928; Jansson 1985). The earliest oval brooches date from the Merovingian/
Vendel period (c. 550–800 CE), though they became far more common and 
standardised from the Viking period onwards (Jansson 1985). Their main 
period of use was from the late 8th century to the mid-to-late 10th century, 
although they appear to have gone out of use earlier in certain areas than 
in others (Kershaw 2013:224–227). The oval brooches have been found all 
over Scandinavia, as well as in the Scandinavian settlements from Iceland to 

FIGURE 6.2  Oval brooch (5960) from Dalvík (illustration by the author & by 
kind permission of the National Museum of Iceland).
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Russia, and they demonstrate a far-reaching and long-lasting mode of dress 
(Petersen 1928; Paulsen 1933; Jansson 1985).

Although the overall shape of the brooches remains constant, they vary 
somewhat in size, with the earliest brooches generally being smaller; from 
the 10th century onwards, double-shelled brooches are the most common. 
The décor of the brooches is fairly standard, especially from the 9th century 
onwards, making it possible to divide them into overall types. Evolutionary 
typologies for the oval brooches were established and reworked in the 19th 
and 20th centuries and are generally agreed upon (Montelius 1873, 1877; 
Rygh 1885; Petersen 1928; Jansson 1985). These artefacts were produced 
through mechanical copying (Jansson 1981, 1985). A single model, which 
could be an already existing brooch, was used to make a master mould from 
which several more or less identical wax models could be made. The wax 
models were in turn used to produce moulds in which the finished brooches 
were cast (Brinch Madsen 1976, 1984; Jansson 1981, 1985; Lønborg 1994, 
1998). The end result would be brooches with a very high degree of similar-
ity, which is evident in the archaeological record; brooches from geographi-
cally distant findspots can be more or less identical. This mode of production 
also implies that an already old brooch could be used as a model to produce 
several new copies, meaning that the typology cannot easily be equated with 
chronology (Jansson 1981; Fuglesang 1987). The question of where the oval 
brooches were produced is not clearly settled. Most of the evidence suggests 
that they were the result of large-scale production in the early urban centres 
in Scandinavia, particularly in Ribe and Birka, but there is some evidence 
of small-scale rural production (Dunér & Vinberg 2006:20–21; Feveile & 
Jensen 2006; Ambrosiani 2013; Pedersen 2016:264–265). For the purpose 
of the present chapter, the main points to note about the production of oval 
brooches are that brooches produced as pairs are likely to have been almost 
identical in appearance and that there is no evidence to suggest that they were 
produced in Britain, Ireland, or Iceland.

Oval brooches in Britain, Ireland, and Iceland

In the areas of Viking settlement in Britain, Ireland, and Iceland, the oval 
brooches have been seen to represent the burials of Scandinavian women 
(see Harrison 2008:118–125 for a discussion). As with Viking graves more 
generally, they were mainly used to discuss the scale and extent of Viking 
expansion, at least until around the end of the last millennium (Norstein 
2020:7–16). Subsequently, questions about identities and gender roles have 
received significant attention, and the oval brooches are often included 
in these discussions as they are regarded as so closely tied up with both 
female gender identity and Scandinavian ethnicity (e.g. Hayeur Smith 2004; 
McGuire 2010; Kershaw 2013). Individual brooches have essentially been 
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seen as interchangeable. They are taken to indicate the presence of a Scan-
dinavian woman and are treated as having definite and easily understood 
meanings (Norstein 2020:14–15). Understanding an oval brooch as a part of 
a whole related to Scandinavian female dress is in many ways understandable 
and also useful. The two are intimately associated. As a group of artefacts, 
oval brooches were used in a fairly standardised way. They would presum-
ably have been associated with female Scandinavian identities, as they were 
used by women in Scandinavia and the various Scandinavian settlements for 
a period lasting around 150 years. Although they were not necessarily always 
used by Scandinavian women, they were still citing female Scandinavian 
identities. In addition to their simply functional aspects, it is the citational 
properties of oval brooches as a group that have been regarded as the reason 
for their use in Viking Age burials in Britain, Ireland, and Iceland (Norstein 
2020:96–98).

The almost exclusive focus on the oval brooches as representatives of a 
whole has obscured how they would have functioned apart from this context. 
These are also individual artefacts with distinct use-lives, meaningful because 
they exist in a network of relations with people, things, and events – past, 
present, and future (Kopytoff 1986; Gosden & Marshall 1999;  Chapman 
2000; Joy 2009). The way an oval brooch is used is not predetermined but 
is dependent on how these artefacts have previously been used, by what 
people, and in what contexts. To what extent is this visible in the corpus? 
What evidence is there that oval brooches were significant as individual arte-
facts rather than as part of a set? In order to address these questions, I will 
examine the oval brooches from Britain, Ireland, and Iceland that have not 
been deposited as matching pairs. I will present the material consisting of 
non-matching pairs, single brooches, and brooch fragments before discuss-
ing how and why pairs of brooches were broken up and reassembled in new 
constellations.

Material

I have identified 145 oval brooches: 62 from Scotland, 49 from Iceland, 19 
from Ireland, and 15 from England (Norstein 2020:41). The oval brooches 
discovered in the western settlements are, for good reason, generally assumed 
to have been grave goods. In many cases, this is definite as they were dis-
covered with skeletal remains, and in others, it is highly likely based on the 
context in which they were found. However, it is a significant problem for 
anyone wanting to study these brooches that their finding circumstances 
are frequently very poorly recorded (Norstein 2020:108). Although there 
are extant descriptions of finding circumstances in some instances, in other 
cases, the brooches are only recorded as they entered the collections of muse-
ums, at times with only a vague provenance (e.g. Anderson 1874). Deposi-
tion of brooches for reasons other than burials cannot be excluded, but it is 
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likely that finds of pairs, and presumably the finds of most complete single 
brooches, are representative of graves. Accidental loss of complete brooches 
seems unlikely due to the size and shape of the brooches as well as their 
function as dress fasteners. The brooches themselves are in various states of 
preservation. Quite a number are lost; others are damaged or suffering from 
corrosion (Norstein 2020:41–64).

The vast majority of the oval brooches – 137 – are assumed to be from 
funerary contexts, while the rest are stray finds of fragmented brooches. 106 
of the brooches from presumed burials were discovered as pairs (Norstein 
2020:64–67). We are rarely able to say with any degree of certainty exactly 
what artefacts were in the grave and how they were used, and it is therefore 
possible, and perhaps also likely, that a number of the single brooches were 
originally deposited as pairs.

Non-matching pairs

Out of the 53 pairs of brooches from the western settlements, 28 formed 
matching pairs, and 9 were non-matching. Not all non-matching pairs are 
equally different, however. The definition I have employed is that the brooches 
are too dissimilar to have been made as copies from the same master mould. 
Whether the remaining 16 pairs were matching or not has been impossible to 
determine for several reasons: brooches have been lost, the level of corrosion 
has increased, or I have been unable to examine the brooches in sufficient 
detail. The large number of indeterminably matching pairs makes it difficult 
to ascertain how common the use of non-matching brooches was, although 
on the present evidence, we can say that at least 17% of the pairs, and pos-
sibly more, were non-matching.

Of the nine non-matching pairs, five are from Scotland, two are from Ice-
land, and two are from England (Table 6.1). No non-matching pairs have 
been discovered in Ireland, though it is possible that some of the very poorly 
recorded single brooches may have formed non-matching sets.

In seven out of the nine cases, remains of textile inside the brooches and/
or their placement clearly indicate that they were worn by the deceased at the 
burial. In the grave in Valþjófsstaðir, Iceland, the brooches are said to have 
been found at the waist of the deceased. The discovery was made around 
1800 by the local priest who assumed the brooches had been used to attach 
a belt (Ormsson in Eldjárn & Friðriksson 2016:224–225). It is difficult to 
ascertain whether or not the brooches had actually been placed at the waist 
or if they had shifted after deposition. It is also possible that the finder was 
mistaken due to the crouching position of the body. In the other six instances, 
the brooches are likely to have been placed on the upper chest and worn with 
strap dresses.

In one of the remaining two instances, from Ballinaby in Scotland, the 
record only states that “a grave was discovered under a large standing stone 
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in the year 1788. There is no precise record of the circumstances beyond the 
fact that a pair of oval bowl-shaped brooches were found in it” (Anderson 
1883:38). In the last case, from Reay in Scotland, it has been argued that the 
brooches were placed back-to-back, with the hollow undersides facing each 
other (Batey 1993:152). The description of the placement of the brooches is 
not definite, however, and there are textile remains inside at least one of the 
brooches, suggesting it was attached to clothing (Jørgensen 1992:215). In 
my opinion, the description that says the brooches were placed face-to-face 
refers to the domed fronts of the brooches facing each other. The Reay grave 
is one of the very few crouched burials (Curle 1914:295), and it is possible 
that the deceased had been placed on one side. If the brooches had been used 
with a strap dress, they may well have ended up face-to-face as a result of 
post-depositional taphonomic processes.

Single brooches and brooch fragments

As mentioned, the number of single brooches is difficult to determine as the 
circumstances of discovery and recovery are often unclear, and in many cases, 

TABLE 6.1  Non-matching pairs of brooches from the western settlements. Museum 
numbers are in brackets. NMS: National Museums Scotland. BM: British 
Museum. NMI: National Museum of Iceland. NMD: National Museum 
of Denmark. DMAG: Doncaster Museum and Art Gallery (Table: Frida 
Espolin Norstein)

Brooch 1 Brooch 2

Type and ID Type and ID

Scotland
Reay P51A1 (NMS X.IL 

334)
P51B1 (NMS X.IL 
335)

Westerseat P51B1(2?) (NMS X.IL 
217)

P51G (NMS X.IL 218)

Cnip P51C2 (NMS X.IL 
799)

P51C1 (NMS X.IL 
800)

Ballinaby P51F (NMS X.IL 215) P51E (NMS X.IL 216)
Pierowall P37.10 (BM 

1987,0510.1)
P37.12 (BM 
1987,05.110,2)

Iceland
Daðastaðir P51B2 (NMI 15691a) P51B2 (NMI 15691b)
Valþjófsstaðir P51B1 (NMD 

DCLIX)
P51B2(1?) (NMD 
DCLX)

England
Leeming Lane P51F (NMS X.IM1) P51B1 (?)
Adwick le Street P37.3 (DMAG) P37.12 (DMAG)
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there may originally have been more than one brooch present. Although 
40  brooches have been discovered without a counterpart, there are really 
only two instances where we can say with some degree of certainty that only 
a single brooch was actually deposited (Norstein 2020:87–90). These cases 
are both from Iceland: Dalvík and Reykjasel. Both sites were excavated by 
Daniel Bruun in the first decade of the 20th century, and unlike most of 
their contemporaries, they were fairly well recorded. This is especially the 
case at Dalvík, where a cemetery of thirteen graves (a fourteenth grave was 
later discovered) was discovered in 1908 and excavated the following year 
(Bruun & Jónsson 1910). Only one of the graves contained an oval brooch. 
It was discovered lying horizontally at the neck of the individual, and it was 
specifically noted that there was no reason to suppose that another brooch 
had been present (Bruun & Jónsson 1910:95). There were textile remains 
inside the brooch, and although these remains did take the form of a strap, 
it is still likely to have been used to attach a cloak or something similar (Fig-
ure 6.2). At Reykjasel, which was excavated in 1901, Bruun arrived after the 
body had been uncovered and some of the grave goods, including the oval 
brooch, had been removed (Bruun 1903). Bruun (1903:18) suggested that 
the brooch had been used to fasten a tunic or cloak at the waist, a suggestion 
supported by metal staining on the lower ribs (Steffensen 1966:45). There 
were textile remains still present inside the brooch when it was recovered, 
and this time clearly not in the form of a strap. Considering the way the 
brooch was attached, it could have functioned more or less as a belt clasp 
(Bruun 1903:18).

There is a final case of an oval brooch that appears to have been deposited 
without its counterpart. This is from the cemetery of Cumwhitton in England, 
which was discovered in 2004 and excavated shortly thereafter (Paterson 
et al. 2014). Three oval brooches were discovered; two came from the same 
burial, known as grave 1, and formed a matching set. A third was discovered 
as fragments in the plough soil. The excavators presented different sugges-
tions as to which grave this brooch had belonged to, although grave 2 was 
regarded as the most likely. The reason was that it did not already contain 
oval brooches, at the same time as the rest of the grave goods were indicative 
of a female grave (Paterson et al. 2014:46). I would suggest that the brooch 
is more likely to have been part of grave 1, as it was discovered significantly 
closer to this grave than any of the others and also in association with other 
fragmented artefacts, parts of which were discovered almost immediately 
next to grave 1 (Norstein 2020:85). This would indicate that there were three 
brooches in the same grave, two of which were forming a pair and a third 
used in a different way. The presence of three oval brooches in a single grave 
is not unknown in Scandinavia. Burials at Nes (T13711), Sårheim (B10975), 
and Grande (T17679) in Norway all contained three brooches. In all cases, 
these consisted of a pair of matching brooches, with the third being of a 
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significantly earlier type. This is also the case at Cumwhitton. The pair of 
brooches belong to the most common type of 10th-century brooches (P51), 
whereas the third brooch belongs to the so-called Berdal type and was proba-
bly produced in the early 9th century (Norstein 2020:85–86). The placement 
of the oval brooch pair from Cumwhitton suggests that they were worn by 
the deceased. It is impossible to say how the third brooch had been used due 
to its disturbance by ploughing. It may have been affected by fire, which has 
not been observed in any of the other grave goods from Cumwhitton. On the 
other hand, the marks could potentially be the effect of corrosion (Paterson 
et al. 2014:46).

In addition to these complete single brooches, fragments of oval brooches 
have also been found. Some of these are stray finds discovered as a result of 
metal detecting. In other cases, it is also unclear if the fragments really came 
from burials. If they were, how much of the brooch was originally depos-
ited, and did the fragmentation happen pre- or post-deposition (Norstein 
2020:92–93)? From one site, at Brú in Iceland, only a small fragment of an 
oval brooch was recovered, along with a number of other artefacts (Vigfús-
son 1881). The grave was not excavated by professionals, and it is possible 
that other fragments were present. However, several small beads and iron 
fragments were recovered, suggesting that other remains of the oval brooch 
(or brooches) ought to have been recorded if present.

How and why were pairs parted?

Oval brooches were, in all probability, both made and acquired as matching 
sets. Nevertheless, as demonstrated above, a significant number of brooches 
were clearly used in burials alone or with a brooch of a different type, or at 
least one created from a different master mould. At some point, a matching 
set of brooches was split apart. What could be the reasons for this uncou-
pling of oval brooches? One explanation is that this could be the result 
of the destruction or loss of one brooch from an original pair. As already 
mentioned, I believe that the size and function of the brooches suggest that 
accidental loss must have been rare, but there are a number of brooches 
with obvious signs of repair, indicating that brooches could certainly have 
become unusable (Norstein 2020:48–64). In a scenario where one brooch 
in a pair was destroyed, acquiring a second brooch, even one of a different 
type, could have been considered expedient. As strap dresses required two 
brooches, the dress would have become more or less unusable without a sec-
ond brooch. There is some evidence in favour of such an interpretation. The 
non-matching brooches discovered together are never of very dissimilar types 
(see Table 6.1). In some cases, there are obvious differences in the frame-
work and décor of the brooches, but it is far from certain that this would 
be immediately noticeable when the brooches were worn. The similarities 
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of non-matching brooches used as pairs could indicate that people wanted 
brooches as close in appearance as possible. However, all the non-matching 
pairs of brooches are of either the most common types in the 9th or 10th cen-
turies. It is possible that non-matching brooches were similar in appearance, 
not because this was necessarily important but because the most common 
brooches at the time were fairly similar.

Loss and destruction are possible reasons for pairs of brooches to be sepa-
rated and used as single brooches or non-matching sets. However, some of 
the examples presented in this chapter demonstrate that oval brooches were 
not used in burials only because of their function with strap dresses. The 
single brooches from Dalvík and Reykjasel were certainly attached to tex-
tiles in the burials and therefore presumably worn, but evidently not with 
strap dresses. It is possible that the non-matching pairs from Valþjófsstaðir 
had been placed at the waist of the individual rather than worn with a strap 
dress. A similar and stronger case can be made for a matching set of brooches 
discovered at Álaugarey (Þórðarson 1936:32–34). There are, of course, cases 
where the brooches were not worn by the deceased at all. Although I do not 
see the non-matching pairs at Reay as an example of this, there are other 
instances where brooches were clearly placed back-to-back in the grave: 
at Claughton Hall in England (Edwards 1969) and Ballyholme in Ireland 
(Cochrane 1906). The brooch fragment from Brú is unlikely to have been 
worn by anyone in the grave either, and there are presumably reasons beyond 
functionality explaining why it was used as grave goods. It is unclear how 
the brooch from Cumwhitton was used in the burial, but if we accept the 
interpretation presented here that it was from grave 1, it was clearly not used 
to fasten a strap dress.

Certain brooches were evidently treated in unusual ways. The above 
examples demonstrate that oval brooches had roles in burials that went 
beyond their function as dress fasteners. How come? Why are the individual 
brooches significant beyond their function? In order to address these ques-
tions, it is necessary to pay more attention to the ways in which oval brooches 
were used. A close examination of the oval brooches from Britain, Ireland, 
and Iceland has demonstrated that wear and repair are not unusual (Nor-
stein 2020:48–64). The traces of use-wear, in particular, demonstrate that 
the brooches must have been worn on a fairly regular basis. This means that 
oval brooches and strap dresses were certainly not only used for burials but 
are likely to have formed part of everyday dress for certain women in Scan-
dinavia and the Scandinavian settlements. The brooches are likely to have 
been personal belongings, and an intimate connection between oval brooches 
and specific individuals is hinted at by their frequent employment in dressing 
the deceased (see Joy 2009:550; Arnold 2016:842; Klevnäs 2016:461). The 
repeated use of specific brooches in everyday dress means that it is likely that 
the brooch would have become capable of evoking remembrances of that 
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specific person and the types of situations in which they were worn (Jones 
2007:66; Norstein 2020:72–74).

The age of the oval brooches is often difficult to determine because they 
are generally the only diagnostic artefacts in the grave. In some cases, how-
ever, such as in the already mentioned Cumwhitton grave, we find brooches 
that were of considerable age when deposited (see Norstein 2020:69–71). 
The third Cumwhitton brooch might well have been around a century old, 
and a similar age can be suggested for a matching pair from Clibberswick 
in Shetland (Norstein 2020:70). These brooches clearly belonged to more 
than one individual, and they are likely to have been heirlooms. As such, 
the brooches would have formed a physical link with previous generations 
and could have been connected to memories of family history (Lillios 1999; 
Gilchrist 2013; Norstein 2020:77–79). Oval brooches discovered in Britain, 
Ireland, and Iceland would all have been imported from Scandinavia, and the 
variations in type and quality suggest that many are likely to have arrived as 
part of the dress of female migrants. The family stories connected with the 
oval brooches from the western settlements are therefore also likely to have 
involved stories of migration and family origins. A single brooch could have 
evoked memories of migration, family history, and the specific individual 
who was primarily associated with the brooch.

In light of the above discussion, it is noticeable that a number of brooches 
used in unusual ways often show signs of having had extended use-lives. 
This is most evident in the case with the third brooch from Cumwhitton, 
but there are also other examples. The single brooch from Dalvík had been 
repaired, and it is possible that the one from Reykjasel was as well (Norstein 
2020:87–90). The latter also demonstrates obvious signs of use (Figure 6.2). 
These three single brooches at least were evidently regarded as individual 
brooches and not just as parts of a whole; this was most likely a consequence 
of their long use-lives and connections with people in the past.

The wear and repair we see on brooches, the different lengths of time they 
were in use, and the differences in how they were used in funerary rites all 
point to the individuality of the brooches. Through their use, the brooches 
were connected to different people and events, and through their use, they 
could have evoked remembrances of these past people and events. In this 
sense, oval brooches were not interchangeable. Destruction or loss can cer-
tainly not be ruled out as reasons for pairs of brooches to have been parted, 
but there are also other possibilities. Pairs could have been parted at the 
death of an individual as a way of maintaining a physical connection with the 
deceased and the past. It is also possible that brooches were traded and that 
they could have functioned as physical manifestations of friendships or alli-
ances (Norstein 2020:74–79). The oval brooches were significant as objects 
with their own sets of relations and potential for evoking remembrances, and 
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this suggests that splitting pairs and using the individual brooches in new 
constellations would also have been highly meaningful practices.

Conclusions

The oval brooches from Britain, Ireland, and Iceland are most commonly 
discovered as part of a whole, consisting of a matching pair of brooches 
worn with a strap dress. However, this chapter has demonstrated that they 
also have significance as parts beyond this constellation. I have demonstrated 
that there are a number of oval brooches from Britain, Ireland, and Iceland 
that were split from their original set and either worn with a non-matching 
brooch or used in entirely different ways in the burials. Their use in funerary 
settings was not only due to their functionality; in certain cases, they seem 
not to have served any practical function at all.

The brooches could still be seen as referring to a whole, consisting of a 
pair of brooches and, by extension, female Scandinavian identity. This could 
be part of the reason why the brooches retained their significance. However, 
individual brooches had individual use-lives and may well have been treas-
ured because of their connections with past people and events. As artefacts 
intimately connected with individuals who are likely to have worn them fre-
quently over an extended period of time, an oval brooch would have been 
a powerful agent for evoking remembrances of the past. The splitting up of 
and the retaining of specific brooches and even brooch fragments, as well as 
their eventual deposition in burials, could have been an important strategy 
for both creating and materialising ties between people, places, things, and 
times. By understanding the brooches as individual parts, but at the same 
time as relating to a whole, it becomes possible to create much more vibrant 
and diverse narratives of their functions and meanings in Viking Age society.
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Introduction

Archaeology as the study of fragments is a well-known trope. And although 
most of us are preoccupied with fragments of pots, fragments of tools, frag-
ments of houses or fragments of societies, there has been very little reflec-
tion on this epistemological peculiarity of our discipline. Until 2000, there 
were disjointed yet insightful attempts (e.g. Talalay’s (1987) interpretation of 
broken Neolithic figurine legs) to go beyond the notion that broken objects, 
monuments or bodies constitute rubbish – an auto-critique stemming from 
one of the less perceptive legacies of Stuart Piggott (Piggott 1959:14). The 
seminal work of John Chapman (2000) irreversibly established deliberate 
fragmentation as a key social practice in Eastern European prehistory, and 
his ideas have had a much wider resonance in both archaeological theories 
(e.g. Gamble 2004; Jones 2012) and an ever-increasing number of case stud-
ies (see Tables 7.1 and 7.2). Two decades of excellent scholarship have dem-
onstrated the widespread practice of deliberate fragmentation of bodies and 
things across time and space (Bausch 2010; Brück this volume). Such over-
whelming support for breaking as an intentional and meaningful act means 
that now we can afford to be more selective when discussing fragmentation 
patterns rather than rehearsing an nauseam the perennial arguments for a 
deliberate practice (Chapman & Gaydarska 2007, 2010). As a long-standing 
advocate of deliberate fragmentation, I find this newly found freedom to talk 
about all aspects of fragmentation, rather than being cornered into defend-
ing deliberate action, a stimulating relief. And what better expression of this 
freedom than posing the question – what is a whole? Is a newly shed antler 
an independent whole, or is it a part of the animal? Is a blade struck from a 
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core an object in its own right, or is it a part of the stone? Is a still-functioning 
spoon, albeit with a broken handle a broken object or not? And, last but not 
least, are there fragments at all if assemblage theory tells us that everything is 
a part of a wider whole (Bennett 2010)?

Undoubtedly, ‘what is a whole?’ is an important question whose answers, 
if permitted, will take over the entire volume and, I suspect, with little agree-
ment and overlap. Post-modern and emic/indigenous thinking has been very 
influential in current Anglophone archaeology in the arguments against 
boundaries and boundedness and the promotion of permeability and plural 
ontologies (Olsen 2010; Witmore 2014; Cambridge Archaeological Journal 
2021). Thus, a definition of a whole will go against the core notions of fluid-
ity and negotiation of meaning. How would fragments fit, then, in an intel-
lectual discourse where wholes are elusive? I offer the following pragmatic 
solution that will allow us to talk about fragmentation in a meaningful way, 
always keeping in mind that wholes are relational phenomena. If an overall, 
commonly accepted design or form is affected, then we can recognise frag-
mentation. Thus, there will be no cross-culturally valid concepts of whole-
ness, while fragments can still be identified as such.

Aim and scope of this overview

One of the reasons why fragmentation has been less transient than other the-
oretical premises in archaeology is the dogged pursuit of appropriate meth-
odology. This paper aims only to sketch the multiple ways in which scholars 
have tried to make sense of fragments. For an in-depth comprehension of the 
step-by-step methodology, one is advised to delve into each of the case stud-
ies mentioned below (Tables 7.1 and 7.2).

It should be said at the outset that the definition of one overarching meth-
odology for fragmentation is not possible, not least because fragmentation 
occurs among different kinds of materials. Thus, for example, methods devel-
oped for clay vessels will not be suitable for bone figurines. The same caution 
is necessary for intentional breakage. Conventional wisdom suggests that if a 
metal object is broken into many pieces, this probably shows a deliberate act, 
but if a pot is broken into many pieces, the breakage may have been acciden-
tal. The benefit of the above-mentioned freedom to have a mature intellectual 
conversation about fragmentation is that deliberate and non-deliberate frag-
mentation need not be dichotomised. If a fragment is invested with meaning, 
how important is it whether it was deliberately or accidentally broken? Did 
it really matter whether ostraca1 derived from deliberately or accidentally 
broken objects? What mattered was the re-purposing of the fragment, in this 
case by inscribing messages in a relevant social context.

Deliberate acts give agency to the objects as well as the people involved 
in certain practices, and there can be little doubt that intentional breakage 
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was important. In a cultural context where fragments mattered, if an object 
was accidentally broken, perhaps its immediate discard was not the first 
response. Repair, reuse, recycling in some form and even use in practices that 
involve deliberately broken objects should not be dismissed but they should 
be acknowledged as cultural practices rather than universal responses. There-
fore, in cases where proving deliberate action one way or the other is difficult, 
how the object is treated is what matters – that a fragment would index an 
object, an event, a memory or a social practice. Such a new understanding is 
not a methodological fallback when not finding deliberate damage, nor is it a 
naïve proclamation that all fragments matter. It is to avoid an essentialist link 
between action (breaking) and post-action treatment (recycling, disposal, rit-
ual deposition) and to account for a multitude of action-practice situations, 
such as when both deliberately and accidentally broken objects ended up in 
the same bundle for smelting, or when skillfully executed, deliberate damage 
may not be traceable at all (Knight 2019).

Before turning to some examples of best practice in fragmentation studies 
in archaeology, let us reiterate the key fragmentation approach of the chaîne 
opératoire, a method borrowed from lithic studies (Schlanger 1996). The 
relevance of this approach in fragmentation studies lies in its delineation of 
a way of making objects and its divisions into three chains: reductive, addi-
tive and complex (Chapman this volume, Figure 18.2). The reductive chaîne 
opératoire mimics the classic understanding of this technique, where every 
subsequent break produces at least two new entities and the sequence of 
events is ‘imprinted’ in each fragment. In fragmentation studies, the reductive 
chaîne opératoire creates a new whole each time and new ideas of ‘whole-
ness’ emerge through this practice. An obvious example of this are the blue-
stones in Stonehenge ‘cut’ from the Preseli hills (Parker Pearson et al. 2021). 
The additive chaîne opératoire refers to (wo)man-made objects and assem-
blages, e.g., vessels made of two lumps of clay and a handful of temper. The 
implication in fragmentation studies is that a broken object can be added to 
create a new whole, whether hewn stones in the making of a tomb or reuse 
of sherds in the art of kintsugi (see below; see also Chittock this volume; 
Ojala & Sörman this volume). In the complex chaîne opératoire, the physical 
transformation of one type of object into another often leads to raw materi-
als not easily recognised in the final product – e.g. ore to metal dagger. For 
fragments, as for these complex chaînes opératoires, this means reuse, recy-
cling, or up-cycling not simply as raw materials but also as tokens of places, 
people and things.

All three types of chaîne opératoire are underpinned by the creative agency 
of fragments and their performative ability to convey messages in commonly 
shared practice, as demonstrated by the case studies below and the contribu-
tions to this volume. The choice of methods to make sense of the sometimes 
daunting quantities of fragments depends on three key factors: materials, 
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TABLE 7.1 Fragmentation characteristics by material

Material Frequency 
of study

Methods used Examples Key implications

Pottery (mostly 
clay vessels but 
also figurines, 
lamps, etc.)

Highest Refitting (including criteria 
for assessing refits); 
experiments; fragmentation 
orcompleteness indices; 
abrasion index; surface 
pottery area analysis; 
petrographic thin-section 
analysis; 

Schiffer 1983, Schiffer and Skibo 1989, 
Nielsen 1991, Kadrow 1992, Orton et al. 
1993, Bollong 1994, Pyke and Yiouni  
1996, Byrd and Owens 1997, Rogius et 
al. 2001, Kuna and Profantová 2005, 
Chapman and Gaydarska 2006, Buko 
2008, Blanco-Gonzáles and Chapman 
2014b; Blanco-González et al. 2014,  
Řídký et al. 2014, Vuković 2015, 
McFadyen 2016, Spatzier 2018, 
Arnoldussen and de Vries 2019

range of research questions – 
from counting the number of 
fragments to estimating the 
distribution of ceramic types to 
defining the nature of deposition 
(e.g. sacred or profane); 
enchainment of people, places 
and things

Metal high Refitting, experiments, 
Damage Ranking System, 
analysis of hoards

Bradley and Ford 2004, Hansen 2016, 
Knight 2019, 2020, Fontijn 2019

the intersection of various actions 
on or with an object may result 
in its accidental breakage, but 
equally, they may reveal grades 
of intentionality

Chipped stone high Refitting, chaîne opératoire De Grooth 1990, Skourtopolou 2006, 
Salisbury and Engelbrecht 2018

identifying industries, techniques 
and chaîne opératoire; social 
implication of broken lithic 
artefacts; spatial distribution 
of lithics as evidence of social 
networking
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Ground and 
polished  
stone

low Refitting, experiments, 
artefact biography

L’Helgouach & Le Roux 1986, Renfrew 
2015, Watts 2014, Martínez-Sevilla et al. 
2020

Range of skills needed – 
from axes to quern stones to 
megaliths; selective deposition of 
fragments; such variability that 
each deposit captured the essence 
of the situation that produced it.

shell low Refitting, experiments, 
artefact biography

Chapman & Gaydarska 2007, Chapter 7 Inter-household enchained links 
in settlements, enchained links 
between lands of living and dead 
in cemeteries

Osseous  
material 

low Analysis of size, laterality, 
completeness and 
fragmentation

Valera et al. 2019 ‘odd deposits’ with variability 
underlined by contrasts in 
pottery and animal bone 
deposition
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the scale of study (and therefore the scale of the practice) and deposition 
patterns. In this paper, I discuss these factors briefly, together with the three 
most common methods: experiments, refitting and artefact biography. I con-
clude with a positive vision of the future avenues of fragmentation studies.

Which materials?

In Table 7.1, I provide a small selection of fragmentation studies of different 
types of materials. Pottery dominates, and although the traditional treatment 
of fragments to synchronise strata or the use of refitting to restore vessels/
figurines remains strong in some parts of the world, there is also an increas-
ing number of studies looking to unlock the enormous potential of sherds 
to answer an array of research questions, from Schifferian site formation to 
modern provenance studies to the nature of deliberate practices. Since pot-
tery remains the most abundant archaeological material, which is also one 
of the most fragile, it is currently the leading inspiration for both the devel-
opment of new methods to study fragments (e.g. digital refitting at Abydos: 
Garnett, n.d.; cf. Plutniak et al. this volume) and the potential of such studies 
for social interpretations (Blanco-Gonzalez & Chapman 2014a). 

Metal has recently acquired a similar capacity for inspiring new research 
questions through the experimental and analytical work of Knight (2019, 
2020). A complex web of experiments, contextual comparisons and stages 
in observations has led to the introduction of the Damage Ranking System, 
which can rate damage (including fragmentation, among others) to metal 
objects while also assessing the degree of intentionality. Damage and break-
age did not render objects useless and destined for recycling or exclusively 
decommissioned and destined for ritual deposition, revealing a much more 
complex picture of use, reuse, recycling and deposition.

The different kinds of stone objects create contrasts in fragmentation 
practice. Silica-based minerals are brittle, and tools and debitage made of 
chert, flint or obsidian can be re-shaped, re-sharpened and re-fashioned with 
manual skill. Fragmentation and refitting in lithics studies rely heavily on 
identifying industries, techniques and the chaîne opératoire, but there are 
notable exceptions with authors looking for the social implication of broken 
lithic artefacts (e.g. Skourtopolou 2006; Salisbury & Engelbrecht 2018). By 
contrast, ground stone is very difficult to break with or without intent. While 
fragmenting large stones incorporated in different megalithic monuments, 
such as at Gavrinis, La Table des Marchands and Er-Grah (L’Helgouach & 
Le Roux 1986), may have required skills similar to those of quarrying, break-
ing smaller objects like querns and grinding stones (Figure 7.1b) may have 
been within the abilities (see below) of a wider pool of people. Last but not 
least, experiments in stone bead-making confirm that accidental breakage 
does occur during production, but in relatively few cases.
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FIGURE 7.1  Fragmentation studies of different materials: (a) bone (after Valera 
et al. 2019); (b) ground stone (after Martínez-Sevilla et al. 2020) 
(photograph by Miguel Ángel Blanco de la Rubia, by courtesy of the 
research group ATLAS of the University of Sevilla, Spain).
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Various species of shell have been found in the archaeological record, but 
of most current relevance are the ornaments made of the spiny oyster shell, 
Spondylus gaederopus. Lengthy discussions of refitting exercises at two mor-
tuary sites and one settlement have revealed a complex attitude towards frag-
mented ornaments in conjunction with their wear, polish, colour and shine 
(Chapman & Gaydarska 2007, Chapter 7). While exquisite, colourful and 
highly polished complete, but also broken, ornaments were certainly pre-
ferred, they were often deposited with single, very worn pieces. Repairs such 
as those shown above/below (Chapman this volume, Figure 18.3) are rare 
but demonstrate the juxtaposition of shine and wear. 

Dedicated fragmentation studies of various osseous materials – bone 
(Figure 7.1a), antler and teeth – remain rare, perhaps because animal bones 
receive different treatment from that of human remains (see Hull this vol-
ume). Valera et al.’s (2019) research shows how contrasts in the sidedness 
of animal bone deposits, the size of the bones and their articulation or lack 
of it form the basis for performances defining daily lifeways at the Neo- 
Chalcolithic enclosures of Perdigões in Portugal.

The high potential of metal, lithics and osseous materials for rework-
ing means that these objects are in a state of constant becoming, with their 
unstable meanings ripe for transformations of form and decoration. It is thus 
problematic to identify a bronze fragment as part of a production process 
rather than an enchained link; it could well hold both meanings.

There are also materials, such as wood and basketry, that do not lend 
themselves to breaking per se but are prone to damage and decay. Such mate-
rials remain largely unexplored in terms of fragmentation, but it is worth 
noting Küchler’s (1988) study of the deliberate sharing of malangan wooden 
sculpture fragments on New Ireland to confirm economic transactions. How-
ever, repurposed fragments of Bronze Age wooden boats have been found in 
Bronze Age bridges (van de Noort 2009).

Returning to the search for methodologies for establishing the intention-
ality of breaking, by far the most convincing approach since the pioneering 
ideas of J. Chapman in the early 2000s is the experimental work performed 
on various materials. The Vădastra experiment (Chapman & Priestman, in 
press) showed some expected but also some unexpected results. Stone and 
metal rarely broke when dropped, while glass and pottery broke on some 
surfaces only. Earthen floors and grassy areas were inefficient for fragmenta-
tion, while wooden and stone/cobbled surfaces did the job. The lighter the 
object, the less likely it was to break, while composite objects (e.g. figurines 
made of two or three lumps of clay) were more likely to snap at weak points. 
Experimental fragmenterists’ attempts to break various materials proved 
more difficult than anticipated, with additional force and special skills needed 
for fragmentation of all materials. The morphology of the object – especially 
its thickness and form of joins – affected the ease or difficulty of intentional 
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breakage. Some materials, like metal and stone, required heat in advance of 
potential deliberate fragmentation. Among the many lessons from the metal 
experiments (Knight 2019) is the role of specialised technological knowledge 
of how the material works. The absence of tool marks on metal objects does 
not necessarily mean a lack of intent but may indicate the expert skill needed 
to break the object on the first strike.

Scale of study, patterns of deposition and artefact biography

In Table 7.2, I aim to give a flavour of the various depositional contexts in 
which fragmentation practice has been studied. Contexts range from a sin-
gle pit to an entire landscape. This huge variation in spatial scale has two 
important implications: first, the size of the social group participating in frag-
mentation practices; and second, the complexity of the deposition patterns 
indicating those taphonomic and site formation processes germane to frag-
mentation. The notion of artefact biography has been instrumental in aiding 
our understanding of deliberate practices.

Starting with depositional patterns, there is a long-running debate on 
whether archaeology deals with ‘systemic contexts’, ‘rubbish’ or ‘struc-
tured deposition’ (Richards & Thomas 1984; Brück 2006; Garrow 2012). 
The sometimes antagonistic tone of this discourse has led to two unhelpful 
dichotomies that influence our interpretations: mundane vs. non-mundane 
contexts on the one hand and deliberate vs. non-deliberate fragmentation 
on the other hand. Such dichotomies are problematic as mundane and non-
mundane deposition often leads to similar patterning (for the variety of con-
texts in which Mesoamerican imagery is found, see Guernsey 2020), and 
fragmentation may or may not be deliberate (see above, p. xx). The devil is 
in the contextual detail, and no essentialist links should be made. A more 
valuable way to look at the interrelationship of context and fragmentation 
is presented in Table 7.3, which questions already established contrastive 
depositional patterns, such as ritual deposition of metal objects in water and 
utilitarian deposition of metal objects in the earth.

The examples in the left-hand column are the cases referred to in Table 7.2: 
the Öcsöd face-pot and the Dolnoslav figurines. The right-hand column refers 
to the excellent intra-site refitting study of Madison points at the site of Eaton 
in the USA, where refits made between fragments in different houses were 
interpreted as a result of food-sharing (Salisbury and Engelbrecht 2018); and 
the poignant account of children collecting shrapnel fragments after air raids 
in many UK and German cities during WWII in a subconscious attempt to 
‘domesticate’ the ugly reality of war (Moshenska 2008).

Even a short overview of fragmentation studies, such as the one offered 
in Table 7.2, reveals a huge variety of depositional contexts and practices. 
Fully excavated sites, like Dolnoslav and Kilverstone, refute the notion of 
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TABLE 7.2 Fragmentation characteristics by scale of investigation

Type of context/
number of finds

Frequency 
of study

Method used Examples Key implications

Single context - 
one type of 
material

high Refitting  ‘pottery depot’ from a pit in  
the Neolithic site Parţa I, 
Romania (Germann &  
Resch 1981)

non-refitting ‘orphan’ fragments, each representing one 
of 645 separate vessels, thus integrating the meaning of a 
‘library’ of artefact biographies

Single context – 
multiple 
materials

high Refitting 
artefact 
biography

Composite hoard from the 
Omurtag Tell, Bulgaria 
(Gaydarska et al. 2004)

Focus on the main question of the fragmentation premise 
– where are the missing pieces?

Multiple contexts 
in one part of a 
site and one type 
of material

Low to 
moderate

Refitting 
artefact 
biography

Two fragmentary vessels  
from the Late Neolithic tell of 
Öcsöd-Kováshalom Hungary 
(Raczky et al. 2018)

Dispersal of refitting sherds is not random but part of ‘the 
local systemic context’ and a result of commemorative 
deposition involving deliberate fragmentation

One type of 
material over a 
whole site

low Refitting, 
artefact 
biography

Clay figurines from Dolnoslav 
tell, Bulgaria (Chapman & 
Gaydarska 2007, Chapter 6)

More than 400 figurine fragments have their matching 
parts deposited off-site in other places; classic example of 
the enchainment of people, places and things

Multiple types 
of material over 
a whole site

lowest Refitting, 
artefact 
biography

Sherds and flint artefacts from 
pits or clusters of pits in the 
Neolithic site of Kilverstone,  
UK (Garrow et al. 2005).

need to rent a warehouse to conduct a refitting exercise 
on this scale; the importance of artefact biography; the 
persistence of place, defined through the practice of 
rituals of (refitting) object deposition in pits to mark 
seasonal return and departure

Micro-region 
between sites

lowest Refitting, 
pottery 
neutron 
activation 
analysis

marble figurines on the island  
of Kavos, Greece (Renfrew 
2015).

five-stage ‘life history’, starting with figurine-making at 
seven different places across the Aegean, followed by a series 
of manipulations – participation in ritual and ceremonies, 
starting at the place of origin and finishing with deposition 
at Keros as part of pilgrimage celebrations.
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accidental breakage and random deposition of fragments, but the majority 
of archaeological sites have been either partially excavated or their material 
has been partially studied. In such cases, it is crucial to understand what 
happened to the fragments post-breakage through an appreciation of deposi-
tion, site formation and artefact biography. The assessment of taphonomy/
site formation can be complex, as demonstrated in an exemplary study of 
the Final Bronze Age site of Roztoky, Czech Republic, where the combina-
tion of spatial analysis, pottery fragmentation patterns and variations in the 
derivation of the deposited sherds led to the interpretation of the site as a sin-
gle homestead occupied over five generations (Kuna 2015). But assessments 
could also be more reflective, for example, in the search for the meaning of 
the mortuary deposition of fragmented objects. The intra-site refit between 
a sherd in grave 584 and a sherd from a house in level VII of the adjacent 
tell in Durankulak, Bulgaria, was not the result of a formal refitting method 
but rather Henrieta Todorova’s photographic memory and intuition (Chap-
man & Gaydarska 2007, fig. 5.7). Such links between the land of the living 
and the land of the dead are much more common and await the initiation of 
adequate refitting exercises. Scientific rigour has been introduced into pottery 
refitting studies through the use of thin-sectioning and petrographic analy-
ses of pottery temper to show which pairs of macroscopically similar sherds 
were actually from the same vessel (Blanco-González et al. 2014).

One of the strongest arguments for the reuse of fragments ‘after the break’ 
is the numerous examples of post-breakage manipulations such as burning 
and decoration over the breaks (e.g. the micro-stratigraphies recorded on 
Spondylus bracelets: Chapman & Gaydarska 2007, Chapter 7). This atten-
tion to the life history of the fragments is part of a wider approach dealing 
with artefact biography or object itinerary. Not only were the breaks worn, 
‘healed’, burned or decorated, but fragments of the same object were often 
treated differently (Blanco-González et al. 2014). The striking contrast of hav-
ing ‘a different life’ in refitting sherds, figurines or ornaments (Figure 7.2b) 
reinforces the idea that broken objects were not immediately disposed of. 
It is clear that the deliberate and often careful treatment of fragments at 
Dolnoslav, Kilverstone and Öcsöd emphasises the importance of fragments 
‘after the break’, an attitude that would also relate to fragments that may not 
necessarily have derived from deliberate action. 

TABLE 7.3 Fragmentation characteristics by scale of investigation

Deliberate fragmentation Non-deliberate 
fragmentation

• Mundane context • Pottery • Iroquois
• Non-mundane context • Figurines (Dolnoslav) • WWII shrapnel
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An important caveat is that fragmentation is very often mentioned, and 
subsequently downplayed, in the context of production debris or recycling. 
Again, context and object biography are critical here, leading to relevant 
questions, such as whether an object of ‘production waste’ was immediately 

FIGURE 7.2  Sherds refitting: (a) the minimum space needed for appropriate refit-
ting exercise; (b) different ‘life stories’ of conjoining sherds (Blanco-
González & Chapman 2014a).
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discarded or utilised in a particular way. And although, for the most part, 
studies of the reuse of fragments distance themselves from the modern con-
cept of ‘economic’ recycling, they are underpinned by the notion of function-
ality. I would argue that it is equally beneficial to think more along the lines 
of recycling: incorporating past and present properties of the piece and how 
they contribute to the ‘new’ property of the emerging object (Caple 2010). 
Conneller (2011) has shown how the colour and shining quality of previ-
ously unused ‘raw materials’ led to their adoption in an innovative suite of 
Upper Palaeolithic objects.

Avoiding and embracing fragments: further avenues

I have maintained throughout this paper a recognition of the significance of 
fragments, which has gradually increased over the last two decades. How-
ever, the refusal to deal with fragments is very much still with us, whether by 
prioritising the reconstruction of complete vessels, looking only at diagnostic 
sherds or aligning with the discredited but still popular notion of fragments 
as almost always representing rubbish.

We can contrast this with the more creative and imaginative modern ways 
of engaging with fragments, from the staging of the fragments of the Ancient 
Greek play “The Trackers of Oxyrhynchus”, together with inserted new 
sections (Parkyn n.d.) to inter-disciplinary outreach combining fragments in 
archaeology, history, art and music (Tronzo 2009). Enchainment has been 
the preferred framework for interpreting fragments in Balkan prehistory, 
but this is far from the only explanation for breakage. A fascination with 
fragments, for example, and the way they fuel people’s imagination is dem-
onstrated by complete ancient sculptures representing just heads or feet or 
more recent beautiful renderings of parts of human bodies, like those of 
Brancusi (cf. Burström 2013). The Japanese art of kintsugi (Figure 7.3b), 
where broken pottery is mended with powdered gold, integrates two con-
trasting materials to transform them both into a new artistic synthesis 
(Keulemans 2016).

The current momentum in fragmentation studies reveals four 
major future avenues for the field

Engaging the public with fragmented objects should be one of the future 
goals of archaeology. Conservators (Abend et al. 2010) and museum cura-
tors are increasingly open to the idea of exhibiting broken objects as they 
have a ‘story to tell’ (Garnett n.d.). Fragments of pots, figurines, tools or 
ornaments are still far from the appreciation enjoyed by fragmented classi-
cal sculpture and a fruitful future avenue is extending reception studies to 
fragmentary people, places and objects. The technology of digital refitting 
opens up the possibility of refitting museum fragments located anywhere 
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FIGURE 7.3  Reuse of fragments: (a) kintsugi (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Kintugi.jpg; Haragayato, CC BY-SA 4.0 <https:// creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0>, via Wikimedia Commons), (b) ostracon 
(Ostracon with Phoenician inscriptions from Tyre, 3rd century BCE 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TerracottaOstracon-Pho
enicianInscriptions_3rdCenturyBCE_NationalMuseumOfBeirut_ 
RomanDeckert03102019.jpg; RomanDeckert, CC BY-SA 4.0 <https:// 
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0>, via Wikimedia Commons).

https://commons.wikimedia.org
https://creativecommons.org
https://commons.wikimedia.org
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in the world, whether during post-excavation studies on a single site or 
the integration of field projects with museum collections, as illustrated by 
the refitting of sherds from different excavation areas at Abydos, Egypt 
 (Garnett n.d.).

First-hand experience of the act of fragmenting can only be achieved at 
present through experiments or enactment, viz., when most contributors 
to this volume participated in a workshop where a vessel was broken, and 
after this ‘fragmentation event’, all present were enchained with the result-
ant sherds. Contributors to the volume will confirm the immense performa-
tive potential of the moment of breaking, involving personal but also shared 
embodied experiences of sound and sight, and if the process included the 
pre-treatment of stone or metal with fire or heat, then the sense of smell 
as well. That performance is re-created in people’s memories every time the 
resultant fragments are viewed or touched. Thus, an enchained fragment 
serves as a mnemonic aid referring to people, places and things, but it is 
also a materialised, embodied experience. We can argue, therefore, that, in 
enchainment processes, the agency of the fragments consists of their ability 
to evoke memories of past sensory events while at the same time creating and 
maintaining social relationships. But such agency is not limited to enchain-
ment. In the case of ostraca, for example, the size of the sherd determines the 
form and length of the message exchange (Figure 7.3a). In the case of clas-
sical sculpture, the exhibition of the Venus de Milo in Paris in 1820 ushered 
in a new value of the fragment in modernity, which at the same time built 
on and transcended Renaissance attitudes towards the fragment (Vout n.d.). 
Coming back to methodology, we are at the point where we need to find 
ways of capturing the performative aspects of fragmentation and the agency 
of fragments while continuing to offer narratives about the new people, new 
and continuing identities and new and old relations emerging through frag-
mentation practices.

The essential issue raised in Section 2 of this chapter, as well as in Table 7.2, 
is the scale at which fragmentation was carried out. Should we emphasise the 
household level, the community level, the regional level or all of these lev-
els? On current evidence, summarised in Table 7.2, we can recognise nested 
fragmentation practices (cf. a Russian doll) whose different implications in 
terms of scale were underpinned by a common principle, such as cohesion 
in enchainment practices or the daily outworkings of the habitus in prac-
tices of formal and informal disposal, recycling, maintenance activities, etc. 
Inter-personal enchainment may have involved a figurine or a small object, 
while communal commemoration may have focussed on a large storage ves-
sel, whereas inter-regional votive ceremonies required a specific category of 
object, such as marble figurines. The elaboration of the implications of dif-
ferences in the scale of fragmentation practices offers one possible route for 
further research.
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The question raised in the previous section opens another thus far unad-
dressed research question: about the number and nature of participants in 
deliberate practices and consumers of fragments, no matter how produced – 
about those who break and those who witness. For deliberate practices, based 
on current evidence, some events may have been intimate and private, others 
public and still others differentiated through pomp and circumstance, i.e., 
the significance of context and the milieu of staging the fragmentation. More 
often than not, breaking would have required skill and specific knowledge 
and would have been performed by one person or a group of people with 
similar skills, and if a public event, it would have been witnessed by other 
people. Whether people witnessing an act of breaking were also recipients of 
fragments in each and every case is difficult to argue (e.g. the Leslie Grinsell 
story: Chapman & Gaydarska 2007:1–2), but the ubiquity of such practices 
suggests people could ‘read’ the sense of fragments. The mourners standing 
around the Durankulak grave may not have seen the breaking of the vessel 
with its sherds distributed in the grave and in a house on the tell, but they 
understood what the deposition meant. Equally, if they would witness the 
actual fragmentation, they did not take a piece unless very few people were 
present.

These instances show the complexity of who is doing the breaking (a group 
or an individual?), who is present, who is taking fragments and who doesn’t 
but knows what it means. In addition, the reuse of fragments as weights, pen-
dants, grog tempers, etc. – often in less formal settings – does not instantiate 
the same link between those who break and those who use the fragments. 
The way that metal objects were broken may suggest the function of the 
resultant fragments – for utilitarian purposes (recycling) or non-utilitarian 
ones (deposition). We have made the distinction between figurine-breakers 
and figurine-makers because of the skills required to achieve certain kinds 
of breakage. This was also true of metal, chipped stone, ground stone and 
ground and polished stone. The size of a prehistoric community would influ-
ence the number of local people with specialist skills, whether there were 
many or few. Is it possible that the ‘consumption’ of fragments that required 
more skill to break may have tended to stimulate a public performance, while 
those fragments that were easier to break may have been consumed in more 
private settings? The question arising from this discussion is the  significance 
or otherwise of the division between private and public consumption – 
another important issue for future research.

Conclusion

There can be no doubt that things got broken in the past, not necessarily 
at will, and the resultant fragments were swiftly disposed of. Equally, we 
now know that there can be no doubt that things, people (and places) were 
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also deliberately broken for multiple uses of the resultant pieces. What is 
less clear thus far is the extent to which accidentally broken objects were 
utilised in practices, such as enchainment, where deliberate fragmentation 
was essential. We have reached these important insights on the basis of the 
diligent work of many archaeologists in the last 50 years. This paper has 
only touched on a few elements of this research to select examples of best 
practice, where fragments were not frowned upon but taken constructively 
and studied imaginatively.

Four further conclusions can be drawn not only from the studies men-
tioned above but also from the many cases that did not find their place here 
due to space restrictions.

First, and most importantly, fragmented objects and people have increas-
ingly captured the imagination of more professionals, whether field archaeol-
ogists, academic archaeologists, museum curators or artists. How fragments 
are approached depends on the material, as dealing with human bone, for 
example, is not the same as studying querns or metal ornaments. Approaches 
are also guided by the research questions asked and the scale of the assem-
blage under study.

Second, the focus on deliberate fragmentation relies on three key 
 methods – experiments, refitting and object biographies. Experiments have 
repeatedly have shown that accidental breakage is harder to achieve than 
was widely assumed, while many forms of deliberate fragmentation require 
skill and specific knowledge. Refitting has transcended its perennial use in 
the synchronisation of strata and contexts and has demonstrated that its sys-
tematic application can betoken both ritual and more mundane practices. 
Artefact biographies have a much wider application, but this approach has 
been particularly valuable in fragmentation studies as becoming a fragment 
and the subsequent manipulations with or utilisation of the broken pieces 
reveal intention and invested meaning.

Third, whichever method or approach is taken, there is always a com-
promise between resources (time, money, people power, appropriate space – 
 Figure 7.2a, expert knowledge) and the available material. Large-scale 
 refitting programmes are rare, while experiments are often individual pur-
suits. Looking forward, one way of mitigating such compromises is the inclu-
sion of refitting and, in certain cases, experiments in project research designs, 
either as part of on-site excavations or as post-excavation studies.

Lastly, due to the restrictions outlined in the previous paragraph, the 
majority of fragmentation studies have been based on a small sample size. 
This understandably begs the question – can we make plausible narratives 
on the basis of a fraction of the data? The answer is a categorical ‘yes’. The 
fact that the refitting of the Öcsöd face-pot involved no more than 86 frag-
ments does not weaken the overall social conclusions. Moreover, even if no 
other case of face-pot dispersal is noted (which we know is not the case), 
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that cannot take away the fact that this one pot was deliberately broken and 
the subsequent pieces used in a meaningful way. The fragmented pot is an 
inseparable part of the Öcsöd site biography.

Note

 1 An ‘ostraca’ is a potsherd used as a writing surface.
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Introduction

Fragmented objects and uncertain archaeological location

The location of archaeological remains is of utmost importance for the inter-
pretation of a sequence or the areas of an occupation. What is the location? 
Formally, it is a relationship between a material entity and a region of space 
(Cody 2018). In archaeology, objects are usually recorded as being located 
in spatial “archaeological units” (O’Brien & Lyman 2002), such as strati-
graphic units, layers, pits, etc. These units are interpreted in order to define 
archaeological “contexts” and, finally, to suggest the history of a site. Never-
theless, determining the exact position of an object in a spatial unit is difficult 
because these units often have vague boundaries (e.g. sedimentary layers, 
the difference in the internal and external parts of a burial, etc.), and objects 
might have been moved by anthropic (Chapman & Gaydarska 2006) or non-
anthropic (Wood & Johnson 1982; Schiffer 1987) post-depositional actions. 
Consequently, what we know about the past location(s) of a find is subject 
to uncertainty. Far from being a neutral observation of “raw data”, spatial 
units are one of the results of the archaeological process and the outcome of 
an archaeological investigation. Before any other consideration about con-
texts or intentional behaviours (Garrow 2012), field archaeologists aim at:

• determining the limits of archaeological units and
• determining the past location(s) of objects (i.e., the – possibly changing – 

inclusion of objects in archaeological units) to secure their association 
with archaeological units.
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These aims are crucial since they form the basis on which more general state-
ments are built. In this paper, we discuss how studying the refitting fragments 
of objects contributes to answering these questions.

A common ground in refitting studies in archaeology is to determine whether 
fragments have been parts of the same original object. Multiple methods were 
proposed in this regard, e.g., distinguishing between three (Cziesla 1990) or 
even seven (López-Ortega et al. 2011) types of lithic refits, between six types 
of pottery refits (Bollong 1994), or calculating the likelihood that non-refitting 
fragments of similar appearance are from the same object (Blanco-González 
& Chapman 2014). These methods can be categorised according to whether 
(1) they are based on similarity relationships (between some properties of the 
fragments, e.g., decoration, colour, etc.) or connection relationships (physical 
refit), and (2) they imply counting the number of relationships or the number 
of sets of fragments linked by these relationships (Table 8.1).

Considering a material object fragmented into multiple pieces, at the time 
of archaeological observation, the fragments are disjointed parts of the origi-
nal object, but they were connected parts of this object in the past. “Refit-
ting” relationships refer to these past connection relationships (Plutniak 
2021b). They are among the most certain elementary pieces of archaeological 
knowledge that can be determined because they are either true or false, non-
probabilistic, determined by the principles of solid-state physics, and do not 
rely on external knowledge such as typo-chronologies. Connection relation-
ships provide two aspects of fundamental archaeological information.

1 Concerning fragments and objects: connection relationships are strong 
evidence that two fragments that fit together were part of the same origi-
nal object.

2 Concerning the location of fragments (and the complete original object): 
the location of a single fragment in an archaeological spatial unit is uncer-
tain due to (anthropic or non-anthropic) post-depositional processes. 
However, the more connection relationships there are within a set of frag-
ments from the same spatial unit, the more certain it is that these frag-
ments were primarily deposited in this unit.

TABLE 8.1  Four types of methods for refitting studies according to the type of 
relationships processed and what is quantified (sets of fragments or sets of 
relationships between fragments)

Count of:

Sets of fragments Relationships

Types of relationship: Similarity (1) (2)
Connection (3) (4)
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Note that, in an analysis, connection relationships can be considered as also 
implying similarity relationships (but the opposite logic is false).

Refitting and fragmentation studies draw on a vast literature. However, 
this paper addresses four unresolved problems:

1 Why methods based on similarities between the properties of fragments 
are unsatisfactory in this context.

2 Why methods based on counting the number of refits can be misleading.
3 How the current lack of resources to compare sets of refitted fragments 

limits our interpretations, and how this limitation can be overcome.
4 How an estimation and reconstruction can be made of the original state of 

an observed fragmented assemblage.

These are general problems that can be addressed based on various types 
of archaeological remains (lithic, pottery, bones, etc., with possible par-
ticularities in each of these cases) and without prior assumptions about the 
–  intentional or non-intentional – causes of fragmentation. These problems 
are discussed and solutions are proposed, which are then applied to the Neo-
lithic pottery material from the Taï site (Remoulins, France).1

Data: pottery material from the Taï site

The Taï Neolithic site is located about 40 km from the Mediterranean Sea 
in one of the valleys deeply carved in a limestone plateau, opening onto the 
Remoulins plain, at the intersection of several ecosystems favourable to 
human life. It was excavated during a period from 2001 to 2012 (Manen 
2022), enabling the study of the sediment dynamics and its topography, which 
in turn made it possible to reconstruct the production system of the Neolithic 
communities and to discuss the functional status of each occupation.

The history of this settlement was investigated through field observations, 
the study of artefacts, animal and vegetal resources, paleoenvironmental data, 
and 42 radiocarbon dates. Archaeological excavations have been carried out 
in three sectors: the “Cave”, the cave’s extension (South “Entrance”), and 
the Open-air area in front of the cave. These sectors show different degrees 
of preservation, and the chronological periods of the site are not equally 
represented. The sediment dynamics are characterised by an alternating suc-
cession of anthropic and natural deposits and by erosional phases. In the 
Cave, the Early Neolithic (EN) deposits are well preserved, protected by the 
“Entrance”. The “Entrance” area was slowly eroded, and detritic deposits 
increased in the Cave. From the Middle Neolithic (MN) onwards, human 
traces are less substantial in the Cave. The unprotected layers in the Open-
air sector were eroded. The Late Neolithic occupation was partially pre-
served due to the significant erosion of the slopes, probably under anthropic 
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pressure, covering and preserving the archaeological layers. In this paper, we 
draw on the Early and MN pottery material, presented in more detail in a 
previous study (Caro et al. 2022).

The earliest human occupations belong to the EN and are dated to 5270–
4990 cal. BCE. These layers are well preserved in the Cave and in the Entrance 
(about 40 m²) but have been totally eroded in the Open-air sector. However, 
the dwellings probably extended to the Open-air area, and the Cave could 
have been used for domestic activities and as a discard area. The EN layers 
were divided into two subsets (EN1 and EN2) based on stratigraphic argu-
ments and the nature of the sedimentary units (silo and pit filling for EN 1 
and circulation layers with hearths for EN2). Pottery material from the Cave 
and the South Entrance includes 1529 sherds associated with the Epicardial 
techno-complex (Table 8.2).

After an abandonment period, the site was occupied during the MN, from 
4010 to 3700 cal. BCE. The MN layers are poorly preserved in the cave, 
well-developed in the “Entrance”, and totally eroded in the open-air sector. 
The lithic industry and the pottery material (N = 2486 sherds, from the South 
Entrance) are associated with the Chasséen techno-complex. Domestic struc-
tures are rare, but the deposits present a high density of combustion residues.

Grouping issues have been raised when interpreting this sequence, con-
cerning the EN phase on the one hand and the MN phase on the other. Refit-
ting and fragmentation were used to answer these problems; the rest of this 
paper discusses and illustrates general methodological issues in fragmenta-
tion studies using the EN and MN case studies.

Problem 1: Using similarity relationships between fragments 
generates bias

During the excavation, six layers were distinguished in the MN phase (based 
on the sedimentary characteristics and the dispersal of the material), and 
grouped into two subgroups based on stratigraphic and pottery data: MN1 
(Layers 24, 26, and 28) and MN2 (Layers 29, 30, and 31). However, the 
association of Layer 29 with MN2 is ambiguous; radiocarbon data and 

TABLE 8.2  Number of sherds (NR) and minimal number of individuals (MNI) in the 
Early Neolithic sub-phases EN1 and EN2 at the Taï site

Layer Cave South entrance Total

NR MNI NR MNI NR MNI

EN1  540 315 106  73  646 388
EN2  595 362 288 177  883 539
Total 1135 696 394 251 1529 947
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results from the study of lithic materials suggest associating Layer 29 with 
MN1. This section’s aim is to examine whether the distribution of the match-
ing relationships between fragments supports this division or not.

The most common and intuitive approach to archaeological fragmentation 
in refitting studies has long been to determine and quantify sets of fragments. 
However, the quantification can concern either the sets of fragments (cases 1 
and 3 in Table 8.1) or the relationships between these fragments (case 2 in 
Table 8.1). In this section, the two approaches are presented and their limits 
are discussed, paying particular attention to similarity relationships.

Matching sets count and intuitive interpretation

The study of the 2486 pottery sherds from the MN phase in the South 
Entrance led to the identification of 37 “similarity” sets2 (101 sherds; 4% 
of the total), as well as 71 “connection” sets (251 sherds; 10% of the total). 
These sets can include fragments from different layers: 77 sherds are included 
in interlayer “similarity” sets, and 29 sherds are included in interlayer “con-
nection” sets. Of these 108 similarity and connection sets, 84 sets (78%) 
include only fragments from the same layers; the interpretation of this could 
be that there was little mixing between layers. However, the remaining 24 
sets (22%) with fragments from different layers can be used to test the divi-
sion between MN1 and MN2. Examining Table 8.3 suggests that the upper 
part of MN1 (Layers 24, 26, and 28; 16 sherds in total) has fewer interlayer 
relationships than the bottom part of MN2 (Layers 29, 30, and 31; 88 sherds 
in total). This supports the distinction between MN1 and MN2 and opposes 
the association of L29 with MN1.

Nevertheless, several problems are raised by this usual approach: (1) con-
nection and similarity relationships have a similar analytical status, although 
the first type of relationship is stronger evidence of the fragments being part 
of a whole3 than the latter type of relationship. (2) The number of fragments 
included in each set is not taken into account. (3) There is no clear method, 
criterion, or threshold to determine whether a spatial unit is well defined, 
slightly mixed, or too mixed and irrelevant, finally relying on the archae-
ologists’ subjective intuition and experience. Consequently, a more rigorous 
procedure is needed for the analysis of similarity relationships between frag-
ments, as already stated in a previous attempt to characterise “archaeological 
similarity networks” (Prignano et al. 2017).

Counting and non-supervised ordering of matching relationships

In this second approach, the focus is on relationships rather than sets of frag-
ments. Similarity and connection relationships are regarded indiscriminately 
as matching relationships. Let us consider a matrix with the number and 
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proportion of relationships between and within layers (Table 8.4). Reading 
its diagonal reveals that Layers 26 and 30 have higher proportions of internal 
relationships, strongly supporting their determination as spatial units.

The number of relationships can be interpreted as a measure of similar-
ity: the more two layers are linked by relationships, the more likely it is that 
these two layers constitute the same archaeological spatial unit. Theoreti-
cally, a spatial unit is expected to be more similar to those near it. In the case 
of stratigraphic layers, a layer is expected to be more related to the layers 
directly above and below it. Thus, if we convert the similarity measure into 
a dissimilarity measure (a distance, in the mathematical sense), hierarchical 
cluster analysis methods can be applied. We use the Unweighted Pair Group 

TABLE 8.3  Number of sherds according to layers (columns), divided into interlayer 
sets {similarity sets} and [connection sets] (rows) in the MN phase

Set id
 

MN1 MN2

L24 L26 L28 L29 L30 L31

[10] 2  6
{27} 1  2
{51}  1  1
[66]  2  2
{26}  1  1
{38}  1  1
{41}  1  1
[63]  1  1
{48}  2  1
[68]  2  1
[71]  2  2
[41]  3  4
{49}  1  2
{49}  1  2
[54]  1  3
[56]  1  9
[62]  3  2
{63}  1  1
[60]  1  5  2
[84] 1   1
[29]  1  1  6  1
[52] 1  4  4
{70} 1  1  1  1
{25}  1  1
{34}  1  3
Total 5 10 1 30 46 12
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Method of Aggregation (UPGMA) algorithm, a bottom-up method based 
on the average of the distances between the objects of the concerned classes 
at each iteration of the algorithm (Sokal & Michener 1958). Once the den-
drogram is obtained, its branches are ordered alphanumerically according 
to their label (following the stratigraphic order of the layers). Anomalies are 
revealed when, despite this ordering constraint, the expected order of super-
position is not observed in the result.

This method is applied to the six layers of the MN phase. As a result, all 
the layers are ordered as expected, except L26 and L28, which are inverted4 
(Figure 8.1). Re-examining Table 8.3 helps to explain this anomaly: L26 has 
more relationships with distant layers (L29, L30, and L31) than with the 
closer L28. Consequently, the definition of MN1 as a unit including Layers 
24, 26, and 28 is not supported. This result qualifies those obtained through 
intuitive examination of the spatial distribution of the similarity sets. Nev-
ertheless, both methods confirm the association of L29 with MN2, contra-
dicting results from radiocarbon dating and lithic analysis. In summary, the 
method based on the count of relationships allows for a more accurate esti-
mation of the link between all pairs of layers, confirming the correct ordering 
of the layers in the sequence while detecting an anomaly (L26, which might 
be explained by a failure, during the excavation, to detect a cut in L28).

This approach offers (1) an explicit method to analyse matching relation-
ships defined by similarity and (2) a criterion to detect anomalies. Neverthe-
less, it suffers from the bias specific to similarity relationships: the fact that 
all the fragments of a matching set are, by definition, linked together, which 
leads to a multiplication of the number of relations without these being vali-
dated by direct observation. This follows a geometrical progression in which 
n fragments have (n × (n–1)) / 2 relations, meaning that 2 fragments have 
1 relation, 3 fragments have 3 relations, 4 fragments have 6 relations, 5 frag-
ments have 10 relations, and 10 fragments have 45 relations, etc. A solution 

TABLE 8.4  Number and proportion of similarity relationships within and between the 
layers of the Middle Neolithic phase (966 relationships, 72 similarity sets)

  L24 L26 L28 L29 L30 L31 L32

L24 44 (5%)
L26 28 (3%) 261 (27%)
L28 0 (0%) 20 (2%) 25 (3%)
L29 9 (1%) 58 (6%) 7 (1%) 76 (8%)
L30 5 (1%) 31 (3%) 9 (1%) 82 (8%) 120 (12%)
L31 1 (0%) 24 (2%) 11 (1%) 26 (3%) 69 (7%) 46 (5%)
L32 0 (0%) 4 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (0%) 4 (0%) 2 (0%)
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to overcome this issue is to only use fragments that physically fit together, i.e., 
connection relationships.

Problem 2: Counting connection relationships can be misleading

Limits of count-based approaches to connection relationships

Let us now consider using only matching sets defined by connection relation-
ships (case 4 in Table 8.1). This approach is also unsatisfactory, raising two 
issues that have been discussed in a previous study (Plutniak 2021b). First, 
suppose we have two archaeological situations with identical numbers of 
refits between objects and identical proportions of refits within and between 
spatial units. In such a case, we have demonstrated that different conclu-
sions can be drawn in these two situations about whether the distinction 
between the two spatial units actually corresponds to two deposition events 
and about the first location of the objects when deposited. Second, submit-
ting to archaeologists a series of examples where refitting fragments are dif-
ferently distributed in two spatial units and asking them to evaluate how 
mixed these units are revealed a low degree of consensus. This demonstrated 
the need for a formal and explicit method to “weigh” the value of connection 
relationships in order to differentiate these ambiguous cases.5 This has been 
achieved by supplementing the count of connection relationships by consid-
ering their relative spatial distribution (their “topology”, i.e., the “structure” 
of the network of connection relationships between refitted fragments).6 This 
was implemented in a method coined TSAR (Topological Study of Archaeo-
logical Refitting, Plutniak 2021b), using graph theory to model connection 

FIGURE 8.1  Hierarchical classification of the layers of the MN phase. Inverted lay-
ers are highlighted by dashed lines and red labels. Data: x, a matrix 
with the number of similarity relationships (Table 8.3); distance:  
distij = max(x) – xij; clustering method: UPGMA.
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relationships. This section presents an extension of the TSAR method and 
applies it to the pottery material from the Taï EN phase.

How “strong” is a connection relationship?

As already mentioned, the more connection relationships there are between 
a set of fragments from the same spatial unit, the more certain it is that they 
were originally deposited in this spatial unit. Consequently, non-refitting 
fragments do not provide information in this regard and should not be con-
sidered. In the TSAR method, the weighting procedure aims to evaluate each 
connection relationship by giving it a number representing the “cohesive” 
strength of association (between the linked fragments and their spatial unit) 
provided by this relationship. By default in TSAR, the weighting is computed 
based on two structural properties of the graphs representing the network of 
connection relationships: the degree (number of relationships that are inci-
dent to a fragment) and the local clustering coefficient of the fragments,7 as 
well as a factor based on the relative size of the data sets for each spatial unit 
(in number of fragments and relationships). This is the basis of the TSAR 
method.

However, other factors can be considered to determine the “strength” of 
connections. Let us assume that:

1 The size of the objects influences the probability that they might have 
been moved; small objects are more likely to be transported by natural 
processes than large ones.

2 The distance between connected fragments when they were connected 
reflected the significance of the (intentional or unintentional) processes 
that disturbed the object and/or their original spatial units.

These assumptions and their interpretations are summarised in Table 8.5: 
two connected small fragments found near each other suggest a higher cohe-
sion than two large fragments found far from each other.

TABLE 8.5  Interpretation of the cohesive “strength” of refitting relationships as a 
function of the relative size of the connected fragments and the distance 
between their places of discovery

Distance

Close Distant

Relative size Large-Large + — — —
Large-Small ++ — —
Small-Small +++ —
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The TSAR method has been expanded to include an optional morphomet-
ric factor (the size of the refitting fragments)8 and an optional distance factor 
(the distance between the places where they were found) in the weighting 
procedure.9 Three variables are combined in order to translate these prin-
ciples into a factor10 used to alter the values computed with the topological 
method only:

1 the distance between the findspots of the fragments.
2 the size of the fragments (either in terms of length, length by width, area, 

volume, etc.);
3 the relative sizes of the fragments (are they similar or different in size?).

These variables are normalised to the maximum values observed in the stud-
ied data set, such as:

( ) ( )( ) ( )
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size size
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i j
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with, for each edge E(i, j) connecting fragments i and j:

• sizei and sizej: the morphometric values for fragments i and j;
• distanceij: the spatial distance between fragments i and j.

and

• sizes: the series of sums sizei + sizej;
• proportions: the series of ratios sizei / sizej, with sizei < sizej;
• distances: the series of spatial distances between fragments i and j.

The morphometric-distance factor is in the range of ]0;1] and is used as a 
multiplier of the value calculated with the topological weighting procedure. 
To illustrate this method, it has been applied to the Taï EN pottery material.

Admixture and cohesion of the Early Neolithic layers at the cave Taï

A graph was built to model the connection relationships within and between 
the EN1 and EN2 layers for the Cave sector, on the one hand, and for the 
South entrance, on the other hand (Table 8.6). The number of connection 
relationships is slightly similar in both sectors, but there are many more frag-
ments and matching sets in the Cave.

When assessing the relevance of the distinction between the layers EN1 
and EN2, the TSAR method provides the means to measure the internal 
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cohesion of each spatial unit and its admixture (based on the fragments and 
their relationships). These values were calculated using different weighting 
methods for comparison:

1 the topological factor only;
2 the topological factor modified by the morphometric factor (multiplying 

the length of the fragments by their width);
3 the topological factor modified by the morphometric-distance factor.

Results are presented in Table 8.7.

Results

In the Cave, EN1 shows significantly higher cohesion values than EN2, 
whereas this difference is less significant at the South entrance. The admixture 

TABLE 8.6  Properties of the fragmentation graphs built for the Cave and 
South entrance sectors (see Plutniak 2021b, Table  2, and the 
archeofrag documentation for details)

Parameters Cave South entrance

Number of matching sets 31 18
Number of fragments 92 63
Number of relations 78 68
Fragment balance EN1/EN2 0.33 0.28
Object balance EN1/EN2 0.36 0.18
Perturbation 0.08 0.02
Aggregation 0.79 0.85
Planar yes yes

TABLE 8.7  Cohesion and admixture values for EN1 and EN2 by sector and by 
weighting method (“x, y, z” is a shorthand for the distance factor)

Sector Method Cohesion Admixture

    EN1 EN2  
Cave topology 0.161 0.806 0.033
Cave topology + morphometry 0.197 0.775 0.028
Cave topology + morphometry + 

(x, y, z)
0.163 0.809 0.028

South entrance topology 0.346 0.654 0.001
South entrance topology + morphometry 0.405 0.594 0.001
South entrance topology + morphometry + 

(x, y, z)
0.377 0.623 0.001
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value is also higher in the Cave than at the South entrance. These results stress 
the variability that might be observed within a single site due to the different 
development of its sectors and the variation in the sampling method. Differ-
ent formation and deposition processes occurred in the two sectors. In the 
Cave, the EN layers are made up of numerous pits used as dumps, filled with 
more “disconnected” discards. In the South entrance, EN layers instead cor-
respond to “soil layers”, which are more coherent. Interpreting the cohesion 
and admixture values (see Plutniak 2021b, Table 8.1), for details about the 
interpretation method) supports the identification of Layer EN2 and suggests 
that fragments were moved from this layer (without properly supporting the 
identification of Layer EN1 to which the fragments might have moved).

Effects of the morphometric-distance factor

Using this case study, these results allow estimation of the effects of the three 
weighting methods on the cohesion and admixture values. Compared to 
the use of the topological factor only, using morphometric data tends to 
reduce the difference between layers EN1 and EN2 in regard to the degree 
of cohesion. However, using morphometric data and spatial distances results 
in values similar to those generated with the topological method only, with 
a slightly lower admixture value in the Cave sector, whereas in the South 
Entrance, admixture values stay very low with the three methods.

In summary, this method allows the calculation of the cohesion and 
admixture of pairs of archaeological spatial units on a scale from 0 to 1. The 
resulting values contribute to the interpretation of the history of the part of 
the site under consideration. However, this approach has limits since (1) it 
applies only to pairs of spatial units and (2) it does not include references 
to compare and interpret the computed values. In other words, some issues 
related to the comparison of sets of connected fragments remain unsolved.

Problem 3: Reference data to compare sets of refitting fragments 
are limited

The limits of archaeological observation

Whatever the method (counting matching relationships, counting connection 
relationships only, or the TSAR method), all generate numbers that must be 
interpreted to determine (1) the archaeological relevance of the definition of 
a spatial unit as corresponding to a deposition event and (2) the processes 
(intentional or not) that caused fragmentation and displacement. However, 
how can these numbers be interpreted? For example, considering two layers, 
what would be the maximum proportion of interlayer connection relation-
ships before considering that the two layers actually correspond to a single 
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spatial unit? Would this threshold occur at 2%, 5%, 10%, or even more? 
How can this threshold be defined other than in a subjective and arbitrary 
manner? A method might be to determine the extent of changes that occurred 
in an archaeological sequence. This would involve observing its current state 
and comparing it with a series of past states. Travelling in time to carry out 
this series of observations is, unfortunately, impossible. Similarly, refer-
ence collections and experimental data sets might also be used to determine 
thresholds, but these types of data are far too infrequent.

A possible solution, using the TSAR method, is to compare several 
pairs of spatial units from the same context. It would allow us to state, for 
example, that layers A and B are less or more mixed than layers B and C. 
Such an approach was presented above concerning similarity relationships 
 (Figure 8.1) and could also be applied to connection relationships by consid-
ering the admixture of fragments as a measure of similarity between spatial 
units. However, this would only allow comparisons at a local scale (e.g. a 
site); the problem of comparisons at a large scale remains open. In this con-
text, three solutions are considered in this section for future fragmentation 
studies: (1) the publication of refitting data sets; (2) the generation and pub-
lication of experimental fragmentation data; (3) the use of computer-based 
simulations to generate unobservable situations.

Data publication, experimentation, and simulation as answers

Publishing data sets

The first potential means of making data available for comparison is to pro-
mote the publication of data sets related to a broad range of archaeological 
sites, periods, and types of materials (pottery, lithic, fauna, etc.). Open access 
and non-profit platforms are preferred for this purpose (e.g, Zenodo,11 Open 
Science Framework,12 Nakala).13 For example, pottery refitting data from the 
Liang Abu rock shelter (Plutniak 2021a) and the Taï site (Caro & Plutniak 
2022) are published in this way. Some data sets are also available on The 
Digital Archaeological Record (tDAR). In addition, tools to make these data 
sets discoverable on the web should be developed; in particular, indexing con-
cepts in documentation systems More than thirty years ago, Erwin Cziesla 
contributed to this aim by publishing a trilingual vocabulary (French, Ger-
man, and English) including 12 concepts related to refitting studies (Cziesla 
1990:36). Some actual documentation systems include similar concepts: the 
multilingual PACTOLS thesaurus for archaeology lists the concept of “refit” 
related to lithic material,14 the RAMEAU thesaurus of the French National 
Library lists the concept of “remontage”,15 and the German iDAI.world 
Thesaurus includes several related concepts, namely “Refitting- Methoden”, 
“Zusammensetzung”, and “Keramikzusammensetzung”.16 These concepts 
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should be complemented, enriched, made multilingual, or created in the doc-
umentation systems that do not yet include them.17

Experimentation

A second means to assess refitting data from excavations and to compare this 
with reference data is to create experimental data sets. As already mentioned, 
discard and deposition experiments enable direct observation of the stages of 
a site formation process, which cannot be achieved at actual archaeological 
sites. Previous taphonomic experimental approaches were carried out at the 
level of site formation processes (Schick 1986) or at the level of an assem-
blage, e.g., work studying the abrasion (Schiffer & Skibo 1989) or salt ero-
sion (O’Brien 1990) of pottery surfaces or the morphometry of pottery sherds 
(Rutkoski 2019). Experimental approaches including fragmentation analysis 
are even rarer, e.g., refits of pottery sherds and bones (Villa & Courtin 1983), 
with a focus on the weight, number, and arc of rims of pottery sherds (Chase 
1985), on pottery (Malloy 2019) or bone (Morin et al. 2021) dispersion. A 
qualitative study of fragmentation patterns has also been proposed (García 
Rosselló & Calvo Trias 2019). Integrating fragmentation studies and refit-
ting studies – both in the field and in the laboratory – is still an open chal-
lenge. This involves not only site formation processes but also determining if 
intentional breakage can be detected from the properties of refitting sets of 
fragments (Evans & Barrera Hernandez 2017). It can be addressed using the 
TSAR descriptive methods, paying particular attention to the publication of 
the resulting data sets in order to enable comparisons.

Using artificially generated data

A third way to overcome the lack of empirical reference data is through simu-
lations and artificially generated data sets. In this context, simulation has 
been used to estimate the size of an original set of objects based on observed 
fragments (Orton, 1982; Felgate et al. 2013) or to model post-deposition 
processes (Brantingham et al. 2007; Carver 2015). A simulation-based 
approach to fragmentation, with particular focus on connection relation-
ships, was developed within the framework of the TSAR method, presented 
in detail in previous works (Plutniak 2021b, 2022b), and implemented in 
the archeofrag package (Plutniak 2022a). Let us consider the timeline of an 
archaeological assemblage, where t0 corresponds to the state of fragments 
as they appeared during excavation (Figure 8.1). Archaeologists are inter-
ested in reconstructing past states of this assemblage. Determining refitting 
fragments allows for a partial reconstruction of the objects of the assem-
blage, which represents a past state t–1. Note that t–1 is a fictional state, i.e., 
there is no way to control whether the partially reconstructed objects (at t–1) 
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have existed contemporaneously (Bordes 1980). Consequently, this state is 
no more than a reasonable fiction, an approximation of past reality that is 
useful for archaeological investigation. What the archaeologist observes in 
the field (at t0) involves pure spatial relationships, the states t0 and t–1 are 
like snapshots of a process. What happened during the time between t–1 and 
t0 – processes such as movement – cannot be directly observed. This simula-
tor enables simulating different fragmentation scenarios from t–1 to t0. This 
approach has been applied to the Taï MN phase in a previous study, sug-
gesting a scenario where MN1 and MN2 were differentiated within a single 
original deposition unit (Caro et al. 2022:625–630). Nevertheless, challenges 
in archaeological fragmentation simulations remain.

Problem 4: Challenges in simulating archaeological 
fragmentation

Reconstructing the state of an assemblage as in t–1 is not sufficient; archaeolo-
gists have long been interested in approximating the original composition of 
complete assemblages, i.e., the number of objects (Orton 1982; Felgate et al. 
2013).18 Consequently, a current challenge is to address what happened in 
the time gap between the moment corresponding to the partial reconstruc-
tion of objects (t–1 ) and, earlier, the “beginning” of the deposition process, 
i.e., the theoretical initial and original state when all the objects were com-
plete (t–2 in Figure 8.2). Multiple scenarios of fragmentation and movement 
are possible. Note that, like the t–1 state, the t–2 state is a convenient fiction; 

FIGURE 8.2  Timeline of an archaeological assemblage: type of reasoning applied 
to determine past scenarios based on empirical observation (top) and 
uses of simulation (bottom).
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there is no reason to believe that all the considered objects were complete 
contemporaneously at some point in the past.

Given a fragmentation model (e.g. the model implemented in the TSAR 
simulator), this is assumed to determine which original states at the time of 
t–2 best simulate the fragmentation and movement processes that might have 
led to the t0 state. This raises a serious problem since assumptions about the 
initial parameters of the simulation are required (e.g. the initial number of 
objects and spatial units, the initial distribution of objects in the spatial units, 
etc.); combinations of possible initial conditions are too numerous to consider. 
However, recent modelling approaches based on high-performance comput-
ing, such as “model exploration” methods, can help. The “Origin Search 
Exploration” (OSE) method is of particular interest in this context; from the 
output of a model, it enables the determination of possible combinations of 
the initial parameters. Conducting an OSE analysis requires, first, a definition 
of (1) the parameter values for an observed state of a model (e.g., the values 
describing the state at t0) and (2) the ranges of possible initial values for each 
parameter of the model. Second, running the OSE procedure led to the deter-
mination of which combinations of values best generated the observed state 
and, consequently, the most probable t–2 states. OSE is implemented on the 
Open Mole platform, which provides convenient access to model exploration 
methods.19 Ongoing research is currently being carried out in this direction.

Conclusion

This paper contributes in two ways to current and future refitting and 
 fragmentation studies. It identifies four problems and has offered – or 
 envisioned – solutions related to: (1) the use of similarity relationships in 
refitting studies; (2) count-based approaches to refits; (3) the need for ref-
erence data to compare fragmented materials; and (4) the simulation of 
fragmentation processes. Although (1) and (2) are commonly used in archae-
ology, related, underrated limits and biases have been emphasised, justifying 
new methodological developments. The use of the topological approach to 
refitting (the TSAR method) has been illustrated based on the case of pottery 
material from the Taï site. The importance of combining insights from refit-
ting studies and from other approaches in the interpretation (direct obser-
vation of the stratigraphy, geoarchaeology, stylistic analysis, etc.) has been 
stressed. Problems (3) and (4) are still open and require more investigation, 
which might lead to further development of fragmentation studies and a bet-
ter understanding of formation processes at archaeological sites. Here, dis-
tinguishing between spatial units in stratigraphic analysis was particularly 
discussed. However, the four issues addressed cover a wider spectrum of 
archaeological questions, including distinguishing between forms of inten-
tional and non-intentional breakage. This will be addressed in future studies.
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Notes

 1 Supplementary data to this chapter are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.7540404.

 2 In this analysis “similarity” sets include only sherds with similarity relationships, 
whereas “connection” sets include at least one connection relationship and the 
related similar fragments.

 3 It is what philosophers call a “parthood” relation (Cody 2018).
 4 Running the same analysis with connection or similarity relationships only leads 

to similar results.
 5 Considering similarity relationships, some authors defined scales of certainty 

in this context (e.g. relations 3 and 4 in (Bollong 1994:18; Blanco-González & 
Chapman 2014:250–251); however, determining degrees of certainty remains 
very dependent to subjective evaluation.

 6 Note that this is not an entirely new idea in this context (Gouletquer 1979:26–29; 
Cziesla 1990; Michel 2002:122–123), but an idea that has not been developed 
and applied.

 7 In graph theory, the local clustering coefficient (or transitivity) is the number of 
edges between the vertices within its neighbourhood divided by the number of 
edges that could exist between them.

 8 Note that morphometric data are used here in relation to transport processes, and 
not in relation to fragmentation processes.

 9 This feature has been implemented in the R package archeofrag since version 0.7 
(Plutniak 2022a).

 10 See supplementary materials for a study and a calibration of this factor using nu-
merical simulations.

 11 https://zenodo.org.
 12 https://osf.io.
 13 https://nakala.fr.
 14 The permanent URI of this concept is: https://ark.frantiq.fr/ark:/26678/

pcrtSy10ihyt5s.
 15 https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb159109510.
 16 Their URI are http://thesauri.dainst.org/_8d28125c, http://thesauri.dainst.org/_ 

3ceb7211, and http://thesauri.dainst.org/_8ba55fff, respectively.
 17 E.g., the Library of Congress Subject Headings, Wikidata, DBpedia.
 18 Note that advanced computer-based modelling and simulation were also used for 

a near –although different– aim, automating the identification of refitting (e.g., 
Cooper & Qiu 2006).

 19 https://openmole.org/OSE.html.
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Introduction

In ‘Auguries of Innocence,’ William Blake wrote: “To see the world in a grain 
of sand / or heaven in a wildflower. Hold infinity in the palm of your hand / 
and Eternity in an Hour (Blake et al. 1968: 1789–1794).” Like Blake, in 
archaeology we are often left with only grains of sand, trying to extrapolate 
forgotten, fragmented, or remote times and places. Archaeology is ultimately 
the pursuit of reconstruction, of reassembling the fragments of the past, and 
we do this in ways both literal and theoretical. We attempt to reconstruct 
the tattered remains of civilisation, environments, faiths, and communal and 
individual lives, often from shattered ruins and broken bones. In zooarchae-
ology, we face the added task of working with individuals whose place in 
society has shifted dramatically throughout times and cultures, whose social 
roles can be various and shifting, and whose lives, emotions, and experiences 
are further from our understanding than those of humans of the distant past. 
These voiceless non-human persons are often fragments of fragments (in the 
form of pieces and particles of bone), displaced pieces of a puzzle that remain 
understudied, underrepresented, and underrespected, even as their existence 
has built, clothed, fed, comforted, and sometimes even destroyed the com-
munities that they share with humans.

In human bioarchaeology, mixed and comingled skeletal remains are 
an important aspect of study, but the focus is often directed towards inter-
ments or other burials with distinct, individually discernible sets of remains. 
A zooarchaeologist’s focus is on the presence and conditions of non-human 
animals (hereafter animals, as per human-animal studies standards) who 
have impacted human lives as food, labor, companionship, or entertainment 
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(Reitz & Wing 1999; Zeder 2006; Watts 2014; Steele 2015). While some ani-
mals are granted social personhood, particularly companion animals or pets, 
most animals with whom humans interact are used for their physical bod-
ies, as labor or for secondary products, and in death as food and secondary 
resources. Because the procurement of meat and hides entails butchery, the 
disarticulation and purposeful fragmentation of bone are common, and most 
zooarchaeological remains are mixed and comingled deposits of skeletons 
that are not only disarticulated but also in pieces. As Human-Animal Studies 
push us into asking new questions, we are also faced with a new conundrum: 
how can we find the individual within these puzzles of broken and comingled 
remains, and the corollary: when we have only an ‘exceptional’ individual, 
what can we say about these communities as a whole?

Background

Fragmentation theory, especially in its theoretical frameworks of wholes, 
parts, and sets and in its considerations of enchainment and accumulation, can 
be incredibly beneficial for zooarchaeologists as well as for archaeologists in 
general (Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2006). As most zooarchaeo-
logical subjects have been in some way dismembered, dismantled, or broken, 
fragmentation theory, when combined with human-animal theory, allows us 
an expanded vocabulary and framework for discussion of the difficulties in 
respecting both individual animals and animal communities in zooarchaeology.

Our primary frameworks include the calculation of number of individual 
specimens present, minimum number of elements, and minimum number of 
individuals present, and we work stepwise up from parts to wholes to sets 
(Binford 1962, 1978). All fragmented objects and artifacts present a chal-
lenge, but the bodies of non-human persons are particularly suited to this 
theoretical foundation in assessment. The lives of animals in the zooarchaeo-
logical record are defined by both their enchainment to humans (Chapman 
2000), their roles in their own communities, and the circumstances surround-
ing the fragmentation and accumulation of their remains. A domestic ani-
mal lives a life of entanglement with humans; control of their lives and their 
genetic potential is often what leads them to be considered domestic (Zeder 
2006). Likewise, food animals, whether domestic or prey, are enchained in 
the most fundamental way with the humans who eat them, as their flesh 
becomes part of the bodies of humans, their skin a second skin, and their 
bones and teeth and antlers and horns are transformed into tools and orna-
ments (Chapman 2000). Most zooarchaeological materials are found in sites 
of accumulation, whether as a midden or dump site used for a long period or 
the comingled remains of a mass kill. Accumulation becomes another basis 
for analysis, and individuals represented within the site become members of 
the new community of “the assemblage.”
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A zooarchaeological specimen is not only an object but also part of an 
individual who once lived and breathed. A single broken femur can give us 
bountiful information about species, diet, and human hunting and butcher-
ing practices, but we never see the whole of the living animal. Further compli-
cating matters, the animal who once lived may have been viewed by humans 
as an object, a resource, a citizen, a companion, an economic marker, or 
some combination of these roles (e.g. Hill 2013; Nyyssönen & Salmi 2013).

Beyond a human resource perspective, animals hold places within their 
own animal community, holding roles and responsibilities that were not 
defined by humans. As a piece of a member of a community, a tiny fragment 
of bone at the same time represents not only part of an individual but also 
becomes representative of an entire community.

This paper aims to recontextualise and use fragmentation theory as an 
accessory to human-animal studies and zooarchaeology. Instead of human 
interactions with material objects, I aim to show how animals and animal 
systems can be explored in a system of wholes and parts. These wholes and 
parts expand beyond the singular animal and explore the interconnectedness 
of animal social groups, animal bodies themselves, and pieces of animal bod-
ies. The animals whom we study are all enchained to humans: as workers, 
in the case of sled dogs; as food, in the case of buffalo; and as social groups 
that contain both, as in the case of reindeer. Using these three examples, I 
aim to show the benefits and disadvantages of studies on each type of animal 
remains: domestic, wild, and mixed.

Zooarchaeology

In the history of archaeology, most animal remains have been studied using 
quantitative means. With exceptions, archaeologists have historically been 
interested in animals primarily as objects of economy and utility (Binford 
1962, 1978; Boyd 2017). Some of the most fundamental advances in zoo-
archaeology were made during the development and expansion of proces-
sual archaeology. Processual frameworks regarding animals are the basic 
tools of zooarchaeological assessment today. This is primarily focused on 
the economic, caloric, and secondary resource value of animals and has 
been challenged and critiqued by many post-modern theorists and human- 
animal scholars; nonetheless, it remains an important tool for establishing 
the parameters of an assemblage.

When other methodologies, including the evaluation of single-bone 
pathologies, tooth wear patterns, or butchery techniques, are included, these 
assessments can become more in-depth. In a mixed assemblage, we are still 
restricted to estimations of group dynamics. For example, if older adults 
with heavy activity markers and activity-based pathologies are present, a 
picture emerges of working animals who are butchered once they outlive 
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their usefulness as laboring agents; likewise, if an assemblage contains mostly 
young male animals, the economics of breeding and the secondary prod-
uct usefulness of adult females are established. Despite these valuable data 
points, the question of an individual animal’s life history remains obscure. It 
is important to note that a single bone that does not fit the patterns can be 
interesting but cannot be used to make assumptions about a whole animal, 
much less as a representative of the larger group, and is therefore demoted 
to an outlier.

As Human-Animal Studies have emerged, there has been an increasing 
interest in examining animals as living agents rather than simply as objects of 
utility (Aaltola 2008; MacKinnon 2010; Stammler & Takakura 2010; Boyd 
2017). While companion animals have long been interesting to scientists, we 
are increasingly interested in and focused on animals, which we historically 
have perceived to have more economic value than social value. This interest 
in animal lives and their impact on humans beyond being ‘meat with feet’ has 
increased with the focus on multispecies analyses and recognition of the roles 
that animals may play within a holistic society (Puputti 2008).

We are divided from non-human persons not only by species and language 
but also by theory of mind, the fundamental ways in which we experience the 
world. Despite these challenges, certain assessments can certainly be made 
as to quality of life by looking at frameworks of wellness, such as the rubric 
set out by McMillan (2008), which is based on the factors of social relation-
ships, mental stimulation, health, stress, and personal agency or control. In 
summary, we have contrasting modes of analysis with two very different fun-
damental goals: qualitative analysis is primarily individualistic, while quanti-
tative analysis is population-based. These fundamental biases can lead to the 
exclusive use of qualitative analysis for inquiries into animal life history, while 
quantitative analysis may be more apt to focus on the human use of animals.

The question of ‘who or what does a single bone, especially when that 
bone is a fragment of a bone, actually represent?’ is at the core of a central 
disconnect within zooarchaeology. We need each artifact, each specimen, and 
each sliver of bone to be at once less than an individual and representative 
of an entire community. We address this dichotomy in a variety of ways, but 
we rarely sit down with the question at the heart of the matter and consider 
it critically. Analytically, we approach mixed and comingled assemblages 
in a variety of ways, which generally sublimate the individual’s ability to 
understand the group. We look at percentages of limbs or bones that are pre-
sent, and, when looking at pathologies, lesions, or activity-related markers, 
we must find statistically significant numbers to say that there were enough 
individuals with these characteristics within the group to make substantive 
claims. These analyses, however, do not address the fact that there will always 
be one or two individuals who do not fit into the typical group behavior or 
life histories.
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Animal remains and studies in context

Unlike in human burials (although there are multiple modes and methods of 
human burial practices), individual animal interment is rare. Some sacrificed 
animals or animals who have achieved “exceptional” status (e.g., war horses 
or “hero” dogs) may be given individual burials. With animals utilised for 
their bodies, this practice is less common, as the use of the body often neces-
sitates dismemberment, butchery, and fragmentation, and these remains are 
often dumped or buried communally.

In some cases, we may come across an intact burial, intentional preserva-
tion, or mummification of an animal. In these circumstances, we can employ 
methodologies from human osteology in the analysis of these remains, includ-
ing activity reconstruction and life history via paleopathology and entheseal 
change and tracing mobility and diet, but some questions remain that require 
more speculation to answer (Boyd 2007; Dawkins 2008; Henderson 2008; 
Salmi et al. 2020, 2021). Quality of life and welfare are difficult concepts to 
determine in animals with whom we cannot only converse but who also have 
very different sensitivities and physical experiences. This, however, removes 
the animal from their community and context, therefore showing only part 
of a social unit.

Hero dogs

Animal individualism can be seen in one scenario: intact burials or remains 
of canids, especially domestic dogs (Gräslund 2004; MacKinnon 2010; Losey 
et al. 2014, 2018; Tourigny et al. 2016; Latham & Losey 2019). In the case 
of dogs, we sometimes examine the bodies of “exceptional” animals that have 
been preserved. Both Balto and Togo, the leads of two sled dog teams that 
made the 1925 Great Serum Run,1 are recognised as “hero” dogs. Balto, as 
the lead dog on the final stretch, has been immortalised in popular imagina-
tion, including in a 1995 children’s cartoon (Thomas & Thomas 2015; Aboul-
Enein et al. 2019). There is still active debate as to whether Balto deserves 
these accolades, as it was Togo who completed the longest and most perilous 
stretches of the journey (420 km to Balto’s 89 km) (Salisbury & Salisbury 
2003; Kean 2009; Poliquin 2011). Balto and Togo’s bodies were both pre-
served after death; Balto’s taxidermised remains are on display at the Cleve-
land Museum of Natural History, and Togo, disarticulated in death, has his 
hide mounted for display at the Iditarod Trail Headquarters Museum, while 
his skeleton lies in the collections of the Peabody Museum of Natural History 
(Salisbury & Salisbury 2003; Kean 2009; Poliquin 2011). Both Balto and Togo 
are still celebrated and remembered much more than their mushers, Leonhard 
Seppala and Gunnar Kaasen. However, we see Balto and Togo only in their 
relationships with humans, and while their daring exploits are romanticised, 
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we know little about the other members of their sled teams. Working dogs 
often live very disparate lives from those of companion or pet dogs. On some 
sled teams, it was historically standard practice to physically harm, underfeed, 
and mistreat dogs, even pulling out the molars of dogs so that they could not 
chew through their harnesses. Even in the modern age, with legal enforcement 
of animal welfare, sled dogs often still live harsh lives (Bellars & Godsal 1969; 
Dennis et al. 2008; Losey et al. 2014; Latham & Losey 2019).

This is not to say that these were the experiences of Balto and Togo or that 
this was the modis operandi of Seppala, who bred and trained both dogs. 
However, the serum run was brutal and punishing for all the mushers and 
dogs, many of whom are unknown to history. Of the over 150 dogs involved 
in the journey, many died or were severely injured. The cold, exhaustion, and 
distress faced by all the dogs involved in the run cannot be underestimated 
(Salisbury & Salisbury 2003; Poliquin 2011).

Sled dogs throughout history have often lived painful lives. The damage 
done to sled dog bodies from other areas in the Arctic North from the 1880s 
to 1960s includes skull and tooth lesions from direct human abuse and anky-
losing spondylitis from the burdens of their work, and the damage to their 
bodies, both purposeful and incidental, shows the harsh conditions that these 
animals have historically faced (Losey et al. 2014; Latham & Losey 2019). 
Unlike many sled dogs, Togo lived a full and happy life afterwards, due to 
his status as a hero as well as Seppala’s deep affection for him (Salisbury & 
Salisbury 2003; Thomas & Thomas 2015). Balto had more struggles; he and 
his team were sold to a sideshow, where they suffered malnutrition and abuse 
until being bought in 1927 by a group in Cleveland who found their treat-
ment upsetting. Balto finished his life in the Cleveland Zoo, where he was 
well-fed and cared for but remained a curiosity, much as his mounted skin 
still is today (Poliquin 2011). Additionally, by singling out the lead dogs, the 
“heroes” of the run, we divide them from the greater context of their com-
munities. Balto and Togo hold exceptional status, but by dividing them from 
the other dogs who made the race, we have no way of knowing the life his-
tories of the sled dogs in general and what the differences in their experiences 
were. This sled dog community is, in this way, fragmented. In death, Balto 
and Togo have been memorialised not only with statues, books, and films but 
also with the preservation of their bodies as taxidermised mounts. As much 
as we might consider them heroes, we preserved their remains as curiosities 
and souvenirs, not as people. Seppala is certainly not stuffed and displayed in 
a glass case next to his beloved Togo.

Mass kills

Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump is one of the most impressive and oldest buf-
falo jumps in North America, where herds of bison were driven off a cliff 
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by indigenous hunters, maximizing the amount of meat and raw materials 
that a single hunt could produce (Brink 2008). Because Head-Smashed-In 
was used for over 6,000 years, the deposits at the base of the jump represent 
innumerable herds (Brink & Dawe 1989; Brink 2008). These kills repre-
sented an important part of the indigenous economy, and the technologies 
present in the assemblage allow us insight into the human past. The human 
importance of sites like Head-Smashed-In cannot be underestimated; as a 
UNESCO world heritage site, a revisitation of site excavations has allowed 
the reclamation of indigenous knowledge and history (Opp 2013).

From a zooarchaeological perspective, the kills of an entire herd com-
munity, such as those at Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump, allow analysis of 
seasonal group population dynamics, herd composition, and general health, 
but these sites are often so comingled that they are equivalent to human mass 
graves. Unlike with human remains, it is often not seen as worthwhile to 
engage in pair-matching bones or DNA analysis to try and identify discrete 
individuals; although these techniques could potentially be employed, it is 
often not worth the time and expense to reconstruct a single buffalo from a 
kill site of thousands or more. The information about herd formation and 
butchery technologies that can be gleaned from such sites is incredibly valu-
able, but it does leave out certain aspects of the animal experience. While we 
may know the general categories of sex and age that were present in a herd, 
mass kill sites do not give us information on the intricacies of animal lives. 
We do not know which roles each member of a herd played, or, indeed, if two 
herds were combined, or if smaller social groups existed within the larger 
group. From the pieces of smashed and dismembered bodies, we can see how 
humans procured meat and resources from the site, how they were utilised, 
and which animals and which parts of animals were preferred. The scientific 
data for an individual animal, in this case, only exists for their assessment as 
a number within a category and the rank of that category within the group. 
The level of deposition becomes the focus, the ‘whole,’ and individual ani-
mals are less important than the gestalt. Unlike Balto and Togo, we therefore 
see the collective but not the individual.

Comingled assemblages: domestic and wild entangled

The sites of Nukkumajoki and Juikenttä are located in Northern Finland and 
were both sites of forest Sámi habitation within the historical era. Two ques-
tions regarding these sites and others like them are whether domesticated 
reindeer were present in these communities and if there are differences in the 
composition and roles of reindeer (Salmi et al. 2015, 2021). The bones in 
these assemblages are not only fragmented by disarticulation and butchery 
but also by nature, as taphonomic processes have further fragmented the 
remains. The prospect of reconstructing the pieces of a single bone, let alone 
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a single animal, is unthinkably complex. It is from these pieces, then, that 
groups, activities, and lives must be reconstructed.

Although reindeer can be divided into many categories, studies focus on 
three types of reindeer that may be present: wild Rangifer tarandus fennicus 
(forest reindeer), herded Rangifer tarandus tarandus (herded domestic rein-
deer), and working Rangifer tarandus tarandus (domestic reindeer employed 
in labor) (Salmi & Niinimäki 2016; Hull et al. 2020). By extracting the iden-
tities of reindeer from the assemblage and assessing activity-related patterns 
of bone growth and pathological lesions, we may determine how difficult or 
stressful lives were for working animals in these communities (Salmi & Niin-
imäki 2016; Salmi et al. 2020).

Analyses have already been undertaken on the reindeer pathologies, and 
research is ongoing. Taking a part of the assemblage (reindeer) and then 
assessing smaller components (bone and bone fragments) and then assess-
ing smaller aspects of those components (features of bones) is one way that 
zooarchaeologists can look for signs that point to the physical markers of 
domestication (Salmi & Niinimäki 2016; Hull 2020; Salmi et al. 2020). In 
this case, while multiple bones were assessed for pathologies and entheseal 
changes, the toes of the reindeer can provide a case study for how we can use 
a part to extrapolate the whole.

Lipping and pathological bone growth around the articular surfaces of 
limbs provide strong indications of work, as additional stress and weight 
on the body are transferred to the limbs and feet where they cause patho-
logical lesions and excessive bone growth (e.g. Henderson 2008; Thomas & 
Johannsen 2011; Salmi & Niinimäki 2016). Patterns of entheseal change on 
the bones of working animals also differ from those of both wild and herded 
animals (e.g. Henderson 2008; Salmi & Niinimäki 2016; Hull et al. 2020; 
Salmi et al. 2020). Toe bones with pathological lesions, as well as those with 
diagnostic entheseal changes, were found within the assemblage, confirming 
that working animals were present at both sites (Hull et al. submitted; Salmi 
et al. 2020). However, we can only tell which pieces of bone show signs of 
work, but not how these pieces come together to constitute an individual, 
much less the context of a herd dynamic and a community that included both 
humans and reindeer employed in various activities. These bones become a 
symbol, a demarcation of economy and human organisation, but we do not 
see the whole individual, much less their place within the community. By act-
ing as the representative of a subgroup, individual identity is erased.

A single toe bone is a tiny portion of an animal, but small features on these 
small bones represent a huge amount of information. Within these small fea-
tures, signs of work, and unnatural stress, and, therefore, domestication can 
be seen. However, the holistic health, wellness, and agency of an ancient 
animal can never be known in its entirety, certainly not from only one tiny, 
disarticulated portion of their bodies.
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Entheseal changes and pathological lesions in working animals are a 
well-accepted form of analysis of domestication and human use of animals 
and have been used in various studies (e.g. Thomas & Johannsen 2011; 
Losey et al. 2014; Salmi & Niinimäki 2016; Latham & Losey 2019; Hull 
et al. 2020). One aspect that is important to consider but is usually only 
explored in cases of extreme pathologies is the holistic effects that work 
causes in these animals, in these human-animal relationships, and in the 
humans who are working with these animals. Both pathological lesions 
and activity-based markers take time and repetitive, extensive behaviors 
to develop, and that does not describe the conditions of all working ani-
mals. Some draft animals may work intermittently or pull lighter loads. 
Some may die or be culled before they develop any skeletal markers of 
their activity, and some may never develop these conditions. It is therefore 
highly unlikely to overestimate the presence of working animals in such 
assemblages; there are likely many invisible working individuals who are 
not seen in the analysis.

Discussion

In each of these cases, both quantitative and qualitative methodologies are 
legitimate tools for zooarchaeological analysis. Unfortunately, the more frag-
mentary the assemblage, the more we may be unwilling to employ qualita-
tive or individualistic analysis of the individuals at the site, and, likewise, an 
individual may lead us to ignore the experiences of the greater community 
of animals. Animal Studies critiques of the processual system do not negate 
the importance of these analyses and should instead encourage us to develop 
theoretical depth and breadth in our studies, especially when we are explor-
ing and analyzing types of human-animal entanglements, relationships, and 
life histories.

On the other hand, quantitative and qualitative analyses of assemblages 
both run the risk of either over- or underrepresenting subgroups of a popula-
tion, as we only see glimpses of small parts of lives. In the case of Balto and 
Togo, their life histories may have been wildly different from those of other 
unnamed dogs making the run. When looking at an assemblage, this becomes 
even more complicated. For example, in a mixed and disarticulated assem-
blage, if there are several bones that show evidence of severe osteoarthritis 
and pathologies and there are also fused lumbar vertebrae, we may assume 
that there is one individual who shows evidence of pathologies consistent 
with being ridden. Alternatively, each of these bones may represent differ-
ent individuals, all of whom were employed in different kinds of exhaustive 
activity. There may also be individuals within the assemblage who do not 
display the physical circumstances of their lives but also life histories typical 
of many of the individuals present.
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We are tasked with deciding to address individual versus communal his-
tories and to ask questions that are directed at each line of inquiry. As we 
approach analysis with the best of intentions, cognizant of the limitations of 
our field and of our own analysis, how do we respect the individual while 
accepting that the use of representative fragments is necessary for scientific 
rigor? In this sense, novel approaches and theories expand both our abil-
ity to answer complex questions and our ability to present new avenues for 
exploration and thought. There is nothing wrong with focusing on either the 
greatest whole or the smallest component part. It is, however, important to 
note that we are doing and why. It may be beneficial to zooarchaeology to 
use the frameworks of fragmentation theory to think of specimens, animals, 
animal communities, and multi-species communities as varying degrees of 
parts and wholes, all inexorably connected to one another.

Concluding reflections

The most distinct disconnect discussed in this paper is the push and pull 
between considering the individuality and the communality of animal 
remains. The drive to understand the animal as ‘Individual,’ as a non-human 
person with agency, experiences, and value, often butts up against the reali-
ties of assemblage analysis and the need for statistical probabilities to under-
stand the group as ‘Collective.’

We must face the uncomfortable reality of being denied a single truth. We 
must consider that a fragment of an individual is both not that individual and 
more than that individual – both and neither – all at once. In the hands of an 
analyst, a bone can become representative of many things. With responsible 
reflexivity, we may focus on the research questions that we seek to answer 
while acknowledging other truths that may not be investigated within the 
purview of a single study.

While I have defended the use of processual archaeological techniques as 
important and valuable, it is noteworthy that the focus on the “pure science” 
of quantitative zooarchaeological analysis often relegates animals to objects 
devoid of agency, feeling, or individuality. It is necessary to consider animal 
agency and animal influence in our studies, as well as traditional cultural 
knowledge and indigenous understandings of animals, whether this takes 
the form of the recognition of the personhood of individual animals, the 
acknowledgment of communal and social animal organisation outside of 
human control, or the understanding that animals have shaped individual 
and communal human lives, economies, and cosmologies.

Employing, accepting, and acknowledging multiple ontologies allows us 
to understand animal lives from multiple perspectives. By considering multi-
ple truths, we can open avenues to new modes of understanding, and, with-
out disvaluing our own work, see the value in other frameworks of focus, 
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thought, and understanding. It is my assertion that the dichotomies of indi-
vidualism and communalism, of human use and animal-focused life history, 
and of qualitative and quantitative data are not mutually exclusive. While 
focusing on the individual lives of both humans and other animals is impor-
tant in terms of personhood, it is also important to examine the Population 
as Identity, the One as part of the Collective, representative of the myriad 
possible roles available to each member of each society.

If we see not just a grain of sand but can look within it at the world it con-
tains, we become more reflexive in our study and allow ourselves to consider 
different ideas and experiences. An assemblage is constructed of individuals, 
and if we go forward with care, we can see both the one and the many. Like 
the seeds within a pomegranate, one pip does not show the whole fruit, but 
the whole fruit cannot be defined without each pip.

Later in Auguries of Innocence, William Blake writes, ‘A dog starv’d at his 
Masters Gate/Predicts the ruin of the State /A Horse misus’d upon the Road/
Calls to Heaven for Human blood’ (Blake et al. 1968; 1789–1794). One final, 
important aspect of zooarchaeology is that the condition of the non-human 
persons in society reveals much about the changing conditions of the human 
persons in that society as well. Animals are not just a proxy for humanity 
but often bellwethers of human society, and explorations of their identities, 
health, and lives remain an important aspect of human archaeology. As in all 
scientific pursuits, we will always find ourselves at least partially incorrect; 
our goal must therefore be to answer our questions as correctly as possible 
while opening our minds to all possibilities that are conceivable.

Note

 1 The 1925 Nome diphtheria run, also known as The Great Race of Mercy, is a 
famous North American historical event. In the remote town of Nome, Alaska a 
diphtheria outbreak emerged in the winter of 1924–1925. As ice and snow pre-
vented conventional means of reaching the settlement, relay teams of 20 mush-
ers and over 150 sled dogs travelled the 1,085 km distance in temperatures well 
below -40°C. The serum provided by the teams who travelled in relay over 5.5 
days from Anchorage, Alaska saved the area from epidemic and is considered 
one of the great triumphs of perseverance in the face of insurmountable odds. 
The Iditarod Sled Race is held in honor of this event. It must be noted that this 
run only saved this community of white settlers; Alaskan Native peoples were 
devastated by multiple outbreaks which did not receive attention, medication, 
or support.
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Introduction

Reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) has had a wide geographic and chronological 
presence in Fennoscandia (i.e. the Scandinavian and Kola peninsulas, main-
land Finland and Karelia). From palaeolithic bog finds after the Ice loss in 
southern Sweden (Larsson 1994) to ecological skeletal remains from melt-
ing glaciers and snow patches, as well as archaeological finds of reindeer at 
Sámi and non-Sámi archaeological sites (i.e. Stállo foundations, hearth-row 
sites, pitfalls, market places…), it can be seen that the reindeer has been 
present under different forms and circumstances. The often deliberately frag-
mented reindeer skeletal remains, for example, in the form of bones split to 
access the marrow, illuminate the economic importance of reindeer through 
time. Nevertheless, it is not always clear that the reindeer skeletal fragments 
were deliberately broken; it is possible that some were non-deliberately frag-
mented. The focus of this study is the deliberate or non-deliberate breakage 
and depositing of reindeer skeletal elements.

In this study, I will concentrate on Stállo foundations in Sápmi that are 
found in the borderlands between present-day Norway, Sweden and Finland. 
The few fragmented objects that have been found are intriguing and worth 
some attention. Here, I will use radiocarbon and stable isotope analysis on 
fragmented reindeer skeletal remains to engage in a discussion on food and 
the practices of fragmentation. Bearing in mind that each part of the reindeer 
carcass has a certain value and that the fragmentation of an animal can be 
used as an analogy for human relations (Chapman 2000:40), the fragments 
in this study each carry their own story that I will try to approach.
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Relating to previous interpretations of the Stállo foundations, either as 
hunting stations or the remains of an intensification of reindeer domestica-
tion and an early Sámi pastoral society (Mulk 1994; Hedman 2003, 2015; 
Bergman et al. 2008, 2013; Sommerseth 2009), I am here interested in the 
role that the distribution of reindeer, as a raw material and a social animal in 
relation to humans, might have had. This is studied not merely through the 
creation, maintenance and development of social relations (Chapman 2000), 
but rather as a product of social interactions between humans as well as 
between humans and reindeer. To do so, I will investigate the diet, mobility 
and seasonality of reindeer found at Stállo foundations in Adamvalldá (Fig-
ure 10.1) by using radiocarbon (14C) and stable isotope analysis (δ13C, δ15N, 
δ34S and 87Sr/86Sr).

FIGURE 10.1  The map shows the four sites from Adámvallda, Arjeplog parish, 
Sweden, by the Norwegian border (L1992:7475, L1992:7732, 
L1992:8161 and L1992:7894) (Liedgren 2003a, 2003b, 2004). The 
map has been retrieved and reworked from Lantmäteriet (© Lant-
mäteriet 2022).
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Stállo foundations – what were they used for?

A stállo foundation is defined as a hut construction with a sunken floor, up 
to 0.25 m in depth; the size varies but is approximately 4 × 4 m, and it is sur-
rounded by an elevated embarkment up to 8.5 m. In the middle of the foun-
dation is the hearth, referred to as árran in Sámi (Mulk 1994; Storli 1994; 
Hedman 2003; Liedgren et al. 2007; Liedgren & Bergman 2009). These con-
structions are linked to a Viking Age or early medieval Sámi pastoral or wild 
reindeer hunting society.

Stállo foundations are commonly known to be traces left from Sámi activi-
ties, even though there has been discussion on whether they could have been 
used by Norsemen and Norse chieftains for trade, hunting, and taxing the 
Sámi population (Kjellström 1983). Today, the theory of Stállo settlement 
sites as occupation sites of Norsemen has been dismissed (Bergman et al. 
2008; Hedman 2015:35). Some researchers argue that these foundations 
were used seasonally by wild reindeer hunters (Hansen 1990; Mulk 1994; 
Storli 1994; Sommerseth 2011). For instance, Ingrid Sommerseth (2011:120) 
interpreted the Stállo foundations to have been used during late summer and 
autumn in connection with wild reindeer hunts. Others have argued that 
pitfalls are present close by and were used by the same people who built the 
Stállo foundations. Conversely, some researchers have argued that the lack of 
pitfalls in the vicinity is remarkable since, in relation to the hunting of wild 
reindeer, such sites could be presumed to be found nearby (Hedman & Olsen 
2009:10; Hedman 2015:43).

Another interpretation of the Stállo foundations is that they are markers 
for the beginning of an intensification of reindeer herding and are part of a 
pastoral society and societal change (Bergman et al. 2008). They represent 
a time of change within the Sámi community from a hunting to a herding 
society. Through pollen analysis from Stállo foundations in Adámvallda and 
nearby areas, researchers also argue that the tree line was higher up in the 
Late Iron Age (LIA) and Early Middle Ages and that this was a prerequisite 
for the existence of these foundations, both for their construction and for 
fuel (Bergman et al. 2013:33). Due to the overexploitation of the forest in the 
alpine areas and the increasing number of domesticated reindeer by the end 
of the Iron Age and the beginning of the Middle Ages, the Sámi community 
started to divide into smaller groups (Liedgren et al. 2007; Bergman et al. 
2013:36). It is further suggested that the foundations were used during the 
winter by reindeer herders who stayed on the mountain ridge throughout the 
whole year (Liedgren & Bergman 2009:23).

In addition, other archaeological features can be connected to the Stállo 
foundations. These are, for example, the remains of food storage (Hedman 
2015:37), such as storage pits or/and burra (storage pit). The latter has also 
been interpreted to have been used to make offerings to the gods (Hedman 
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2015). On that note, Sámi offerings of metal objects, as well as wild and 
domesticated fauna, were common and widespread across the landscape 
(Serning 1956; Salmi et al. 2015). According to Salmi et al. (2015:108), offer-
ings of reindeer began to be more frequent in the 13th century as the num-
ber of domesticated reindeer seemed to have increased. Before that, it was 
more common to offer other wild fauna. In addition, archaeo-ethnographical 
sources mention reindeer milking and finds of reindeer bones split to access 
the marrow, which is a good example of a well-known and well-documented 
occurrence within Sámi communities related to food consumption (e.g. Drake 
1918; Eidlitz 1969; Mulk 1994; Hedman 2003; Olsen 2010; Hedman et al. 
2015; Liedgren et al. 2016).

Bergman et al. (2013:30) dated 29 hearths in the Adámvallda areas to a 
time span ranging from c. 600 to 1900 CE, with a concentration of hearths 
dating to the 16th and 17th centuries. They argue that the spatial distribution 
of hearths, which are not part of any Stállo foundation, represents a higher 
degree of mobility and adaptation to a more sustainable land use, for exam-
ple, due to restricted access to fuel (Bergman et al. 2013:35). They also con-
nect these changes of cultural expression in the archaeological features and 
remains to a long-term re-organisation of the societies in these areas, from a 
society more based on hunting to herding.

In connection with some of the Stállo foundations, there are finds of 
bone caches and hearths (Mulk 1994; Hedman 2015:39). In an archaeo-
logical survey project on Sámi archaeological and cultural remains, 129 
stállo foundations were registered in the Lønsdal/Saltfjellet areas in Nor-
way. Furthermore, there were 23 bone caches and 31 storage pits (Hedman 
2015:40). Storli (1994) and Hedman (2015) find it remarkable that there 
are no pitfalls in this area, despite an appropriate landscape for such sites. 
Some of the skeletal remains from bone caches in Hedman’s investigation 
were radiocarbon dated (Hedman 2015:46). The purpose of hiding rein-
deer bones can have been for practical reasons, such as to clean the area 
and hide the bones away, or, as in the case of offering sites, there might 
have been a religious purpose, for example, offering reindeer bones for 
good herding luck (Hedman 2015:46). The few resulting dates published 
(Hedman 2015) were later than the 12th century. However, as the author 
also discusses, the skeletal remains collected for radiocarbon dating might 
represent a later phase, and skeletal remains from earlier layers might be 
contemporaneous to the Stállo foundations. Here, further discussion and 
investigation could elucidate if there is any connection between bone caches 
and other contemporaneous features.

To summarise, research has shown that Stállo foundations seem to have 
been used for, and in connection with, hunting, accessing raw materials, 
trade, as well as to produce food and store it. They were part of a pastoral 
way of life, not least in relation to milking reindeer or using domesticated 
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reindeer as a decoy for hunting wild reindeer. It is nonetheless intriguing that 
the findings are few and that there are still mysteries behind the story of the 
Stállo foundations.

Material

In this study, I have selected unburnt reindeer skeletal remains from three of 
the 31 Stállo foundation sites and from one hearth in Adámvallda (Liedgren 
et al. 2007:1278) in order to study reindeer diet and mobility. The selected 
Stállo foundations were L1992:7732 (SMA 67:3), L1992:7475 (SMA 68:1) 
(Liedgren 2003a), L1992:8161 (SMA 168:2) (Liedgren 2003b) and the 
hearth L1992:7894 (SMA 302:2) (Liedgren 2004). Some of them contained 
other artefacts, such as burned bones, yellow pyrite, a piece of quartz, iron 
fragments (interpreted as a razor blade), a fragment of soapstone, a fire-
cracked piece of flint, pieces of leather and an iron arrow head interpreted 
as a combat arrow, unique in northern Sweden (Liedgren 2003a; Liedgren 
2003b; Liedgren 2004) (Table 10.1).

The selected material for this study has been compared with previously 
published data on reindeer skeletal remains (Salmi et al. 2015; Fjellström et 
al. 2019, 2021) (Table 10.1, Figures 10.2a and 10.2b).

Method

δ13C, δ15N and δ34S
The stable isotopes carbon, nitrogen and sulphur (δ13C, δ15N and δ34S) are 

generally used in archaeology to study faunal and human diet and mobility. 
The δ13C isotope value is determined by the photosynthetic pathway that dif-
ferent plants use or by the dissolved carbonate in marine environments (Sealy 
2001:270). The most common photosynthetic pathway in our region is C3. 
For each trophic level, δ13C values increase by c. 1‰ (DeNiro & Epstein 
1978). In general, δ13C is used to study terrestrial vs. marine dietary intake. 
The δ15N isotope value can vary depending on several different factors: the 
trophic level, physiology, stress, climate and environment (DeNiro & Epstein 
1978; Ambrose 1990; O’Connell & Hedges 1999). For each trophic level, the 
δ15N isotope value increases by c. 3–5‰ (Minagawa & Wada 1984; Boche-
rens & Drucker 2003). The δ34S isotope value varies depending on the local 
geology of the bedrock as well as between different terrestrial and marine 
environments (Krouse 1980:436; Richards et al. 2003; Faure & Mensing 
2005). In coastal areas, the δ34S isotope value of an individual feeding solely 
on terrestrial plants can be affected by the so-called sea-spray effect, which 
can alter the δ34S isotope value towards a more marine value (Nehlich 2015). 
Trophic level shifts in δ34S are still heavily debated (e.g. Nehlich 2015, Webb 
et al. 2017).
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Collagen was extracted from the bones and antlers of both archaeological 
and modern reindeer using the modified Longin method (Brown et al. 1988). 
An amount of 0.4–0.6 mg of collagen for carbon and nitrogen isotope analy-
sis and 5.6–8.5 mg for sulphur isotope analysis was weighed in tin capsules 
and measured in a mass spectrometer. We also used 1.0–2.9 mg for radio-
carbon dating. Carbon and nitrogen isotopes were analysed at the Depart-
ment for Geological Sciences at Stockholm University and combusted in a 
CarloErba NC2500 elemental analyser connected to a mass spectrometer 
(continuous flow IRMS) – a Finnigan DeltaV Advantage – with a precision of 
±0.15‰ or better for both δ13C and δ15N. Later, in order to correct for a pos-
sible effect of lipid residue, we removed lipids from previously analysed sam-
ples and then analysed them again at the Mass Spectrometry Laboratory at 
Vilnius University, using a Flash EA 1112 Series Elemental Analyzer that was 
connected to a Delta V Advantage Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS) 
via a ConFlo III Interface with a precision of ±0.1‰ for both δ13C and δ15N. 
Sulphur isotopes were analysed at Iso-Analytical using a Sercon CNS-EA 
Elemental Analyser Auto-Sampler linked to a Europa Scientific 20-20 Isotope 
Ratio Mass Spectrometer with a precision of 0.3‰. All stable isotope values 
are expressed per mile (‰).

Strontium isotope

Strontium isotope analysis is used to study general and seasonal mobility 
among humans and animals (e.g. Ericson 1985; Britton 2009; Glykou et al. 
2018; Fjellström et al. 2022). Strontium does not undergo any extensive 
fractionation (Bentley 2006:141), which makes it suitable for mobility and 
migration studies. In theory, the strontium isotope ratio (87Sr/86Sr) analysed 
in any bone, dentine, or enamel is representative of the bioavailable stron-
tium in plants and water ingested at the time of tissue formation. Hence, the 
strontium isotope ratio reflected in any reindeer skeletal element in this study 
should reflect the strontium taken up by the plant the reindeer has eaten and 
therefore the local bedrock where the plant has been growing.

Three soil and three plant samples were put under UV light for 1.5 hours, 
then sieved and weighed. The same amount of water samples (n = 3) were 
collected in acid-cleaned bottles. All references were measured for 87Sr/86Sr at 
the Swedish Museum of Natural History in Stockholm. All samples were ana-
lysed with a Thermo Scientific Triton TIMS using a load of purified samples 
mixed with tantalum activator on a single rhenium filament. Measured 87Sr 
intensities were corrected for Rb interference using 87Rb/85Rb = 0.38600, and 
ratios were reduced using the exponential fractionation law and 88Sr/86Sr = 
8.375209. The external precision for 87Sr/86Sr based on repeat runs of the 
NBS 987 standard was 18 ppm (n = 20). The values were normalised against 
the NBS 987 standard.
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Results

Stable isotope analysis

All samples gave collagen of good quality (van Klinken 1999) and fulfilled 
the quality criteria (DeNiro 1985; Ambrose 1990; Nehlich & Richards 
2009). The δ13C values for the reindeer in this study range between −20.1‰ 
and −17.9‰ with a mean value and standard deviation of −19.4 ± 1.0‰. 
The δ15N values vary between 2.0‰ and 3.3‰ with a mean value and 
standard deviation of 2.6 ± 0.5‰. The low δ15N values reflect the expected 
dietary intake for reindeer (e.g. Fjellström et al. 2020, accepted and Salmi 
et al. 2020). The δ34S values range between 8.5‰ and 10.4‰ with a mean 
value and standard deviation of 9.4 ± 0.8‰ (Figures 10.2a and 10.2b, 
Table 10.1).

The 87Sr/86Sr values of the reindeer bones were 0.72263 (ADA 1) and 
0.72994 (ADA 2). The strontium concentration for all measurements was 
between 96.5 and 154 ppm (Table 10.1). In addition, water, plants, and soil 
from Sálajiegna and Stuorajiegna (Figure 10.1) were analysed to establish the 
bioavailablity of strontium using TIMS, with values ranging from 0.71354 
(water) to 0.72356 (soil).

Radiocarbon analysis

The unburnt reindeer samples (ADA 1–4) from the three different Stállo 
foundations and the one hearth were radiocarbon dated at the Ångström 
laboratory, Uppsala University. One sample (ADA 1) was dated to the Viking 
Age (775–973 cal CE) and coincides with the previous dating of the hearth 
of L1992:7475 (Liedgren et al. 2007:1280–1281). The other three unburnt 
bone samples date from a period between 1648 and 1949 cal CE. Interest-
ingly, only the hearth (ADA 4) coincides with its previous dating (1666–… 
cal CE). The previous dating of charcoal from L1992:7732 (1317–1636 cal 
CE) and the unburnt reindeer bone (ADA 2, 1679–1940 cal CE) found at the 
site display either a continuous use of the hearth or two very separate events. 
The Stállo foundation at L1992:8161, dated to a period between 678 and 
1021 cal CE, does not coincide at all with the dating of the unburnt reindeer 
bone (ADA 3, 1664–1949 cal CE) (Table 10.1). This later dating suggests, as 
Liedgren et al. (2007:1281) have argued for, a secondary use of the hearth. 
However, the different dates of the skeletal remains and the charcoal indicate 
a long continuity of use at the site.

Discussion

Chapman and Gaydarska (2007:203–204) suggest an approach involving 
enchainment where it is important to explore the development of a more 
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TABLE 10.1  Results from the stable carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and strontium isotope analysis of the reindeer skeletal remains from 
Adámvallda. Results of the quality assessment are also added to the table (concentrations of carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and 
strontium, as well as C:N, C:S and N:S ratios). Information about the finds from each Stállo foundation and hearth is added. 
Previous radiocarbon results are from Liedgren et al. 2007

Sample 
#

Find 
#

L-number Previous 14C 
dates (cal 
CE)

New 14C 
dates this 
study (cal 
CE)

Element 
sampled

Collagen 
(%)

δ13C 
(‰)

δ15N 
(‰)

δ34S 
(‰)

C (%) N (%) S (%) C:N C:S N:S 87Sr/86Sr 87Sr/86Sr 
(ext. 
precision)

Sr conc. 
(ppm)

ADA 1 F3 L1992:7475 776–998 775–973 Cornu 4.4 −17.9 2.0 10.4 36.9 13.0 0.21 3.3 469 165 0.722631 0.000013 97
ADA 2 F3 L1992:7732 1317–1636 1679–1940 Femur 8.1 −19.8 3.3 9.0 37.8 13.4 0.23 3.3 439 155 0.729936 0.000013 154
ADA 3 F1 L1992:8161 678–1021 1664–1949 Femur 4.3 −19.7 2.4 9.6 37.9 13.4 0.22 3.3 460 162 - - -
ADA 4 F4 L1992:7894 1666–... 1648–1949 Humerus 2.7 −20.1 2.7 8.5 38.2 13.4 0.25 3.3 408 143 - - -
J21 - - - - Soil - - - - - - - - - - 0.715717 0.000013 167
P21 - - - - salix 

(plant)
- - - - - - - - - - 0.713621 0.000013 171

V21 - - - - H2O - - - - - - - - - - 0.713538 0.000013 0.04

J22 - - - - Soil - - - - - - - - - - 0.723559 0.000013 121
P22 - - - - salix 

(plant)
- - - - - - - - - - 0.721607 0.000013 85

V22 - - - - H2O - - - - - - - - - - 0.714578 0.000013 0.09
                                     

Mean −19.4 2.6 9.4 Mean 0.717103

S.d. 1.0 0.5 0.8 S.d. 0.003981

Min −20.1 2.0 8.5 Min 0.713538

Max −17.9 3.3 10.4 Max 0.723559
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socially attentive chaîne opératoire for all kinds of materials. Studying the 
chaîne opératoire of Stállo foundations, where the main use was either as a 
hunting station or a more sedentary dwelling site, the reindeer bones found 
at hearths are most probably the result of food consumption; selection of 
reindeer for slaughtering, nutrition and production is suggested. Bones split 
to access the marrow found at one site would suggest activities related to 
slaughter and nutrition. On the other hand, these bones are dated to a period 
after the use of the Stállo foundations, indicating a secondary use of the site, 
as already suggested by Liedgren et al. (2007), possibly linked to herding 
practices. The find of an antler from the LIA implies a different activity that 
can be, for example, linked to the production of tools such as combs, spoons, 
dice, needles, etc. (Van Riel 2017:165).

The isotopic data in this study show that there are both similarities and 
differences between reindeer from the selected sites (Figure 10.2a). As herbi-
vores, the diet of reindeer stands out since they consume a higher percent-
age of lichen (>50%), which might affect the δ13C isotopic value positively 
and the δ15N isotopic value negatively (Britton 2009; Fjellström et al. 2020; 
Salmi et al. 2020). Three reindeer (ADA 2–4) of historical date, 1648–1949 
cal CE, which probably lived during the Little Ice Age (i.e. 17th to mid-19th 
centuries, see Kaufman et al. 2009:1238–1239), have both low δ13C values 
(>−19.7‰) and low δ15N values (<3.3‰). This suggests that lichen would not 
have been the main dietary intake of these reindeer. One explanation is that 
they had difficulties accessing lichen under the snow cover (Routier 2009:48–
50). According to Drucker et al. (2003:169), reindeer feeding on less lichen 
could result in a greater degree of negative δ13C values. It has been argued 
that elevated δ15N values might be an effect of foddering (Fjellström et al. 
2020; Salmi et al. 2020), which has been shown among reindeer from For-
est Sámi reindeer herding districts that did not move over any larger areas. 
In contrast, reindeer from Mountain Sámi reindeer herding districts that did 
move over larger areas had low δ15N values (Fjellström et al. accepted). Even 
though the reindeer have not been fodder in any substantial way, we cannot 
exclude the possibility that they were domesticated reindeer. Other biologi-
cal, physiological, and environmental factors might have had an impact on 
the isotope values (Nieminen & Pietilä, 1999; Drucker et al., 2003, 2012; 
Parker et al., 2005; Barboza & Parker, 2006).

ADA 1, dated to the LIA, has a high δ13C value (−17.9‰) and a low δ15N 
value, suggesting that it had different feeding patterns. It is known that 
reindeer, grazing at higher altitudes exhibit an increase in δ13C values and a 
decrease in δ15N values (Drucker et al. 2012:325–327). Furthermore, ADA 
1 has similar isotopic values to reindeer from Silbajåhkkå (Fjellström et al. 
2021), situated in a high alpine area c. 630 km SSE of Adámvallda, in con-
trast to reindeer from the Sámi offering site of Unna Saiva, situated in a For-
est Sámi reindeer herding area and displaying elevated δ15N values.
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FIGURE 10.2A  Carbon and nitrogen isotope values for the studied reindeer skel-
etal remains. Comparative isotope data has been added from Unna 
Saiva, Silbajåhkkå, Mørsviksbotn and Gollevárri (Salmi et al. 
2015; Fjellström et al. 2019, 2021).

FIGURE 10.2B  Carbon and sulphur isotope values for the studied reindeer skel-
etal remains. Comparative isotope data has been added from Unna 
Saiva, Silbajåhkkå, Mørsviksbotn and Gollevárri (Salmi et al. 
2015; Fjellström et al. 2019, 2021).

The δ34S values do not vary significantly. However, there is a small differ-
ence between the LIA reindeer ADA 1 and the two historical reindeer, ADA 2 
and 4, suggesting that they might have been grazing in different geographical 
areas. Higher δ34S values, such as for Gollevárri and Mørsviksbotn by the 
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Norwegian coast (Figure 10.2b), which can be explained by a so-called sea-
spray effect (Wadleigh et al. 1994; Nehlich, 2015), would have been expected 
for reindeer residing at the coast. This is not the case here, and reindeer from 
Adámvallda have most probably not been migrating to the Atlantic coast. In 
addition, the 87Sr/86Sr data indicate that the reindeer ADA 1 and ADA 2 did 
not reside in the same area. ADA 1 has similar 87Sr/86Sr data (0.722631) to 
the local bioavailable strontium from the nearest glacial area (Stuorajiegna 
and Sálajiegna: 0.71354–0.72356), which is situated between c. 6 and 10 
km from the different Stállo foundations at Adámvallda (Figure 10.1), sug-
gesting that ADA 1 lived at and in the surroundings of Adámvallda. ADA 2, 
on the other hand, with different 87Sr/86Sr values and dated to 1679–1940 
cal CE, could be the result of other practices, since the people who dropped 
or left this fragment of reindeer at the site brought it from another place. 
Whether or not it is a wild or domesticated reindeer, this is a time with well-
established reindeer herding practices and territorial divisions (Liedgren et al. 
2007; Bergman et al. 2013), suggesting another scale of mobility with differ-
ent practices, nonetheless connected to reindeer herding.

The fragmented antler (ADA 1) does not have any traces of production, 
nor could it be seen if it was part of a shed antler or part of the cranium from 
a slaughtered reindeer. Hence, it could have been part of a variety of social 
practices, such as hunting, gathering shed antlers, or, for example, producing 
objects from raw materials for personal use or trade. On the other hand, the 
arrowhead found in close connection to the fragmented antler implies that 
people residing near the Stállo foundations at Adámvallda practised hunting. 
Finds of arrowheads in high alpine areas are scarce, but it is known from 
written as well as archaeological and ethnographic sources that the Sámi 
caught wild reindeer using a lasso or hunted them with a bow and arrow 
(Ryd 2014:17–18). Based on the finds and some researchers arguments on 
the use of Stállo foundations as hunting stations, this specific reindeer could 
have been hunted and brought to Adámvallda. However, more sampling is 
necessary, and more stable isotope and radiocarbon analysis of reindeer skel-
etal remains from Stállo foundations and hearths could give some further 
indication of their use.

In my opinion, the human and reindeer entanglement here is a profane 
relationship. It is not to be compared with the well-known Sámi bear cer-
emony and feast (Sommerseth 2021) or the offerings of reindeer made at 
Sámi offering sites (Mebius 2003). However, I cannot disregard the fact that 
most of the reindeer carcass is missing. Considering the different dimensions 
of reindeer as a product, the missing parts of the same reindeer from the 
Stállo foundation could have been included in different distribution patterns 
and various social practices (i.e. fur trade, offerings, storage, or simply food 
to be eaten). The lack of bone as organic material could also be explained 
through taphonomic processes and degradation. Furthermore, due to the 
lack of other materials, it has been suggested that the Stállo foundations were 
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cleaned (Liedgren et al. 2007). Are the fragments of reindeer present at the 
sites in this study only the remains of a poorly cleaned space? The material in 
this study is scarce, and there is a need to broaden the sample size. Additional 
oxygen stable isotope analysis (δ18Op) to study environmental and climatic 
changes, as well as more research into different archaeological features such 
as offering sites, bone caches, etc., could further elucidate the mystery of 
Stállo foundations.

Conclusion

In this study, three bones and one antler were radiocarbon dated to a time 
span between 775 and 1949 cal CE, permitting the study of the diet and 
mobility of four different reindeer over a longer period. Even though this 
study does not differentiate between domesticated and wild reindeer, it has 
been shown that reindeer from different time periods had different δ13C- and 
δ15N values and that they were from different geographical areas (δ34S and 
87Sr/86Sr), both from Adámvallda and its closest vicinity and beyond. As there 
is no evidence of foddering, the analysis instead provides an insight into rein-
deer grazing and environmental changes. The results also gave an insight into 
different known practices over time.

In a discussion on the use of objects after their breakage, Chapman and 
Gaydarska (2007:87), referring to the chaîne opératoire, state that research-
ers rarely look into where “the missing pieces are?”. Methods within archae-
ological science are a good way of examining the missing parts of the social 
function(s) of Stállo foundations. Here, a multi-isotopic approach on a few 
reindeer skeletal remains has shown the potential for achieving a deeper 
understanding of the use of Stállo foundations. Nonetheless, more sampling 
and analysis of Stállo foundations and other features is needed, as are archae-
ological excavations.
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Opening a deceptive door: memory-making and heritage 
construction through fragments

The two wooden houses, called the wings, which stand on each side of 
the court, are originally of very old date (…) that on the right, however 
remains in its ancient state. I have been in it with Tante Fredrika to see the 
handsome old carved wood-work of the doors. (…) The tradition is, that 
the great champion of Protestantism, Gustavus Adolphus, passed a night 
in this very house before setting out on his great expedition to Germany.

(Howitt 1866:221–222)

Margaret Howitt describes a visit to the famous author and feminist Fredrika 
Bremer at Årsta manor in 1864. Several visitors to Årsta in the 19th cen-
tury reproduced the story of seeing the elaborately carved early 17th-century 
doors of the Årsta manor wing and hearing of the visit of the king Gustavus 
Adolphus in 1621, mustering his troops at Årsta for war.

However, there is a problem with this story. On the first depiction of the 
current Årsta manor from 1667 (Figure 11.1), there is no wing building. 
None had, as far as we know, been built yet (this issue is further explored 
below). The history of the carved door and the king’s visit is thus most 
likely a different one than the visitors were told. They did not step inside the 
king’s house. The deception of the doors at Årsta – fragments of a previous 
building – is but one of several categories of fragments invoking ‘pastness’ 
throughout the history of the estate. As we shall see, fragments of previous 
buildings and other material culture referring to a glorious past are not only 
reused but invented and falsified over the centuries.

11
HOUSE TO HOUSE – FRAGMENTATION 
AND DECEPTIVE MEMORY-MAKING 
AT AN EARLY MODERN SWEDISH 
COUNTRY HOUSE

Anna Röst
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The focus of the research project Årsta in Österhaninge – Manor House 
history and Nobility Culture 1550–17031 is to analyse the transformations 
in material culture in an Early Modern high-status context. More specifically, 
the research questions aim at clarifying the circumstances surrounding the 
abandonment of “Old Årsta” (a medieval manor house, now an archaeologi-
cal site) and the building (c. 1660) of the current manor. Furthermore, the 
project aims to discuss the material culture of Årsta and its transformations 
and trajectories during a turbulent time in Swedish history and a transforma-
tive phase in the culture and ideology of the Swedish nobility. When unlock-
ing the archaeological and archival records, it has become clear that a crucial 
aspect of understanding is that of memory through objects and a sometimes 
deceptive historiography.

The aim of this chapter is to present one example of the usefulness of 
fragmentation theory in an Early Modern (i.e. historical) archaeological con-
text and its implications for interpretations of past attitudes towards place 
and the continuous production of the heritage of that place over centuries. 
The notion of ‘place’ can obviously, like ‘fragment’, be perceived as a wide, 
all-encompassing concept. However, it has been extensively discussed within 
the humanities and is perceived in this study a socially construed, organised 
space where identity is created and upheld (rather than merely a locale where 
certain events happen) (cf. Smith 2006:74–80 for an overview of ‘place’ as a 
heritage concept). Further useful concepts to pin down what is at stake when 
discussing strategies in heritage production in a certain place are ‘place value’ 
and ‘time-mark’. John Chapman has elaborated on these, stating that “a time 
mark is an event of cultural significance that occurred at or in association 
with a place and that helped create or reinforce the place value of that place” 
(Chapman 2012:73).

Through applying the fragment as a conceptual tool and category, aspects 
of past strategies that are not necessarily visible through archives or archi-
tectural or art historical analyses are brought to light and discussed. Dif-
ferent categories of materials (i.e. architectural features, building materials, 
and artefacts) that are usually studied separately may, as fragments per se be 
studied as part of a social strategy of remembrance and identity. The doors 
at Årsta manor were not broken into fragments. They were fragments in the 
sense of parts of a lost whole, reused, and thus a tool for inscribing meaning 
to a new whole. Reuse of architectural elements and objects, incorporating 
them into new contexts, is of course a feature of a great many, if not all, 
times and places in the past and present (e.g. Olivier 2011:129–132 for a 
discussion of archaeological ‘palimpsests and memory objects’). However, it 
may well be of interest to keep exploring the variety of contexts where place 
identity and value are construed through the use of fragments of the past. 
Triangulating, as historical archaeology allows – fragmentation theory with 
multiple sources from archaeology, archives, and historiography can shed 
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new light on the places archaeologists study. Through the example of the 
reused doors and other fragment usage that was to follow at Årsta, I aim to 
show that there was a need to objectify the time-mark of Gustavus Adolphus’ 
visit and the lineage of the then owner family of the estate to add place value 
to Årsta.

The example given in this chapter is of a theoretical, exploratory, and 
tentative nature, as the Årsta research project is ongoing. Further details in 
connection with the buildings at Årsta will hopefully come to light in due 
course. The case file is thus open for discussion. Let’s hear the evidence and 
the witness statements.

Årsta manor: the scene

Årsta manor is located 25 km south of Stockholm, Sweden. Approximately 
800 m north of the current manor house and park is the protected ancient 
monument “Old Årsta” (Ancient monument no: RAÄ Österhaninge 39:1/
L2014:3474), which today consists of three visible building foundations sur-
rounding a courtyard with a well. The earliest image of the current manor, 
a pencil drawing dated to 1667 (Figure 11.1), shows the buildings of Old 
Årsta to the right (indicated by the words “Gambla Herrgården” [“the old 
manor”]).

FIGURE 11.1  Årsta in 1667. Pencil drawing by Henrik Haij. (National Library 
of Sweden, CC0 1.0). The manor house exterior has not changed 
and appears very much the same today. Note the buildings in the 
background to the right: Old Årsta as it appeared a few years before 
its destruction.
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The excavations at Old Årsta in the 1920s, 2005, 2011, and 2012 have 
established that the site is that of a manor house with several building phases. 
Dated finds and 14C-analyses suggest the site’s establishment at the latest in 
the 1300s. The medieval finds and structures, however, remain sparse and 
elusive, as the main find categories recovered so far are high-status ceram-
ics, glass, and other finds from the 16th and 17th centuries. Heavy charcoal 
layers and building debris suggest an extensive fire during the last decades 
of the 1600s (excavation reports, see Salvén 1923; Carlsson 2005; Beronius 
Jörpeland et al. 2017).

The current Årsta manor was most likely commissioned by Baroness Bar-
bro Åkesdotter Natt och Dag, wife of Admiral Clas Bielkenstierna (Bedoire 
2002). Details of the circumstances surrounding the building of the new 
manor are not yet known. No archival records discovered to date have 
revealed the name of the architect, and no records of building costs, etc. 
remain in the Årsta estate archive in the Swedish National Archives. How-
ever, dendrochronological samples (Daly 2022) suggest that the roof was 
constructed around 1660, supporting earlier research estimates (Redelius 
1992:12–19; Bedoire 2002:201–207). The drawing from 1667 (Figure 11.1) 
seems to depict a recent building where no park is yet established (in front 
of the building is the following note: “meadow closed off for garden”, Swe. 
“Eng afstängd till trädgårdh”). Worth noting is that the newly built manor 
in 1667 stands alone; no wings or outbuildings have yet been constructed.

Cum Deo et Victricibus Armis: the event

“With God and Victorious Weapons” was the motto of Swedish king Gusta-
vus Adolphus (1594–1632). When he was killed in the battle at Lützen dur-
ing the Thirty Years War, it was the end of a lifetime of extraordinary military 
victories. The memory of the warrior king was treasured for generations, as 
he was rendered the instigator of Sweden’s “Age of Greatness”, an era of 
geographical and cultural expansion lasting until 1718.

At Årsta manor, the owners had a relatively close connection to the royal 
household during Gustavus Adolphus’ reign. In 1621, the king set sail with 
a heavily armed fleet to (successfully) besiege Riga in the second Polish war 
against his cousin Sigismund, a competitor to the Swedish throne. The mus-
tering of the soldiers took place in the meadows at Årsta in July. Before 
boarding the ships at a nearby port, Gustavus Adolphus and the Royal family 
stayed at Årsta manor, and the King’s right-hand man, the great statesman 
Axel Oxenstierna, read out the King’s new War Articles to the troops (Star-
bäck & Bäckström 1885–86:81). It was clearly a moment of significance.

The reign of Gustavus Adolphus was a time of increasing material com-
memoration of royal events and victories. (The first museum in Sweden, The 
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Royal Armoury, was founded by the king in 1627.) At Årsta, Lady Elisabeth 
Gyllenstierna commissioned a set of expensive pews and a pulpit for the 
parish church (Figure 11.2a), most likely to mark the occasion of 1621 and 
prepare for further royal visits (Redelius 1992:21–22). In the inlays of the 
elaborate woodwork are the initials EG (Elisabeth Gyllenstierna) and HKS 
(Hans Klasson, her husband), and the years 1621, 1622, and 1623. It is 
hardly farfetched to assume that the manor house at (Old) Årsta was also 
refurbished to suit royal guests. The door, through which Fredrika Bremer’s 
visitor would walk at (New) Årsta some 240 years later, is an obvious exam-
ple of the same style of late Renaissance woodwork, presumably even from 
the same workshop (Figure 11.2).

FIGURE 11.2  (a) The Årsta pews, still in Österhaninge parish church. Photo: 
Ivar Schnell. (b) The door from Årsta Manor, dated to around 
1620. Photo: Nordiska muséets fotoateljé. (Nordiska muséet CC 
BY-NC-ND 2.5).
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Remains

At Old Årsta, the ground around the medieval/early modern building foun-
dations is still saturated with debris, emerging around fallen trees and animal 
nests. Shattered bricks, glass sherds, and stonework, as well as weed-covered 
mounds of earth left by brief archaeological projects, leave the present-day 
visitor somewhat bewildered. The impression is of untidiness, fragmenta-
tion, and abandonment. There is, however, a distinction between abandon-
ment, disinterest, and oblivion. After the fire in the late 1600s and after the 
Bielkenstiernas had built their new manor in the middle of the same century, 
Old Årsta remained in memory and in physical form, even if in a fragmented 
state. Meaning applied to the material remains of Old Årsta on site, and 
those fragments dispersed and used elsewhere were assigned different trajec-
tories, as we shall see.

It is possible to get a glimpse of what was lost and kept in the transitions 
(fire and relocation) from Old Årsta to the newly built manor. Archaeological 
excavations at Old Årsta have shown that the pencil drawing (Figure 11.1) 
depicts with a decent degree of accuracy what the artist Henrik Haij actu-
ally saw in 1667, rather than just stereotyped random buildings inserted as 
a backdrop (Carlsson 2005; Beronius Jörpeland et al. 2017). Buildings with 
multiple storeys and chimneys were placed in an L-shape, surrounding a 
courtyard. In the foreground are simpler (farm?) buildings. An interesting 
point made in the archaeological report is that although it is evident that the 
dwelling houses had brick walls, there are very few intact bricks left on site 
(Carlsson 2005:25). This is not an uncommon circumstance when excavating 
medieval buildings, as bricks were expensive and the production of them was 
time-consuming (Monié Nordin 2021:116–117). Only the granite founda-
tions at Old Årsta remain untouched.

There are no known written records of how later inhabitants of Årsta 
related to the site of Old Årsta. A brief note in Margaret Howitt’s relation 
of her year with Fredrika Bremer in 1864 simply states that their carriage 
passes “a rocky paddock where old fruit and other trees grew; she told me 
that the first Årsta had stood there” (Howitt 1866:202). However, among 
the finds from the excavations are coins dating from the reigns of Fredrik 
I (1720–1751), Adolf Fredrik (1751–1771), and Gustav IV Adolf (1792–
1809) (Beronius Jörpeland et al. 2017). It appears that it was a site to visit 
once in a while, but the story of Old Årsta as a significant place seems to have 
fragmented along with its buildings.

House to house

The exterior of the current manor at Årsta remains today as it was when 
the building was new in the 1660s (Figure 11.1). The coats of arms of 
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Bielkenstierna and Natt och Dag above the portal speak clearly of the ide-
ology of the time, the importance of lineages combined, and ambitions for 
the future. Architecturally, though, the building was conservatively designed 
(Bedoire 2002:200–203), mirroring manors built in previous decades. His-
torian Anne Laurence has discussed the fact that buildings commissioned 
by women in England in the 17th century were more likely to be built con-
servatively. She suggests that the stylistic choices are partly due to a wish for 
commemoration of women’s families and inheritance, referencing an ancient 
past (Laurence 2003:301–303). Those aspects can certainly be said to be at 
play in the staging of the Årsta family by Barbro Åkesdotter Natt och Dag, 
but in the material culture, a very strong wish to highlight a new and glorious 
bloodline is also present. Apart from the manor house, Barbro commissioned 
a grand marble memorial by sculptor Nicholas Millich for the parish church 
(Stenqvist & Furuland 2011:28). Its Latin inscription speaks of the grief after 
Barbro’s only surviving adult son (there had been five sons; four had died very 
young) had been lost on the sinking warship Svärdet at the battle of Öland in 
1676 (Swedish National Archives, Årstasamlingen, Saxenbergsdonationen).

Besides building conservatively, fragments of family and place history were 
certainly kept in the relocation from Old Årsta to the new (but old-looking) 
building. It appears as though choices were made as to what was suitable for 
reuse and what aspects of the family were deemed best to highlight. Among 
the materials and objects that were relocated, there are interesting differ-
ences in placement and usage. One reasonable and practical example is the 
lack of intact bricks at Old Årsta. It is hardly farfetched to assume that the 
builders of the new Årsta used the material readily available to them, thus 
incorporating the old into the new. Gathering suitable building materials for 
a new building appears uncontroversial and economical. Dendrochronologi-
cal analyses of roof timbers at new Årsta also indicate that a pine rafter may 
have been felled as early as 1583–84 (Daly 2022:2), thus indicating a possi-
ble reuse. In the estate inventory of Barbro Åkesdotter Natt och Dag, dating 
to 1664 (Swedish National Archives, Årstasamlingen, E6106), a number of 
items are listed as “old”, including paintings, silverware, and bed linen. It 
is reasonable to assume that household goods deemed suitable for the new 
manor were relocated and stayed in continuous use. The household at the 
new Årsta would have been permeated with family history, built into the 
walls and roof, and in everyday items handled and in view.

Practical considerations aside, objects, materials, and fragments belonging 
to the past could also be assigned trajectories, imbuing them with additional 
and changed meaning. In the early 1800s, the Bremer family moved into 
Årsta manor and started an extensive interior refurbishment. The house had 
not been altered and had not been inhabited for a hundred years. Knock-
ing down an interior wall, they found a crossbow interred in the structure, 
dated to the 16th or 17th centuries (Nordiska museet, nv. no NM.0061423). 
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Interestingly (but somewhat outside the scope of this text), a chest in the 
attic was found to contain the torn and blood-stained clothes of Clas Bielk-
enstierna, worn when he was wounded in a naval battle in 1659. Being the 
source of much discomfort and ghost apparitions amongst those servants 
having to run errands to the attic, the chest was removed to the parish church 
(Bremer 1912:42). The crossbow, whose meaning was lost to the Bremers, 
remained a curiosity at Årsta until it was donated to Nordiska museet (Inv. 
no NM.0061423).

So what about the deception of the door – a fragment of a building that 
came to carry an important story? During the 18th and 19th centuries, there 
were two timber wing buildings at Årsta manor (as shown in the inventory 
of Sigrid Fleming, 1782, National Archives). Inside one of them was an 
elaborately decorated Renaissance door (Figure 11.2b). The door undoubt-
edly belongs to the time of the visits of Gustavus Adolphus. The building, 
which was torn down in the 1860s, apparently did not. Even though it is 
described by visitors on separate occasions in that same decade as being “old 
and worn” or even “ancient” (Howitt 1866; Upmark 1977 [1864]), it is rea-
sonable to assume that this is an opinion relating to its general appearance 
rather than factual knowledge. According to the high-status finds of glass 
and ceramics at Old Årsta, the main dwelling house would have been there 
in the first half of the 1600s. The absence of a wing building in the pencil 
drawing from 1667 further strengthens this picture. I assume that, like build-
ing materials and household goods, the elaborate woodwork was salvaged 
in the transition, and reused in a wing building that came into being in the 
late 1600s. Wings are depicted in Suecia Antiqua et Hodierna, first printed in 
1716 (Dahlbergh 1910 [1715]).

In the 1860s, the old wing was torn down by the owners of Årsta at that 
time, the Saxenberg family. It appears to have been worn down to a point 
beyond repair and was replaced by a new, one-storey plastered building. The 
elaborate door, together with the crossbow found by the Bremers and some 
pieces of gilt leather tapestries, were donated to Nordiska museet by the Sax-
enbergs in 1890 (Inv. No 61422, 0266939). The story of the king could thus 
have returned to being an oral-textual story, with no material authenticity 
remaining at Årsta from the events of 1621 and 1630 and no building for the 
king. But once again, it did not.

A hundred metres from the manor house and the wings sits an ancient-
looking red timber building. It is a two-storey storehouse, stylistically appear-
ing to be from the early 1800s. It is not dated. In front of its doorways is a 
threshold made of an elaborately carved stone slab, quite out of place at 
a common farm building (Figure 11.3). Today, this building is known as 
“The Mustering Barn” (Swe. Mönstringsladan). A sign on its wall, as well 
as the most recent publication on the history of Årsta, states that this was 
the building where Gustavus Adolphus most likely mustered his troops in 
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1621 (Stenqvist & Furuland 2011:14). It is not possible to say when this 
“tradition” started, but the author Stenqvist grew up at Årsta and must have 
heard it at the latest in the mid-20th century. It is not recorded in any archi-
val records discovered to date. Conveniently, after the “King’s wing” was 

FIGURE 11.3  Fragments exposing and imposing deception. An elaborate stone slab 
used as a threshold for the “Mustering Barn”. It is most likely reused 
from a previous building, possibly the torn-down wing attributed to 
the King’s visit (photo: Anna Röst).
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demolished, a new house for the king was discovered. Once again, pastness is 
invoked through a fragment indicating a high-status building, and the mate-
rial memory of the king passed from house to house.

The fondness for using fragments of past dramatic events implying authen-
ticity of place at Årsta continued into the 20th century. The manor house was 
renovated in the 1910s, and in the Årsta chapter in Svenska slott och her-
resäten (Eng. Swedish Castles and manors) the reader is made aware that the 
bookshelves in the billiard room are made of the sea drenched oak timbers 
of the unfortunate ship Svärdet, which sank with the son of the house Axel 
Bielkenstierna in 1676 (Svensson 1934:111; see also Arnshav this volume). 
Once again, this is a deception on the part of the owners. Anyone familiar 
with sea-drenched oak can see that this is not it. The wreck of Svärdet was 
discovered in 2011 (Hansson 2017).

The evidence exposed

At Årsta manor today, there is a museum dedicated to showing and telling 
the visitors about “a manor of many stories” (its marketing tag line). To 
make the stories understandable, interesting, and attractive, the element of 
authenticity through materiality and fragments is just as strategically used as 
by previous owners of Årsta throughout the centuries, although not in a simi-
larly deceptive way. Certain stories are exposed and told at certain places at 
the manor. The grand staircase at new Årsta is the work of Barbro Åkesdot-
ter Natt och Dag. The upstairs rooms are the home of world-famous feminist 
Fredrika Bremer. “The Mustering Barn” remains “the mustering barn”, the 
story of Gustavus Adolphus is told with a wink in the eye and a “tradition-
ally it has been alleged that…”.

Examining the use of fragments through the centuries at Årsta, it becomes 
apparent that the need for evoking pastness using fragments appears to be 
continuous, but its purpose and strategies change over time and according to 
context. When the transition from Old Årsta to the new manor took place 
in the mid-1600s, it was a time for materially manifesting lineage and power 
relations. The nobility was in a political tug of war and simultaneously in 
symbiotic negotiation with the post-Gustavus Adolphus crown for the rud-
der of the expanding state (Bedoire 2001:103–109, 145–149). At Årsta, the 
usage of material culture looks to the past and the future, with an emphasis 
on individuals from the owner families: Natt och Dag and Bielkenstierna. 
Practical concerns may have prompted the reuse of building materials, yet 
the household members were surrounded by old family objects. They pro-
ceeded through new monuments by displaying coats of arms, commissioning 
portraits, and collecting heroic, yet fragmented, memorabilia (such as the 
blood-stained, torn clothes of Admiral Bielkenstierna).
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In the 1800s, the story of Gustavus Adolphus’ visits was renewed at Årsta, 
and moved to the forefront of the estate’s storytelling. By then, 200 years had 
passed since the event. It was no longer within living memory and was thus 
open to interpretation and manipulation. In this context, it is not at all sur-
prising that this is the time for elevating the story of the king and attributing 
a building to his visit based on a fragment – an old door. The 1800s were a 
time of historical romanticism as part of the nation-building process. Many 
of the heroes of the “Age of Greatness” were attributed extraordinary traits. 
Thitherto untold details of dramatic events surfaced through inventive histo-
rians and became part of a national grand narrative (for instance, see Eriks-
son 2017:42–47 for an illustrative example concerning the alleged heroism 
of Admiral Claes Uggla, commander of the unfortunate Svärdet). Attempts 
to pin down royal visits on one’s map were a pastime for many local patriots 
around the country. The result of these efforts is that even today, a great 
number of buildings dating to the 18th century or even later are confidently 
presented as “Queen Christina’s hunting lodge”. Her reign ended in 1654, 
and she would have spent all her days and nights hunting across the country 
to make these stories true.

Building a case for fragmentation theory in historical 
archaeology

The intentional or unintentional breakage of objects and the post-breakage 
state and usage of fragments have been stressed numerous times in fragmenta-
tion theory. So has the possible mapping of the trajectory of the fragment and 
its future meanings beyond its origins. (Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydar-
ska 2007). As we have seen above through the examples from Årsta, it was 
important to keep certain material cultures and to create something new out 
of them by displaying (deceptive) authenticity through these fragments of the 
past. This continued at the estate from the mid-1600s into the 1900s, always 
relating to a certain royal connection. The common ground throughout the 
centuries starts with the little word “old”, found in the knowledge of reused 
materials and in the inventory of Barbro Åkesdotter. It was crucial in the 19th-
century description of the displaced Renaissance door in the wing and later in 
the threshold of “the Mustering Barn”. Furthermore, the fragmented, timeless, 
and displaced state of the “old” objects left them open to changing interpre-
tations and inscriptions while invoking a sense of authenticity (cf. Burström 
2013). As Laurajane Smith points out, “…the physicality of heritage provides 
a sense of the immutability of value and meaning; these are never fixed but 
always subject to negotiation and change” (Smith 2006:75).

Returning to the concepts of ‘time mark’ and ‘place value’, I thus sug-
gest that the fragments per se at Årsta became tools for adding place value, 
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situating its interpreters and those who are told the interpretations in a spe-
cific historical context and in relation to its past and present. I argue that 
the exploratory survey of fragment usage at Årsta – where meaning is trans-
formed or recreated over time – reveals an example to which the concept of 
fragmentation in historical archaeology can be applied as a potential tool for 
exploring the continuous change of inscribed meaning. Fragments were, in 
this case, used to suit each contemporary notion of what history and heritage 
should be.

Mats Burström has argued that fragments in a modern present-day   
context – being an anomaly in a general framework – have the power to 
make us notice and reflect on aspects of the past other than the most obvious 
ones (Burström 2013:319). I find this notion to be both true and thought- 
provoking, as the example of fragments at Årsta seems to do just this. But 
the fragment usage through the estate history actually intended the opposite. 
The purpose of fragment usage at Årsta was to support and reinforce the 
grand narratives of the 1600s and 1800s, respectively. It imposed pastness 
and placed the estate in the great scheme of things. An (old and worn, hope-
fully soon fragmented) cliché in regard to historical archaeology is that such 
endeavours are expensive ways of confirming what historians already know 
(Andrén 1997:185). Paradoxically, in the example presented above, material 
fragments of history have historically been used to reinforce grand narratives. 
Simultaneously, in doing just that, they carry the potential of revealing new 
angles of people’s relations to place, objects, heritage, and social positioning, 
besides the desire for a good story. The toolbox of historical archaeology, 
with its potential for triangulating – always starting with material culture 
but tapping into textual sources, art history, and historiography – thereby 
enables an extended reflection of what (fragmented) material culture does 
and how it can be used. At Årsta, it gives us a glimpse of the (deceptive) past 
in the past.

Archival records

Swedish National Archives (Riksarkivet):
Årstasamlingen, E6106.
Årstasamlingen, Saxenbergdonationen
Svea Hovrätt, Adliga bouppteckningar, Sigrid Fleming 1782.
National Library of Sweden (Kungliga biblioteket):
Daniel Tilas, Sockne-skrifwaren, (1750’s) Handskrift M25.
National Heritage Board’s Archives (Antikvarisk-topografiska arkivet):
Carlsson, C, 2005. Forskningsundersökning vid Årsta gamla gård, 

RAÄ 39, Österhaninge socken, Södermanland. Syddansk Universitet. 
321-3905-2005.

Salvén, E. 1923. Rapport till Riksantikvarien, angående Årsta gamla gård. 
2140–1923.
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Note

 1 Swe. Årsta i Österhaninge, herrgårdshistoria och adelskultur ca. 1550–1703. 
The project is funded by Brandförsäkringsverkets stiftelse för bebyggelsehistorisk 
forskning.
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Introduction

My aim in this paper is not to discuss fragmented objects but to reflect on 
how John Chapman and Bisserka Gaydarska’s discussion of practices of frag-
mentation relate to wider social and material processes in prehistory. I will 
consider the impact of Chapman’s (2000) discussion of the concept of frag-
mentation in the prehistory of the Balkans and his work with  Gaydarska 
(Chapman & Gaydarska 2007) and how this work might be fruitfully 
extended into an analysis of things as multiplicities, or ‘multiple objects’, in 
the prehistoric past.

Rather than focusing on fragmentation as a stand-alone practice, I want to 
emphasise Chapman’s discussion of the processes of enchainment and accu-
mulation. Enchainment occurs as objects, such as pottery, are fragmented 
and dispersed. Fragments of objects “transmit not only the symbolism of 
their complete, once-intact form but also the enchained, or fractal, connota-
tions of past makers and owners” (Chapman 2000:39). Conversely, we also 
find evidence for the accumulation of objects, particularly metalwork. The 
use of complete objects in local enchained relations symbolised social integra-
tion, and the deposition of locally produced complete artefacts would signify 
a place or time in which it was important to emphasise integration (Chapman 
2000:45). We can consider enchainment – the links between people that are 
facilitated by objects – as underpinning the twin practices of breaking things 
(fragmentation) and grouping things together (accumulation).

The interlinked character of the practices of fragmentation and accu-
mulation also alerts us to a significant, and possibly underplayed, aspect of 
Chapman and Gaydarska’s work: it was concerned less with specific social or 
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material practices (fragmentation and accumulation) and more with  mapping 
a sense of social and material process; this is something that Clive Gamble 
(2007) recognised when he used these concepts to dismantle and rework 
long-held assumptions concerning revolutions in human behaviour from the 
Palaeolithic onwards. The importance of process has more recently been dis-
cussed by Chris Gosden and Lambros Malafouris (2015) in an overarching 
analysis of what they call Process-Archaeology. They begin their analysis of 
process with a series of fundamentals: firstly, that reality is best understood 
in terms of modes of becoming, and secondly, that everything in the universe 
is in motion. According to Gosden and Malafouris (2015:703) “there is no 
such thing as inert, timeless…. or formless matter”.

Gosden and Malafouris’ discussion of things in motion resonates with 
the Italian theoretical physicist Carlo Rovelli’s arguments concerning time 
and events (Rovelli 2017:96–97). Rovelli is concerned to distinguish between 
things and events:

The difference between things and events is that things persist in time; 
events have a limited duration. A stone is a prototypical ‘thing’; we can 
ask ourselves where it will be tomorrow. Conversely, a kiss is an ‘event’. It 
makes no sense to ask where the kiss will be tomorrow. The world is made 
up of networks of kisses, not of stones.

The basic units in terms of which we comprehend the world are not 
located in some specific point in space. They are – if they are at all – in a 
where but also in a when. They are spatially but also temporally delimited: 
they are events.

Here Rovelli is arguing that stones (the kinds of objects that archaeologists 
routinely deal with) are like everything else in the universe: they are events1; 
they do not persist as things in and of themselves; they exist because of their 
network of relationships (for similar kinds of arguments made by archae-
ologists, see Lucas 2012; Fowler 2013; Díaz-Guardamino 2021). If certain 
kinds of relations persist as events, the stone will persist (for example, if it 
is carefully curated in a museum collection); if not, the stone will crumble 
and disappear (for example, the stone is subject to forces of crushing during 
demolition work). I will return to a consideration of events when I discuss 
multiples at the end of the paper.

I now want to return us to considering prehistoric archaeology while 
keeping in the back of our minds some of these debates around processes, 
things, and events. A concern with the issue of process also motivated the 
recent Making a Mark project, which examined mark-making practices in 
the Neolithic of Britain and Ireland. The Making a Mark project set out to 
examine Neolithic artefacts across Britain and Ireland using digital imaging 
techniques (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019, 2021). To do so, we focused 
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on three key regions: southern England and East Anglia; the Irish Sea region; 
and finally, the Northeast of Scotland. Each region is associated with dis-
tinct geologies and distinctive forms of artefact. I will not discuss all of the 
material examined by the project here; instead, I will select and present an 
artefact, or group of artefacts, from each region as an illustration of some of 
the processes I have discussed above.

The Garboldisham mace head

The Garboldisham macehead was dredged from the river Little Ouse, 
 Norfolk, in the mid-1960s (Edwardson 1965). It is a spectacular exam-
ple of a group of ‘mace heads’ – implements made of either antler, flint, or 
stone with a hole drilled possibly for mounting on a wooden shaft or handle 
(Roe 1968). The artefact from Garboldisham dates to 3240–3104 cal BCE 
(56.4% probability) and was probably deliberately discarded in the river 
in prehistory. It was recorded using digital imaging techniques, including 
Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) and Photogrammetry, to enhance 
the evidence of mark-making and the three-dimensional characteristics of the 
artefact (Jones et al. 2017).

The macehead, fashioned from the burr of a red deer antler, was deco-
rated with three spirals carved using a flint implement in the body of the 
antler  (Figure 12.1). The spirals are drawn with an eye to the physical char-
acteristics of the antler; their sinuous lines curve around the form of the ant-
ler, making it difficult to fully comprehend the totality of the design. Instead, 
our eyes must move with the line of the individual spirals around the antler; 
the movement of the line drawn in the antler offers us a guide around the 
peculiar three-dimensional form of the object. The spirals are drawn with 
careful attention to the affordances of the antler and are fitted to its spe-
cific dimensions. We can see the way in which one spiral is fitted into the 
space forming the edge of the antler. The spirals are drawn over an extended 
period. Using digital imaging, we have detected a stratigraphy of marking 
(Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019:44–47). The making of one spiral is inter-
rupted by a series of striations (evidence for the smoothing or polishing of 
the surface of the object); the mark of the spiral then continues over the top 
of these striations, indicating two phases of mark-making. Digital micro-
scope analysis also revealed that the spirals were not only carved over a sin-
gle episode; they were also re-carved (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019:46). 
Interestingly, the spiral motifs on the surface of this artefact are not common 
in this region of England and are echoed in the passage tomb art of Ireland 
(see also Bradley et al. 2019 for relationships between spiral motifs and Irish 
passage tomb art).

The carving of the Garboldisham mace head forces us to recognise that 
mark-making is an activity that involves close attention to the qualities 
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and affordances of specific materials. In addition, mark-making involves a 
 relational dynamic in which the relationship between maker and materials is 
established and re-established as a series of events. This kind of relationship 
is amply demonstrated by my next case study.

Manx plaques

The slate plaques from the Isle of Man (which is situated in the centre of 
the Irish Sea) are an unusual form of finely worked artefact. There are only 
six of these artefacts presently known to archaeologists (Figure 12.2). Five 
of them were discovered during the upgrade of Ronaldsway airport during 
World War II and are derived from a probable Neolithic dwelling (Bruce 
et al. 1947). The sixth, from Ballavarry in the north of the island, was 

FIGURE 12.1  Above: RTI image of decoration on the Garboldisham macehead, 
Norfolk. Below: three views of the Garboldisham macehead (image: 
courtesy of Moyes Hall Museum).
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discovered in a Neolithic pit during a commercial excavation project in the 
1980s  (Garrad 1984).

These artefacts are fashioned in the form of miniature Neolithic stone axes 
(Piggott 1954:350). They have complex life histories, as after being fash-
ioned, they are eventually snapped in two and decorated (Jones et al. 2016). 
They are in fact fragmented, but fragmentation occurs before these artefacts 
are marked. Interestingly, the processes of fragmentation of slate plaques 
seem to parallel the fragmentation of the polished stone axes quarried on the 
island, of which around 25 of a total of 191 known axes (13% of the total) 
are cleanly broken across the centre of the axe before deposition (Jones et al. 
2016:9).

Based on practical experimentation, marking on the slate plaques is prob-
ably executed with a fine stone or flint implement, though – owing to the 
fineness of the slate – fingernails are also effective marking implements.

Several of the plaques, recorded using digital imaging techniques, show 
evidence of having been extensively reworked (Jones et al. 2016:5–8). The 
plaques are decorated with a series of registers of motifs, and in a number of 
cases, motifs are erased and revised. The fine grain of the slate affords these 
revisions. The motifs on the surface of these artefacts are best paralleled in 
the design of contemporary Neolithic Grooved Ware pottery, and Grooved 
Ware is associated with the plaques from Ronaldsway (Burrow 1997, 1999). 
There is also a close similarity between the motifs found on the plaques and 

FIGURE 12.2  RTI images of the Manx plaques from Ronaldsway (image: courtesy 
of the Manx Museum).
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the finely incised motifs on the large slate standing stone at Cronk yn How, 
itself probably dated to the 3rd millennium BCE (Darvill et al. 2005).

The plaques are palimpsests, in the true sense of the word, and in this 
case, mark-making is not a matter of record; marking is a repetitive practice 
a continued intra-active engagement between people and materials. In this 
way, mark-making is a process of unknowing, a continued grasping towards 
establishing greater connections between humans, materials, and place. The 
fine grain of the slate affords not only revision but also continued intra-
action. Again, these artefacts are composed of a series of events, some of 
which may involve fragmentation or mark-making.

Similar kinds of intra-active engagement can be observed in the next case 
study.

Carved stone balls

My final example is not a single artefact, but a larger category of artefacts: the 
carved stone balls of Northeast Scotland. Many of these artefacts have been 
found as stray finds, and until recently their dates were uncertain. We now 
know, on the basis of stratified finds from Neolithic settlements in  Orkney 
and the Hebrides, that these artefacts date from the 31st to the 28th centuries 
cal. BCE (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019:104).

Carved stone balls are numerous in number (there are over 400 of these 
objects known; numbers vary in the literature from 411 to 425, and they con-
tinue to be discovered in museum collections and excavations), but they defy 
easy description and classification. Since these objects first received archaeo-
logical attention and entered museum collections, they have puzzled archae-
ologists. What are they for? Why were they made?

I wanted to reassess these artefacts by examining the process of their mak-
ing. In doing so, I argue that we are better considering carved stone balls as 
materials-in-motion, whose form comes to take the shape it does through a 
dynamic intra-action between material and maker (Jones &  Díaz- Guardamino 
2019:103–121; Jones 2020a). I will argue that what marks these artefacts 
out is not what they are, but what they achieve.

My re-assessment of carved stone balls began with a workshop in  November 
2013 in the sculpture studio of Winchester School of Art, UK, organised 
in collaboration with Ian Dawson and Louisa Minkin (Jones 2016). In the 
company of fine art and archaeology students, we made six-knobbed carved 
stone balls (known as type 4b after Marshall’s 1977 classification) from plas-
ter. We wanted to understand the processes of making these artefacts, and 
one of the clear outcomes of the workshop was the realisation that the series 
of types classified by archaeologists for these artefacts (e.g. Marshall 1977) 
were in fact simply stages in the sequence of making, or sequences in a chaîne 
opératoire (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019; Jones 2020a).
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This sequence begins with roughing out a sphere, smoothing it, or 
 polishing it, then beginning to divide it with a series of circles. The inter-
spaces between these circles are then carved out, leaving distinct knobs pro-
jecting outward. These knobs might then be further decorated by carving 
into their surface.

The workshop led me to consider carved stone balls not as fixed types 
or forms but as the result of working processes. The next stage of analy-
sis involved recording carved stone balls in museum collections using digi-
tal imaging techniques, including RTI and photogrammetry (Jones & 
 Díaz-Guardamino 2019). Digital analysis revealed plentiful evidence for the 
various stages of the manufacture of carved stone balls. These included peck 
marks from the roughing out of balls, detected on at least four examples.

In other cases, it was possible to observe evidence for partial working, as 
when the knobs of several carved stone balls were roughly defined but not 
worked further.

It is also possible to observe evidence for revision during the carving of 
carved stone balls (Figure 12.3). A knobbed ball from Clatchard, Newburgh, 
Fife, exhibits evidence for revision during working, as peck marks crosscut 
the grooves cut into the surface of several of the knobs. The organisation of 
the design was evidently revised during the manufacturing process.

This ongoing exploration of material, the process of taking shape, is 
also generative; it produces new forms and new ways of engaging with 
materials. We can consider this when we examine carved stone balls on 
a larger scale. Carved stone balls have a distinctive geographical distri-
bution, with a focus on Northeast Scotland and eastern Scotland (from 
Caithness in the north to Fife in the south). There are also regional clusters 
in Orkney and the  Hebrides and small groups found in Northern Ireland 
and northern England. An analysis of the geology of these artefacts shows 
that some of them must have been exchanged from the main regional cen-
tre in  Northeast Scotland, but in each regional cluster many of them are 
also locally made (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019; Jones 2020a). This 
does not seem to conform to the models of gift exchange we know of for 
other Neolithic artefacts (e.g. for polished stone axes; Bradley & Edmonds 
1993). How are we to explain this? I argue that this pattern of exchange 
and local production equates to a form of knowledge transfer, or transmis-
sion of knowledge.

Local materials were almost certainly used to make carved stone balls, 
though many of them were also probably circulated between different regions 
of Scotland. Here, making is significant, but making appears to be associated 
with processes of learning: learning how to master the stoneworking skills to 
produce these complex artefacts and transferring these skills between regions. 
Once these skills were learned many of these artefacts were discarded, often 
midway through the process of making them.
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Making decorated artefacts in Neolithic Britain and Ireland

I have now presented three classes of artefacts, or groups of artefacts. In each 
case, we can see that these artefacts are composed of locally derived materials, 
but they are carved with designs that have a much wider currency. In effect, 
marking artefacts with designs from other places allowed mark makers to 
‘fold’ other places into local assemblages. It is possible to detect an emerging 
network across Britain and Ireland during the Middle Neolithic, around the 

FIGURE 12.3  The carved stone ball from Clatchard, Fife. Above: RTI image show-
ing revision of decoration on the knob of the ball. Below: two views 
of the carved stone ball from Clatchard (image: courtesy of National 
Museums Scotland).
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time the Garboldisham mace head was carved, and this network  continues to 
expand and shift into the later Neolithic, when the Manx plaques and carved 
stone balls were produced (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2021).

Many portable, decorated artefacts are the result of close attention to 
the morphological characteristics of certain materials. In some cases, such 
as the Garboldisham macehead, this engagement is not singular but repeti-
tive. It is not sufficient to simply attend to materials during mark-making; 
instead, mark-making also involves a process of re-engagement. Decorated 
artefacts were not simply made; they were caught up in an ongoing pro-
cess of making and re-making (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019:197–208). 
Decoration was not simply a one-off act of differentiation; it was a process of 
continual  re-engagement, a process in which relationships were continually 
re-established.

One of the clearest examples of this are the slate plaques from the Isle of 
Man (Jones et al. 2016). Here, slates were fashioned to resemble the form of 
polished stone axes and subsequently broken. After this, they were marked 
with finely incised designs. Many of these designs are then erased and revised. 
The differing properties of slate are explored throughout these processes: the 
ability of slate to be shaped, broken, marked, and erased.

Decoration was a connective activity, establishing connections between 
disparate regions of Britain and Ireland, and these connections shifted and 
changed over time as the artefact was revised and re-marked. One of the 
consequences of decoration as a connective process is that it is possible for 
decorated artefacts to have multiple connections. In that sense, we could 
describe decorated artefacts as multiple objects.

Multiple objects and multiplicities

The concept of ‘multiple objects’ is easily misunderstood and requires some 
explanation. When discussing ‘multiple objects’, I do not refer to artefacts 
made of multiple components, such as the hafted cutting implements of the 
Scandinavian Mesolithic composed of a series of microliths mounted either 
side of a bone shaft, known as composite knives or stone-edged bone imple-
ments (Swe. Steneggad benspets). Examples include F1911, Kanaljorden, 
Motala, Sweden (Hallgren et al. 2021), Oleni Ostrov, grave 100 (Burduk-
iewicz 2005:340), and Bloksbjerg, Zealand, Denmark (Clark 1975). Such 
an implement is made from several components: bone, resin(?), and numer-
ous microlithic blades, and is thereby arguably multiply authored (Finlay 
2003). In the scheme first formulated by John Chapman (2000), this arte-
fact would probably be best described as a kind of accumulation; it would 
be an object in which each component connotes an enchained relationship. 
The act of bringing together these components offers a powerful symbol of 
cohesion.
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By discussing ‘multiple objects’, I instead consider such objects as 
 multiplicities. I have previously discussed ‘multiple objects’ and drew inspi-
ration for this concept from the work of sociologist Anne Marie Mol (2002) 
and geographer Steve Hinchliffe (2010). Both scholars analyse different 
kinds of objects – Mol discusses the disease of lower-limb atherosclerosis 
in a  Netherlands hospital, while Hinchcliffe discusses a gardening project 
in Small Heath, Birmingham, UK – but both define ‘multiple objects’ in a 
similar way. ‘Multiple objects’ are things that are not unified entities but are 
enacted in multiple locations and through multiple practices. In the termi-
nology used by Rovelli at the beginning of this paper, ‘multiple objects’ are 
composed of differing and overlapping events.

We can understand multiple objects in a similar way to our understand-
ing of ‘dividual’ persons. Chris Fowler (2004:8) has provided the clearest 
archaeological articulation of the concept: ‘dividuals’ describe a “state of 
being in which the person is recognised as being composite and multiply-
authored”. He goes on to state that “the person is comprised of multiple 
features with different origins” (Fowler 2004:8). Just as we conceptualise 
a single entity – a person – to be composed of multiple and overlapping 
relationships, so too do I argue that objects are also composed of multi-
ple and overlapping relationships. My account of multiplicity differs from 
the notion of multiple authorship we are familiar with from biographical 
accounts of artefacts. In these kinds of accounts, objects emerge as inert 
things whose value and significance are bestowed on them as they shift from 
one set of relationships to another. The notion of biography is constructiv-
ist in that it posits a conception of an artefact as a unified entity shaped by 
multiple perspectives. In contrast to this, ‘multiple objects’ are composed 
of a series of different and overlapping relations; the artefact is not a uni-
fied entity but is enacted and shaped by the relations it is composed of. 
The coherence of the artefact is repeatedly enacted and re-enacted by these 
relationships.

‘Multiple objects’ or multiplicities are not parts of greater wholes that 
have been fragmented, nor is a multiplicity a manifold expression of an over-
arching or unified concept. A multiplicity is a complex structure that does 
not reference a prior unity. Gavin Lucas usefully discusses multiplicity in 
his recent book Making Time (Lucas 2021). He notes the multiplicities and 
discontinuities evident in felt time and physical time and remarks on the 
way in which temporal multiplicity is “bound up with the material multiplic-
ity of reality, whether our bodies or other objects” (Lucas 2021:24). This 
point underlines the fact that ‘multiple objects’ are not simply composed of 
multiple overlapping relations, but that these relations are ongoing and in 
motion. In that sense, in their motion, ‘multiple objects’ are also involved 
in processes of making new relations. Drawing on the work of art historian 
George Kubler (1962), Lucas also highlights the multi-temporal character 
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of artefacts. He analyses the temporal stratification of objects to show that 
objects are always composites of newer and older elements, or what Kubler 
describes as convention and invention (Kubler 1962:24). The very form and 
manufacture of artefacts, therefore, involve multiple layers embodying differ-
ent places, times, and practices.

To consider ‘multiple objects’ and multiplicities further, let us now turn 
from these theoretical abstractions and look again at the three artefacts pre-
viously discussed in this paper.

We will begin with the carved stone balls of Northeast Scotland. There 
are over 400 of these artefacts, so in a literal sense, they are multiple! But 
again, this is not what I intend to mean by ‘multiple objects’ or multiplici-
ties. The carved stone balls, as a regionally defined class of artefacts, are 
inter-referential. There is not a singular template for making carved stone 
balls. My research has shown that, although there are certain stages of 
working, each stage yields multiple possibilities (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 
2019:114–115), and the form of the artefact emerges as it is worked (Jones 
2020b). There is a sense of restless motion in these artefacts. The working of 
each carved stone ball relates to the working of other balls while also relating 
to other contemporary stone working techniques, and the designs carved on 
these artefacts relate to the design of contemporary Grooved Ware pottery as 
well as other designs in rock art and passage tomb art.

As I have previously argued, we can also consider the Manx plaques as 
multiple objects (Jones et al. 2016). The Manx plaques are also a regionally 
defined group of artefacts. They are made of local slates, but their miniature 
scale and resemblance to other Neolithic artefacts – like stone axes – relates 
them to similar practices in Ireland and Wales, while their organised regis-
ters of designs may even echo the schist plaques of Neolithic and  Copper 
Age Portugal and Spain (Lillios 2008). Locally, their decoration also enacts 
a network of relationships: the designs on their surfaces relate them to 
Grooved Ware pottery and the designs marked on standing stones on the 
island.

Now we turn to the artefact I discussed at the beginning of this paper: the 
Garboldisham mace head. How is it possible to describe this as a ‘multiple 
object’ when there is only a single example? But look closer, and we notice 
that the Garboldisham macehead belongs to a class of mace heads made of 
antler, which also skeuomorphically relate to similar mace heads made of 
flint (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2019:123–130). Although the Garboldis-
ham mace head was deposited in Norfolk in eastern England, it was also 
decorated with designs more common to Irish passage tombs.

In each case, it is possible to see that artefacts, whether classes of arte-
facts, such as carved stone balls, or singular artefacts, like the Garboldisham 
mace head, are composed of multiple relationships. Each relates themselves as 
members of a typological class (Fowler 2017). But we can also observe that  
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practices of visualisation are important in the making of these artefacts. The 
motifs carved on the artefacts are enactments enfolding artefacts into wider 
networks of relations (Jones 2017). In some cases, as with the Manx plaques, it 
is possible to see that the form and decoration of these artefacts relate them to 
dense networks of local, regional, and inter-regional connections. In other cases, 
as with the Garboldisham mace head and carved stone balls, we can observe 
that decoration relates these artefacts to much larger emergent networks of 
relations. Working with these artefacts appears to do something, enacting novel 
networks of relations. Sometimes this might be for shorter periods of time, as 
with the Manx plaques, whose decoration is ephemeral. On other occasions, 
these relationships might change during making, as with the carved stone balls, 
whose decorative motifs were altered as they were being worked. The decora-
tion on these artefacts seems in each case to be a visual enactment – the visual 
enactment of changing relations. Critically, these modes of decoration also 
have their own temporalities. For example, when the spiral motifs were carved 
on the Garboldisham macehead, these kinds of motifs were novel components 
of an emergent network tying them to developments in eastern Ireland. By con-
trast, when we find spiral motifs carved on carved stone balls, these motifs are 
now ‘old fashioned’ and relate to several centuries of practice, presumably now 
relating the making of carved stone balls with the emerging network associated 
with Grooved Ware pottery (Jones & Díaz-Guardamino 2021).

It is also worth emphasising that the relational networks that compose 
‘multiple objects’ are not only composed of human relationships. They are 
composed of a host of forces, both human and non-human. This is apparent 
when we analyse the making of artefacts and note – as with the making of 
carved stone balls, the ephemerality and fragility of the slate from which the 
Manx plaques are made, and the affordance of the antler used for making 
the Garboldisham mace head – that the qualities of materials also compose 
these networks. My analysis of these ‘multiple objects’ places emphasis on 
the changing constitution of materials as they are altered and participate in 
changing networks of relationships.

We cannot describe these artefacts in terms of singular relationships. They 
are related as members of wider classes of artefacts, while their decoration 
also places them in wider fields of relationships, also relating to wider tem-
poralities; furthermore, these networks of relations include the relations 
between materials and humans. These different ways of relating overlap. The 
decorated portable artefacts of Neolithic Britain and Ireland are multiple 
objects precisely because each of these artefacts is composed of a series of 
different and overlapping relationships.

Conclusion

I have been concerned to highlight the clear concern with social and material 
processes in John Chapman and Bisserka Gaydarska’s work on fragmentation 
(Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007). Chapman and Gaydarska’s 
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work alerts us to much more than broken things. I would argue that their 
work shifted us beyond thinking about objects as fixed entities. We could 
now begin to appreciate that things existed in time and space (a realisation 
that biographical analyses also helped to promote; e.g. Gosden & Marshall 
1999). Focusing on fragmenting objects meant that the relationships entailed 
by objects could be physically, conceptually, and socially dispersed across 
landscapes. Equally, John and Bisserka also recognised that the processes 
that pertained for fragmented objects also worked for intact objects. If we 
could talk about the way in which fragments enchained relations, conversely, 
we could also discuss the way enchained relations were brought to bear when 
whole objects were accumulated together in hoards or deposits.

My aim in this paper has been to refocus attention away from artefacts as 
entities, whether fragmented or whole, and towards the relations that com-
pose artefacts.

Rather than viewing artefacts as whole or fragmented entities that pro-
duce enchained relations, I argue that networks of relations produce arte-
facts. What I want to abstract from Chapman and Gaydarska’s work is the 
emphasis on relations rather than objects, fragmented or otherwise.

These networks of relationships will always be multiple and overlapping. 
It is very rare that we excavate artefacts that stand alone and bear no relation-
ship with other things. Is it even possible to conceive of an artefact that stands 
alone in this way? If we take as an example the ostensibly ‘unique’ group of 
artefacts known as the Folkton Drums – small carved chalk artefacts depos-
ited with a child burial in Neolithic Yorkshire – my previous research has 
shown that these artefacts were also stylistically connected to other practices 
in Neolithic Britain and Ireland (Jones 2012), while subsequent research has 
revealed other chalk drums of a similar character (Jones & Díaz- Guardamino 
2019; Garrow & Wilkin 2022).

Even these apparently ‘unique’ artefacts can be shown to possess multiple 
relationships with other artefact forms and types. Indeed, the multiplicity of 
things is the bedrock on which we base typological analysis (Fowler 2017) 
and chronological analysis (Lucas 2021:64–83). But artefacts are all multiple 
in different ways, and our task as archaeologists is to analyse how different 
relationships enact and produce artefacts and how these relations change 
over time. How are artefacts connected to other things? Do these connec-
tions change over time? What are the social implications of these changing 
relationships? Answering questions like these will enable us to appreciate the 
multiple characters of the artefacts that we excavate and analyse and their 
role in prehistoric social relations.

Note

 1 Rovelli’s definition of events here differs from the definition of event in the work 
of Ferdinand Braudel (1980). Braudel distinguishes between events, conjunc-
tures and structures, and events can be short (days, weeks) against the longer-
term  duration of conjunctures and structures (years, decades, centuries). Given 
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 Rovelli’s interest in quantum theory his events are likely to be infinitesimally short 
durations. For the purposes of this paper, I regard events as of the longer durations 
discussed by Braudel.
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Introduction

This chapter explores the fragmentation of human-made things in Iron Age 
(IA) Britain. It summarises often-subtle evidence for potential deliberate frag-
mentation before focusing on evidence for the dismantling and reassembly of 
composite Middle-Late IA metal objects. This phenomenon saw components 
of complex, often decorated, metalwork reused in repairs or used to consti-
tute parts of new objects. The motivations behind this practice were multi-
faced they likely related partially to the usefulness of components as reusable 
units. It is argued, however, that some repairs were important in the ongoing 
visual design of valued and long-lived ‘objects in process’.

The chapter then turns to its central question: what is the difference 
between fragmentation and dismantling? Carefully dismantling a compos-
ite object to reuse its components seems, at first glance, to be at odds with 
more violent acts of fragmentation. However, this chapter concludes that the 
results of these two processes are actually closely aligned.

Forms of fragmentation in Iron Age Britain

A large proportion of the IA objects excavated from archaeological sites in 
Britain are broken when they are found. There are a whole range of potential 
reasons for this. Objects broken either during use or accidentally were per-
haps discarded when repair was not possible or desirable. Taphonomic and 
material processes within archaeological sites can lead to the breakage and 
degradation of objects during the time they are buried, and the disturbance 
of archaeological contexts and redeposition of finds in later periods can lead 
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to damage. Similarly, fragile objects can also be easily broken at the point 
of recovery. All of these circumstances are likely to have contributed to the 
broken IA finds that form part of the archaeological record in Britain, as well 
as the deliberate processes this chapter discusses.

Studies of broken objects in other prehistoric European contexts have 
revealed a range of deliberate fragmentation processes. Chapman and Gaydar-
ska’s work on Mesolithic, Neolithic and Chalcolithic south-eastern Europe, 
for example, includes the systematic breakage of items like salt pots and 
anthropomorphic figurines and the possible movement of fragments between 
sites (Chapman 2000:49–104; Chapman and Gaydarska 2007:177–182). 
Knight’s work on Bronze Age (BA) metalwork from south-west Britain (e.g. 
2021, 2022:23–26) and Larsson’s work on flint artefacts from south Sweden 
(2015) assess evidence for the use of heating processes in deliberate breakage. 
Overt and widespread evidence for the deliberate fragmentation of human-
made things in IA Britain is seemingly less visible, but this part of the chapter 
aims to explore strands of evidence that can help to begin the disentangle-
ment of accidental and deliberate breakage.

Fragmenting Iron Age bodies

The absence of widespread, archaeologically visible burial rites and funer-
ary monuments in IA Britain, apart from in Middle Iron Age (MIA) East 
 Yorkshire and Late Iron Age (LIA) south-east England, has been much dis-
cussed by archaeologists (e.g. Harding 2016:2; Lamb 2022). There are mul-
tiple possible explanations for this apparent paucity of evidence; however, 
Harding has suggested that the redefinition of archaeological notions of 
burial is needed to understand IA mortuary practices (Harding 2016:3–4). 
Practices of depositing human remains in IA Britain existed on a spectrum. 
Evidence for these practices ranges from more archaeologically visible burials 
of whole bodies to the deposition of individual human bones or bone frag-
ments in features such as pits, ditches and occupation layers (Harding 2016: 
ibid.), also encompassing more complete disintegration of the dead through 
cremation. The varied processes of fragmentation relating to this spectrum 
have seen attention from archaeologists working on the IA across Europe 
(e.g. Harding 2016; Armit 2010, 2012; Rebay-Salisbury 2010; Torres-Mar-
tínez et al. 2021; Lamb 2022). This chapter will not revisit these approaches 
to fragmented bodies in detail, but this body of work provides important 
context for the discussion of other forms of fragmentation that follows.

Creating fragments

While the archaeological recovery of partial human remains is, in many cases, 
strongly indicative of the deliberate disarticulation of bodies, direct evidence  
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for the deliberate fragmentation of IA objects is rarer, at least in Britain. 
In some cases, evidence of specific technical processes used in fragmenta-
tion is visible. For example, a triangular fragment of bronze sheet recov-
ered from a hoard of cauldrons deposited in the 4th or 3rd century BCE 
at  Chiseldon, Wiltshire (south-west England) had been cut from a cauldron 
and its edges hammered (Baldwin & Joy 2017:59). Other fragments from 
the same deposit were derived from cauldrons that had been more forcibly 
torn apart ( Baldwin & Joy 2017:60). Watts has written about quernstone 
fragments from Glastonbury and Meare Lake Villages, M-LIA sites in Som-
erset (south-west England). While many of the quern stones will have broken 
accidentally through use, potential evidence for deliberate breakage was also 
present. Heating had possibly been used as a method of aiding breakage in 
one case, and in other cases, querns were broken into numerous refitting 
fragments (Watts 2017:183–185).

Missing fragments from certain types of objects in secure archaeological 
contexts can also be suggestive of deliberate fragmentation. In East Yorkshire 
(north-east England), single pots were often included as grave goods within 
large Middle-LIA cemeteries. Missing sherds from the rims of otherwise refit-
ting vessels (Giles 2012:133–134) may suggest that the breakage of some of 
these pots was deliberate, with these missing sherds being kept by mourners 
or deposited elsewhere.

Examples of material evidence for deliberate fragmentation in the IA, such 
as those given above, are seemingly quite rare. However, there is ample evi-
dence from across IA Britain for the specific treatment and use of fragments, 
with both archaeological and regional contexts aiding in interpretations. The 
study of depositional practices can add weight to suggestions about deliber-
ate fragmentation because it speaks to the ways that fragments were treated. 
For example, Watts’ suggestion that some querns may have been fragmented 
deliberately is strengthened by the incorporation of numerous refitting frag-
ments into specific types of deposits at Glastonbury Lake Village (Watts 
2017:185). Watts suggests that the practice of breaking querns may have 
been symbolic of the endings of relationships, events, or places, or that it 
may have reflected a need to dispose of particular querns (Watts 2017:185). 
It is also possible that quern fragments needed to be generated in order to 
produce particular deposits, with deliberate fragmentation fulfilling a crea-
tive role, rather than a destructive one.

Hill’s work on deposition in IA Wessex analyses assemblages of artefacts 
and ecofacts from the fills of features at chalk downland sites located mainly 
in Hampshire (1995). Most of these objects were broken when deposited, but 
different categories of objects were treated in different ways. ‘Small finds’, 
such as metal finds and worked bone, were generally broken accidentally 
through use rather than deliberately, but still deposited in specific, deliber-
ate ways (1995:108). Some pots were possibly deliberately broken, while 
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other sherds were interpreted as having been accidentally broken and curated 
before deposition (Hill 1995:109). Sherds of different fabrics and from dif-
ferent vessel types were also deposited in different ways (Hill 1995: ibid.). 
The many deposits examined by Hill were the results of particular processes, 
whether everyday processes or more special processes (see Garrow 2012). 
In many cases, the specific treatment of fragments, whether deliberately or 
accidentally created, suggests that they had their own functions.

Fragments of objects that are ‘out of time’ (Knight et al. 2019:4), or out of 
place can also provide information on specific treatments that might be less 
archaeologically visible within assemblages of more ubiquitous fragments. 
For example, across East Anglia and the East Midlands during the Later IA, 
there is evidence for the use and circulation of small amounts of non-local La 
Tène-decorated pottery, which was unusual across these regions (Hill with 
Horne 2003:180). Hill suggests that both entire vessels and sherds of this 
‘exotic’ pottery were curated over long periods of time and deposited in spe-
cific ways (Hill with Horne 2003: ibid.).

Assembling fragments

When assemblages of fragmented bodies and objects are viewed holistically, 
seemingly innocuous pieces of broken objects can sometimes take on new 
significance. Armit, in his work on headhunting in IA Europe, describes a 
deposit at Cnip wheelhouse on the Isle of Lewis (north-west Scotland). The 
deposit, dating to the 1st century CE, was created within a disused building 
before the foundations of a new building were laid out. It included a smooth, 
rounded stone, two potsherds, the upper part of a human cranium and 
another skull fragment (likely human but possibly animal) (Armit 2012:3). 
Despite the survival of thousands of animal bones at the site, only three other 
human bone fragments were recovered (Armit 2012:3–4). The deposition 
of the two sherds of pottery and smooth unworked stone with some of the 
only fragments of human remains at Cnip makes it apparent that they were 
specifically selected to be part of a significant deposit (Armit 2012:3–4, 220).

In his discussion of this deposit, Armit gives examples of other IA deposits 
from across Britain containing cranial fragments (Armit 2012:4–7), demon-
strating that IA interests in this specific type of fragment had broad spatial 
and temporal reaches. In these examples, association with human remains 
has perhaps lent other fragmented finds a particular kind of significance and 
a particular kind of archaeological visibility. The fragments of objects in the 
Cnip deposit described above might have been viewed differently had they 
not been deposited with some of the only fragments of human remains from 
the site. However, deliberate deposits, including fragmented finds without 
the inclusion of human remains, were very common across Britain during the 
IA and the preceding and proceeding periods. Deposits such as these have 
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been variably termed ‘special’, ‘structured’, ‘exceptional’, ‘odd’ and ‘notable’ 
deposits (see e.g. Hill 1995; Garrow 2012; Davies 2018, 2022), signifying the 
purposeful nature of these deposits but generally moving away from using 
the term ‘ritual’ (Brück 1999, although see Chadwick 2012:295–296; Davies 
2022:64–65).

Armit discusses IA deposits in the context of the medicine bundles of the 
Mandan, a Native American tribe of the Great Plains (2012:219–220). Medi-
cine bundles are small collections of sacred objects assembled both by indi-
viduals or communities and kept in bundles, packs, bags or sacks commonly 
made from skin, cloth or woven matting (Armit 2012: ibid. See Pauketat 
2013:43–58 for a detailed study of North American medicine bundles). Med-
icine bundles vary in composition and function, but, as Armit writes, some 
comprise ‘collections of apparently ordinary objects that were nonetheless 
invested with considerable symbolic and spiritual significance’ (2012:220). 
It is possible that some assemblages of IA fragments share similarities with 
these collections of objects, with the combination of seemingly ordinary 
things creating powerful effects in ways that are not always immediately 
archaeologically obvious.

This section of the paper has ranged widely across IA Britain, discuss-
ing fragmented objects and deposits of a wide range of dates and types. It 
has introduced the varied processes that fragmentation can entail: the use of 
heat, force and skill, as well as less deliberate processes occurring as a result 
of use, wear and taphonomy. It has also touched on some of the ways that 
fragments, whether generated deliberately or accidentally, were combined to 
create meaningful assemblages.

Writing on Middle and Late BA Britain, Brück draws comparisons 
between the treatment of bodies, things, and materials to suggest that 
fragmentation, transformation and regeneration were “central cultural 
metaphors through which people conceptualised the passage of time, the 
production of food and other categories of material culture and the crea-
tion of social agents”, relating to BA personhoods (2006:310). Given the 
wide-ranging evidence for the specific treatment of fragments in IA Britain, 
it seems that fragmentation retained its significance as an important cul-
tural metaphor (although the nature of its changing significance is a topic 
for another paper1).

Dismantling and reassembling Iron Age metalwork

From around 400 BCE, a new kind of metalwork began to appear in Britain 
(see Garrow et al. 2009:102). This assemblage has often been character-
ised by archaeologists as including complex decorative designs incorpo-
rating curvilinear patterns and abstracted images. This style of decoration 
is often known as Early Celtic Art (although for the discussion of issues 
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with both this category of objects and its name, see Gosden & Hill 2008 
and Chittock 2021:5–17, for example). Some object types within this cat-
egory are also complex in the ways they were made and assembled, being 
made from numerous components and sometimes incorporating multiple 
materials. Figure 13.1, an exploded diagram of the Kirkburn sword (East 
Yorkshire) (Stead 2006:253), demonstrates the huge number of individual 
components assembled to make the sword and scabbard, which incorpo-
rated iron, bronze, glass, and horn (Gosden & Hill 2008:10). Producing an 
object like this would, therefore, have involved bringing together materials 
from varied sources and utilising a range of technical skills, likely involving 
multiple individuals. Examples of other object types within this assemblage 
of complex MIA metalwork include torcs (Machling &  Williamson 2020; 
Joy 2019); buckets; tankards (Horn 2015); cauldrons (Joy 2014; Baldwin & 
Joy 2017); shields (Hitchcock 2019, 2022); and horse gear (e.g. Lewis 2015; 
see also Maguire 2021 for LIA Irish horse gear).

Objects of Early Celtic Art were not only artfully designed and skilfully 
produced to create visually engaging effects; they were also useful. Cyril 
Fox wrote of Early Celtic Art that “there is nothing of ‘Fine Art’ about it” 
(1958:v), highlighting the problems with defining these objects as ‘art’ in a 
modern, Western sense. He went on to describe the placement of IA orna-
ment on ‘purposeful things’, describing the ‘sense of style’ employed by craft-
speople to create objects that were not only beautiful but ‘well-shaped’ and 
‘well-balanced’ (1958:v). Recent studies of objects of Early Celtic Art by the 
author have explored evidence for the purposes and use of these objects, 
showing that they were well-used, often repaired, and sometimes modified in 
other ways (e.g. Chittock 2019, 2020, 2021). Evidence exists for the possibil-
ity that some items of composite M-LIA metalwork were dismantled and that 
their components were reassembled to form new objects or added to objects 
to replace lost or damaged components. This phenomenon and the needs it 
caters to will be discussed below.

Case studies from Iron Age East Yorkshire

On March 20th, 1868, while quarrying for chalk on the Grimthorpe estate 
around 4 kilometres from Pocklington (East Yorkshire), Mr G. Hopper dis-
covered the crouched inhumation burial of a young man (Mortimer 1869, 
1905). Recent radiocarbon dating has suggested that the individual buried 
here died between 360 and 160 BCE (Garrow et al. 2009). In addition to 
human remains, the burial contained a spearhead, 16 bone points, a sword in 
its scabbard and the fittings of a shield – a set of grave goods that has earned 
this burial the name ‘The Grimthorpe Warrior’. The sword and shield from 
this burial were examined as part of the author’s PhD research (see Chittock 
2021), where evidence for the use, repair and modification of a sample of 
metalwork finds from East Yorkshire was examined.
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FIGURE 13.1  An exploded diagram of the Kirkburn sword, East Yorkshire, show-
ing the way numerous components were assembled (© Trustees of 
the British Museum).
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The assemblage referred to as the Grimthorpe Shield has traditionally been 
thought of as including six copper alloy fittings, although it has recently been 
noted by Matthew Hitchcock that a small La Tène-decorated disc from this 
assemblage is actually likely to be a scabbard mount, closely resembling an 
example fixed to the top of the front plate of a sword scabbard from the 
River Thames at Amerden (Hitchcock 2022:145–147). It is possible this fit-
ting derives from the scabbard within the burial, but the upper portion of the 
scabbard has not survived, making it impossible to link the two finds with 
certainty. Given the evidence presented below, it also seems possible that this 
was a scabbard fitting reused as a shield fitting. The remaining five fittings 
from the Grimthorpe shield assemblage consist of a lenticular boss, decorated 
with a symmetrical design formed from straight and curved lines and in-filled 
with fine inscribed lines; two crescent-shaped bronze sheets decorated on their 
outer edges by a border filled by a geometric, blocked pattern, formed through 
repoussé and chasing; and two bronze ‘ribs’, each measuring around 270 mm 
long and perforated at each end. Due to the early date of excavation, the exact 
positions of the fittings within the grave were not recorded, making it difficult 
to know whether they were deposited while attached to a wooden or leather 
backing to form a shield or as an assemblage of separate fittings (see Chittock 
2021:90). The retention of five copper alloy rivets from the burial lends weight 
to the idea that the fittings were attached to a backing, although their origins 
within the grave and the objects they belonged to are uncertain. Ian Stead’s 
hypothetical reconstruction of the shield’s position in the grave (Stead et al. 
1969: fig. 11) takes into account a written description of the shield recorded 
by Dr Wilson of Pocklington at the time of its discovery (Mortimer 1905:347) 
to suggest that it was laid over the body of the deceased (Figure 13.2).

In terms of wear, the shield has clearly seen use, particularly on the 
two  crescent-shaped fittings. These had visible tears and breaks that had 
been mended by rivets that fixed the fittings onto their wooden or leather 
 backing, as evidenced by numerous rivet holes. Damage to both crescent-
shaped  fittings suggests a heavy blow from a bladed weapon (Hitchcock 
2022:147–148), and two substantial dents in one of these fittings support 
the idea that the shield was used in combat. Furthermore, the rivet holes 
in both the two crescent-shaped fittings are of many different sizes and are 
unevenly spaced around the circumferences of the fittings. There are also far 
more holes than would be necessary to fix the fittings to their backing. It is 
suggested that these fittings were fixed to a number of different backings at 
different times. Use-wear around these rivet holes supports this assertion. 
The patterns of tearing around the edges of some of the rivet holes suggest 
that the two crescent-shaped fittings were forcibly torn from their backing on 
at least one occasion. The central boss and two ribs, conversely, bore no such 
evidence, being relatively free from signs of wear other than some damage to 
the end of one of the ribs, which may be post-depositional.
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It is suggested that this group of shield fittings was derived from at least 
two different shields, an idea supported both by evidence for use and dam-
age and by their varied decorative styles (Chittock 2021:90). They may 
have been brought together at the time of the burial as part of the funer-
ary event. They may also have been collected to form the shield over a 
longer period of time as trophies, gifts, mementos, heirlooms, antiques (see 
Chittock 2019), or simply as replacements for damaged, lost or broken 
components.

Similar phenomena have been noted in the context of other types of com-
posite objects from IA East Yorkshire, excavated from graves as parts of 
MIA cemeteries located on and around the Wolds, chalk hills arcing through 

FIGURE 13.2  The hypothetical positioning of the Grimthorpe shield fittings within 
the grave from which they were recovered (illustration: H. Chittock 
after Stead et al. 1969, figure 11 with kind permission). The dashed 
line represents Stead’s interpretation of where the wooden or leather 
body of the shield may have lain, although no traces of this have 
survived.
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the west and north of the modern county. Carts or chariots perhaps repre-
sent the ultimate composite IA objects. They were assembled from numerous 
wooden components, metal and bone or antler fittings, and more transient 
components such as leather and rope (see Giles 2012:193-204). All but 
two of the near-complete chariots known from IA Britain are from East 
Yorkshire and its neighbouring counties, where a tradition of chariot burial 
existed in the region’s MIA cemeteries. Evidence suggests that some chari-
ots included mismatched or replacement components, suggesting a range 
of practices relating to the dismantling and reassembly of these complex 
composite objects.

The Ferry Fryston chariot, excavated just outside East Yorkshire in 
West Yorkshire (Boyle et al. 2007), was formed from a set of mismatching 
components, including two differently sized wheels, one bearing a decora-
tive copper alloy strip and the other plain. The terrets (rein rings) were 
a ‘sham’ set made from copper alloy sheet wrapped around silt or clay 
cores (Boyle et al. 2007:138–141; Giles 2012:197). It would not have 
been possible to successfully drive this chariot very far at all, leading Giles 
to suggest that the vehicle was assembled at the time of the funeral, with 
components having been donated or recycled from other dismantled vehi-
cles before it was wheeled into the grave (Giles 2012:198, 203). Other 
East Yorkshire chariots showing evidence of similar practices include 
the Kirkburn chariot, which was dismantled before burial but included a 
replacement wheel (Stead 1991: 40-57), which had potentially been driven 
as part of the chariot for some time  (Chittock 2021:79), and a visually 
diverse set of metal fittings (Garrow & Gosden 2012:218). The Garton 
Station chariot, also dismantled before burial, included five terrets, one 
of which was differently decorated and constructed than the other four. 
It was also much larger, with the variation in size going beyond the size 
gradient usually seen in sets of terrets (Chittock 2021:79). Is it possible 
that the larger terret originally belonged to a different set? These examples 
create a contrast with other, more uniform sets of chariot fittings (Chit-
tock 2021: ibid.).

Objects of personal ornament from MIA graves in East Yorkshire also 
show evidence of having been assembled from the dismantled components 
of other objects. A copper alloy wheel-headed pin excavated from a grave 
at Danes Graves was decorated with cylindrical beads of coral that had 
originally been strung, probably as part of a necklace, as shown by small 
perforations (Stead 1979:77; Giles 2013). Giles also discusses sets of glass 
beads from East Yorkshire’s cemeteries, many of which were found in 
groups at the necks of deceased individuals, probably representing neck-
laces (Giles 2012:147–148). Evidence exists in these assemblages of beads 
for beads being swapped  in and out of sets, and Giles suggests a range 
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of circumstances in which beads were exchanged, lent, or bequeathed. As 
small, tactile, wearable things, they make ideal mnemonic devices, kept in 
sets that can be easily split or added to (Giles 2012:149). At Arras cemetery, 
for example, one set of beads seemingly included newer and older beads, 
suggesting that some beads were curated or handed down through genera-
tions (Giles 2012: ibid.).

Motivations for reuse and reassembly

The possible reasons behind the incorporation of reused components into 
new objects are complex and multi-faceted. Components from dismantled 
objects, perhaps salvaged following damage, are likely to have made conveni-
ent replacements for use in repair processes, saving time and resources. Repair 
and reuse are likely to have been extremely commonplace in IA  Britain (and 
other pre-modern societies – see Duckworth and Wilson 2020 on recycling 
and reuse in the Roman Empire). This is certainly suggested by the numerous 
small repairs seen on items of IA metalwork. However, not all the objects 
described above fit neatly into this model of reuse and repair.

It has been observed that, on some objects of IA metalwork, includ-
ing those incorporating reused components, repairs and modifications are 
often unhidden. This in itself could be due to the skill level of the indi-
vidual carrying out a repair. However, some repairs are made decorative in 
themselves, seemingly emphasising and celebrating the processes of dam-
age and mending (Chittock 2020, 2021). In this context, the ‘conspicu-
ous accretion’ (Chittock 2020:164) of visible repairs and modifications on 
items of long-lived and well-used metalwork can be viewed as an important 
aspect of what made these objects valuable (Chittock 2020, 2021). View-
ing potential dismantling and reassembly in this setting suggests that the 
motivations for this may have been related not only to the convenient reuse 
of components but also to the ongoing visual design of important ‘objects 
in process’.

Dismantling and reassembly beyond East Yorkshire

The paragraphs above have focussed on examples of dismantling and reas-
sembly from the region of East Yorkshire. Tentative suggestions can per-
haps be made about similar practices relating to other items of metalwork 
from further afield across IA Britain. This paper has already mentioned 
Baldwin and Joy’s work on the Chiseldon cauldrons from Wiltshire (south-
west  England) (Baldwin & Joy 2017), which revealed evidence both for 
the careful and forceful dismantling of cauldrons. Joy’s work on cauldrons 
across Britain and Ireland suggests that the dismantling of cauldrons was 
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a phenomenon that extended far beyond this site, occurring perhaps for 
the purposes of reusing fragments or so that certain cauldron components 
could be  deposited in specific ways (Joy 2014:342–343; Baldwin & Joy 
2017:115). IA cauldrons were long-lived objects, often repaired at multi-
ple points during their lives (Joy 2014), and it seems possible that pieces 
from fragmented or dismantled cauldrons were reused in these processes. 
Some cauldrons from the  Chiseldon assemblage were repaired using fancy 
patches, which mended stress fractures formed during the manufacturing 
process, seemingly forming part of the assemblage of IA objects with visible 
repairs (Baldwin & Joy 2017:47–48). The Grotesque torc, from Hoard L at 
Snettisham, Norfolk (East Anglia), was repaired in a visible way using parts 
of a tubular torc and twisted torc, in addition to pieces of wire and strip 
(Joy 2019; Machling & Williamson 2020). This is an object thought to be at 
least 100 years old when it was deposited in the late 2nd or early 1st century 
BCE (Joy 2019:469). Its repairs have been interpreted as either an accumu-
lation of components over a long period of time (Joy 2019) or as the result 
of hasty repairs performed by non-specialists (Machling  & Williamson 
2020). The Torrs pony cap, from Dumfries and Galloway (south-west Scot-
land), is a highly repaired decorative cap dating to 300–200 BCE, designed 
to be worn by a pony (Figure 13.3). The cap includes two horns, which 
were added to the object as modifications during the IA (Briggs 2014:350–
352) and may represent objects that had other functions before they were 
incorporated into this exuberant piece of horse gear. Since their discovery 
in 1812, they have been discussed at some points as possible drinking horns 
(Briggs 2014:351) and more recently as fittings from the ends of a chariot 
yoke (Hunter 2015:99). IA sword scabbards are often found to have been 
repaired in various ways (see Stead 2006), and it seems likely that compo-
nents from dismantled scabbards were used in this process (see Chittock 
2021:97–1002). Hitchcock also discusses the potential for the dismantling 
and reassembly of IA shields in a wider discussion of the variety of repairs 
and modifications made to these objects (Hitchcock 2022:132–133). An 
intriguing, heavily repaired miniature shield from the Salisbury Hoard (see 
Stead 2000) is patched together from at least two pieces of bronze sheet. 
Presumably, it was not damaged through combat, being just a few centi-
metres in length, but perhaps it embodies the concepts used to assemble 
some IA shields from pieces of others, as seen in the Grimthorpe example 
described above.

Further research is needed to assess the extent of these practices in Britain. 
These examples aim to show that there is potential for the investigation of 
dismantling and reassembly practices beyond East Yorkshire. They suggest 
that the East Yorkshire finds existed in a wider world where the reuse of frag-
ments and components for varied reasons was commonplace.
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FIGURE 13.3  A photograph of the Torrs Pony Cap (Dumfries and Galloway, 
 Scotland) (© National Museums Scotland).

Fragmentation vs dismantling

It will be evident from the preceding section of this paper that there is much 
work to be done on the potential for dismantling and reassembly within the 
wider assemblage of IA finds, both in terms of the extent of this phenomenon 
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and the development of techniques for its recognition. While these aims are 
beyond the scope of this text, the discussion that follows will consider the 
idea of dismantling and reassembly in relation to other forms of later pre-
historic fragmentation. The key question to be explored here is: what is the 
difference between dismantling and fragmentation?

In their work on the Chiseldon cauldrons, Baldwin and Joy specifically 
define ‘damage’ as “major loss of a section or part of the cauldron putting 
the object beyond repair by a non-specialist” (2017:58). Archaeological defi-
nitions of fragmentation perhaps share commonalities with this statement. 
Fragmentation, in archaeological research, has generally been used to refer 
to the breaking of objects in a way that renders them unusable for their 
original purposes but that results in distinct fragments. Knight uses the word 
‘destruction’ in a similar way (2022), employing a Damage Ranking System 
to categorise the extent of damage to metalwork from BA southwest  Britain 
and using this to suggest levels of intentionality (2020, 2022). Knight’s work 
on damage and destruction links these processes closely to deposition, and 
Fontijn’s work on destruction in BA Europe sees deposition as part of the 
destruction process, a process that creates value through the damage and 
disposal of valuable objects (2019).

In one sense, dismantling appears to be a very different process from frag-
mentation or destruction. It implies the careful deconstruction of a composite 
object using specialist skill, resulting in pieces that were intended for reuse. 
‘Fragmentation’ and ‘destruction’, on the other hand, tend to refer to more 
forceful acts, resulting in broken objects. However, as the body of work on 
fragmentation in archaeology that has grown from the work of Chapman 
and Gaydarska shows (Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007), the 
pieces of fragmented, damaged, or destroyed objects are also highly useful 
and were often created for specific intended purposes. In this sense, disman-
tling and fragmentation, while involving different physical processes, lead to 
similar outcomes. Both types of process can result in components that have 
a visible and perhaps mnemonic association with the object they were once 
part of. These components can be used in new ways and incorporated into 
new assemblages while still being part of their original assemblages.

Brittain and Harris (2010) have examined the ways in which Chapman 
and Gaydarska’s work on fragmentation (Chapman 2000; Chapman & 
 Gaydarska 2007) has been applied to a wide range of archaeological periods 
and materials. In Chapman and Gardarska’s work on the Balkan Mesolithic, 
Neolithic and Copper Ages, deliberate fragmentation is fundamentally linked 
to enchainment, the idea that when people exchange things or fragments of 
things, recognisable for their mnemonic and metaphorical properties, they 
are also exchanging themselves (Chapman 2000:5). This idea links the trajec-
tories of objects, people and places and sits specifically within the notion that 
later prehistoric personhoods were not individual but dividual or relational 
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(Brittain and Harris 2010:583–584; see also Fowler 2004). Chapman, how-
ever, does state that fragmentation and enchainment do not necessarily fol-
low each other (2000:37), and Brittain and Harris take this idea further as 
they consider fragmentation, enchainment and personhood as individual 
processes that can be interlinked in different ways, depending on cultural and 
historical context (2010). Exploring the potential nature of enchainment in 
the context of IA personhood is beyond the scope of this paper, considering 
the complex nature of the evidence for the fragmentation of both objects 
and people during this period. However, it could be argued that a form of 
enchainment was in play with the dismantling of distinctive objects linked 
to places, events and communities and the use of dismantled components as 
parts of new objects in a way that emphasised their mnemonic properties.

New types of practice for new objects

It can be argued, based on the wide-ranging evidence for deliberate fragmen-
tation traditions across later prehistoric Europe, that fragmentation was an 
important concept in later prehistoric worldviews, practices, and ontologies, 
interpreted and enacted in different ways within different temporal and geo-
graphical contexts. Garrow et al. (2009:111) draw a comparison between 
the characteristic assemblage of MIA metalwork from Britain, which is rep-
resented by a small number of complex and unique objects with numerous 
components, and the depositional traditions of the Late Bronze Age (LBA), 
which consumed huge numbers of far more standardised and less complex 
bronze objects. They write that rather than being concerned with quantity, as 
in the LBA (Needham et al. 1998), the makers and users of MIA metalwork 
were concerned with quality (Garrow et al. 2009:111). It could be argued that 
the emergent object types of MIA Britain resulted in new types of fragmen-
tation. These were metal objects formed from numerous components, with 
many major parts made from iron but also using copper alloys in different 
ways from their BA counterparts. The technologies of fragmentation evident 
in some BA metalwork assemblages (Knight 2020, 2022) perhaps did not 
translate into IA assemblages. But, more significantly, the highly composite 
objects of the MIA and LIA perhaps presented new opportunities in terms of 
fragmentation because they could be dismantled or disassembled, as opposed 
to being ‘broken’ in the conventional sense. The resulting components can 
also be reassembled to create new objects with visible stories.
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Notes

 1 Davies’ work on changing depositional practices in the Thames Valley region of 
southern England during the Bronze and Iron Ages (2022) offers a model for the 
study of subtle changes in the use of fragments in deposits over time, which would 
be very useful for future studies.

 2 See also a LIA scabbard recovered from the River Thames at Battersea, London 
(c. 120 BCE–43 CE) (Stead 2006:176–177), which appears to have an ill-fitting 
replacement loop plate.
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Introduction

The metalwork from the Bronze Age has fascinated archaeologists since the 
birth of the discipline. Objects of bronze have been extensively collected, 
compiled and depicted. However, the presentation of the objects, especially 
in older literature, does not always correspond to what you find when you 
see them in real life. Behind the well-arranged typological series, reconstruc-
tions and well-preserved highlighted examples, there are also objects that are 
broken, fragmented, repaired or modified in different ways. Now increasingly 
recognised, bronze artefacts of the Nordic Bronze Age (NBA) with traces 
of repairs, modifications and reuse occur in museum collections (Oldeberg 
1933; Madsen 2009; Skinner 2009; Thrane 2013; Hornstrup 2018; Horn & 
Karck 2019). There is a large variation in how these objects were mended. 
Some of the repairs were highly visible and changed the appearance of the 
objects, while others were more discreet. Sometimes, fragments or parts of 
objects have been used either to create new objects or to mend old artefacts. 
Such objects are therefore an important window into the life of fragments 
‘after the break’, in a period when large quantities of broken metalwork were 
in circulation.

The topic of mended and modified NBA metalwork is not particularly 
well studied. Previous observations, primarily by Andreas Oldeberg in the 
first half of the 20th century (e.g. Oldeberg 1927, 1933, 1934, 1943), were 
entirely focused on the technical aspects of repairs. However, modifications 
probably also affected how items were regarded, used and valued. As shown 
by various archaeological, historical and ethnographic examples, alterations 
are not always only made due to functional necessity. This material evidence 
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stimulates wider reflection on fragmentable, ‘partible’ and composite objects 
and the ways in which different fragments invite reuse.

In this chapter, we explore some aspects of modified and mended met-
alwork in Late Bronze Age Scandinavia (c. 1100–500 BCE). We primarily 
study how fragments and pieces were added and reused in processes of repair 
and modification. We mainly include Swedish finds, although the discussion 
will also bring up examples from other parts of the NBA, an area covering 
southern Scandinavia and northernmost Germany, characterised by similari-
ties in bronze metalwork (e.g. Baudou 1960; Sørensen 1987; Jantzen 2008).

Questions addressed are: What types of bronze objects have been mended 
or modified, and in what contexts have they been found? How were differ-
ent objects repaired, modified, reassembled and repurposed? What ideas and 
values may have been connected to these modified items, and what can they 
reveal about the attitude towards and reuse of fragmented bronzes?

The archaeology of repairs

Archaeologists from modern western consumer cultures have often 
approached the broken and fragmented with ethnocentric expectations about 
the universal preference for the complete and intact (Chapman &  Gaydarska 
2007; Chittock 2020). The incomplete and repaired might instead carry 
meaning, be an act of veneration and be integral to the objects’ biography 
(Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007; Caple 2010:308; Chittock 
2021:109). Over the last decades, interest in mended and modified objects 
has grown, not only regarding technical and functional aspects but also in 
view of their cultural implications (e.g. Willmott 2001; Jervis & Kyle 2012; 
Swift 2012; Verger 2019; Chittock 2020; Dumont 2022). Repairs to a treas-
ured object might imply an addition rather than a diminution in value (see 
Chittock 2020). Mended, modified and reused bronze metalwork testifies to 
the choice of keeping it instead of simply re-melting and casting it into new 
objects.

Repairs constitute significant events in the object’s cultural biography 
and often embody shifts in its function, value and meaning (e.g. Dooijes & 
 Nieuwenhuyse 2007; Swift 2012). Helen Chittock (2020, 2021) has observed 
that reused pieces from various dismantled objects were intentionally reas-
sembled in Iron Age metalwork in northern England (see also Chittock this 
volume). Composing wagons, shields and swords out of decorated pieces 
of various ages, styles and degrees of use-wear was a way to materialise, 
commemorate and facilitate oral histories about these objects (Chittock 
2021:99–100). Other examples of modifications with meaning beyond the 
purely functional are the European LBA full-hilted swords, where the addi-
tion of locally made hilts onto exotic blades functioned as a visual and mate-
rial process of acculturation (Dumont 2022).
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This shows that we should approach these objects as modified, a  definition 
that does not give preference to just one of the many reasons (the functional) 
that a broken object might be manipulated or reused post-manufacture 
(e.g. Martin 2012:62). An emphasis on manipulation rather than repair 
also acknowledges that integrating old parts onto other items might cre-
ate enchainments that reinforce relations (Chapman 2000; Chapman & 
 Gaydarska 2007; Chittock 2020). Thinking about what fragments or parts 
were brought with them into a reassembled or repaired item has the potential 
to reveal the deeper complexity behind how and why objects and fragments 
were used (e.g. Chittock 2020). This is one of the avenues for exploring the 
itineraries for some fragments ‘after the break’ (see Chapman & Gaydarska 
2007). We would like to contribute to this reflection: what fragments add to 
practices of remaking and reuse; the accumulations of histories and relation-
ships that might be involved; and more generally, approaches to fragmented 
materials at various times.

Bronze objects in Late Bronze Age southern Scandinavia

In the LBA, copper alloys and bronze casting technology had been known in 
southern Scandinavia for hundreds of years. Traces of bronze casting, in the 
form of fragmented crucibles and moulds and occasionally also small pieces 
of metallic residue, are known from many different sites, both from long-
house environments as well as burial and cult sites, indicating that bronze 
casting was a widespread practice throughout LBA southern Scandinavia 
(Levy 1991; Jantzen 2008; Sörman 2018).

Bronze objects were used in many spheres of society: as tools, body orna-
ments, dress attributes, drinking vessels, weapons, razors, ritual parapherna-
lia and more. The period had a very elaborate use of bronze; the metal dressed 
and accompanied many people, practices and ceremonies but was also used 
to mark and sacrifice to the spirited landscape through depositions. In the 
region, bronzes from the LBA are primarily found deposited in various wet 
or dry locations (Levy 1982:fig. 3-1; Rundkvist 2015:44–46). Nordic LBA 
hoard depositions are traditionally classed as ‘scrap hoards’, ‘sacrificial 
hoards’ or ‘single finds’ (e.g. Levy 1982). However, these functional divi-
sions have been criticised as the material proves to be much more complex 
(e.g. Bradley 1990; Brück 2016; Fontijn 2019). Bronze objects are also occa-
sionally found in burials, but only represent some of the object types in circu-
lation. More rarely, objects or fragments are also found at settlements.

The archaeological sources and source criticism

Collecting information about modified objects in the literature and museum 
catalogues is challenging. Many publications focus on whole, undamaged 
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objects and not broken, fragmented or repaired artefacts, which mirrors 
the traditional preference for pristine objects in typo-chronological studies 
(e.g.  Montelius 1917; Baudou 1960). In addition, catalogues and second-
ary literature sometimes completely fail to mention if objects were mended. 
Many repairs or modifications have probably never been noticed, and still 
remain undetected today. Some of the ‘cast-on’ repairs (see Fill-ups further 
below) are hard to detect without X-radiography (Skinner 2009:31). Moreo-
ver, there are examples of LBA metalwork with repairs dating from the 19th 
or 20th century, both from museum contexts (e.g. Skinner 2009) and pri-
vate collections (e.g. Swedish History Museum (SHM) 2549). Nevertheless, 
modern modifications and prehistoric repairs can often be distinguished due 
to differences in techniques and patina (Skinner 2009). Some bronze objects 
were mended with other materials in the LBA, as, for example, a crack on 
a hanging vessel that had been filled up with resin (Oldeberg 1934:9). This 
kind of repair work is not included in this study.

The archaeological source material presented in this study was collected 
through a search in museum catalogues (notably the SHM) and in archaeo-
logical literature. It was compiled (Table 14.1) and classified according to the 
type of manipulation (see the following section, Figure 14.1). Although not 
representing a full overview, this source material is large enough to reveal 
interesting tendencies in the handling of fragments in practices of repair and 
modification.

Repair work, manipulations and reuse of metalwork in Late 
Bronze Age Sweden

Repaired objects occur both in the Early and LBAs (e.g. Oldeberg 1933, 
1943; Kristiansen 1974; Thrane 2004, 2013; Melheim 2008; Skinner 2009; 
Nørgaard 2018:113). The LBA Nordic finds collected here, primarily from 
present-day Sweden, include four different types of repairs, manipulations 
and reuse: fill-ups, fusing, patching and upcycling (Figure 14.1), a classifica-
tion based on the ways in which fragments or parts were used to modify the 
object.

Fill-ups

Fill-ups are repairs where metal has been added to fill a hole or damage. It 
seems that small holes appeared during casting rather frequently when the 
liquid alloy did not successfully fill out the full cavity of the mould. A study 
of Danish period IV–V (1100–700 BCE) hoard finds found that this ‘cast-
ing defect’ was rather common (Kristiansen 2016 [1974]:131). Some visible 
holes were left unaltered and the object went on to be used anyway; this 
can be seen on tools such as axes (Nilsson 2008:29–33), but also on larger 



TABLE 14.1  The table shows some of the repaired LBA objects found in Sweden. Many of the hoards were discovered in the 19th century, and 
it is likely that fragments were sometimes neglected. SHM = Statens historiska museum; SLM = Södermanlands museum; UMF = 
Museum Gustavianum; KLM = Kalmar läns museum; VLM = Västmanland läns museum; OM = Östergötlands museum.

No Object type Site, parish, province Type of modification Hoard Reference

1 Horse bit Eskelhem, Eskelhems 
prästgård, Gotland

Fusing (new part) In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 7994

2 Belt buckle Öllöv, Grevie, Skåne Fill-up In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 12937

3 Belt buckle Domta, Österunda, 
Uppland

Fill-up In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

UMF 5690; Arwidsson 1939

4 Belt buckle Slättäng, Vårkumla, 
Västergötland

Fill-up In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 5316; Oldeberg 1943:214

5 Belt buckle Vegestorp, Kareby, 
Bohuslän

Fusing In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 845; Oldeberg 1943: 214; 
Baudou 1960:180, 260

6 Belt buckle Nya Åsle, Åsle, 
Västergötland

Fill-up In a mixed hoard with many 
fragmented objects

SHM 19748 (SHM 4127); 
Oldeberg 1934:11

7 Hanging vessel Nya Åsle, Åsle, 
Västergötland

Fill-up (two reparies) In a mixed hoard with many 
fragmented objects

SHM 4127; Oldeberg 
1934:33–35

8 Cauldron Hassle, Glanshammar, 
Närke

Patching (several 
mendings)

In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 21513; Gustawsson & 
Waldén 1937:66–70

9 Neck ring Rud, By, Värmland Fusing (hole) In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 1056

10 Two neck rings Svartarps gård, Åsle, 
Västergötland

Fusing (twisted) In a mixed hoard with many 
fragmented objects

SHM 22470; Oldeberg 1934

11 Neck ring ?, ?, Bohuslän Fusing (cast-on) ? SHM 1270:455
12 Neck ring Fageråkra, Veddige, 

Halland
Fusing In a single type hoard with no/

few fragmented objects
SHM 4228; Montelius 1917; no 
1295

13 Neck ring/diadem Långbro, Vårdinge, 
Södermanland

Patching (rivets and 
bronze sheet)

In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 2674



(Continued)

14 Neck ring Spelviks Kyrka, Spelvik, 
Södermanland

Fusing In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 813

15 Neck ring 
(wendelring)

Around Falköping, ?, 
Västergötland

Fusing  ? SHM 7591:15

16 Neck ring 
(wendelring)

Hökensåsen, Hubbo, 
Västmanland

Fusing (hole) In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

VLM 3174; Arbman 1938:91

17 Neck ring 
(wendelring)

Altuna, Börje, Uppland Fusing (cast-on) In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 16018; Ekholm 
1921:katalog period VI. 

18 Two neckrings 
(wendelring)

?, Härdshammar, 
Östergötland

Fusing (hole) ? OM.C.000635; Nordén 1926:35

19 Neck ring 
(wendelring)

Samsvik, Gladhammar, 
Småland

Fusing (cast-on) ? Heynowski 2000:43, 315

20 Neck ring 
(wendelring)

Hjälmared, Allingsås, 
Västergötland

Fusing (hole) In a mixed hoard with many 
fragmented objects

Hellgren & Lega 2021:21

21 Arm/foot ring 
(wulstring)

Hjälmared, Allingsås, 
Västergötland

Fusing (hole) In a mixed hoard with many 
fragmented objects

Hellgren & Lega 2021:19

22 Ornamental disc ?, Hulterstad, Öland Fusing (new part) In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 9321; Hjärthner-Holdar 
1993:137

23 Pin Vallby, Veddige, Halland Patching/Fusing 
(iron rivets and 
bronze sheet (now 
lost))

In a mixed hoard with no/few 
fragmented objects

SHM 6523

24 Spearhead Hvarsta, Fröslunda, 
Uppland

Fill-up ? Ekholm 1921:katalog period VI. 

25 Spectacle fibula Härnevi prästgård, Härnevi, 
Uppland

Fusing (two repairs) In a mixed hoard with many 
fragmented objects

SHM 11635; Oldeberg 1933:180
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display items such as spectacle fibulas, spearheads and large belt ornaments 
(e.g. Oldeberg 1928, 1943:214; Arwidsson 1939).

Fill-ups were normally accomplished through ‘cast on’ (Ger. überfangguss; 
a method also used in other types of repairs; Drescher 1958). A new mould 
part was then modelled on or around the existing object to fill out the incom-
plete area (Skinner 2009; Nørgaard 2018:113). Fill-ups of rifts and small 
holes were probably often made directly in connection with production. A 
belt buckle with incised decoration on the mended area (SHM 5316) clearly 
shows a case where the fill-up was linked to the production process, between 
the stages of casting and decorating.

Fusing

These are modifications where components or parts – from the same or dif-
ferent objects – were joined to (re)create a complete object. Fusing includes 

FIGURE 14.1  Examples of the four types of modifications detected in Late Bronze 
Age metalwork from Sweden and Denmark. Fill-up: a belt dome 
from Grevie, Skåne (SHM 12937; Photo from The Swedish His-
tory Museum (SHM), CC-BY 2.5 SE). Fusing: a spectacle fibula 
from Senäte, Västergötland (SHM 1580; Photo by Stina Svantes-
son, Västergötlands Museum). Patching; a neck ring from Långbo, 
Södermanland (SHM 2674; Photo from The SHM, CC BY 2.5 SE). 
Upcycling: a razor from Ebberup Mark Denmark (from Madsen 
1872; see also Thrane 2013). The modifications are marked with 
arrows.
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repairs where specific components have been replaced, such as the horse bit 
of iron probably replacing an original bronze bit on a bronze harness from 
Eskelhem (SHM 7994; Hjärthner-Holdar 1993:138). It is a rather common 
type of repair and occurs on many different objects, such as spectacle fibulas, 
swords and neck rings.

Fusing is frequently seen on large brooches known as spectacle fibulas, 
especially where the two plates have been rejoined after a break. Sometimes, 
this appears to have been done immediately after casting (Oldeberg 1928, 
1933). One fibula shows traces of being mended on two different occasions 
(KLM 000043; Oldeberg 1933:140, 168). There are also fibulas that have 
been modified by fusing plates originally belonging to two different objects 
(SHM 1580; Oldeberg 1933:141, 166–167; Melheim 2008:543; Figure 14.2).

There is fusing on swords where either the tang or the hilt have been 
removed from the blade and later re-attached. An example is seen on a sword 
of central European origin (SLM 18011), where the hilt and the blade have 
differing amounts and placements of rivet holes, suggesting they did not orig-
inally belong together (Oldeberg 1942:80, 82f; Hjärthner-Holdar 1993:151; 
see also Dumont 2022).

Another type of object where fusing is common are neck rings, and some-
times also arm rings and ankle rings. Rings have been modified by joining 
two broken halves together either by drilling small holes to attach some 
form of a string (e.g. Nordén 1926:35; Arbman 1938:91; Hellgren & Lega 
2021:19, 21; for example, OM.C.000635; VLM 3174) or through ‘cast-
on’ (e.g.  Oldeberg 1943:215; Heynowski 2000:43; SHM 16018). Neck 
rings have also been ‘fused’ by twisting two ring halves together (Oldeberg 
1943:112; Heynowski 2000:41; SHM 22470; Figure 14.2). Most of these 
modifications are highly visible and change the appearance of the ornament. 
Whether the parts were originally from the same or different rings cannot 
always be determined without more detailed, and possibly scientific, exami-
nations. It might be that two broken rings were reassembled to contain half 
of each.

Several LBA wendelrings have been fused by joining parts through drilled 
or pierced holes (Nordén 1926:35; Arbman 1938:91; Heynowski 2000:41; 
Hellgren & Lega 2021:21; see Table 14.1). The holes indicate that the parts 
were, at least at some point in time, joined together with a string or a metal 
wire. As such repairs occur on several wendelrings distributed over a large 
area, this was evidently a common way of mending or re-attaching parts 
of broken rings of this type (Heynowski 2000:40–45; see also Jennings 
2014:170). However, more discreet types of mending also figure in the mate-
rial from Sweden, such as wendelrings mended through a ‘cast on’ (Oldeberg 
1943:215; Heynowski 2000:43–45; SHM 16018). This type of repair can be 
difficult to detect and much more discreet than the examples with holes and 
joining strings (Figure 14.2).
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Patching

Patching is when small pieces or fragments have been added with rivets or 
‘cast on’ to repair a broken object. This modification can be seen on pins 
and neck rings, but also on other objects, notably imported sheet bronze. As 
mentioned in the previous section, small fragments or patches have also been 
used in the fill-ups.

A conspicuous example of patching is seen on a bronze pin where two 
parts have been joined by drilling small holes and adding a patch (SHM 
6523). As evident from rust marks on the object, this patch, now lost, was 
possibly joined on with iron rivets (Hjärthner-Holdar 1993:126–127).

FIGURE 14.2  Three types of fused neck rings, with holes: Härdshammar, Östergöt-
land (OM. C 000635); cast-on: Altuna, Uppland (SHM 16018); 
and two fused by twisting two halves together: Svartarps gård, 
Åsle, Västergötland (SHM 22470; Photos from The SHM, CC-BY 
2.5 SE; and Östergötlands Museum, CC-BY SA 4.0). The modifica-
tions are marked with arrows.
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Patching can also be seen in some of the sheet bronze metalwork brought 
to Scandinavia from the Continent. It is unclear if these patches were added 
before or after the objects reached Scandinavia. Such repairs are, for exam-
ple, visible on the rim of several of the Herzsprung-type shields found at 
Fröslunda (Klockhoff 1995:52). Patching where an added fragment covers 
a rift on the front upper rim can also be seen on a sheet bronze neck ring or 
‘diadem’ (SHM 2674; see Figure 14.1).

Another clear example is the South European cauldron, with seven differ-
ent repairs found and containing several other objects in the so-called Hassle 
hoard (SHM 21513). The bronze fragments used to patch the vessel vary 
in shape and thickness, thus probably being successively added over time. 
Patching is very common on cauldrons across Western and Central Europe; 
they were fragile and needed to be able to keep liquids and food (Gerloff 
2010; Joy 2014). The repair work was clearly visible on these prestige objects 
and might also have added to their sense of age and patina.

Upcycling

Upcycled items are fragments of old objects that have been repurposed and 
turned into something new and different. This practice has also been named 
conversion (Jennings 2014) and recycling (to differentiate from reuse, where 
the object’s shape is largely retained) (Caple 2010). However, in the context 
of bronze metalwork, recycling is mainly associated with remelting to cast 
new objects. We therefore choose to use the word upcycling, also known 
as creative reuse, a term that has gained popularity with environmentalism, 
circular economics and increasing interest in sustainable waste management 
and which signifies the practice of making new things out of used things or 
waste (e.g. Paras & Curteza 2018; for applied use in historical context, see 
Rous 2020). In the context of metalwork, upcycling, as conversion, can be 
defined as “the direct conversion of one object into another through cutting 
and reshaping” (Jennings 2014:163). Upcycled objects are often difficult to 
identify unless they have ornamentation or other morphological traces from 
their previous form.

Upcycling bits of old bronze objects into, for instance, arm rings, lan-
cets, pins or awls was not unusual during the LBA (Baudou 1960:63; Thrane 
2004; 2013; Kristiansen 2016 [1974]:145; Hornstrup 2018). There are 
several accounts of LBA arm rings made from larger neck rings (Baudou 
1960:63). There are also cases where parts of arm or neck rings were reused 
to make very small arm rings with a diameter of around 3–4 cm, possibly 
designed for children (Kristiansen 2016 [1974):144–145; see also examples 
in Thrane 2004).

LBA razors were sometimes made from fragments of other objects such 
as neck rings, hanging bowls and arm rings (Thrane 2013:445; Hornstrup 
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2018). There are also about 12 examples from LBA Scandinavia known so 
far where fragments of ‘imported’ bronze vessels have been upcycled into 
razors (Thrane 2013; Figure 14.1).  The number is probably higher, since 
the origin of such fragments is only recognisable if they have ornamentation 
or include parts of the vessel rim. Sometimes the vessel decoration has been 
kept and respected/integrated into the razor, but this is not always the case 
(Thrane 2013). Henrik Thrane, who discussed this phenomenon in a 2013 
paper, even identified three such fragment razors – from burials in northern 
Germany and on Danish Funen – that might originate from the same, deco-
rated bronze vessel (Thrane 2013:449).

Summary of findings

There are various ways in which LBA bronze objects were mended or modified 
by means of joining or adding parts to an ‘incomplete’ object. Some objects 
were probably mended just after being cast, while others were repaired at 
a later time after being accidentally or intentionally broken. There are also 
pieces that have been upcycled, meaning that a fragment was reworked into 
a new, different object. Modifications where parts or new materials were 
added occur on a wide range of objects, including more exclusive social valu-
ables. These include wendelrings, shields, bronze vessels, spectacle fibulas, 
swords, belt buckles and large dress pins – object types presumably linked 
to prestige, social hierarchies and ritual display. The nature of the modifica-
tions on these display items indicates that the mending was rarely carried out 
with the intention of being discreet. Since this study is not exhaustive, more 
mended objects and types of modifications certainly remain undiscovered in 
assemblages of finds. For example, upcycled metalwork is likely to exist also 
in Sweden but awaits similar studies as those of Danish and German archaeo-
logical material (Thrane 2013; Hornstrup 2018).

Discussion: Manipulated objects – manipulated meanings

These observations suggest that the attitude towards intact surfaces and the 
completeness of bronze metalwork was very different in the Scandinavian 
LBA than it is today. People who crafted and used these objects were less 
concerned about a smooth appearance. Some of the repairs are discreet, but 
many of the examples above are highly visible, and it often seems like little 
was done to hide them (see also Melheim 2008). Casting defects and mended 
items were evidently accepted or even appreciated, and the origin of upcycled 
cauldron pieces used as razors was sometimes evident from the remaining 
ornamentation or rims.

Visible repairs and alterations did not prevent the objects’ continued 
use or disqualify them from inclusion in depositions. Mended objects are 
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found in mixed hoards from dry-land contexts as well as in depositions in 
wet  environments (Table 14.1) and were thus still considered appropriate for 
sacrificial offerings. Many of the repaired or modified objects, like spectacle 
fibulas and neck rings (particularly wendelrings), were probably objects of 
prestige worn very visibly (Kristiansen 1998:69; Melheim 2008:545). Here, 
modifications would have been apparent when worn, handled and seen. 
Some of the repairs show signs of wear, indicating that the objects remained 
in use after a modification (Nordén 1926:35). In addition, we find some 
items, such as the Hassle cauldron and the spectacle fibula from Ålem Parish, 
Småland, that have been mended more than once (KLM 000043; Oldeberg 
1933). Little concern for visibility is also indicated by cases where metals 
with diverging colour nuances were used in repairs on LBA bronzes, such as 
iron rivets (Hjärthner-Holdar 1993; Sörman & Ojala 2022) or fill-ups with 
lead (Madsen 2009:85).

The visuality of the modifications could signal that repaired objects were 
considered ‘good enough’, for example, when objects were left with casting 
holes or were repaired with fill-ups immediately after casting. It also indicates 
that the value of LBA metalwork laid in other qualities than the visual impact 
of a perfect surface. One explanation for the tendency to keep imperfect casts 
and repaired objects in circulation could be that great importance was placed 
on the performance of the casting itself. LBA bronze casting was carried out 
at a variety of places and settings, including exposed locations within cult 
sites and large burial grounds interpreted as assembly sites, possibly meaning 
that the crafting of objects could take on the form of public events (Sörman 
2018; see also Melheim 2015). LBA bronze castings as public rituals are fur-
ther supported by the performative character of LBA casting in open hearths. 
The mythological dimensions indicated by finds of horse-shaped nozzles for 
bellows are one example; another is the nature of the products themselves, 
often markers of social and political status and presumably made in connec-
tion to important passage rituals (Sörman 2018). The significance of the pro-
cess, timing and staging of the casting could explain why finished objects that 
turned out ‘flawed’ were kept and mended rather than remelted in a new try.

It has previously been suggested that visible repairs could indicate that 
the craftsperson responsible for the mending lacked the skills necessary to 
make an unobtrusive mending or to make a new object (Melheim 2008:545). 
Although this might sometimes be the case, most of the repairs from this 
period would still require some level of skill, and the object could have been 
melted and cast into something else. There are traces of widespread, non-
centralised bronze artefact production during the LBA, including quite com-
plicated objects cast locally in central Sweden (e.g. Oldeberg 1960; Sörman 
2018), indicating that the availability of skill should not have been a prob-
lem. The origin of the metal recycled in new castings can also carry a mean-
ing, and even when objects are melted down, their history can become part 
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of the new object (Caple 2010; see also Sörman this volume). This practice 
cannot be excluded for LBA Scandinavia, but this topic lies beyond the scope 
of this paper.

Although some of the repair work and modifications, such as patching 
up a leaking bronze cauldron, can be seen as repairs aiming to maintain 
the object’s functionality, the mending can also be more than just a practi-
cal solution. While difficult to prove, examples of the fusing of parts from 
different objects, such as the spectacle brooches assembled from the discs 
of two different fibulas (Oldeberg 1933:141, 166–167; Melheim 2008:543), 
hint at a more complex reuse of fragments and parts than simple repairs 
and replacements. Fragments of bronze objects have been used to create new 
objects, not only by recasting but also by upcycling and by assembling parts 
of different objects. These repairs and modifications can be seen as part of the 
objects’ cultural biography and indicate that objects chosen for manipula-
tion were sometimes motivated by their special significance and use histories 
(Melheim 2008; Hornstrup 2018; Sörman this volume).

Some object types appear to have been manipulated more often than oth-
ers, such as spectacle fibulas and wendelrings. This might simply reflect that 
certain object types are more fragile than others. Indeed, they are often bro-
ken in the place where the discs or rings are most easily broken off, partly due 
to weak points in their construction (Oldeberg 1933; Heynowski 2000:41). 
On the other hand, another reason behind the many repaired spectacle fibu-
las and neck rings might also be that these objects carried special meanings 
and values and therefore became subjected to manipulation more often. Anne 
Lene Melheim has pointed out the intentional asymmetry of many Nordic 
spectacle fibulas, suggesting that both the discs’ initial design and various 
modifications, including fusing discs back together, could relate to a left-right 
symbolism in LBA cosmology (Melheim 2008). Breaking and recombining 
these symbols, reattaching separated halves, or taking parts representing dif-
ferent owners, generations, or meanings, could then have been a way to rein-
force alliances between different people (Melheim 2008) or more generally to 
manipulate their ‘power’.

The frequency of the fusions of neck ring halves, spectacle fibula discs and 
the blades and handles of swords hints at the specific fragmentation quality 
of various objects. We believe that it is reasonable to suggest that practices of 
fragmentation, dismantling and reassembly may develop differently for ‘part-
ible’ and ‘composite’ pieces of metalwork (see also Chittock this volume). 
This can be illustrated by looking at swords and spectacle fibulas on the one 
hand and neck rings on the other. Most swords are constructed as composite 
objects, where the handle and blade are made separately (possibly also in dif-
ferent materials) and then joined. There are numerous European examples of 
Bronze Age swords and daggers where blade and handle have been treated 
differently, for example, in separate depositions (e.g. Knight 2022:143–144) 
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or components of different origins joined together in new combinations 
(e.g. Kristiansen 2002; Dumont 2022). The same fragmentation quality can 
be seen in the way Nordic LBA spectacle fibulas were constructed, joined and 
rejoined, consisting of two readily breakable halves.

Neck rings, on the other hand, are made in one piece, and breaking them 
in two creates a distinct separation of a whole lacking obvious components. 
Manipulating and rejoining pieces of fragmented neck rings could therefore, 
we argue, implicate something else. Composite versus fragmented objects 
implicate different possibilities of enchainments as an outcome of repairs and 
additions (see also Chittock this volume). Composite objects allow for parts 
to be replaced and for different people to contribute to the object’s comple-
tion (Chapman 2000:40, 222). It also creates the opportunity to enchain vari-
ous people and histories into one object during repair work (Chapman 2000; 
Verger 2019; Chittock 2020). For ‘partible’ but non-composite objects, on 
the other hand, the repairs or modifications may stand out even more clearly, 
as one could argue that a ‘solid’ object is more obviously or drastically bro-
ken than a composite object. This quality offers a striking way of creating 
material and visual effects that add extra dimensions to the object, such as 
two neck ring parts visibly linked together by a string. We can imagine that 
the histories, values and powers attached to these objects could be accumu-
lated and combined into new physical forms.

Further questions

In this chapter, we have focused on the ‘second life’ of metalwork fragments 
as they become reintegrated into a repaired object or upcycled into new 
forms. The material demonstrates various forms of LBA manipulation and 
hints at the value placed on modifications, as indicated by their visibility and 
frequency. Other types of modifications are probably still hidden, undiscov-
ered, in the LBA metalwork. The archaeological material demonstrates the 
different ways in which LBA bronze objects were ‘partible’ and could be reas-
sembled in different constellations, of which only some have been discussed 
here. Future studies should develop methods for distinguishing between 
deliberate and accidental breaks and look further into the sets and levels of 
skill needed in order to carry out these modifications. Another avenue for 
future research lies in the identification of pieces from the same objects end-
ing up in different places, such as when investigating the origins of upcycled 
razors from similar vessel types or examining halves of fused neck rings to 
see if they originally belonged to the same or different rings. By scratching the 
surface of the ‘perfect’ metalwork shown in corpus works and reconstruction 
drawings, post-production manipulations and the reuse of broken pieces will 
continue to be a rich source for understanding how these bronze objects were 
approached, valued and used in LBA society.
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Selective deposition and selective fragmentation

The deposition of Bronze Age (BA) artefacts, particularly metalwork, is a 
widely studied phenomenon. Thousands of weapons, tools, ornaments, 
ingots and casting waste were treated in a variety of ways and buried in vari-
ous contexts across Europe during the period 2400–600 BCE (Bradley 1998 
[1990]; Fontijn 2019). Some ended up in graves with the deceased, others 
were buried in pits, ditches and postholes within settlements; much more 
has been recovered as single finds and in hoards, placed in ‘natural’ places 
within landscapes, such as in rivers and bogs and on hilltops. How we might 
approach these practices and how we might interpret different social actions 
has been a key focus of metalwork depositional studies.

In 1988, Stuart Needham published his seminal paper on the ‘selective 
deposition’ of Early Bronze Age (EBA) metalwork in Britain, which high-
lighted how different object forms were, as a rule, treated differently at the 
point of deposition. Axeheads, for instance, were often deposited in isolation 
or occasionally in hoards but rarely in association with human burials; dag-
gers and ornaments, conversely, were commonly associated with the dead in 
funerary contexts and monuments. This suggests certain governing ideolo-
gies and structures behind depositional practices relating to metalwork. Since 
Needham’s paper, the concept of selective deposition has been integral to 
understanding BA metalwork practices.

Similarly, David Fontijn’s (2002) work on BA metalwork deposition in the 
southern Netherlands emphasised and expanded how we might view deposi-
tion as a structured practice that can highlight relationships between people, 
landscapes and objects. Understanding the histories of objects as well as the 
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specific nature of landscapes and what these meant to BA communities is 
fundamental to how we can conceptualise the function of deposition. Fontijn 
has expanded on this recently, outlining principles that lay behind identifying 
and understanding selective deposition and describing selective deposition as 
‘the right way to act’ (Fontijn 2019:26–29).

This includes the right appearance for objects, the right selection for asso-
ciation, the right treatment, the right ordering in how they are placed in the 
ground and the right location for deposition. Collectively, these concepts tie 
into and reveal individual decisions made at the point of deposition as well 
as broader structures and ideologies at play. While it is the collective nature 
of these elements that reveals to us meaning in the past, each is multi-faceted 
and can also be interrogated individually and explored further. In this paper, 
I want to specifically address the ‘right’ treatment of an object. The right 
treatment can refer to several aspects relating to the object’s history (e.g. how 
it was treated during ‘life’) as well as how it was treated prior to and at 
the point of deposition and where it is deposited. For many objects across 
BA Europe, the right way to treat them was to leave them complete with 
other elements of structure and ordering incorporated into the deposition 
(e.g. arrangement and containment, marking the findspot, etc.). However, 
over time, the deliberate damage and fragmentation of objects became more 
common, occurring infrequently during the EBA, more often in the Middle 
Bronze Age (MBA) and by the Late Bronze Age (LBA), many thousands of 
objects were deliberately damaged before they were consigned to the ground, 
either singly, at settlements or accumulated in hoards (Knight 2022).

Studies of deliberate destruction often focus on the large and numerous 
fragmentary hoards of the LBA (e.g. Maraszek 2006), but instances occur 
throughout the BA and in almost every context. Within a given assemblage, 
certain types of objects may show signs of destruction while others are 
excluded, or alternatively, we may observe patterns across an object category 
spanning a wider area.

In this paper, I will explore these phenomena and develop the concept 
of ‘selective fragmentation’ under the umbrella of selective deposition and 
the ‘right’ way to treat objects. Damaging or fragmenting an object was a 
separate event from the deposition of the object (though sometimes closely 
related) and included its own range of decisions, notably selecting which 
objects to damage, the method for achieving intentional damage and the 
extent to which objects were fragmented. These decisions were made in the 
context of wider belief systems as well as specific relationships between peo-
ple, objects and landscapes. By focusing on single finds and hoards from 
Britain as well as damaged artefacts from other contexts, fragmentation can 
provide us with clues to localised identities, regionalised practices and con-
nections through wider concepts.
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What are we looking for?

In any study of damaged objects, we must establish that the damage is 
(a) ancient and (b) intentional. To achieve this, one must pay detailed atten-
tion to the object’s condition and history, as well as draw on wear analysis, 
experimental archaeology and material science (Knight 2020, 2022:15–44). 
This holistic approach is essential for an accurate interpretation. Destroying 
an object renders it unusable for its original function and indicators of met-
alwork destruction include bending, burning, breaking, crushing, notching, 
twisting, plugging sockets and stabbing (Knight 2020). For the purpose of 
this paper, we need to consider:

- Are there patterns of damage across similar objects and across different 
objects? Do these indicate places of inherent weakness or the selection of 
fragmenting objects in certain ways?

- Is there evidence for the process of fragmentation? Is there associated 
damage (e.g. bending, hammering or cracking)?

- Were pieces and fragments selected for deposition? Do we see recurring 
parts of objects included in depositions?

- What evidence is there for when the fragmentation occurred? Was the 
object damaged at the point of deposition or some time before?

We cannot answer these questions for every object, but through these ques-
tions we can recognise elements of selective practice, which can then tie into 
other principles behind selective deposition and enhance our understanding 
of the people and meaning behind depositions.

Fragmentation as a regional practice: Early Bronze Age 
axeheads in Scotland

Let us start our investigation with the deposition of EBA bronze axeheads in 
Britain at the end of the second millennium BCE, c. 2150–1950 BCE. At this 
time, axeheads were overwhelmingly deposited as single finds and in com-
plete condition (Needham 1983, 1988).

However, in central and north-east Scotland, EBA axeheads were occa-
sionally deliberately fragmented prior to deposition, and sometimes these 
were collected into hoards. The Hill of Finglenny hoard (Aberdeenshire) 
highlights this well (Figure 15.1a). Discovered in 1947, the Finglenny hoard 
comprised eight broadly similar axeheads, each with a tin-enriched surface 
and all showing differential signs of use and wear (Stevenson 1948; Crellin 
2020:218–219). The variable signs of use led Needham (2004:222) to sug-
gest these axes may have been gathered over an extended period. Three of 
the eight axeheads were deliberately broken into two pieces, some with chisel 
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marks indicating the method of fragmentation. The sharp, straight fractures 
on these pieces are unworn and may have been done shortly before or even 
at the point of deposition.

Other deliberately damaged axeheads, broken into two pieces, have been 
recovered as single finds and in hoards from Scotland (Figure 15.1b; Coles 
1969:33). These were, in most cases, deliberately split across the thickest part 
of each axehead. This was probably achieved by heating the axeheads before 
striking with a blunt object and/or chisel (see Knight 2019), a coordinated 
action requiring technical and material knowledge operating within a spe-
cific social context. The sharp breaks on the Finglenny axeheads suggest that 
someone with material knowledge undertook this. By contrast, an example 
from Abdie (Fife) is covered in hammering marks and is bent and cracked, 
suggesting that the person who did this wanted to break the axehead in half 
according to wider ideas but lacked the material knowledge to know how to 
achieve it (Figure 15.1c; Knight 2020:61–63).

Where information is known, these axeheads were often part of struc-
tured deposits or placed in relation to significant places (Cowie 2004). The 
Finglenny hoard, for instance, was buried under a stone on the slope of a hill 
overlooking a Neolithic henge. A hoard from Colleonard Farm  (Banffshire) 
included seven decorated axeheads deposited with their cutting edges 

FIGURE 15.1  A selection of deliberately damaged flat axeheads from Scotland. (a) 
The Hill of Finglenny hoard, Aberdeenshire; (b) an axehead from 
a cairn at Balnoon, Banffshire; (c) an axehead from Abdie, Fife (© 
National Museums Scotland).
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upwards in a ceramic vessel packed between two stones, close to a stone 
circle  (Piggott & Stewart 1958:GB.29; Cowie 2004:258–260); two of these 
axeheads were broken. Many of these axeheads were deliberately deposited 
without their hafts, and even when broken, all pieces of the axeheads were 
usually included, suggesting that fragmentation was a formal part of pre-
paring some axeheads for deposition. Some axeheads needed to be broken, 
but even when broken, they were often kept ‘complete’, as both pieces were 
included in the deposition. This contrasts with elsewhere in Britain and Ire-
land, where single finds were most common, hoards were rarer, and objects 
were deposited intact. From c. 1700 BCE, hoarding became more common, 
but axeheads and other objects accumulated for deposition were still gen-
erally complete (Needham 1988). Following Fontijn (2019:35), these axe 
depositions may thus be termed ‘convention breakers’, examples of events 
that did not conform with usual practices and highlight significant social 
actions.

Deliberately destroyed EBA objects were more commonly associated with 
burials. Daggers, pots and ornaments were occasionally damaged before bur-
ial or burned with cremations (Woodward 2002; Brück 2004; Knight 2022). 
Bodies, too, were sometimes fragmented after death (Booth & Brück 2020; 
Brück this volume). These fragmentation processes may have been part of the 
symbolic nature of death – objects literally being ‘killed’ and bodies taken 
apart – but the resulting pieces allowed artefacts and people to continue to 
be curated and circulated, connecting people through fragments (Chapman 
2000). If we consider that deliberate breakage in the EBA was occasionally 
linked with death, we may suggest that breaking axeheads was also related to 
death. Perhaps the owner(s) of the axeheads died, and thus the axeheads were 
broken. If some groups of axeheads were accumulated over time, this would 
explain why some axeheads were broken while others were kept complete. 
Nonetheless, BA cultural conventions dictated that axeheads stayed outside 
funerary contexts and were thus buried as single and/or hoarded finds. The 
practices undertaken in north-east Scotland represent a localised manifesta-
tion and expression of how to treat and bury metalwork at a specific time, 
breaking with wider practices. There was a conscious decision to break some 
axeheads and not others, with metalwork deposits connected to an aspect of 
regional identity.

Fragmentation as relational choice: Middle Bronze Age 
ornaments in southern Britain

This relationship between people and the decision to fragment objects can be 
explored further through the ornaments and ornament hoards deposited dur-
ing the MBA (c.1400–1150 BCE), particularly in southern Britain. Weapons 
and tools are also occasionally featured in these deposits, but we shall focus 
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primarily on ornaments here. By their very nature, ornaments have personal 
associations; they are worn close to the body and can express and confirm 
elements of an individual’s identity. These are often inalienable objects, so 
intrinsically connected with a person that that association is hard to undo. 
During the MBA, bronze and gold ornaments, including bracelets, torcs, pins 
and rings, were deposited (complete and incomplete, often showing signs of 
wear) as single finds and in hoards, though rarely in settlement contexts or 
with human burials (Roberts 2007). We see varied approaches to the treat-
ment and deposition of objects during this period; some were deposited com-
plete and undamaged, while others were bent, crushed or cut (Wilkin 2017). 
In Neil Wilkin’s (2017) study of ornament hoards, about 30% showed some 
evidence for deliberate manipulation and structured arrangement. In addi-
tion to these hoards, we can add a range of single finds that show signs of 
deliberate treatment.

During the period 1275–1150 BCE, gold torcs, for instance, were predom-
inantly deposited complete and undamaged, either as single finds or in hoards 
in dryland and wet contexts (Eogan 1994:127–129; Roberts 2007; Murgia 
et al. 2014), though they were occasionally also coiled, crushed, rolled, cut 
or melted (Wilkin 2017:29–30; Knight 2022:77–78). Torcs required great 
skill to produce and were significant sacrifices of wealth and material when 
deposited. Some complete torcs were coiled for deposition, distorting the 
form of the torc as an act of decommissioning (Ramsey 2013), though they 
may have also been coiled for wrapping around the arm. A coiled example 
from the Burton hoard (Wrexham) was perhaps stored with other gold orna-
ments and bronze tools in a ceramic vessel (Gwilt et al. 2007). At Llanwrthl 
 (Brecknockshire), four coiled torcs were buried one pair above the other, 
separated by a small stone and all overlaid by a large stone and a heap of 
smaller stones (Savory 1958:52–54).

Coiling was part of the structure of these deposits. Notably, these coiled 
examples remained complete and could be uncoiled; this was reversible dam-
age, be it for storage, functionality or symbolic deformation. Three coiled 
fragments of at least two torcs from Woodham Walter (Essex) paint a differ-
ent picture (Meeks & Varndell 1994). Found with three complete bracelets, 
each torc was deliberately cut at one end, flattened at the opposite end and 
conformed to an almost identical size and weight. These were perhaps coiled 
and cut by a metalworker and intended for recycling. Two substantial hoards 
from Cirencester (Gloucestershire) (Needham 2007) and Fittleworth (West 
Sussex) (British Museum acc. no. 1996, 0902) likewise contained deliber-
ately bent, coiled and cut gold torcs, bracelets and rings; these may have also 
involved a metalworker. Cutting these ornaments required particular tools 
and equipment that may have been the reserve of a goldsmith, though we 
should be wary of a purely functionalist interpretation of these deposits as 
they each contained complete finds too.
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Numerous single finds of bent and/or fragmented gold torcs and bracelets 
recovered while metal-detecting and reported through the Portable Antiqui-
ties Scheme also display signs of cutting and reduction processes (Murgia 
et al. 2014:360; Knight 2022:77–78). These isolated finds have typically been 
regarded as casual losses, which indeed they might be, but by recognising the 
intentionality behind their treatment, we can set them in the wider context 
of other comparable manipulated finds in hoards and contrast this with the 
decision to leave some torcs and gold ornaments complete.

Bronze ornaments, too, saw a range of treatments and associations in 
deposition, particularly when deposited as part of larger groups between 
 1400–1275 BCE. The Bix hoard (Oxfordshire) contained 19 objects in c. 
85 pieces buried in a ceramic vessel, including a fragmented rapier in seven 
pieces, a heavily worn dagger or dirk, two worn razors, a complete brace-
let and fragments of pins, torcs and bracelets (Figure 15.2; Byard 2015, 
2016:239–240). Although much of this hoard was plough-dispersed, exca-
vation revealed worn and damaged objects in situ within the remains of the 
vessel (Byard 2016:240), suggesting this was the intended condition of the 
objects when deposited. Nine further fragments have been discovered from 
the same site since this initial investigation. The extent of the fragmentation, 

FIGURE 15.2  A portion of the Bix hoard, Oxfordshire (PAS BERK-456EE1) (© 
Oxfordshire County Council, CC BY 2.0).
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particularly of the rapier in seven pieces but also the ornaments, is greater 
than one would expect from plough damage, especially considering some 
objects remained undamaged. Further study of this hoard would help better 
understand the nature and extent of the objects. The antiquity of breaks, for 
instance, would be revealed through a study of the patina and marks on the 
surface, which might correlate to ancient hammer/chisel blows.

The Taunton Union Workhouse hoard (Somerset), comprised approxi-
mately forty tools and ornaments deposited in a river valley (Smith 
1959:GB.43; Knight 2022:66–76). Sixteen objects were intentionally dam-
aged, including a broken spearhead, a fragmented bracelet and 11 bent and 
broken pins (Knight 2022:66–70). However, the ‘tools’ in the hoard, includ-
ing an axehead, hammer, two sickles and 11 palstaves, were either complete 
or damaged through use, though some may have been burned.

What motivated this range of treatments? Why were some ornaments 
left complete while others were manipulated and fragmented? The range of 
selective treatments defies a single rationale, probably reflecting individual 
or communal choices in relation to particular situations or circumstances. 
This is unsurprising if we consider the inalienable nature of ornaments, often 
associated with specific people; their removal from the person for placement 
in deposition may have necessitated different situation-appropriate decisions. 
This was perhaps influenced by the previous trajectories and associations 
of objects, as suggested by their worn nature. Sometimes people needed to 
fragment or deform these ornaments, and these processes allowed the trans-
formation of objects into suitable states for deposition, severing ties between 
objects and the associated person(s). Burying them in natural places was an 
important part of this. Robert Johnston (2021:102–105) argues that peo-
ple deposited objects as acts of gift exchange with the landscape (cf. Strath-
ern 1988) and that many of these depositions involving ornaments, as well 
as tools and weapons, were intimate and carefully considered occasions to 
establish relations between people, objects and landscapes. Preparing the 
deposition may have involved individuals or communities and required a 
range of activities, such as collecting objects and seeking material specialists 
to undertake certain tasks, including coiling or fragmenting torcs. Deposi-
tions were undertaken in relation to certain events, perhaps marriages or 
alliance pacts (Needham 2001), and fragmentation was part of the nuances 
of different occasions. Through the processes associated with deposition, 
ornaments ceased to be linked with a single person, perhaps deconstruct-
ing identities (Fontijn 2002:239, 244), and became part of a wider set of 
relationships. However, it is striking that ornaments were rarely deposited at 
MBA settlements or burials (Roberts 2007:147), which suggests a selective 
exclusion from certain social spheres. Much like flat axeheads, we might con-
clude that while people knew that ornaments should be primarily deposited 
as single finds or hoards in the landscape, there were fewer social restrictions 
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on how they might be treated at the point of deposition. This remained a 
choice.

Fragmentation as an event: Late Bronze Age weapons and 
weapon hoards

The ornament hoards mentioned above occasionally included weapons, 
which often showed signs of deliberate destruction. York’s (2002) study of 
metalwork from the River Thames highlighted that deliberately damaged 
weapons became more common from the MBA onward. The deliberate 
destruction and deposition of weaponry, notably swords and spearheads, 
peaked around 1100–900 BCE in Britain, when large numbers of swords 
and spearheads were deliberately burnt, bent and broken and immersed in a 
range of watery locations, such as rivers, bogs, lakes and marshes (Coombs 
1975; Mörtz 2018). Other objects, such as vessels, axes and metal waste, 
rarely featured in these deposits (Mörtz 2018). The selection and treatment 
of objects was intimately linked with the types of places chosen and this 
applied as much to single finds and small groups as it did to large accumula-
tions of weapons. Moreover, this was not the reduction of weapons to small 
pieces for recasting but sometimes seemed to be ecstatic events of destruction 
(Nebelsick 2000), with swords twisted and bent and spearheads crushed.

Several large hoards include evidence of fire damage, with swords and 
spearheads warped and melted from exposure to excessive heat.  Striking 
examples come from Wilburton (Cambridgeshire), Duddingston Loch 
 (Edinburgh) and Peelhill Farm (South Lanarkshire) (Evans 1884; Callander 
1922; Mörtz et al. 2021). In these instances, we can conceptualise events 
involving large flaming pyres where people gathered weapons and threw 
them onto the fire; these were designed to create a performance through 
practice that became embedded in social memory (Knight 2022:149, 
 159–160). Destruction experiments and microstructural analyses have 
revealed that even where fire damage is not macroscopically visible, objects 
were heated before fragmentation (Knight 2019; Bridgford & North-
over 2020). Therefore, such dramatic events may have been more com-
mon than previously recognised. Barbed spearheads from the Bloody Pool 
hoard (Devon) were probably heated to about 500–600 degrees Celsius, 
i.e., well below the melting point of bronze, and then struck with a blunt 
object to split the spearheads in two or three pieces (Figure 15.3; Knight 
2019). Similar sharp straight fractures can be observed on spearheads from 
other contemporaneous single finds recovered from wet contexts as well as 
hoards (e.g. Burgess et al. 1972). Such patterns of damage illustrate how 
fragmentation was part of a trajectory that led to both single and hoarded 
deposits, as well as revealing the widespread practice that applied accord-
ing to broader ontologies.
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Furthermore, many of the objects in these weapon hoards show signs of 
combat damage, leading Mörtz (2018) to suggest that they were included 
and destroyed for their involvement in conflicts, perhaps the captured wares 
of a defeated enemy. Due to their violent histories, these weapons required a 
violent end. This is an appealing argument for the larger hoards, but I believe 
a greater range of interpretations should be considered for the single finds 
and smaller hoards showing signs of destruction. This was not just about 
selecting objects but also selecting treatments and places. By understanding 

FIGURE 15.3  The Bloody Pool Hoard, Devon (photo: author, courtesy of Royal 
Albert Memorial Museum and Art Gallery, Exeter).
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the destruction events as something separate from the act of deposition, 
we are observing actions with multiple meanings that are relevant at differ-
ent times. If the destruction served one purpose, the deposition may serve 
another.

The collection from Bloody Pool, for instance, comprised large, barbed 
spearheads, which are typically considered ceremonial objects (Burgess  
et al. 1972:227–228). Their destruction may be related to managing power-
ful objects, removing them as symbols of authority, and requiring a person 
with material knowledge to undertake the act (Knight 2019). Pieces of the 
spearheads were then placed in a marshy pool, which may relate to an offer-
ing to the pool itself (Fox 1973:120).

What is particularly striking about these weapon deposits is their wide-
spread nature. Unlike the EBA axeheads or the MBA ornaments presented 
so far, which were comparatively regionalised, ideas surrounding how to 
treat weapons and where to deposit them were structurally embedded within 
belief systems over the course of 200 years. The Bloody Pool hoard is the 
only example of a deliberately destroyed weapon hoard known from south-
west Britain, and the Peelhill and Duddingston Loch examples are the only 
two from Scotland, yet they conform to broader practices seen elsewhere and 
seem to represent part of a scaled activity, that also involved single finds. 
People buried these objects in relation to wider belief systems and deposited 
one or more swords and spears, perhaps depending on the nature and impor-
tance of the event.

Fragmentation as a globalised practice: Late Bronze Age 
‘scrap’ hoards

Finally, we can turn to the end of the BA (c. 950–800 BCE), when  thousands 
of fragmentary metal objects were deposited across Europe in hoards. These 
hoards are generally the focus of studies of fragmented metalwork. Were they 
abandoned dumps of metal? Or perhaps stashes of metalworking material? 
Our preoccupation with such questions has meant we have missed elements 
of the selective practices involved that are useful for illustrating similarities 
and differences within and across assemblages and areas and telling us some-
thing about how people were connected through practices. Vast numbers of 
objects were broken by heating and striking, and this would have been rela-
tively straightforward. This then presents us with interpretive issues when 
some objects are heavily fragmented and others are left complete. Were cer-
tain objects selected for fragmentation?

One glimpse that this may have been the case comes from assessing the 
origins of distinct types of objects and different practices. A large hoard from 
Stogursey (Somerset) comprised about 146 objects, of which around 100 
were deliberately fragmented, including many local object forms (McNeil 
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1973; Knight 2022:108–115). However, supra-regional axeheads that 
must have been exchanged into the region, including examples from Wales, 
 Yorkshire and eastern England, were left complete, suggesting a recognition 
and differential treatment of non-local material. The hoard also encapsulated 
practices more common in south Wales, and thus we can view the hoard as 
the work of travelling ideas and people across the Bristol Channel (Knight 
2022:115).

The Boughton-Vénat tradition that crossed the Channel between England 
and France similarly illustrates societal connections through shared practices 
(Briard 1965; Brandherm & Moskal-del Hoyo 2014). In both south-eastern 
England and Atlantic France, people gathered, fragmented and deposited 
large quantities of metalwork. This was a culturally shared practice. Simi-
lar material appears in both regions, though unlike at Stogursey, there is 
currently little to suggest that the origins of the objects had a bearing on 
their treatment before burial. Hoards of a similar fragmentary character are 
now recognised in western Cornwall and south-west Wales, suggesting peo-
ple travelled, exchanging objects and sharing practices of accumulation and 
fragmentation up the Atlantic façade (Knight 2022:103–108).

These connections through practices become more striking when we con-
sider the areas where fragmentation did not take place or was less common. 
For instance, we can contrast the situation in Atlantic France and south-
east England with Ireland (Becker 2013), the southern Netherlands (Fontijn 
2002) and northern Britain, where LBA hoards of fragmented objects were 
uncommon (O’Connor & Cowie 2022). We tend to think of fragmentation 
and deposition at this time as a globalised practice, which it was, but the 
choice to deposit fragments remained regionally varied. The Balmashanner 
hoard (Angus) included complete bronze armlets and rings, fragments of a 
cast bronze bowl, gold penannular rings, amber and cannel coal or shale 
beads, an iron ring and a deliberately broken socketed axehead fragment 
buried in a ceramic vessel (Anderson 1892). The Balmashanner assemblage 
still speaks of a diverse range of connections, including with Ireland and 
northern Europe, though fragmentation was only a small component. These 
hoards were deposited around the same time as the so-called ‘scrap’ hoards 
in the south, suggesting that there were different ideas behind how a deposit 
should be constructed that extended beyond economic and functional rea-
sons; these were clearly not abandoned ‘dumps’ of material but may have 
been buried as a reflection of the connections between people in different 
areas or as offerings. However, even in these hoards, fragmentation still had 
a part to play, with occasional inclusions suggesting that there was also a 
choice to leave things unbroken. By seeing fragmentation as a globalised yet 
selective practice at this time, it forces us to recognise how people made 
deposits suitable according to the structures of local areas and the connec-
tions they were a part of.
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Conclusions

In this paper, I presented ideas relating to the ‘right way’ to treat objects, 
specifically where that right way constitutes deliberate destruction. I have 
termed this selective fragmentation. This is one facet of the wider scheme of 
the selective deposition of metalwork, but a focus on practices of destruction 
reveals how communities used fragmentation in diverse ways for different 
meanings and how it transformed over space and time. The case studies of 
deliberately damaged single and hoarded metalwork finds from Britain illus-
trate how, at times, fragmentation represented localised practices linked to 
communal ideologies, while at others it was part of more widespread patterns 
that demonstrate the connectivity of the BA world through shared ideologies. 
The selection and treatment of objects for deposits were often linked to the 
histories of the objects and their known associations, be they with people, 
places or even manufacturing origins. Where we observe diverse approaches 
to objects, as in the case of MBA ornaments, we can recognise that this was 
a reflection of and reaction to specific social situations. Approaching frag-
mentation specifically also enables us to conceptualise an event distinct from 
the act of deposition and consider the ways in which this brought certain 
people together and established an occasion ahead of burying the objects. 
A study of selective fragmentation thus becomes an integral part of the wider 
discussion of selective deposition, allowing us to recognise how destructive 
actions transformed objects and contributed to the formation of appropriate 
deposits. Fragmentation became a manifestation and expression of localised 
and wider ideas, creating deposits of meaning.
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Introduction

Fragmentation of valuable metalwork was a widespread practice in Late 
Bronze Age Europe (e.g. Rezi 2011; Hansen 2016; Milcent 2017; Knight 
2022). Broken bronze objects are found in various contexts, but primar-
ily in hoards  –  assemblages of mixed metalwork intentionally placed in 
the ground. Depositions containing a large proportion of fragments have 
traditionally been termed ‘scrap hoards’ or ‘smith’s hoards’, which hints at 
the most common archaeological explanation of this phenomenon: as scrap 
for recycling or trade (e.g. Oldeberg 1928; Levy 1982; Weiler 1996). It has 
largely been assumed to be the smith’s hidden stock of raw material, and that 
the fragments of commodified metal would thus eventually be transformed 
into proper objects again. The idea of ‘scrap’ is clearly influenced by mod-
ern, western concepts where the incomplete and damaged were dismissed as 
refuse – a view that cannot be assumed to be valid for prehistory (Chapman 
2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007; Brück 2016).

Over the last decades, new readings of these hoards have demonstrated 
patterns that cannot easily be explained as simple scrapping. Instead, case 
studies from across Europe indicate that fragmentation and hoarding of 
‘scrap’ followed different norms and patterns across time and space (e.g. 
Gabillot 2004; Gabillot & Lagarde 2008; Rezi 2011; Dietrich 2014; Brück 
2016; Hansen 2016; Knight 2022, this volume). Various and simultaneous 
motives for breaking bronze objects have been proposed and attested: to 
facilitate commodification and exchange (e.g. Milcent 2017; Brandherm 
2018; Ialongo & Lago 2021), but also to enable the use of fragments in 
depositions and transactions for more symbolic ends. Such interpretations 
include observations of pars pro toto sacrifices, curated fragments as relics or 
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heirlooms and their partition and structured deposition as a means to create 
real and symbolic links –  enchainments (Chapman 2000; Brück & Fontijn 
2013:212; Dietrich 2014; Brück 2016, this volume; Hansen 2016). These 
insights begin to reveal the complexity behind this widespread and charac-
teristic LBA practice.

This paper aims to contribute to the understanding of this phenomenon in 
a Nordic Bronze Age (BA) context by studying a selection of ‘scrap’ hoards 
from modern-day Sweden. What do the buried fragments look like, what 
object types are represented, which fragments were included and which are 
‘missing’? While only scratching the surface, this study provides a basic char-
acterization, indicating questions for future studies on a phenomenon that 
has remained largely unstudied in Scandinavia since the beginning of the 
20th century. These observations will be used to discuss the question of the 
potential purposes of the broken objects in the Nordic LBA ‘scrap hoards’. 
What were the economic, social and possibly symbolic values of different 
metalwork parts? In this chapter, I elaborate on the idea that the fragments 
in ‘scrap’ hoards were carefully chosen and curated, and one of the keys 
to the fragmented hoard assemblages in dry (retrievable) places is that the 
individual pieces would remain recognizable over time. This has implications 

FIGURE 16.1  Parts of the Late Bronze Age hoard from Härnevi in central Sweden, 
containing a large portion of incomplete objects and often inter-
preted as a ‘scrap hoard’. Note that not all breaks are ancient (illus-
tration by Magdalena Forsgren, reprinted with kind permission).
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for interpreting the values, use and reuse of fragments in this region, as well 
as for understanding the ‘scrap’ hoard phenomenon and the people behind 
these depositions.

Bronze and hoarding in Late Bronze Age southern Scandinavia

Bronze in LBA Scandinavia was a highly valued and exotic material acquired 
from areas abroad via gifts and exchange (e.g. Levy 1999; Ling et al. 2014). 
From a rather limited repertoire of axes, weapons and ornaments in the 
Early Bronze Age (c. 1700–1100 BCE), the production of bronze metal-
work intensified and diversified in the LBA (c. 1100–500 BCE). The range 
of objects conceived in the sun-glowing alloy now included weapons, per-
sonal ornaments, toilet equipment, dress fittings, large costume attributes, 
various tools and a large range of rare cult objects such as figurines, cer-
emonial helmets, horse and wagon decorations and even extravagant musi-
cal instruments in the form of bronze lures (e.g. Baudou 1960; Levy 1999). 
Many tools were made of flint, stone and bone, while bronze tools only 
represented a fraction of the toolkit. I agree with the notion that the Nordic 
BA metalwork was dominated by ritual, prestigious and socially valuable 
objects, while its involvement in the productive economy through tools was 
quite limited compared to other areas in BA Europe (e.g. Thrane 1975:247; 
 Bradley 1990:143).

Landscape depositions of bronze metalwork occurred throughout the 
Nordic BA. In southern Scandinavia, like elsewhere, depositions have often 
been categorised as either sacrificial or profane based on their find contexts 
and retrievability (e.g. Levy 1982; Bodilsen 1986; Rundkvist 2015). This 
classification partly rests on the premise that wet contexts are less likely to 
have been revisited and therefore were meant as final resting places, while 
dry contexts, at least theoretically, facilitate revisits and retrieval (see Brück 
2016). BA depositions in southern Scandinavia are predominantly found in 
or in direct association with water, such as lakes, bogs, rivers and sea inlets 
(Levy 1982; Fredengren 2011; Rundkvist 2015).

Dry-land locations (such as hillsides, under large boulders or in rock crev-
ices) also appear and are more common for hoards with a large degree of 
fragmentation. In addition, hoards with a high fragmentation rate more often 
include material associated with bronze casting, another argument tradition-
ally raised in favour of a ‘profane’ interpretation. A previous study estimated 
13% of the circa 125 LBA hoards in Sweden as being ‘scrap hoards’, then 
defined by the inclusion of ‘raw stuff or ingots’, such as casting refuse, unfin-
ished metal rods and/or fragmented tools (Weiler 1996:21). To summarise, 
fragmented bronze objects are mostly but not only found in dry-land hoards, 
and casting debris is mostly but not only found with fragmented objects. 
Hoards with broken versus complete objects, as well as in wet versus dry 
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depositional contexts, are variations on the same theme rather than opposite 
categories.

Approaching fragmented bronze in Late Bronze Age Scandinavia

Fragmented metalwork in the Nordic BA largely remains unexplored. Hoard 
studies have often focused on depositions in wet contexts, where fragmen-
tation is less frequent. The typo-chronological studies dominating previous 
research have also meant a primary interest in the most complete and well-
preserved objects. Fragmented metalwork and ‘scrap hoards’ have been the 
topic of a few minor studies focusing on technical (Oldeberg 1927, 1928, 
1929, 1934) and economic (Weiler 1996) aspects. This situation reflects the 
much-critiqued division of ‘scrap hoards’ as economical and pragmatic in 
contrast to the ritualistically or religiously explained ‘sacrificial hoards’, a 
division seen throughout the academic history of this subject (for critique, see 
e.g. Brück & Fontijn 2013:210–212; Brück 2016; Fontijn 2019). This paper 
works from the premise that fragmentation, curation and reuse of ‘scraps’ 
must be studied as culturally as well as economically meaningful.

Fragmented BA metalwork is not only known from hoards, but finds from 
different contexts have not yet been synthesised or compared. LBA buri-
als sometimes contain metalwork, often small and incomplete objects (e.g. 
Bodilsen 1986:6; Röst 2016; Hornstrup 2018). Fragmented bronzes are also 
known from settlement contexts but are often regarded as waste or acciden-
tally lost objects (Eriksson & Grandin 2008). So far, there are a few known 
cases where bronze fragments were subjected to intentional secondary use. 
One particularly interesting example is from a Swedish burial ground where 
two fragments, seemingly from the same neck ring, were found in two differ-
ent graves (Röst 2016:220, 238). Fragments were sometimes also reused by 
being converted into new objects or integrated as part of repairs or modifica-
tions (e.g. Hornstrup 2018; Ojala & Sörman this volume). Thus fragments 
evidently had various uses ‘after the break’: circulated, curated, converted, 
possibly re-melted and deposited. The ‘scrap hoard’ phenomenon appears 
to be only the tip of the fragmentation iceberg when considering how much 
broken metalwork was once in circulation.

Fragmenting something does not strip it of its value but transforms it (e.g. 
Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007; Dietrich 2014). Multiple new 
parts with changed properties are created, which are available for continued 
use. Scrap hoards from various parts of BA Europe have been character-
ised as ‘codified’; objects and fragments give an impression of selection and 
repeated patterns, hinting at local and regional norms (e.g.  Gabillot 2004; 
Bradley 2005:152–153; Rezi 2011; Hansen 2016; Milcent 2017;  Bordas & 
Boulud-Gazo 2018:25–31; Brandherm 2018; Dietrich & Mörtz 2019; Knight 
2022). For example, Richard Bradley has noted that sword hilts are more 
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represented than blades in many European LBA ‘scrap hoards’; considering 
the proportion of the hilt compared with the whole object, this relationship 
should be inversed (Bradley 2005:152–153, as referenced in Brück & Fontijn 
2013:200). Trying to characterise these assemblages and identify patterns, 
the sample of Swedish ‘scrap hoards’ will here be evaluated based on the fol-
lowing questions:

• What object types in these hoards are fragmented more often versus more 
rarely?

• To what extent can the original object type be identified from the fragments?

Studying a selection of Swedish ‘scrap hoards’

Five metalwork hoards from present-day central and southern Sweden have 
been included in this study: hoards from Bräckan, Härnevi, Hjärpetan, Nya 
Åsle and Ystad (Table 16.1). All but one are from dry-land contexts, found 
under large stones (2. Härnevi, 3. Hjärpetan and 5. Ystad). One of these 
(3.  Hjärpetan) was found in a small stone-cist construction under a large 
stone on the terrace of a rocky hillside. One was found in a ceramic vessel 
on a sandy slope, but the exact circumstances are unknown (1. Bräckan). 
Finally, one differed from the rest by being found under a large boulder in a 
bog, thus in what can be considered a wet context (4. Nya Åsle).

These hoards were chosen for two main reasons: Firstly, because of their 
high fragmentation rates and because they have all previously been discussed 
as ‘scrap hoards’ (e.g. Oldeberg 1927, 1928, 1929, 1934; Weiler 1996). Sec-
ondly, the documentation available is of relatively high quality and detail. 
The finds are described either in museum catalogue entries or in publications 
dedicated to individual hoards. This is crucial, as this study relies on previous 
observations rather than primary empirical work, with the exception of the 
Härnevi hoard (Figure 16.1), which was studied and recorded first-hand at 
the  Swedish History Museum (SHM), Stockholm.

Information about the appearance of objects, fragments and breakage of 
objects in all hoards except Härnevi is based on notes, photographs and 
drawings. Four of the hoards have been published by Andreas Oldeberg 
(1927, 1928, 1929, 1934), an antiquarian at the SHM in the first half of the 
20th century, who was specially interested in ancient metalworking tech-
niques and the BA. His detailed accounts include systematic recordings of 
fresh versus old breakage based on patina and information from the people 
who discovered the hoards. Such information is invaluable and facilitates the 
discussion on LBA fragmentation. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that 
renewed empirical studies could lead to revisions of the results. A detailed 
database cataloguing the finds in each hoard can be found in a digital reposi-
tory (Sörman 2023).
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All five hoards were recovered before 1930, none of them by archaeolo-
gists. Hence, there is a range of source-critical problems regarding the objects, 
retrieval and recording. In particular, smaller fragments were presumably 
overlooked or remained undiscovered to a certain extent, considering that 
the discoveries predate the use of metal detectors and occurred in times when 
complete objects were generally seen as more valuable and therefore perhaps 
prioritised. These conditions mean that the hoards are probably incomplete, 
which impacts the accuracy of the calculated rates for fragmentation as well 
as the number of identifiable fragments. Regardless of this potential error 
margin, the fragmentation rates for these assemblages are staggeringly high 
(Table 16.1). Considering that smaller fragments were potentially overlooked, 
the fragmentation rates can be seen as a minimum. Although the number of 
unidentifiable pieces might initially have been slightly lower if smaller frag-
ments were left out at discovery, the recognisability of the remaining frag-
ments, including the smallest ones recovered, indicates that unrecognisable 
fragments in these hoards were rare.

Chronology, fragmentation rate and general composition

The hoards all contain object types typologically dated to the LBA. It is inter-
esting to note that the age span represented in these assemblages is approxi-
mately limited to single typologically defined BA periods, each of which is  

TABLE 16.1  The Late Bronze Age hoards included in this study, with fragmentation 
rates (*number of fragments in relation to the total number of items 
except casting debris, omitting breaks considered recent) ranging from 
about 50% to almost 90%

No Find spot 
[museum 
identifier]

Typological  
dating

Total number 
of object pieces 
(casting debris 
excluded)

Fragmentation 
rate (based on 
quantity*)

Casting 
debris

1 Bräckan 
[SHM 1995]

Period IV (c. 1100–
900 BCE)

80 (61) (54) 89% Yes

2 Härnevi [SHM 
11635 & 1612]

Period IV–VI  
(c. 1100–500 BCE)

143 (139) (79) 57% Yes

3 Hjärpetan 
[SHM 17093 & 
17143]

Period V  
(c. 900–700 BCE)

37 (36) (23) 64% Yes (+ 
lead 
ingot)

4 Nya Åsle 
[SHM 4127]

Period V  
(c. 900–700 BCE)

145 (136) (71) 52 % Yes

5 Ystad [YM 
1388–1415]

Period V  
(c. 900–700 BCE)

29 (25) (19) 76% Yes
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around 200 years. In the Period V hoards of Hjärpetan and Nya Åsle, the 
presence of some older objects from Period IV or ‘early’ Period V (Oldeberg 
1928:324, 343–344; Oldeberg 1934:17) indicate that the assemblages have 
a certain time depth and was compiled throughout the period. In the Här-
nevi hoard, there are objects from LBA Periods V and VI and possibly even 
from late Period IV (Jensen 1997:180). This also hints at a wider chrono-
logical span and indicates that this practice sometimes continued throughout 
several stylistic horizons. Such a circumstance supports the impression that 
these assemblages were accumulated over time, within one or two Nordic BA 
periods (or even three, in the case of Härnevi). Consequently, this raises the 
question of whether the objects would have been accumulated and curated 
somewhere else before being deposited in the ground or whether the depo-
sitional place was also the storage location to which items were gradually 
added.

A majority (c. 50%–89%) of the items in these hoards are fragments or 
incomplete pieces when calculated according to quantity rather than weight, 
casting debris excluded (Table 16.1; Sörman 2023). Four out of five hoards also 
contain some form of metalworking debris, such as casting sprues or lumps of 
bronze. Of a total of c. 440 items from the five hoards, 34 pieces are recorded 
as having signs of additional, voluntary damage, such as cases of bending, 
crushing/flattening or stuffed sockets (Sörman 2023). Regarding represented 
object types, the assemblages are heterogenous, containing a broad variety of 
objects. All hoards contain objects or object fragments from all the traditional 
categories of weapons, tools and dress/body ornaments. Most of the hoards 
include at least one object of non-local type (Oldeberg 1927, 1928, 1934), but 
a clear majority of the objects appear to have been produced in the Nordic area.

Objects types

There are indications of selection and disproportion among the objects cho-
sen for fragmentation. The hoards do not contain all known object types 
in circulation, nor does the content reflect the approximate ratios between 
various groups of objects (for example, socketed axes are believed to have 
been much more common than swords). Some types often end up in these 
assemblages, while others are rare or almost missing completely.

In the Swedish hoards studied here, commonly fragmented objects are: 
swords, arm rings, sickles, spearheads and axes. Although present in four 
out of five hoards, no swords are found intact. Object types that were frag-
mented but rarer are neck rings,  fibulas, dress pins, double buttons, knives, 
punches and chisels.  All spectacle fibulas and neck rings are incomplete. The 
same is true for some of the large, rare items such as lures and bronze vessels. 
The most unique items correspond to what probably also constituted rarer 
objects at the time, such as decorative wheel pendants (Härnevi), fish hooks 
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(Bräckan), bronze vessels (Nya Åsle) and lures (Hjärpetan, Nya Åsle). Less 
surprisingly, some highly unusual object types, such as bronze combs and 
belt hooks, are missing from these assemblages. Objects that appear both 
complete and incomplete in these hoards include spearheads, axes, dress pins, 
double buttons, arm rings, sickles and knives. With some exceptions, we lack 
several fragments or the rest of the object. This means that most pieces of the 
objects represented by the fragments are missing.

There are also object types that are conspicuously absent in these assem-
blages. The least frequent items in the scrap hoards are the ones from the 
toilet set. The ‘toilet set’ is here defined as including a razor and tweezers, 
and sometimes also a knife and double button, which formed a set of small, 
personal items. Only one razor is present in this dataset: an intact, decorated 
specimen from the Hjärpetan hoard (Oldeberg 1928:331). Tweezers have not 
been found in any of the five hoards. Pieces of such small, flat objects might 
be harder to recognise in the form of small fragments, but their trapezoid 
shape, specific dimensions, and occasional ornamentation would have ena-
bled identification, and they are recognised as fragments when found in buri-
als. Razors and tweezers are also largely missing from the depositions in wet 
contexts (Baudou 1960; Levy 1982; Rundkvist 2015). However, they appear 
in some LBA burials, where they are sometimes fragmentary (e.g. Baudou 
1960; Hornstrup 2018). Razors and tweezers were thus mostly considered 
inappropriate for landscape deposition.

Finally, a note about the difference in neck rings: while simple and twisted 
neck rings are present in all five hoards, more elaborate neck ring pieces are 
absent. LBA elaborate neck ring designs, such as various heftier neck rings 
with ornamentation, spiral-formed end-plates, etc., are generally missing. 
Two fragments from the Ystad hoard and two fragments from the Nya Åsle 
hoard might originate from such rings, but the pieces represented are from 
the simple, twisted part rather than the extravagant end-plates (Oldeberg 
1927:109, 1934:25).

Hence, we sense a mutually exclusive pattern of deposition where certain 
small personal items are never (tweezers) or rarely (razors) included in these 
assemblages, but instead appear in other contexts, notably burials. The same 
is true for the elaborate neck rings, which, in contrast to the often fragmented 
simple and twisted neck rings, only appear in other hoard configurations. All 
other frequent forms of LBA metalwork are represented. This means that the 
person(s) who collected, curated and deposited these assemblages followed 
specific norms about what to include rather than adding fragments from all 
types in circulation.

Recognisability

An absolute majority of the pieces found in scrap hoards can be determined 
by  which object type they once belonged to.  Even the smallest recovered 
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fragments are identifiable to a high degree because of particular traits. Very 
small fragments are often possible to identify due to their curvature (lure 
fragments), shape and thickness (bronze vessels), or preserved details such 
as handles, decorative elements, rims, cutting edges or other particularities 
(Figure 16.2). The unidentified or uncertain fragments in relation to the total 
number of fragments for each hoard are 6% (3 fragments) for Bräckan, 1% 
(1 fragment) for Härnevi, 0% (0 fragments) for Hjärpetan, 8% (6 fragments) 
for Nya Åsle and 0% (0 fragments) for Ystad (Table 16.1).

In most cases, the unidentifiable pieces have a broken edge on several or 
all sides. Characteristics occurring on several of the unidentifiable fragments, 
such as a rim, an angle or a decoration (e.g. Oldeberg 1928:333; SHM 1995 
no 791:32; Figure 16.2), would probably have made them distinguishable by 
the people who had seen the original object. We should here consider that 
rare objects, such as pieces of large hammered vessels, were potentially more 
easily recognisable in the past. Since no such items were produced locally and 
there were fewer of these objects in circulation, fragments from these objects 
would have been more unique in the local community. Interestingly, frag-
ments from large bronze vessels – objects with large surface areas that would 
break into many fragments – are still only represented by very few pieces (e.g. 
SHM 7994 and Nya Åsle), another fact indicating a selection process behind 
the composition of these hoards.

To sum up, a vast majority of the fragments are identifiable as to the 
original object type. Many of the pieces that we cannot identify today were 
probably still recognisable to people who were familiar with them when they 
were in use or because they were pieces of rarity (such as vessels of hammered 
bronze or larger, decorated objects). Even considering the source-critical 

FIGURE 16.2  Fragment of an unidentified object from the Härnevi hoard (photo 
by the author).
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factor of small and less recognisable fragments potentially having been left 
out or overlooked by 19th and 20th-century finders or museum workers, the 
recognisable fragments form such a dominant proportion that keeping iden-
tifiable pieces must have been a significant factor in this hoarding practice.

Fragments as memorabilia?

In all Swedish hoards studied here, there is a high recognisability of the frag-
ments included in the assemblages. Even if we consider the possibility that 
dozens of small, unrecognisable fragments were overlooked by the finders, 
the large part of these hoards was made up of bits and pieces that are large 
enough to be identified by us (archaeologists familiar with the BA metal-
work repertoire) and then probably also by people in the BA. Recognisabil-
ity relates to the fragments’ visual form. Fragmenting in relation to certain 
shapes and attributes, as well as the fragment size, dictates if the pieces are 
recognisable or not. There are no marks or any other additions to the frag-
ments that would have allowed the identification of each piece. Objects in 
hoards might have been divided into various organic containers, allowing for 
physically separating or grouping certain bits and pieces. Unfortunately, such 
information is not possible to assess for the findings studied here. We can 
probably assume that they, like us, primarily relied on the shape of fragments 
for general or precise identification.

If each object included in a hoard assemblage embodied the histories of 
its previous users and owners, hoards upheld a multitude of past narratives 
(Chapman 2000:117). The first question we must ask is: did the histories and 
relations of these fragments matter, or had broken pieces been commodified 
as raw material and thereby deprived of their previous functions, values and 
meanings? The inclusion of fragments with high recognisability was certainly 
not done with the intention of making life easier for future archaeologists. So 
why were not (to our knowledge) smaller and less obvious pieces included? 
Perhaps less emblematic pieces were used in other contexts where the pre-
served form was less important, such as for finite deposition or immediate 
re-melting into a new object? Contrastingly, in hoarded collections where 
people would successively add or withdraw fragments, their history would 
be of continual importance. Selecting pieces where their original function 
remained visible/tangible allowed for these curated items to continue to be 
associated with their original owner or use history. Supposing that incom-
plete objects, and even small pieces, were still recognised with reference to 
their original whole, a ‘scrap hoard’ would have involved as many associa-
tions with past ‘wholes’ as they contained fragments.

As initially highlighted in the works of John Chapman (2000), the frag-
ment’s recognisability vis-à-vis the original whole is a key to the potential 
link between fragmentation and memory, along with the capacity to transmit 
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references to the ‘original’. This allows for the link to memories to be upheld 
and thus relates to the archaeological key questions regarding the role of 
material culture in creating, maintaining and manipulating the collective and 
individual memories of people in the past (e.g. Bradley 2002; Jones 2007). 
What was thought of these objects from the recent past during the LBA? In 
his discussion of memorabilia and heirlooms, Chris Caple has made a useful 
distinction between ‘ancestral objects’, as items with known history and per-
haps even a genealogy of ownership, versus ‘venerable artefacts’, detached 
from direct experience, and part of a more distant, mythical or socially 
defined and agreed past (Caple 2010:307). Many bronze objects in the scrap 
hoards, such as weapons and dress items, were personal attributes dating 
from within one or two chronological periods of the Nordic BA and would 
have been intimately linked to individuals or institutions. Consequently, we 
can assume that these assemblages represented ancestral memories of known 
histories and persons. They were also object types that continued to be pro-
duced, rather than old, abandoned object forms. They would probably have 
been assembled and curated by people from the same community, or at least 
from the same tradition. Various studies have shown that objects in LBA 
hoards show signs of wear and use (e.g. Kristiansen 2016 [1974]). These 
were objects that, before their deposition, had generally been used, worn and 
displayed in society.

Finally, the relatively limited size of these assemblages (ranging roughly 
between c. 30 and 150 pieces) means that the fragments were identifiable not 
only in terms of type but potentially also as to which exact object they once 
belonged to. This has two major consequences: not only could it facilitate the 
mnemonic link back to their previous owners, users, histories, and deeds, if 
locally made, this identification could also link back to the object’s production, 
meaning local metalworkers might have even been able to recall or at least 
understand the conditions for its composition and production. In this regard, 
these ‘scrap hoards’ are set apart both by size (and weight) and by fragment 
size compared to some of their LBA counterparts in Europe (e.g. Bordas 2019; 
Dietrich & Mörtz 2019:281; Knight 2022:156). In contrast to collections 
with tens or hundreds of kilograms and hundreds or thousands of objects, the 
Nordic LBA ‘scrap hoards’ were small caches of identifiable object parts that 
facilitated recognisability and commemoration. The fact that these had value 
as memorabilia has to be considered for at least parts of this material.

Scrap hoards and depositions with a high degree of fragmented objects in 
Scandinavia have previously been linked to crafting or trade (Oldeberg 1927; 
Weiler 1996), but they have also been suggested to represent a form of local 
or regional ‘settlement deposits’ [Swe. bygdedepåer], functioning as a cen-
tralised storage of wealth for a larger kin group (Thedéen 2004:72–74). Con-
sidering their possible association with the specialised metalworkers, they 
have also been suggested to function as a socio-politically charged source 
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for valuable, reusable or recyclable metals and relics curated by the smith 
 (Goldhahn 2007:219; see also Fregni 2014). I agree with this and have pre-
viously pointed to ethnographic examples of relic hoards curated by smiths 
(Sörman 2018:186–187). It is not likely that all hoards with fragments were 
‘scrap hoards’, nor that all fragments in such hoards served the same purpose 
or were assembled and deposited for the same reason. However, it seems 
likely that the majority of the so-called ‘scrap hoards’ were accumulated over 
time and that they were, at least in part, linked to memory work.

Final reflections

Metalwork assemblages with large proportions of fragmented objects depos-
ited in the landscape – known as ‘scrap hoards’ – consist mainly of pieces 
with shapes or characteristics that make them recognisable. This raises ques-
tions regarding the strategies for making, using and conceptualising frag-
ments: Were fragments created or selected with the intention of keeping the 
visual reference to the original object? Were different pieces of objects treated 
differently? Were some parts – such as edges, tips, handles and rims – more or 
less likely to be chosen for inclusion in ‘scrap hoards’ than others? Fragment-
ing Scandinavian LBA metalwork resulted in a variety of pieces with different 
qualities. We should therefore also be sensitive to how specific object catego-
ries with distinctive forms and decorations lend themselves to fragmentation 
(Chapman 2000:65). An issue to consider in further studies of fragmented 
metalwork is whether pieces of different shapes and visual properties, but 
also of different qualities such as portability, size, weight and shape, affected 
the ways different fragments were circulated, reused and deposited. Under-
standing this variation is a challenge, but it is also one of the great creative 
potentials of bronze objects as fragmented matter. While opening more ques-
tions than it answers, it is proposed that origins and commemoration were 
central to the value of these hoards.
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A devastated wreck

At first, you hardly see anything but the greenish water surrounding you. But 
as you follow the gently sloping seabed downward, round ballast stones and 
timbers can be discerned. And then, at a depth of six metres, more and more 
pieces of timber come into sight – the remains of the naval ship Rikswasa, 
which sank after a fire accident in 1623.

The Baltic Sea does not provide the best conditions for scuba diving. It is 
cold and dark, with turbid waters and a species-poor ecosystem. Nonethe-
less, it does have one great advantage: due to a unique combination of water 
quality and the absence of wood-consuming organisms, historic shipwrecks 
are exceptionally well preserved and can stay more or less intact for several 
hundreds of years. And as the remains are often uncovered, they are easily 
explored by anyone with a scuba diving licence.

When the Rikswasa was launched in 1599, it was one of the largest ships 
in the Swedish navy, measuring about 45 m in length (Glete 2009:37). The 
hull was constructed of tonnes of strong oak timbers, fitted together with 
bolts and framings to form a hull that would resist stormy seas as well as 
attacks from enemies. Given this, and also the excellent preservation con-
ditions of the brackish water, you would expect large parts of the massive 
ship to be preserved, with the exception of the parts of the hull that were 
consumed by the fire. However, on the sea floor, only a fraction of the ship is 
left, mostly in fragments. What has happened to the wreck? Where have all 
the missing parts gone?

These strange absences reflect a unique story of purposeful fragmentation. 
In the 1960s, large amounts of ship timber from the Rikswasa were salvaged 
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and turned into memorabilia, artefacts and furniture, until it was forbidden 
by the Swedish Antiquity Act in 1967. How was this fragmentation carried 
out and motivated? What ideas, traditions and interests underpinned it, and 
what was the criticism?

As an example of deliberate fragmentation in the recent past and in our 
own cultural context, the case of the Rikswasa adds to the long history of 
archaeologically established fragmentation practices. It illustrates how frag-
mentation can be a way of engaging with the past and helps us recognise that 
the present authorised heritage discourse should not be seen as timeless or 
without alternatives.

100 years of wreck oak salvage

In Swedish waters, there is a long tradition of recovering ships and cargo 
lost at sea. From the 17th century on, expert salvors were recurrently sup-
ported by the kingship and the navy, who were eager to regain some of the 
precious materials so that they could be sold or reused. During the second 
half of the 19th century, helmet diving became more common, and the old 
wrecks started to attract attention that did not only have to do with financial 
interests. The increasing diving activities spurred a more general interest in 
naval antiquities, which was further fuelled by the high social status of naval 
officers in contemporary society and the emerging bourgeois’ nostalgic inter-
est in the history of the nation (Cederlund 1983; Cederlund & Hocker 2006).

In the late 1860s, the burgeoning interest in old wrecks found a new 
expression: waterlogged oak wood. In 1867, an old man-of-war, Nya Riga, 
was recovered in Karlskrona roadstead, where it had foundered in the 18th 
century. This time, the salvors were not solely interested in retrieving ship 
timbers for reconstruction and showcasing purposes but also in paying hom-
age to naval history. To a greater extent, the timbers were now reworked 
into boxes, letter openers, etc. The material had a unique life history, and to 
underline the royal connections, the king of Sweden received an entire suite 
of furniture made out of wrecked wood from Nya Riga (Cederlund 1983:37).

In the following decades, up to the 1920s, an additional number of ambi-
tious salvage projects for the manufacture of furniture and memorabilia were 
carried out at naval wreck sites. Similar projects took place in the eastern 
and southern Baltic countries, especially in Finland, but not as frequently as 
in Sweden. One of the most extensive projects was carried out in 1916 in the 
city of Karlskrona and was sparked by the finding of the wreck of Småland, 
a naval ship sunk in 1730. The promotor, a marine engineer, had the wreck 
dismantled so that more than 20 tonnes of wood could be sawn to pieces for 
future processing (Ohlsson n.d.).

In fine carpentry, the use of waterlogged oak was not new, but up until 
then it was mainly found in bogs. It was widely known that, as a result of 
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the special preservation under water, the chemistry of such oak had changed 
so that over time it turned harder and darker. As the transformation process 
took hundreds of years, these clearly perceptible properties of the wood also 
made manifest a more subtle quality: its great age. The material was appreci-
ated for being beautiful, rare and exclusive and was used for souvenir pro-
duction, furniture making and interior decorations of affluent 19th-century 
homes (Cederlund 1983:37–38; HC archive).

Bringing the waterlogged oak wood of historic wrecks into focus made 
a far wider number of wreck sites potentially profitable. Although it was 
seldom as aged as bog oak, the wreck wood’s link to past societies was much 
stronger and fitted well into the growing interest in naval history. Conse-
quently, when waterlogged oak from wrecks was introduced, a new quality 
was added to the material: an exciting provenance. The wood being part of a 
wreck raised from the sea floor made it stand out as spectacular, and the life 
history of the actual ships made it even more special. This opened up for the 
selection of specific pasts, with a preference for dramatic episodes and glory 
days in the nation’s naval history. For the most part, the salvors targeted 
wreck sites associated with the sailing fleet of the 17th and 18th centuries – 
ships that were also known to be big, built of oak and whose histories and 
sinking sites were comparatively easy to track down in archives.

A contributing factor to the market for waterlogged oak in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries was contemporary style preferences. Materialising 
the past, the oak fitted well with the historicism in architecture and design. 
Its characteristic dark nuance, robust texture and aura of great deeds made 
it especially associated with masculine styles such as the new Renaissance, 
designated for men’s rooms and furniture, as well as prominent buildings. 
Its marine origin made it suitable for decorative items in naval contexts, and 
it also figured in churches in the shape of crucifixes and baptismal fonts. In 
the daily press of the early 20th century, adverts from sellers of ‘black oak’ 
from wrecks were recurrent, announcing that furniture made of the precious 
material was available for sale or that the wood could be bought in bulk 
(NLS archive).

In spite of an increased interest in waterlogged oak material and bet-
ter opportunities for collecting it, this never became a large-scale industry. 
Salvage projects were costly to carry out, and the market was quite easily 
flooded. Also, in contrast to bog oak, most wrecked timbers turned out to 
be full of nails and bolts that made them unfit for carpentry. On top of that, 
due to the breakthrough of functionalism, wood of a lighter colour came into 
fashion. Hence, considerable quantities of the oak that were salvaged during 
the different pioneering campaigns were eventually discarded. In 1967, an 
addendum to the Antiquities Act criminalised all intrusive operations at his-
toric wreck sites, such as black oak salvage (Arnshav 2011:39–43; Norman 
2022:16–28). A century-long era of commercial oak salvage from wrecks 
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was coming to an end. But one last major salvage operation was still to be 
carried out: the recovery of the Rikswasa.

Salvaging the Rikswasa

The building of the Rikswasa started at a shipyard in Lake Mälaren, some 
50 km west of Stockholm, in 1597 and was finished at the royal shipyard 
in Stockholm in 1599. The ship was built by the English shipwright Tomas 
Walter to serve as a command ship but was later rebuilt and degraded into a 
third-rate ship (Glete 2009:36–37).

The wreckage was due to a fire accident caused by the crew. In 1623, the 
Rikswasa and several other naval ships had anchored some 35 km east of 
Stockholm. Their mission was to block the sea route to Stockholm when the 
Polish fleet was expected. In October, after months of waiting, a fire broke 
out onboard. After it had reached the gunpowder kegs, it was impossible to 
stop. In order to prevent the fire spreading to the other ships and to facilitate 
later salvage work, the burning ship was towed towards the shore, where it 
sank. A few years later, salvage operations were carried out at the site, and at 
least 12 guns and the main mast were recovered (Glete 2009:36–37).

For centuries to come, the wreck of the Rikswasa was left on the sloping 
sea floor. The shallower parts of the wreck were partly discernible in the 
water, and the locals were not ignorant of it (SMR archive: 6143:3). The 
shore and the house property closest to the wreck were called Brännskäret 
(Eng. The scorched islet), and stories about the sunken ship were passed on 
by word of mouth. In the early 20th century, it was either assumed to be an 
old Swedish naval ship or a Russian naval ship that exploded during the Rus-
sian pillage of 1719 (ISOF archive). A salvage company informed about the 
foundering of the Rikswasa in the area made plans to approach the wreck in 
1922 but never proceeded (Randall 2013:38–39).

After the aqualung hit the market in the mid-20th century, the wreck was 
occasionally explored by scuba divers, of whom at least some were aware of 
its identity. In the late 1950s, a diving group interested in maritime history 
salvaged the rudder and the transom, as well as a number of cannonballs. 
Some of the cannonballs were sold or put on display at local museums, while 
the transom and the rudder ended up as garden decorations. This was after 
the owner’s suggestion to place it in central Stockholm as a monument for 
commemoration of the former royal shipyard was turned down by the city’s 
officials (SMR archive).

In 1956, a uniquely well preserved and richly ornamented early 17th-
century naval ship, the Vasa, was found in Stockholm harbour. The ship 
had sunk on its maiden voyage and enclosed more than 40,000 objects from 
contemporary society. The find and the preparations for the pioneering 
salvage gained a lot of media attention and sparked a wide public interest 
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in underwater heritage and naval history. The recovery was followed by a 
ground-breaking excavation and preservation project (Cederlund & Hocker 
2006). Today, the Vasa Museum is an important tourist attraction, with 
about 1.5 million visitors annually.

Inspired by the commotion around the Vasa, two brothers who ran a 
scuba diving and carpentry business had the idea of taking up the, by then, 
rather dormant business of wreck wood salvage, and their target was the 
Riksvasa. They had learned about the position of the wreck and were also 
aware of the fact that it had been ravaged by fire and, to some extent, also 
by scuba divers. The brothers assumed that the wreck was inapt as a source 
for archaeological knowledge and public mediation and hence lent itself to 
alternative approaches (SMR archive). The Swedish Antiquities Act did not 
yet provide protection for ancient wrecks, so it was perfectly legal to salvage 
timber from wreck sites (Norman 2022:13–28).

In the early 1960s, the brothers started to explore the site. No proper 
documentation of the process exists, but contemporary statements in the 
press indicate that they started off by recovering artefacts, such as cannon-
balls and loose timbers. Thereafter, they broke the remains of the deck in 
order to get access to the inner hull; they removed ballast stones and used a 
dredge to remove sediments as preparation for the salvage (Andersson 1964; 
 Andersson 1965:14–17; Widding 1965; Wahlöö 1969:28–29).

The breaking and lifting were mainly done during the winter with the help 
of a tree stump lifter placed on the ice. During the summer, a boat with a 
crane was employed. The following year, a large pontoon and a giant crane 
were hired for the final lifts. The media were once again invited to witness 
the event, and this time large sections of the hull were brought ashore (AFC 
archive; Tore 1965; Figure 17.1).

Considering the recent and carefully planned raising of the Vasa and the 
great effort that was put into the archaeological excavation and preservation 
work that followed, the rough treatment of the Rikswasa stands out as a 
striking contrast. But unlike the Vasa project, the goal was not to preserve 
the hull as completely as possible to reconstruct an intact early 17th-century 
ship but rather to upcycle the individual timbers of the hull. The procedure 
for salvaging Rikswasa’s hull parts did indeed become more and more incau-
tious as a new heritage policy on wreck protection was on its way to being 
authorised, making the whole project turn into a race against time.

Still, although it was perfectly legal to salvage the Rikswasa, not every-
body was happy about it. Locals living close to the wreck site wrote to the 
authorities and expressed the opinion that the wreck was an appreciated part 
of the neighbourhood and ought to be left as it was, to be enjoyed by the 
community and by careful scuba divers, at least until the time came when 
it could contribute to historical knowledge and be explored by professional 
archaeologists. In addition, they were also disappointed with the salvors’ 
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choice to erect a tomb-like stone by the shore for commemorating the wreck, 
as they had preferred a memorial made out of original wreck timbers (SMR 
archive).

The heritage sector, on the other hand, did not so much oppose the ongo-
ing salvage project as such but was more worried about the fragmentation 
and commodification of the remains and, above all, the lack of control. The 
ship timbers came in useful as comparison material for the ongoing recon-
struction of the Vasa, and the heritage sector wished to have them properly 
documented. However, the Vasa project had already resulted in a great deal 
of cost and effort for all parties involved, not least the taxpayers, and trained 
underwater archaeologists did not yet exist. For the foreseeable future, there 
will simply be no capacity for the heritage sector to lead additional salvage 
projects (Norman 2002:26; SMR archive).

The solution was to cooperate with the salvors. It was agreed that the Mar-
itime Museum, from now on, would be given the opportunity to document 

FIGURE 17.1  A large section of the bottom part of Rikswasa’s hull was raised in 
the mid-1960s. It was then fragmented for the production of fur-
niture, gadgets and memorabilia (photo: Jonas Berg, courtesy of 
National Maritime and Transport Museums, CC BY-SA).
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all recovered ship parts and incorporate finds of historical  interest into 
their collections. This resulted in a handful of construction drawings, photo 
 documentation of several ship parts and 25 collected artefacts  (Arnshav 
2011:39–44; SMR archive).

Meanwhile, work on developing proper legal protection for wrecks was 
intensified in order to slow down private exploration and gain control over 
the scuba diving situation. In 1967, an addendum to the Antiquities Act was 
implemented, popularly referred to as ‘lex Nahlin’ after the brothers who ran 
the salvage business at the Rikswasa wreck site. It stated that shipwrecks that 
had sunk more than 100 years ago were to be considered ancient remains and 
that it was forbidden to dislodge, remove, excavate, cover, or in any other 
way alter or damage them (Arnshav 2011:39–44, Norman 2022:16–22). 
Hence, an in situ policy that included remains on the sea floor had finally 
prevailed. Thereby, further recovery at the Rikswasa wreck site was halted, 
as was future commercial wreck wood salvaging.

Fragments for sale

There is growing evidence from many past cultures that objects, and even 
bodies, have recurrently and deliberately been disarticulated in order to 
create special fragments; these have subsequently been worked, circulated 
or deposited for reasons having to do with relations, identity and memory 
(Chapman 2000; Chapman & Gaydarska 2007; Brittain & Harris 2010; 
Rebay-Salisbury et al. 2010; Brück 2016; Frie 2020). The phenomenon seems 
to be well spread across the world and throughout history. Acknowledging 
this circumstance has without doubt enriched the archaeological understand-
ing of past cultures and the many ways in which material culture defines 
relations and societies. However, deliberate acts of breakage and circulation 
of fragments in our own time and present sphere of culture have rarely been 
archaeologically studied.

The Rikswasa was deliberately broken in the early 1960s in order to facili-
tate salvage of the timbers and hull sections. Thereafter, the parts were further 
worked and circulated in a similar way as has been found to be characteristic 
in past contexts in which fragments have been considered significant. Some 
timbers, like pieces of deck beams, frame tops or beautifully eroded planks, 
were simply sawn into stumps and marked with a small metal plaque stating 
that the artefact was made of ‘black oak’ from the Rikswasa and salvaged by 
the Nahlin brothers. In other cases, elements – often brass items with a nauti-
cal touch such as lamps, clocks or barometers – were mounted on a gently 
polished timber stump. Some furniture was also manufactured, like a bar 
table for the Shah of Persia. A well-known restaurant run in a building with 
historical links to one of the commanders of the ship bought large quantities 
of wood for furnishing a bar. A shipping company had the dining room of 
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one of their ships fitted up with eroded pieces of wreck timber, together with 
illustrations of the Rikswasa’s past (AFC archive; NLS archive; SMR archive; 
Wiklund 2013; Figure17.2).

Needless to say, the main reasons for dismantling wrecks and circulating 
the waterlogged oak wood were always commercial. The salvors of the Rik-
swasa ran a gallery in the city centre of Stockholm in which items made of 
wrecked wood, such as cutlery, salt and pepper mills, beer taps, whisky racks, 
cigarette lighters and ashtrays, were put on display and sold. Advertisements 
were also published by the brothers in newspapers, offering larger quantities 
of wood for sale. They regularly invited the press to follow their endeavour (a 
short documentary film about the ‘diving adventure’ was even produced by a 
Swedish director known for contemporary feature film thrillers), resulting in 
a number of articles in popular magazines with a predominantly male audi-
ence. A narrative was formed about the exclusiveness of the wreck wood, the 
great value of it, and the entrepreneurship of the salvors. Similarly, the media 
did not forget that several royalties and other celebrities had been given or 
had bought items made of Rikswasa wood (AFC archive; Andersson 1965).

FIGURE 17.2  The parts of Rikswasa keep circulating. In 2022 this clock was sold 
for c. 90 euros. The brass plaque states that the wood is a deck beam 
from the Rikswasa, built in Stockholm in 1599, foundered in 1623 
and salvaged by the Nahlin brothers in 1962 (photo: Anders Båge 
Wahlström, Höganäs auktionsbyrå).
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In the carpentry industry, hopes were occasionally put forward that 
 waterlogged oak could be a domestic alternative to mahogany and other 
dark-coloured tropical kinds of hardwood, which were again fashionable in 
the 1960s. Nevertheless, as it seems, the whole basis for commodifying oak 
from old wrecks was not only a matter of the colour and properties of the 
wood but also a fascination for its historical qualities and its submarine past, 
to which the dark colour testified. In other words, the black colour was not 
primarily appreciated because of aesthetic reasons but rather because of its 
intrinsic values and affectiveness. The black oak brought the past into focus 
and added place-value by grounding it in a precise site and the specific life 
history of a ship.

When fragmented, the mnemonic wood acquired even more meaning. The 
artefacts, which were all marked or sold with a certificate declaring that they 
were pieces of the Rikswasa, were loaded with generic references to sinking 
ships, ship wreck explorations and hidden treasures. And when coupled with 
nautical objects or pieces of coral or turned into household artefacts associ-
ated with predominantly male users, further references were added.

In sales brochures and statements in the press, the salvors’ framing of the 
Rikswasa products was plain: the wood provided a link to a royal ship dat-
ing from the nation’s great power era (SMR archive). As one of the brothers 
explained in an interview, besides making money, the goal was to offer peo-
ple an experience of the past in a direct and affective way. By means of the 
fragmented ship timbers, the salvors provided people with a chance to hold 
a piece of 17th-century history in their hands, display it in their homes, and 
experience it together with friends and relatives (Andersson 1964).

In addition, the salvors stressed that by selling their Rikswasa artefacts in 
a kiosk next to the preliminary Vasa Museum, tourists would stop vandalis-
ing the Vasa by cutting fragments out of the hull and instead buy a beautiful 
souvenir made of its predecessor and namesake. There were even plans to sell 
the Rikswasa fragments in the souvenir shop of the Vasa Museum so that the 
full public potential of the Vasa – a whole ship wreck – and the Rikswasa – a 
fragmented ship wreck – could complement each other (Andersson 1964).

In the minds of the salvors the fragmentation of the wreck was not merely 
a destructive process, but instead a cultural achievement. It was a way of 
activating a dormant ship and a means of sharing history by reaching out 
to a non-diving community. It is noteworthy that these ideas about offering 
links to history were launched in a particular period in Sweden that has been 
described as extremely future-oriented and in which interest in the past was 
declining. Promotion of history related to kings, nations and the great power 
era was definitely not at the top of the agenda of professional historians and 
the heritage sector (Grundberg 2004). In that regard, the Rikswasa fragments 
can be understood as reifications of an unscholarly interest in history. Just 
like traditions in Nordic folklore suggested that the recycling of timber could 
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result in the transplanting of household spirits, it is reasonable to assume that 
the logic underpinning the fragmentation also draws on an acknowledge-
ment of a more animistic and relational approach to old buildings and ships 
in contrast to modern objectification (Herva 2015).

Fragmented heritage and the heritage of fragmentation

It has been pointed out that the discipline of archaeology is strongly influ-
enced by a contemporary ‘culture of wholes’, meaning that there is a strong 
tendency in the modern western world to emphasise and idealise what is 
whole in the sense of being original, intact and unchanged. Accordingly, 
archaeologists recurrently tend to associate bits and pieces with loss, indicat-
ing that something has gone missing or is simply wasted. Confronted with 
a fragment, most archaeologists immediately turn to reconstructions and 
thoughts on what the piece originally used to be (Chapman & Gaydarska 
2007; Brittain & Harris 2010:589; Burström 2013).

This preference for wholes has clearly had an influence on the approach 
to the Rikswasa wreck site. In the early 1960s, the wreck was ruled out as 
being of no or low archaeological interest because it was not as intact as 
the Vasa (although in international comparison it was remarkably well pre-
served). Obviously, more emphasis was put on the damage in relation to the 
fire in 1623 than on the unique preservation qualities of the Baltic Sea. After 
the events in the 1960s, the wreck site was generally dismissed as messed up 
or devoid of content. Among archaeologists, the incident was bewailed and 
often referred to as a tragedy and blot in the history of underwater heritage 
management (Arnshav 2011:39–44; Wiklund 2013:13; Norman 2022:13).

If it were not for the extremely improbable but successful Vasa project, 
history’s judgement of the handling of the Rikswasa may not have been 
equally harsh. But there are also reasons of even greater significance that go 
far beyond the management of cultural heritage under water and the Swed-
ish situation. The salvage of the Rikswasa took place during a period of time 
when underwater archaeology (and historical archaeology) was starting to 
become professionalised and saw a rapid shift in emphasis from collecting 
cultural relics for museum displays to in situ conservation. A century-long 
tradition of private commercial wreck oak salvaging was about to come to 
an end for the benefit of a preservation paradigm, which today is generally 
accepted and promoted by influential organisations like UNESCO and ICO-
MOS as well as legislation in most economically developed countries (Brattli 
2009; Burström 2009; ICOMOS 1990).

In the paper Heritage of Heritage, archaeologist Cornelis Holtorf (2012) 
points out that every heritage discourse is firmly situated in a specific histori-
cal and cultural context and that much of what we take for granted regard-
ing heritage and preservation is bound up with a very particular way of 
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thinking, disposed to a “sacredness of cultural heritage” (Holtorf 2012:159 
citing Beckman 1998:32–39). He discusses how the contemporary heritage 
discourse is strongly focused on, even obsessed with, conservation, preserva-
tion and protection, and he stresses that this “curious peculiarity of our age” 
(Holtorf 2012:160) has taken over nearly the entire range of legitimate ways 
of being interested in the past. Finally, he questions what people a century 
from now will be able to learn about us from studying presently curated her-
itage sites. What will the traces of our management approach look like? Will 
the preservationist paradigm unfold, and if so, how will this be understood 
(Holtorf 2012)?

The past in the past is an interesting subject that has gained consider-
able archaeological attention. It has been established that many prehistoric 
cultures show a strong interest in historic artefacts and monuments (Bradley 
2002), and that such engagement with the past has sometimes involved the 
disarticulation of ancient remains and the circulation of mnemonic fragments 
(Chapman 2000). Most often, the use of the past has been linked to elite 
groups (Jensen 2002; Lund & Arwill-Nordbladh 2016; Lund 2017). But the 
phenomenon as such – to relate to history and engage with its materiality in 
one way or another – is a basic human condition (Schnapp 1996).

What kind of footprint did past salvage activities at the Rikswasa wreck 
site leave? Unfortunately, there is no documentation of what the wreck site 
looked like before the arrival of the black oak salvors. Nonetheless, by study-
ing the files of the Maritime Museum and scrutinising the identifiable pieces 
of timber that were put up for sale, a rough understanding of the salvors’ 
impact on the wreck site can be gained. It can be concluded that in addition 
to the stern parts and the rudder that were recovered as early as the 1950s, a 
large section of the bottom of the hull, a somewhat smaller part of the port 
side of the hull and many of the deck planks, frames, beams and other tim-
bers were removed from the site (SMR archive).

After the final lifts in 1966, the wreck was seldom visited by divers, as it 
was widely dismissed as totally destroyed and mostly gone. Left on the site 
was a remaining part of the hull bottom, covered by a heap of loose timbers, 
scattered ballast stones, some tiles and pieces of rope, and wires that the sal-
vors had strewn around (Cederlund 1983:224; SMR archive).

When revisited a little more than 40 years later, no further changes were 
observed. Here and there, nails are sticking out of the frames, reflecting the 
fact that beams, inner planking and structures have been removed by force. 
There are no signs of saw cuts in the timbers, which confirms that the wreck 
was mainly broken by using slings, straps and lifts. Other remains of the 
salvage events were a cable and ropes, as well as the many ballast stones that 
were found sprinkled over the sea floor. Most notable, however, is the mess 
of thousands of loose stumps of timbers. This bears no resemblance to natu-
ral fragmentation processes but reveals which wreck parts were rejected; it 
mirrors the selection process and perhaps also the efforts to clear and lighten 
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certain sections of the hull as a preparation for lifting them out of the water. 
The site formation process is in many ways complicated but has great poten-
tial, if surveyed in greater detail, to provide information about the salvors’ 
selection and course of action (Figure 17.3).

A new understanding

To anyone interested in the construction of early 17th-century naval ships, 
and life on board, the interference of the oak salvors is indeed a serious 
violation of the wreck site. But what if we instead approach it from another 
angle, regarding it as an iconic site in the history of maritime cultural herit-
age management and as a representative of a unique tradition of oak salvag-
ing, of which we still have much to learn? In that case, the very destruction, 
including all the material spoils of the salvors, along with the striking 
absences they caused, are telling evidence of the way in which the past was 
consumed by oak salvors, traders and buyers. It can be argued that the traces 
of salvage at the wreck site form a heritage in themselves. In addition, the 
history of Rikswasa can help us reflect on current heritage paradigms and, at 
the same time, help remind us that this is by no means universal or without 
alternatives.

FIGURE 17.3  At the wreck site, the evidence of the breaking is evident. The most 
intact part of the remaining hull is slightly submerged into the sea 
floor and covered by loose pieces of timber (photo: Niklas Eriksson).
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On that note, the history of the fragmentation of the Rikswasa forms an 
interesting example of a popular approach to history, of an elite (of profes-
sional heritage managers and archaeologists) taking control over the past, 
and how a new heritage paradigm spreads while contradictory approaches 
are shunned and even criminalised. In many ways, the destruction of the 
 Rikswasa marks a turning point in Swedish maritime heritage management. 
An end has been put to further salvage operations, but the allure of wreck 
oak is by no means extinct. At auctions, antique shops and internet auc-
tion sites, fragments of the Rikswasa and other wrecks keep circulating, like 
material memories of powerful ships and of the devoted salvors that brought 
them to pieces.

When considering what kind of artefacts were made from the fragmented 
ship, much can be learned about how the Rikswasa wreck was perceived 
by the salvors and their customers. The artefacts clearly reflect a contempo-
rary fascination with old, naval ship wrecks, also revealing how these were 
closely linked to adventure, masculinity and the wider nautical and subma-
rine sphere. As is often the case with material culture, they also had a part to 
play in manifesting and negotiating their owner’s identity. They were exclu-
sive but not expensive, and they were not controlled by the elite but rather by 
specialists and people from the broad layers of society.

Approaching them as fragments brings us a deeper understanding. It 
makes us aware of the very materiality of the wood and how the fragments 
are relational and link people to distant places and past events and periods. 
A strong appreciation of authenticity is present here, but not in terms of 
original forms and functions but in terms of the wood itself, as a matter with 
a kind of soul and animated by past experiences (see Herva 2015). This is 
also expressive of a non-scholarly take on the past and ancient remains. Alto-
gether, the pieces of Rikswasa point towards fragments as something more 
than just pieces of a former whole. They are new objects in their own right, 
and fragmentation enabled their transformation. Hence, fragmentation is not 
the end but rather the beginning, blazing new paths and enabling a diversity 
of possible trajectories for single composite things, like a ship.
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The process of life is marked by the continuous creation of wholes 
from parts.*

(Alexander 1979)

Introduction

In Madeleine Bunting’s (2021) review of Kate Mosse’s book ‘An extra pair of 
hands: a story of caring, ageing and everyday acts of love’, Bunting explains the 
author’s questioning of ‘… how and why we fetishise independence when the 
reality of human experience is always interdependence’. Mosse’s insight chimes 
well with the general aim of the fragmentation project as it has been advancing 
over the last quarter-century: a search for connections between people, places 
and objects. Working in parallel to the recent ‘new materialist’ insistence on 
connections (viz. everything is related to everything else: (DeLanda 2016; Har-
man 2018) and acting as an early contribution to ‘relational ontologies’ (Alberti  
et al. 2016; Hamilakis & Jones 2017; Cambridge Archaeological Journal 2021), 
fragmentation studies developed and retained a distinctive view of material by 
asserting relations of enchainment based upon people moving fragments across 
the landscape and around the site. These relationships prioritised the meaningful 
ways by which human and non-human agents created themselves through their 
connections (viz., relational ontology)1 and emphasised the interdependence of 
those relationships. In my view, it is futile to reify the independent agency of the 
arrowhead, the tree or the aurochs when the key point was their interdepend-
ence with humans. As Victoria Coren Mitchell2 would put it, ‘only connect ….’.

* Alexander, C. 1979. The Timeless Way of Building. New York: Oxford University Press, 31. 
Reproduced with permission of the Licensor through PLSclear.
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In this chapter, I have four aims. First, I set the scene by presenting some 
of the key moments in the development of fragmentation studies. Second, 
I  re-establish the importance of place by inserting the notion of ‘landscape 
fragmentation’ into the relational identity triangle. Accomplishing this allows 
me to pursue the third aim of identifying the implications of a recent turn in 
fragmentation studies – the turn towards multiple entities. And, fourth, I seek 
to extend the idea of ‘multiple objects’ to discuss multiple places and persons 
as well. In the discussion, I seek to connect these four fragments of the same 
picture through a consideration of relational identities.

Points along the itinerary of fragmentation studies

Although archaeologists have long recognised the fragmentary nature of 
objects in the past (Lucas 2015), the earliest recognition of deliberate object 
fragmentation occurred, as far as I know, almost a century ago, in Dumitres-
cu’s (1927–1932) account of figurine breakage. Few social insights into 
 fragmentation appeared in that century (but note Talalay 1987) and it was not 
until 2000 that the deliberate breakage of persons and objects was set in an 
overall social context (Chapman 2000) (for a short history of fragmentation 
research, see Chapman 2022). An important stage in this research concerned 
the definition of the so-called Fragmentation Premise. In the earlier version, 
which prioritised people and objects, we proposed that objects were regularly 
deliberately fragmented, and the resulting fragments were often  re-used in an 
extended use-life ‘after the break’ (Chapman & Gaydarska 2007: 2, 8–10, 
18). However, this version of the premise ironically left fragmentation theory 
incomplete – lacking a grounding in the places that constituted the sources of 
material in the wider landscape (see below, pp. 291–3).

Turning to matters of theory and method, critical comments in the 21st 
century focussing on fragmentation theory (e.g. Jones 2005; Fowler 2008; 
Brittain & Harris 2010) and methodology (e.g. Bailey 2001; Milisauskas 
2002) have done little to stem the expanding tide of case studies demon-
strating deliberate breakage and re-use of broken parts for a wide variety 
of materials and object types in an impressive range of time-places (see the 
introduction to this volume). There are obvious objections to a universal-
ising, essentialising interpretation of breakage in the enormous diversity 
of cultural contexts in which this has been demonstrated (e.g. Rezi 2011; 
Evangelista & Valera 2019; Guernsey 2020; Chittock this volume). Yet the 
linkage of breakage to the umbrella term ‘enchainment’ does not prescribe 
specific interpretations but rather allows the identification of different ways 
of linking the itineraries of people, places and objects in ways that promote 
a comparative approach.

Similar comparative advances can be distinguished in fragmentation meth-
odology. A compelling parallel in independent approaches to fragmentation 
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on two different continents concerns Guernsey’s (2020) research on figurine 
breakage in Preclassic Mesoamerica and our own work on Balkan Neolithic 
figurines (most recently, Chapman & Gaydarska 2022). Multiple examples 
of the same criteria used to document deliberate fragmentation have been 
found independently in both regions, providing strong grounds for accepting 
the practice of intentional figurine fragmentation in either region even with-
out the convergence of many criteria. However, the clear evidence for parallel 
practices in figurine fragmentation in the two regions reinforces the argu-
ment for its intentional nature, which has a very high probability. Moreover, 
Guernsey (2020:111) suggests that

the creation, discard, dispersal and disposal of fragments was central to 
the maintenance of social order (in Mesoamerica) for thousands of years.” 
In her view, “fragmentation was a social tool whose success hinged, in 
part, on its participatory nature, which required acts of remembering and 
interpreting on the part of individuals who were compelled for their well-
being to perform appropriately.

Above all, breakage was both a transformative, generative and communica-
tive act in the Mesoamerican Preclassic (Guernsey 2020:112). This view of 
fragmentation could be extended to many, if not most, of the case studies 
presented in this volume as well as in many other studies, although uninten-
tional breakage (Gaydarska this volume) and ‘fake’ fragments (Röst this vol-
ume) are also well documented. I shall explore this interpretation in several 
of the case studies discussed below.

A typical trajectory of new research directions shows the move from a first 
stage of enthusiastic acceptance, via a second stage of critique showing the 
limitations of the approach, to a third, perhaps more mature, stage of inves-
tigation in which strategies are introduced to meet the earlier criticisms. I rec-
ognise that fragmentation studies have moved into the third research stage, 
which is marked by an appreciation of much more fluidity and dynamism in 
our notions of places, persons and objects than had been shown earlier. But 
the potential of this more dynamic approach, with its emphasis on commu-
nication, cannot be fully realised if we continue to overlook the significance 
of landscape fragmentation. 

The inclusion of place in fragmentation studies

An image depicting the identity triangle (Figure 18.1) has long been part of 
our research on social archaeology (Chapman & Gaydarska 2007, fig. 1.2). 
The form of the equilateral triangle shows that each term is of equal impor-
tance, while the arrows show the recursive relations between each pair of 
terms, which together constitute the emergence of identity. However, although 
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places regularly feature in both our fragmentation books  (Chapman 2000; 
Chapman & Gaydarska 2007), we have made no explicit mention of the 
fragmentation of landscape insofar as persons visiting specific places often 
removed parts of those places as ‘raw material’ to make objects, structures, 
or monuments.

In one sense, this omission is comprehensible; after all, the deliberate 
breakage of a figurine on a Balkan tell is a very different practice from the 
removal of a lump of diorite from a boulder field for future use as an axe. 
While the former showed a person interacting with an artificial entity to pro-
duce different entities, the latter involved a person interacting with natural 
places that remained, if not intact, then in the same overall form in order to 
produce an object. But if we step back and consider the relationship of parts 
to wholes in a broader sense, it becomes clear that the ubiquitous removal of 
stone, clay or metal from their sources to other sites left a series of marked 
places in the landscape, which sometimes revealed themselves as physical 
traces – scars, gouges or wounds. Richard Bradley (2000:88) suggested that 
finished products from unusual locations were not only artefacts with a his-
tory of their own’ but also ‘pieces of places’, which carried their places of ori-
gin across the landscape to their places of use and eventual deposition. This is 
a perfect summary of the first stage of objects in general, which involved the 
fragmentation of the landscape in order to retrieve the ‘raw material’ for the 
making of ‘complete’ objects from damaged places. A complementary idea 
to Bradley’s formulation is the general principle enunciated by Chris Gosden 

FIGURE 18.1  The relational identity triangle (source: author, re-drawn by Astrid 
A. Noterman).
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(2009:183) that ‘values attached to materials and to place are mutually ref-
erential and supportive’.

There can hardly be a better project to illustrate the significance of land-
scape fragmentation than Pierre Pétrequin and his colleagues’ impressive 
‘Jade’ project, which uses spectro-radiometric analysis to track the source of 
jadeites axes found over much of Europe to individual outcrops and boulders 
(‘boudins’) primarily in the Alpine regions of Mont Viso and Mont Beguia 
(Pétrequin et al. 2012). The analyses of 1,630 axes and over 2,500 jadeite 
source boulders revealed over 100 ‘spectro-facies’, each of which was defined 
by a unique petrographic signature (Errera et al. 2012) to show how stone 
was broken off a source boulder or outcrop and moved to the lowlands and 
on to other regions. Almost 30% of the spectro-facies showed axes deposited 
in different regions across Europe, including Spectro-facies 156, linking the 
Alps to Nantes, Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony, and Spectro-facies 
443, linking the Mont Beguia area to the Morbihan and Denmark. Perhaps 
the most spectacular result was the links between four axeheads almost cer-
tainly made from jadeitite from the same parent ‘boudin’ on Monte Viso – one 
found near Dunfermline, Scotland and the other three in northern Germany 
(Sheridan et al. 2011, fig. 4), documenting landscape fragmentation at the 
scale of 1,300–1,800 km. This interaction dwarfs the current longest physi-
cal refit, in the Chuckwalla Valley of California, USA, between a sandstone 
block found on a settlement, which could be re-fitted to an outcrop in its 
source quarry 63 km away (Singer 1984).

The fragmentation of places is therefore the origin-metaphor for the gen-
eral process of relating in the world, viz., enchainment. But the fragmentation 
of such places goes much further than this metaphor. This allows a reformu-
lation of the Fragmentation Premise as follows: ‘Places, human bodies and 
objects were regularly deliberately fragmented, and the resulting fragments 
were often re-used in an extended use-life ‘after the break’. It is the links 
between places and a characteristically open-ended series of other places that 
mark out enchainment as central to the creation and maintenance of social 
life. An approach focussed on the itineraries of objects provides a holistic 
means of re-integrating people, places and objects (Chapman 2022). Now 
that we have re-instated place in the fragmentation agenda, we can turn to 
the other main development of multiple objects.

A re-consideration of multiple objects, persons and places

I have already alluded (p. 291) to a deeper appreciation of fluidity and dyna-
mism in our notions of places, persons and objects, leading to a more truly 
relational approach. An example of this development concerns the replace-
ment of the narration of object biographies by attention to multiple objects 
(Jones et al. 2016; Jones & Guardamino 2019; cf. Olsen 2010). Multiple 
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objects have been considered to be ‘multiple’ in two ways. First, Jones et al. 
(2016) extended the notion of multiple objects to the stages through which 
objects, decorated or not, pass on their life journey from birth (making), 
life (use) and death (deposition or destruction). In the second way, Jones & 
Guardamino (2019:194) argue that decorated objects are multiple objects 
“precisely because they are composed of a series of different and overlap-
ping relations” cited by the decorative motifs or styles that connect them 
to other time-places. Both aspects of multiplicity will be evaluated in this 
chapter. Indeed, the notion of multiplicity is not limited to objects but can be 
extended to cover persons (cf. Fowler 2004) and places (cf. above, p. 292), 
so that each stage of the fragmentation operational chain, whether reduc-
tive, additive or combined (Figure 18.2), can be conceptualised as a different 
entity, each linked relationally to other different entities. In this sense, ideas 
of multiplicity are deeply rooted in the process of fragmentation, which is 
constantly producing ‘new’ dividual entities – what Jones et al. (2016) have 
called ‘new objects’ – as well as new places and new persons. It is worth 
turning to some examples of these ‘new’ entities, beginning with new objects.

Multiple objects

Jones et al.’s (2016) study of the decorated slate plaques of the Manx  Neolithic 
emphasised that every time a plaque was re-worked, a ‘new’ object was cre-
ated, with several examples of decoration over earlier incisions showing a 
complex itinerary marked by changes in relational networks. This was also 
the case with the way that complete pots were regularly fragmented, with 
undecorated ‘orphan’ sherds placed in a modest proportion (14%) of all Late 
Bronze Age cremation graves studied by Louwen (this volume). A   similar 
practice has been long known from Copper Age burials in Hungary and 
interpreted as materialising enchained links between the living and the dead 
(Chapman 2000: 51–53; Table 3.3) through the process of synecdoche, the 
symbolic representation of the whole by the part. The reverse practice of the 
extraction of a small sherd from an otherwise complete vessel has recently 
been observed in Iron Age graves in the UK (Chittock this volume). Not only 
did this materialise the enchained links between the lands of the living and the 
dead, but the new objects formed framed the kinds of dominant and sub-dom-
inant relationships between the surviving ‘body’ of the vessel and the missing 
sherd. The different practice of sharing sherds from the same vessel between 
several graves is attested at Merovingian sites such as Bulles and Saint-Vit 
(pers. comm. Noterman). Another quite different and equally striking prac-
tice concerns the re-working of shoe buckles placed in one grave into belt 
fasteners placed in another grave at the Early Mediaeval site of Bülach, Swit-
zerland (pers. comm. Noterman). As far as I am aware, no one has yet tried to 
refit ‘orphan’ sherds between graves in the same cemetery, and this would be  
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an important future research task, potentially as revealing as genetic links 
between burials (Alterauge et al. 2021).

An example of the creation of multiple objects whose final form was 
as a grave good is the repaired Spondylus shell bracelet from Grave 43 in 
the Varna Chalcolithic cemetery (Ivanov 1988), with an AMS determina-
tion of OxA-13683 dating the skeleton to 5720±29 BP (Higham et al. 2018; 
 Figure 18.3). The object started life in the Aegean Sea as a large spiny shell, 
probably recovered from a depth of several metres. It was either exchanged 
as an intact shell or made into a rough form ready for exchange northward. It 
is improbable that the shell was worked into a finished bracelet at an Aegean 
site since the large, thick form was typical of the Western Pontic Coast rather 
than the Aegean region. At exactly which site the bracelet was made remains 
unknown, but the Hamangia tradition of ornaments made from the larger, 
right-side shell, dating from 5200–4800 cal BCE (Chapman & Gaydarska 
2007), suggests a West Pontic origin. Studies of Spondylus ornaments from 
the Varna and Durankulak cemeteries show that the mortuary costumes of 
adult males and females, as well as children, all included Spondylus bracelets 
(Chapman & Gaydarska 2007, Chapter 7). The long use-life of the bracelet 
is indicated by the heavy surface wear, as the bracelet was gradually trans-
formed into an ancestral ornament. The wear was so great that eventually the 
bracelet broke. Instead of deposition in a grave – the usual fate of a broken 
ring – the Varna community repaired the bracelet with another high-status 
material – gold, probably from a local alluvial source – thus creating a further, 
decorated stage in this multiple object. The repoussé decoration was made 
using a tool of probably local flint in a style well known from local bone 
figurines and other gold foil ornaments. The choice to place the ornament 
in the ‘richest’ grave of the Varna cemetery represented the final transforma-
tion into another new object, this time associated with a plethora of grave 
goods, including a gold penis sheath, cast gold plates and a costume trimmed 
with gold and carnelian beads – all placed with a 40–50-year-old male with 
an arthritic knee (sometimes inaccurately described as ‘the Lord of Varna’: 
Ivanov 1988). The trajectory of this particular multiple object encompasses 
six stages, linking long-distance exchange, specialist craftsmanship and a 
spectacular mortuary performance, with a range of different enchained links 
at each stage of its multiple life.

Another interpretational shift based on the potential of enchainment con-
cerns the approach to bronze objects. Ojala and Sörman (this volume) have 
identified at least four ways of developing new bronze objects in addition to 
the selection of fragments for deposition: filling-up through the addition of 
castings; fusing, or the joining of parts; patching, in which small parts are 
added; and up-cycling, in which an object is transformed into another object. 
Sörman (this volume) identifies the fragments produced in these processes 
as ‘memorabilia’, whereby the stages in the object’s journey are associated 
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with the persons and places in which the transformations occurred. The most 
dramatic changes in interpretation have related to hoards, especially the 
concentration of bronze fragments once termed ‘scrap hoards’, supposedly 
assembled as ‘raw material’ for future melting and re-casting (Rezi 2011). 
The patterning in hoard fragments shows that bronze fragments gained 
meaning through the way they were broken (Knight this volume), with frag-
ments passing through several new life stages, including their use, curation 
and re-use (Jones this volume). The use of metal analyses to differentiate 
the sources of objects in hoards has obvious potential here (cf. Knight this 
volume).

One of Ojala and Sörman’s (this volume) object transformations relates 
to the incorporation of parts of old objects into new things. Some of the 
most dramatic examples related to Iron Age practices, such as Chittock’s 
(this volume) recognition of fragments from six different bronze objects into 
the assembly of the decorated Grimthorpe shield, are comparable to the way 
that the Ferry Fryston chariot was made from parts of several other chariots.

S. J. Watts’ (2014) research into querns in the prehistory of South West 
England is one of the few in-depth studies of this generally unloved, usu-
ally undecorated object class, based upon a sample of almost a thousand 
objects – mostly fragments, with very few paired stones found together and 
deliberate fragmentation implied by the continuing possibility of the frag-
ment’s use (2014: 58, 61, 130). Most querns were deposited in settlement 
contexts, expressing a wide range of symbolism (2014:56). Watts summarises 
this diachronic pattern as follows: ‘quernstones were deposited with different 
levels and layers of meaning and intent, which can be determined by the con-
dition of the querns as found in the archaeological record’ (2014:126). The 
creation of ‘multiple objects’ is well illustrated by the huge variety of deposit 
types in which the fragments were placed (n = 26). In Brück’s (2006:305) 
view, “each deposit captured the essence of, or harnessed the situation that 
gave rise to, the deposit”.

We have moved far beyond early studies of a class of objects, such as 
‘prosopomorphic lids’ or ‘fired clay maps’, in which the first priority was 
to identify a pattern of deliberate breakage in an object category (Chapman 
2000). Such fluid, dynamic approaches to objects point the way to a deeper 
understanding of objects as memorabilia, provided that the history of divid-
ual objects as well as hoard assemblage is incorporated into fragmentation 
studies.

Multiple places

The significance of origin-places in the fragmentation chain has been more 
recently identified than the fragmentation of persons and objects (see above, 
p. 291 ff.). The transformation of places through time produces ‘multiple places’  
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at three different spatial scales: the individual context, the site and the 
 landscape. In each case, fragmentation processes are developed in what effec-
tively emerge as ‘new’ places.

At the smallest scale, there has been a problematisation of the notion 
of ‘closed contexts’, in which doubt has been cast on whether any context 
could have been completely closed3. Strong patterning in the removal of cer-
tain human body parts – mostly skulls – from sub-floor burials in houses 
at  Çatalhöyük shows different ways of creating ‘history houses’ in contrast 
to the less elaborate stories of other structures (Hodder 2016). With each 
retrieval of human remains, the house takes on another layer of ancestral 
presence and absence, linking the house to other places in the settlement and 
accumulating a richer network of ancestral veneration.

Similar research on Chalcolithic and Bronze Age burials in Britain has 
shown the histological potential for differentiating bones removed from buri-
als and bones curated outside the mortuary context, usually in settlements 
(Brück & Booth 2022; Brück this volume). This means that we cannot assume 
that disarticulated bones were always curated for long periods before re-
burial in a ‘new’ place, although the median curation period for  Chalcolithic 
and Early Bronze Age human remains was double that for the Middle-Late 
Bronze Age (90 years cf. 43 years: Brück & Booth 2022). This leads to a re-
evaluation of the recent assertion made by Wallduck (2013) on the basis of 
her ‘archéologie du terroir’ research into the Iron Gates Mesolithic and Neo-
lithic burials that the operational chain of disarticulated burials was much 
more complicated than that of the ‘primary’ burials (viz., articulated and 
(relatively) complete).

It is apparent that every burial context is a potential storehouse of human 
remains and objects, which can be transformed into a ‘new’ place by the 
removal or addition of entities (see Noterman this volume). In our past inter-
pretations, we have focussed more on the bodies and grave goods than on 
the way in which the place of burial is perhaps more subtly transformed. It is 
now time to redress that balance.

Expanding the scale of place, I turn to Pauketat’s (2013) key observa-
tion on site development: with every major new political decision to create 
a different plan through the addition, modification or destruction of a sig-
nificant feature, a ’new’ site is created. His examples from the monumental 
Cahokia low-density urban centre emphasise the difference between building 
in the less permanent earth or in timeless stone (Pauketat 2013). But Pauke-
tat’s principle is as valid at small ‘domestic’ Bronze Age settlements such 
as Leskernick, Cornwall, UK (Bender et al. 2007), where the addition of a 
new stone-and-turf roundhouse creates a ‘new’ version of the settlement for 
 re-working past site networks and developing new enchained relationships.

An intriguing example of the creation of new places comes from Late 
Bronze Age Holland, where a group of seven cremations was brought from 
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an older site to establish a new urnfield (Louwen this volume) – a literal 
example of the moving of one ancestral place to make another. A similar 
accretion of value concerns the Bronze Age deposition of human bones in 
‘liminal’ places, such as the place of a bronze hoard or the edge of the fen  
(Brück this volume). This recursive relationship between human remains, 
often broken special objects and places highlights the potential for trans-
formation, which could not have been generated by only one such element. 
These examples underline the widening range of contexts in which the role 
of fragmentation and subsequent ‘life after the break’ can play in the creation 
of ‘new’ places.

At the widest scale of place-studies – the landscape – a significant new 
line of approach concerns the fragmentation of the land, as in the creation 
of field systems (locally termed ‘reaves’) on Dartmoor, South West England 
(Fleming 1988). Wickstead (2008) challenges the traditional interpretation 
that coaxial landscapes developed from processes of fragmentation and ter-
ritorialisation, as ‘territories’ became attached to households and lineages in 
a form of social fragmentation (Fleming 1988). While Wickstead’s critique 
accepts that land itself was fragmented from an earlier state of open pas-
ture, she postulates that land division does not equate to social fragmentation 
but, instead, provided opportunities for a proliferation of relationships  – 
expanded inter-connections between groups. In this account, land division is 
a way of constructing landscapes to enable the expansion and mobilisation 
of a network of interests (2008:110). Hence, seen through the lens of land 
tenure, the multiple authorship of the reaves has more to do with kinship 
than with ownership, with their layout revealing their connections with other 
places (2008:147). Ultimately, land divisions showed new ways of expand-
ing distributed personhood because tenure was part of the constitution of 
identity (2008:155, 163). Wickstead’s analysis is an important milestone in 
fragmentation studies, in part because it considers the process at a far wider 
spatial scale than most other fragmentation studies but, mainly, because it 
emphasises the positive effects of land fragmentation on the relational emer-
gence of values, persons and land.

Multiple persons

The preceding discussion of mortuary places (p. 299) emphasised the emer-
gence of ‘new places’, but I could equally have prioritised the emergence of 
‘new persons’. This process has been observed in many contexts, from the 
deconstruction and later re-assembling of Saami reindeer bone fragments to 
tell a story and convey a sense of animal personhood (Fjellström this volume; 
Hull this volume) to the transformation of the deceased human body through 
cremation to produce a ‘new body’, using the division of the ashes, variable 
curation, partial re-deposition and associations with new objects (see Louwen 
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this volume). The ontological turn (Witmore 2014) builds on the tension 
between individual and dividual aspects of personhood, whether to empha-
sise dividual aspects of mortuary practices in so-called ‘individual’ burials in 
the British Early Bronze Age or to suggest that, in time-places where bodily 
fragmentation of the deceased was the norm, the individual in life was trans-
formed into the dividual in death (for the subtraction and addition of human 
body parts in Balkan Neolithic – Chalcolithic burials, see Chapman 2010). 
Chittock (this volume) summarises well the current thinking about human 
bodies, which undergo complex sequences of transformation and fragmenta-
tion as a result of the emphasis by turn on dividual and relational identities.

A spectacular example of such mortuary transformations concerns the 
7,500 human bone fragments deposited in the multiple ditches of the Final 
Linearbandkeramik (or LBK) enclosure at Herxheim, a lowland site in the 
Palatinate, Germany (Zeeb-Lanz 2016, 2019). Dated to the 51st century 
cal BCE, the ditches had received deposits of human and animal bone frag-
ments, over 15,000 sherds and almost 6,000 lithics; most of these collections 
have been subject to re-fitting experiments (e.g., pottery: Denaire 2019). The 
human bones had been dismembered soon after death, and the bones were 
subsequently smashed with many burns. Zeeb-Lanz (2019) explains this 
extraordinary deposit as a mass sacrifice of human captives from a different 
ethnic group after inter-village raiding. This is a very complex phenomenon, 
and the explanations given here are grossly simplified. But the sacrificial 
‘explanation’ does not explain the strontium and oxygen isotopic analyses 
showing that over 90% of the buried population, estimated at 1,200 persons, 
was non-native to Herxheim, with 75% coming from hill country or low 
mountains. Although no upland sites are currently known for the Latest LBK 
phase, provenance studies show that Herxheim was connected to other LBK 
sites at least 200 km away in exchange networks for chipped stone, ground 
and polished stone and pottery.

An alternative explanation starts from three key observations: most of the 
Herxheim bodies came from upland sites; the Herxheim human remains were 
radically incomplete; and the material deposited in the Herxheim ditches was 
not the refuse by-product of rituals but, rather, deliberate deposits. One radi-
cal way to explain all three points is the construction of a mobility scenario 
(Figure 18.4), in which multiple persons who died in upland settlements 
(and also some lowland sites) were curated there but soon dismembered for 
movement to Herxheim4. Modelling this scenario based on the duration of 
 Herxheim at 20 or 50 years means total annual movement of, for the former, 
5 sets of human remains from 9 upland sites or 3 sets from 15 upland sites; 
and for the latter, 3 sets from 6 upland sites or 2 sets from 9 upland sites. 
These modest figures show that the mobility scenario was indeed feasible to 
explain the human bone accumulations at Herxheim. In this scenario, people 
passed through four multiple states: the living humans became corpses, then 
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FIGURE 18.4  A model for the movement of upland body fragments to the lowland 
enclosure of Herxheim (source: L. Woodard).
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were dismembered, then smashed at Herxheim and finally buried.  Evangelista 
and Valera’s (2019) comment on the Portuguese site of Perdigões applies 
equally well to Herxheim: “human bones in enclosures built the strength of 
each enclosure”.

Discussion: relational identities

A decisive shift towards an understanding of the multiplicity of objects, 
places and people is consistent with an interpretational move towards rela-
tional identities. It is hard to imagine how dividual identities cannot lead 
towards multiple versions of people, places and objects. Indeed, one may 
claim that multiplicity is an inherent feature of relationality, with each aspect 
of an entity occupying locations that change and evolve in a time-place cita-
tional field (cf. the topological field of Plutniak, this volume). However, there 
is no doubt that the principle of multiplicity makes the definition of citational 
fields more complex, as we can see from the example of the repaired Spon-
dylus bracelet from the Varna cemetery discussed above (see p. 297). It will 
always be a matter of archaeological judgement as to which entanglements 
out of a vast range of relevant connections constitute the key relationships.

One aspect of relationality that has emerged from the earlier discussion is 
its status as an important social resource. On a human level, we may contrast 
the burial of older persons with few if any grave goods, possibly because most 
of their kin and friends have already died (Parker Pearson 1999,  Chapter 4) 
or because their social ‘value’ has declined, with the burial of a community 
leader, such as the adult male in Varna Grave 43, whose connections were 
at a lifetime peak, resulting in the widest range of grave goods deposited in 
the entire cemetery (Ivanov 1988). In this sense, the quantity and diversity of 
grave goods across a cemetery may not have been directly related to social 
‘wealth’, however that problematic term is defined, but rather to the diversity 
or density of relations between the deceased and her network, viz., a mark 
of their dividuality.

On a landscape level, Wickstead’s (2008) account of the Dartmoor reaves 
prioritised tenure as part of the constitution of identity, part of how persons 
matter (2008:1), and therefore more to do with kinship relations than with 
ownership (2008:24). Just as Bronze Age houses on Dartmoor embodied mul-
tiple significances in political as well as family relations, described as ‘engines 
of relatedness’ (2008:110), so the reave boundaries were laid out so as to 
reveal their connections with other places as part of their values (2008:147). 
The often precise measurement practices used to lay out the reaves emerged 
from, and generated, fractal personhood because (my emphasis) they valued 
relationships (2008:148).

Generalising this account to other forms of settlement, it becomes fea-
sible to suggest that one of the key functions of the layout of landscapes, 
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enclosures, forts, cemeteries, houses or pits was the provision of increased 
opportunities for the proliferation of relationships. An example of this 
approach to  Neolithic causewayed enclosures was to emphasise the impor-
tance of the physical work of ditch-digging to the social process of site forma-
tion (Whittle et al. 1999), re-visited here as a site-specific layout enabling the 
creation of new relationality, e.g., between kin groups excavating adjacent 
ditch segments.

In her otherwise fascinating study of re-opened graves in Early Mediae-
val Reihengräberfelder, Noterman (this volume) scarcely touches on the way 
the arrangement of graves reciprocally influences the relations between the 
deceased and their mourners. There could well be tension between the two 
principal topological relations: the relations of the grave lines to each other 
and the relations of the individual graves to each other within the lines and 
even between lines. Two prehistoric parallels concern the Late Neolithic 
grave lines, most of them focussed on houses, in the intramural burials at 
Kisköre-Damn and the Early-Middle Copper Age cemetery of Tiszapolgár-
Basatanya, where grave rows dominate the cemetery (Chapman 2000a). At 
each site, grave lines were a form of self-structuring social practice where 
kinship calculus was defined not only by inclusion or exclusion from the line 
but also by the relative position of the grave in the line and distance from the 
ancestral line (2000a:71–72). It was not only the selected place of the cem-
etery that created potential for the expanded growth of relationality but also 
the choice of the form of the graves in parallel lines, which further developed 
this potential.

A final consideration concerns Mauss’ insight that the act of exchange crys-
tallised all previous exchange relations as well as the cultural relations pro-
viding the context for that exchange act (Masclef 2018). Could it be implicit 
in the logic of multiple objects, places and persons that each new version 
of a multiple entity provoked a similar crystallisation of previous relational 
networks through, e.g., commemorative ceremonies, with each transforma-
tion linked to potentially different audiences? This suggestion raises many 
interesting implications that need to be worked through in future research on 
relational identities.

Concluding remarks

In this essay, I have ranged widely across and beyond fragmentation research 
in an attempt to discuss the implications of relational identities and their 
inherent connection to multiplicity through the changing stages in the biog-
raphies of persons, objects and places. These discussions lead to three signifi-
cant conclusions:

1 The incompleteness of the earlier version of the Fragmentation Premise, 
involving objects and persons but not places, has been remedied to include 
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a new version. Here, the fragmentation of places to produce ‘resources’ for 
the making of objects, their future use and later fragmentation are given a 
central place as the origin-metaphor of social relations, viz., enchainment. 
There is still much work to be done on the various forms of enchainment 
that connect places, persons and objects. An example of place-fragmenta-
tion at a continental scale is provided by the Jade Project (Pétrequin et al. 
2012), in which, for example, fragments of the same jadeitite block in a 
remote Alpine valley have been made into axes deposited as far away as 
North Scotland and North Germany (Sheridan et al. 2011).

2 There are two senses in which Andrew Jones’ (Jones et al. 2016; Jones & 
Guardamino 2019) notion of ‘multiple objects’ can be developed: in time, 
as different, overlapping stages of decoration change the ‘same’ object; 
and in place, where motifs decorating one object relate to the same motifs 
on remote objects in different cultural contexts. The idea of multiplicity 
can also be extended to places and people, both of whom pass through dif-
ferent stages of transformation in their lives. Far from watering down the 
original concept, the idea of multiple persons conveys the sense in which, 
for example, human bodies grew and changed in life while, in death, they 
were transformed, often through fragmentation, as their dividual identi-
ties continued to change. This recursive process of multiple identities is 
well summarised in Bradley’s view of objects as ‘pieces of place’, in which 
fragmented places were presented by the objects to which they gave rise.

3 The key finding of this chapter is that multiplicity is an inherent feature of 
relationality which developed through the fluid and dynamic lives of places, 
persons and objects. With key exceptions, such as Wickstead (2008), we 
have perhaps underplayed the notion of relationality as a significant social 
resource that could be drawn upon at various times in its life but was also 
a reason for the very existence of the places we call sites. In other words, 
the potential of the construction of sites (and landscapes) for the expan-
sion of social relations was much more than simply a by-product of site 
formation but was, rather, its primary function. Just as we have devoted 
much, and invaluable, attention to the physical aspects of site formation 
and taphonomy ever since Schiffer (1987), we have undervalued the social 
aspects of the process. A final speculation prompted by Mauss’ work on 
the act of exchange raised the possibility that each successive transforma-
tion of multiple places, persons and objects crystallised the entire cultural 
world of the time-place.

In the discussions at the workshop from which this volume originates, I 
concluded my presentation by posing the question of how our fragmenta-
tion research/this workshop relate to the struggle against climate disaster, as 
recently highlighted in the COP 26 UN Climate Change Conference. While 
the issue of climatic disaster can never be diminished or pushed into second 
position behind another issue, many of our views on the world have been 
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transformed by the war in Ukraine. How are these two processes linked to 
each other and to recent archaeological research, including fragmentation?

In my view, both the climate disaster and the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
have common roots in our failure to value our deepest links to nature and 
other people. Our interdependence on nature is so obvious that it has taken 
decades of business-led propaganda and economic deception to promote cli-
mate scepticism. Equally, the monstrous portrayal of Ukraine as a ‘non-state’’ 
and Ukrainians as ‘non-persons’ relies on political propaganda and historical 
deception to underpin the invasion. In the words of Rebecca Liu review-
ing the 2022 film Futura (Guardian Weekend magazine, 9th July 2022), the 
neo-liberal establishment portrayed by adolescents in that film foregrounds 
a world of fierce economic competition, which celebrates the entrepreneurial 
individual breaking free of the collective. It is this fetishism of independence 
and the individual that seeks to contradict the tight links between humans 
and nature, as well as between humans and other humans. As in the varied 
perspectives on new materialism and post-humanism, our research on frag-
mentation posits an alternative to neo-liberal individualism: human relations 
underpinned by the collective and the values created by such relationality. It 
is a huge job, involving academics, policymakers and activists from across 
the full spectrum of political thought, to transform this alternative theoreti-
cal approach into a coherent political strategy, let alone a programme of 
policies. But a world where the connections forming dividual relations with 
nature, animals and other humans already offers the promise of a different 
future.

Notes

 1 To discover that we have in fact been discussing the ontological turn since 2007 
reminds me of the citizen in Molière, who suddenly discovers that he has been 
speaking ‘prose’.

 2 Victoria Coren Mitchell hosts the quiz show ‘Only Connect’ for BBC2.
 3 However, a voice of dissent comes from Thomas (1999:87), who argues that pits 

were dug to forge a link between people and place, with their contents becoming 
a permanent memorial and, therefore, a ‘closed’ context.

 4 For references to the many examples of the movement of human bodies across the 
landscape, see Chapman et al., in press.
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